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Collaborations between artists and scientists have yielded many notable innovations. Yet, such collaborations are generally underutilized, mostly due to the myriad obstacles
faced by the partners entering into such collaborations. These obstacles include financial considerations (e.g., a lack of available grant funds), social and political tensions (e.g.,
between art and science, two communities that usually have distinct views about what constitutes valuable research), and professional standards (e.g., what the collaboration
yields that is of professional value, such as publications or gallery showings). In this paper, the key issues and barriers to artist-scientist collaborations are detailed. Then, some
tractable solutions are proposed.
This white paper is composed of three parts. The first part examines the barriers to collaboration via a dialogue between the two key stakeholders in an artist-scientist
collaboration: the artist and the scientist. Since this paper is co-authored by one individual with scientific training (SJB) and one with artistic training (CC), and because we have
been engaged in an ongoing artist-scientist collaboration, we felt this approach would be the best way of itemizing the issues involved in such work and revealing the essential
tensions.
In this review we have decided to focus on those scientific disciplines that have been more resistant to collaborations with artists. For example, we are not interested in
considering how we can improve collaborations between engineers or computer scientists and artists, even though we recognize that such collaborations have their own issues
and obstacles, since such collaborations have a rich history (e.g., see Klver, 1972). With the goal of determining why collaborations with other types of scientists, such as
biologists, chemists and other 'wet-lab' scientists, are so challenging, the second part of this paper analyzes the differences between those scientific disciplines that have a more
established history of art-science collaboration with those that do not. Such an analysis will reveal some of the shortcomings of current approaches to fostering art-science
collaboration, and should also suggest some solutions.
The third and final part of this paper will present several lists of suggested actions for overcoming the various obstacles identified in the first two parts of the paper. Although
that section puts forward many suggestions to deal with the specific issues raised in the earlier parts of the paper, our focus will be on suggestions that will have a long-term
impact and address the major concerns of the stakeholders in art-science-collaboration. In addition, based on our analysis in the second part of the paper, we will focus on
suggestions that foster better and more numerous collaborations between artists and wet-lab scientists.
Our most significant and overarching suggested action will be for the building of new semi-independent institutions that provide real physical spaces, furnished with the
necessary relevant equipment, where art-science collaborations. We envision these as being community-based collective art-science organizations whose function is to serve as
open access wet laboratories--not unlike the 'hacker spaces' that have appeared in many cities around the world, but with greater focus on the biological sciences, as opposed to
engineering and computer science.
Though our focus is on discussing this open wet-lab scenario as a long-term goal, we ground our discussion by referencing our own personal experiences running a wet-labbased collective in Vancouver, Canada. We will argue that although the formation of such autonomous organizations is critical for fostering artist-scientist collaborations, their
ultimate success will depend on forming partnerships with academic and other cultural institutions, as well as an ethos of community participation.

Part I: Dialogue Between an Artist and Scientist
on the Artist-Scientist Collaboration
While the issue of art-science collaboration as an institutional question has been address before (see Pearce, et al, 2003), for this first part of the white paper we have decided to
address the question via a dialogue between two key stakeholders in an artist-scientist collaboration: the artist and the scientist. Because of our backgrounds and because we
have each been engaged in several successful and unsuccessful artist-scientist collaborations, we, the authors of this white paper, have assumed the roles of scientist (SJB) and
artist (CC). The dialogue is broken down into several subtopics, as appropriate.
Introductions: The Artist and The Scientist
CC: My background is in music and sound production. I later moved into other areas, that can loosely be defined as conceptual art, systems art and/or interactive art
CC: I am interested in art that emphasizes ideas, intellectual interpretation and critical judgment, rather than a pure focus on craft and object contemplation. I am also interested
in cultural theory, philosophy, and analyzing/critiquing technology's role in society--this led me to the arts and technology. One of my primary motivations in this field is my
belief that contemporary science and technology are radically transforming the world. I believe it is crucial that the arts address the questions and challenges presented by
techno-scientific research. By doing so, the arts can expand its boundaries and reach.
CC: The truth is that my collaboration with SJB is probably my first "true" collaboration with a scientist. Although I have contacted scientists to ask them questions, I think two
primary factors have prevented me from doing this until now:
1. Approaching a scientist can be difficult for an artist. I simply wasn't confident enough in my "crazy" ideas to contemplate asking a scientist to collaborate with me. I guess I
felt I would be wasting their time somehow.
2. Second, the structure of MFA programs tends to hinder or obstruct collaborations of any kind. You are often supposed to explain what your personal motivation is or what you
are trying to "express." Accordingly, a slightly more rational and exploratory approach, such as has been true for my work with SJB, is difficult to contextualize for a
"traditional" art faculty. That said, I do feel that I had the backing my thesis committee to do art/sci work but didn't pursue it as much as I could have (probably because of point
1).

SJB: After some early training in the visual arts, I pursued several degrees and then a postdoctoral fellowship in Behavioural Neuroscience. During the course of my training I
increasingly became (re)interested in the arts and how the technologies I was using in my scientific discipline might be employed in the arts. Yet, when I looked around my wet
lab, there was a stark contrast between the lab and the arts world. I decided to leave the sciences to pursue artistic endeavors. I pursued training in new media in the form of a
postdoctoral fellowship in interactive arts. Since then I have been developing my own art practice (traditional drawing and painting, as well as some computational pieces) and
have been involved in several artist-scientist collaborations. In such collaborations, I have mostly served in the role of the scientist (often, to my chagrin), though there have
been collaborations where I felt I was contributing as an artist as well (e.g., my work with CC).
SJB: My background, accordingly, is admittedly different from other scientists that might be entering into an artists-scientist collaboration. However, I believe these dual hats I
have worn have both better prepared me for collaborative work and furnished me with insight into the collaborative process itself.
DPrime Research and Biopoiesis
CC: Over the past two years, SJB and I have been involved in the development of a nonprofit community-based organization that incorporates scientific research from many
disciplines (e.g., biology, electrochemistry) that have not commonly been a part of artist-scientist collaborations. We have been working to build an organization that is in the
spirit of the hacker spaces (which largely focus on electronics, robotics, and programming) situated in many cities around the world, but with greater emphasis placed on wet-lab
sciences. It is our hope that we can develop a community of artist/scientist researchers that will be engaged in activities that spawn the same innovation that has been coming
out of community-based hacker spaces. The name of our organization is DPrime Research (www.dprime.org).
SJB: DPrime Research is definitely a multifaceted organization. We are part research and development think tank, part science and technology start-up and part cultural and
community organization. We are an assembly of artists and academics.
CC: The first significant projects to come out of DPrime Research is a project called 'Biopoiesis.' Biopoiesis (dprime.org/projects/biopoiesis/) is a series of experiments
exploring the relationships between structure, matter, and self-organization, in what might be described as a computational "primordial soup." This work built on cyberneticist
Gordon Pask's research into electrochemical control systems that could adapt to certain aspects of their environment (see Pask, 1960). Our experiments, undertaken by SJB and
I, explored the artistic potential of Paskian-like systems. This work also examined the interactive and computational possibilities of natural processes, the potential for natural
processes to serve as an alternative to the commonplace digital forms of computation--which might help (re)establish a dialogue between cybernetics, mainstream science, and
the arts. In short, it was truly an artistic piece with solid scientific qualities.
SJB: Besides being a laboratory for explorations into electrochemical computing, Biopoiesis had at least two other purposes. First, we wished to feature and investigate
alternative models of electronic arts practice (thus furthering the goals of DPrime Research). Second, by studying the growth and adaptation of an "inorganic" system, we wanted
to question the traditional dichotomies of organic vs. inorganic and biological vs. non-biological. Based on the success of our public exhibitions of the Biopoiesis experiments,
we felt that this body of work opened up new ways of thinking about sensing, intelligence (environmental, collective; not just cognitive), and memory (mutable electrochemical
traces).
CC: Having provided that background about ourselves, our organization, and one of our projects, we will now talk about several topics related to artist-scientist collaborations.
Misunderstanding of the Other Discipline
CC: I think a major barrier to a successful artist-scientist collaboration is the existence of misconceptions of the other's discipline, a misunderstanding of what it means to be
labelled (or self labelled) as an artist or as a scientist, or both. There is bound to be some level of miscommunication or misunderstanding, but insofar as the artist and/or scientist
is not 'fixed' in their view of the other's discipline, the collaboration is much more likely to be truly collaborative in nature as opposed to being merely one sided.
SJB: The reason art-science collaborations are so challenging, or are never even initiated, is because the artist and scientist enter the relationship with two completely different
conceptual models--both in terms of what they are trying to build, and how they should go about building it.
CC: I think that for an art-science collaboration to really work, it is not enough to merely throw an artist and a scientist into the same room. I would argue that the success of an
art-science collaboration will depend on the appreciation that the artist and scientist have for each other's discipline. So, to maximize potential, each party must take steps to
understand the world view and language of the other discipline, while leaving their preconceptions about art or science at the door.
SJB: In general, I think the common idea of 'collaboration' needs to be revised when applied to collaborations between artists and scientists. The common notion of
'collaboration' usually entails a worksite metaphor: If you bring your carpentry skills, I'll bring my masonry skills, and together we'll build a house. There is no need for me to
learn how to frame a house, and there is no need for you to learn how to mix and pour cement; there must be a certain level of communication between our disciplines, but as
long as we agree on the blueprint we can essentially get the job done with minimal interaction. This approach will not work in an artist-scientist collaboration as understanding
the others discipline is so critical to the success of the collaboration.

The Non-collaborative Nature of Artist-Scientist Collaborations
SJB: So the term 'collaboration' might in itself be a source of confusion. Artists have told me they have wanted to collaborate because of my scientific background, but the
collaboration turned out to be largely one-sided (and, hence, not in a collaborative spirit): I would end up fielding questions about this scientific topic or that, rather than
engaging in any real collaborating (at least it wasn't the sort of collaboration I am familiar with from my work in scientific laboratories). The problem, I think, is that in many
cases the artist doesn't want to collaborate with a scientist; rather, they want a quick way of querying the scientific literature. This is, of course, tantamount to merely examining
the products of science, rather than collaborating with a practitioner of science. On that note, I would assert there are far fewer examples of art-science collaborations than most
would believe--most are probably just examples of an artist exploring the products of science.
CC: Artists (like scientists) are very curious. I know that I ask scientists many questions (I know I ask you a lot of questions SJB). Some artists will approach a science-based
work (such as a residency in a hospital or at NASA) almost as if they are a "spy" or "infiltrator" (in the nicest possible connotations of those terms). It's a knowledge gathering or
fact-finding expedition; they are almost acting like a reporter. They simply observe what the researchers do and sometimes will use their equipment as a basis for their
"traditional" artworks (for example Susan Aldworth who used functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) images of epileptic patients (among others) to make films, etchings and
aquatints; see http://susanaldworth.com). While there is significant interaction involved (in her case with both patients and doctors and researchers), it is not a collaboration (in
the sense that we are talking about).
SJB: My own impression has been that collaboration within the sciences might be a truer form of collaboration--where all collaborators get a chance at credit for what they
contribute to an experiment or series of experiments. This is not necessarily the case in the arts, where there is still the tendency to view the artist as a singular entity. In most of
the artist-scientist collaborations that I have been involved as a scientist, my somewhat cynical perception has been that the artist objectified me as 'scientist,' and that
objectification was usually based on a popular view of what a scientist is and does (e.g., information tome, conservative, an unwavering believer in the power of objectivity).
Even when collaborations have been balanced, others (e.g., curators) can impose their own preconception of the artist as a singular entity on the outcome of the collaboration-giving more credit to the artist for the final piece than to the scientist. For example, in a recent exhibit of Biopoiesis, the curator adopted this stance: Not having information
from CC and I about what names should be tied to our piece, the curator decided to credit the artist among us (CC) for the piece.

CC: In fact, even in those cases where the scientist acts as mentor, or is otherwise integral to the realization of the piece, the artist will often not even mention that the scientist
helped them (except perhaps in a credits listing which I believe belies the importance of the contribution). It struck me that most art/science (or art/engineering) collaborations
generally fall into two broad categories: (1) scientist as mentor or even as a technician hired to a do a job (to help the artist realize his or her goals such as to make a glowing
rabbit, or to program a self-organizing map algorithm (see Steinheider & Legrady, 2004)), or (2) artist and scientist as "clearly delineated specialists" in their fields (e.g., an artist
wants to brainstorm with a scientist to make something interesting from the scientist's research, such as a plant that acts as a pollution sensor by changing color which presents
an interesting research problem for the scientist (this also gets to SJB's point of each bringing his own skills and world views)). In my view (2) gets closest to a "true"
collaboration.
CC: So there are really very few "true" collaborations (like ours?) where both parties are exploring a new area together (e.g. cybernetics, electrochemical learning systems)
without knowing the outcome ahead of time, primarily through subjective interpretations and ongoing conversations; both in a sense working as artists and scientists. Ideally,
this would lead to both an artistic and scientific contribution by each member.
SJB: Yes, I agree. I think our work has the elements of a true collaboration. And I think there is an interesting distinction arising from this discussion. Namely, that between
true and not-true collaborations. In fact, I think we can fairly distinguish between two sorts of collaborations: (1) mentor-based collaborations, and (2) true collaborations.
Though we should acknowledge that (2) might in some cases still entail a worksite metaphor in the collaboration, as CC pointed out. Employing a worksite metaphor in this sort
of collaboration is not ideal. However, at least from an innovation standpoint, it is certainly a truer collaboration than (1).
CC: Given that distinction, it is probably a good idea to throw out some examples and see whether we can neatly divide those examples into one or the other categories. Here
are some examples of art/science projects.
"
"
"
"

Eduardo Kac: Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) Bunny: www.ekac.org/gfpbunny.html
Victoria Vesna: Blue Morph: artsci.ucla.edu/BlueMorph/main.html
SymbioticA: MEART: www.fishandchips.uwa.edu.au/
Beatriz Da Costa: Experiments in Biosensing: www.beatrizdacosta.net/sensing.php

CC: While I have incomplete knowledge of how these projects came to be, I would say that generally, the first two are of the mentor-based variety we are discussing while the
last two are closer to true collaborations, though they still have some degree of worksite mentality about them. Of course these categories aren't mutually exclusive, there is
likely elements of both in each project.
SJB: How often is it that a scientist approaches an artist to have a collaboration?
CC: The answer is of course is never or almost never. The real question of course is why. Here, I think that the generally accepted response might be that scientists are either not
interested in art, don't know how their work might be useful in making contemporary art or are simply too busy with their research and the pressure of teaching, running research
projects, applying for grants, getting tenure, etc.
SJB: I suspect that the career advancement issues are the most significant. Another big issue might be the culture of science. During my training as a scientist, I know that in
most cases my artistic practices were frowned upon as either being a waste of time or simply a quaint past time--nothing 'serious.' There needs to be a concerted effort by people
interested in art-science collaborations to collect and disseminate those important instances where art-science collaborations have yielded clear benefits to the participants and/or
to society. People need to be shown what can be accomplished with a true artist-scientist collaboration; otherwise, I can understand their reasons for being skeptical and hesitant
to engage in one themselves. I am not sure if this is possible yet, given that there has been so little in the way of true art-science collaboration.
Career Implications of an Artist-Scientist Collaboration
SJB: The unfortunate reality is that although a singular scientist might appreciate one or more artistic endeavors, and may even be actively involved in them, the academic
establishments within which they work usually do not recognize their efforts; thus, their collaborative efforts are not appreciated and may even be looked down upon by their
scientist peers.
SJB: The artist has comparable struggles within their realm; for example, in the art world there has traditionally been less appreciation for the iterative, incremental work (that is
much a part of a scientific practice), as opposed to the polished finished "masterpiece." This, of course, has been changing. Still, it is obvious that the issues extend well beyond
the collaborators and includes the cultures within which each of those individuals work.
SJB: A key issue that stands in the way of artist-scientist collaborations is the disparity in the career benefits reaped from such collaborations. For the artist, such a collaboration
is more likely to increase their academic and/or career stature through publications and gallery showings. For the scientist, such a collaboration is unlikely to yield comparable
benefits. Some fellow scientists might even look down upon such endeavors. Moreover, such collaborative work, at least in its current form, is not likely to yield career
advancement benefits in an academic setting for the scientist, where publications in scientific journals are the major indicator of making a significant contribution to their field of
study. We need some mechanism of either changing the culture of science so as to encourage scientists to engage in collaborations, or we need to change the way that
collaborations are structured so that the benefits from such a relationship are more balanced.
Process vs. Product
SJB: In theory, scientific practice is much more focused on the process of achieving some result and not just the result itself: the documentation of the methods of a scientific
experiment or investigation is just as significant as the outcome of an experiment. One of the pillars of the experimental method is the importance of replication; the idea that
the results of a single experiment are fallible, but with replications (ideally by different research groups) information distills. Yet, in practice, there is good evidence that
scientists (or at least the editors of scientific journals) are much more focused on the product. For example, positive results have a much greater chance of being published, and
only a small fraction of published scientific experiments are ever replicated (see Lehrer, 2010).
CC: Traditionally, art's focus has been on the product. But this of course has been changing ever since the arrival of Conceptual Art in the 1960s, and the related practices of
Systems Art and Process Art (all of which draw from Dada & Marcel Duchamp in some way). These practices, from which contemporary new media and interactive art derive,
focus on the actual doing and how actions can be defined or understood as an actual artwork. So, in these practices, it's not so much about art as object but art as doing. But, as
in science, the general bias toward "product" or the "object d'art" persists.
SJB: Yes, and it seems odd that the art world's move toward process over product has not been accompanied by the giving of credit to those individuals that an artists calls upon
during the process of creating their work. Perhaps in conceptual art, the artist is still the key product? This is also not an uncommon part of the sciences. There are rock stars in
both worlds.
CC: So there does seem to be some clear disparity between the methods of science and the methods of art. In science, there is objective detachment, in systems/process art there
is (usually) a clear intention and desire to establish sets of patterns and associations - or at least set them in motion (even if, as in the case of John Cage for example, those
patterns are not under the aesthetic control of the artist). There are differences as well: In systems/process art, replication and generalizability are generally not a concern. It can
also be argued that traditional art-historical models of analysis do not apply; namely, appeal to the sublime or some aesthetic ideal (though I believe those are still there, just in a
different form and with different emphases).

SJB: I agree, there should be an emphasis on exploration and discovery as opposed to merely following an existing line of research. For example, with Biopoiesis, we opened
up some old abandoned work of the cyberneticists and explored those ideas in brand new contexts.
SJB: Despite science's focus on documentation for the purposes of replication, it seems very odd that science still largely relies on textual descriptions in journal articles as the
primary method of disseminating the procedures used in an experiment. To the person that wants to replicate that experiment, there is nothing harder to decipher. Why aren't
photos and videos used more commonly for the description of experimental methods? Indeed, there is only one journal that I know of that has employed a policy of
documenting all research methods using video (i.e., www.jove.com/. Using video is probably seen as more demanding. But this is not a legitimate excuse.
CC: To be fair I've seen plenty of journal or conference articles in computer graphics, hci, tei, robotics, etc., where they at least link to YouTube videos.
SJB: It's interesting the disciplines you list as examples of properly documenting their process and methods. They are precisely those disciplines that have a richer history of artscience collaboration. Might this commonality in the proper documenting of process be one of the reasons for their heavy involvement with artists? Or maybe part of the reason
the sciences you didn't list are not more involved in artist-scientist collaborations is because those sciences are seen as much more technically demanding and thus inaccessible-only by virtue of their methods being described in jargon-ridden journal articles, rather than through the use of video and images.
SJB: On a related note, it seems quite odd that scientists have not employed or sought guidance from artists how to better represent their methods (and to a lesser extent, their
results) so that dissemination is more accessible, and replicability is improved.
CC: In general, I think what we are arguing for here is the establishment of autonomous zones of research where modes of exploration--highly speculative, without clearly
defined goals, other than perhaps some loosely defined artifact or system (that is both an artifact of exploration and a vehicle for further exploration, as opposed to simply an art
object in the traditional sense)--are brought to the fore.
CC: So the very models we are proposing in this paper (and exploring in current and future DPrime work) is itself an artwork or a research "artifact" or "result." The
collaboration itself is the medium (see Slayton, 2002).

Part II: What Makes a Scientific Discipline Amenable
to Successful Artist-Scientist Collaborations?
This second part of this white paper examines the qualities of those scientific disciplines that have had a significant history of working with artists and compares those
disciplines with other scientific disciplines that have not had such a history. The purpose of this section is to achieve some assessment of what makes a scientific discipline more
or less amenable to artist-scientist collaborations, or at least determine why certain scientific disciplines have seen more collaborations with artists. The question we hope to
answer in this part of the paper is this: Why has computer science (in addition to certain engineering disciplines) seen such a relatively large number of artist-scientist
collaborations when compared to wet-lab sciences?
Though there are of course exceptions, at least at an institutional level, the majority of artist-scientist collaborations in recent history have been between computer scientists
and/or engineers and artists. The successes (and failures) of collaborative endeavors such as the Xerox PARC Artist in Residence Program, Interval Research Corporation and
Experiments in Art and Technology (EAT) have been well documented. This has likely been shaped by a combination of several factors, three of which we feel are the most
important and warrant some discussion.
1. Access: First and perhaps most significant is the rapid and significant impact that computing and information technology has had on society. This does not entirely answer
our central question, since there are many other scientific disciplines that have had a marked impact on society, such as the biomedical sciences. However, the advances made by
computer science and allied engineering disciplines have the unique feature of having become very pervasive in the daily lives of most westerners. We are constantly exposed to
digital media. It shapes our patterns of communication, our consumption and our social relations. By contrast, our exposure to biomedical advances has been less pervasive, or
at least we are less aware of its presence day-to-day. This pervasiveness can, in part, be attributed to the relatively low-cost and accessibility of sophisticated digital technologies,
in comparison to biomedical technologies which are often quite expensive and less accessible. This goes a long way in explaining why so many artists have explored the creative
potentials of these technologies. Simply put, more artists can get their hands on sophisticated digital technologies than can get their hands on technologies of the wet-lab sciences
(not to mention those of astronomy and particle physics). Although, at least in the case of the wet-lab sciences, there are many alternatives available to the technologies used in
scientific laboratories--many of them in our own backyards, literally. However, those alternatives are often unknown.
2. Cultural Attitudes: The lack of access to the equipment and technologies of wet lab sciences general can, in addition to cost factors, also be attributed to a general cultural
attitude of fear of wet lab sciences as potentially dangerous, toxic or life-threatening. The words 'bio,' 'biological,' 'genetic,' and 'chemical' all carry certain negative connotations
that are related to their portrayal and usage in popular media. This might explain the rather byzantine labyrinth of concomitant policies and procedures that one must adhere to
undertake many sorts of wet-lab sciences--often, when the hazards are trivial or non-existent. This includes the general difficulty in obtaining wet-lab equipment and resources
when one does not have University-administered grant account or an industry account. While these barriers exist in all research areas, they are especially present in the wet-lab
sciences.
3. Computation as a Medium: A final reason why computer scientists have been so involved in artist-scientist collaborations is perhaps because computation is seen as a
medium. A computer has a more clearly defined set of input/output relations that simultaneously provide great variability and complexity (which is attractive to artist) but is also
(in most cases) easily grasped by a non-technical user. Computer Science and Engineering are disciplines wherein the products (and process) are definite. There is no probability
associated with the development of an algorithm. It either works or it doesn't. The answers these disciplines produce may be complex, but at the same time they are simpler in
that they rest on firmer ground. Computer science and engineering have also produced tools that new media artists have used for quite some time now. It is perhaps more
difficult to view the products of biological or chemical sciences as mediums that can be used by artists. Sciences that produce results that are attached to probability statements
(e.g., p < .05) are perhaps harder to envision as being a fertile ground for collaboration. These results after all, do not do anything. If the reason that computer scientists are more
commonly involved in artist-scientist collaborations is because their discipline has created a new medium for artists, then it should be the case that artists view their partner in
such collaborations as technicians. Indeed, we feel that this is a common phenomena in artist-scientist collaborations. This is perhaps what distinguishes between the
mentorship-based and true forms of collaboration discussed above.

Part III: Suggested Actions
Given the issues identified in the previous parts of this paper, we would now like to suggest several lines of action. In this part of the paper, actions are presented in subsections;
each subsection is targeted at one of the many stakeholders identified for artist-scientist collaborations.
The most significant and overarching suggested action will be for the building of new semi-independent academic/industry/community institutions that provide real physical
spaces, furnished with the necessary relevant equipment, where art-science collaborations can take place. We envision these as being community-based collective art-science
organizations whose function is to serve as open access wet laboratories--not unlike the 'hacker spaces' that have appeared in many cities around the world, but that are focused
more on the biological sciences, as opposed to engineering and computer science (though obviously a certain amount of crossover would be expected and encouraged).

I. For All Stakeholders
1. Support the creation of semiautonomous institutions--community-based wet labs--that provide support for artist-scientist collaborations and permit academic researchers to
work outside their comfort zone, while free from significant worries about career advancement. Such institutions should ideally be situated in a neutral space and be outfitted
with the equipment necessary for the artist and scientist collaborators to be able to draw from their disciplines and associated technologies. We propose that current hacker space
organizations are a suitable model, but that there should be comparable organizations to support collaboration with all the scientific disciplines. For example, wet-lab hacker
spaces for artist-biological scientist collaborations.
2. Pursuant to the above suggestion, limit as much as possible bureaucratic and institutional barriers to the founding and continued development of these institutions. Support
decentralized, horizontal and community-focused organizational models.
II. For The Artist and Scientist Collaborators
1. Realize that your impression of your partner's discipline is probably incorrect, and enter the relationship as free of opinions and preconceptions as possible.
2. Realize that, although there may currently be career-advancement conflicts in many artist-scientist collaborations, such collaborations have historically been a great source
of innovation. Innovations that you can carry you through their subsequent research career.
3. If you are engaged in an artist-scientist collaboration, take it upon yourself to educate your partner about your discipline and sub-discipline through readings and
discussions. Educating your partner in the collaboration is critical to furthering the general goals of collaboration.
III. For Educators and Academic Administrators
1. Treat time spent within an artist-scientist collaboration as a criterion for career advancement in academic settings--both for artists and for scientists. Reward such risk
taking, so that eventually it will no longer be risky and will be a standard element in career advancement schemes.
2. Universities should set up residency programs with established and to-be-established community-based wet labs, so that participants are given a clear record of their
participation in the program (e.g., 'artist-in-residence' and 'scientist-in-residence' programs).
3. Acknowledge that much current innovation is occurring outside traditional laboratories, in (for example) community-based hacker spaces. Such existent organizations
should be targeted as partner organizations, and new organizations should be founded to further innovation in those scientific fields where innovation is seen to be languishing.
4. Rework the assessment of academic accomplishment so that career advancement is not solely based upon numbers of publications in one's chosen field. Current career
advancement mechanisms seem to favour non-innovative approaches (i.e., those approaches that yield higher publication numbers). Risk taking, exploration and innovation, in
the form of artist-scientist collaborations or other activities, should be rewarded and not punished.
5. Support the creation of new academic journals (or the expansion of existing ones), based on the Leonardo model and the PLoS online publishing model (see
www.plos.org/). Given that Leonardo (www.leonardo.info/) is already an excellent venue for general new media and art/science work, those new journals should be targeted at
specific types of artist-scientist collaborative research.
6. Reward time spent in art-science collaborations with reduced teaching loads or comparable rewards, as is already done in certain universities to reward research productivity
(usually measured by numbers of publications).
IV. For Foundations, Government Agencies, and Other Funders
1. Support the creation of new academic journals, as described above.
2. Allocate funds for the development of innovation through the support of specific art-science collaborations as well as the infrastructure to support those collaborations (e.g.,
community-based wet labs, new journals)
3. Institute granting programs that specifically call for artist-scientist collaborations--both at early and late stages of their careers. These grants could be used to fund residency
programs in community-based wet labs, as described above.
4. Institute granting programs that reward time spent in art-science collaborations with reduced teaching loads or comparable rewards, as is already done in some current
granting schemes.
5. Many grants are currently restricted to tenure-track University faculty. This restriction makes sense if one believes the tenure system to be an accurate means of assessing
research ability. However, since the tenure system is biased against riskier forms of research that might not generate larger numbers of publications, this approach needs to be
questioned. Accordingly, grants should be opened up to individuals and non-profit societies.
6. Review any current regulations and laws that might be restricting or hindering wet-lab experimentation outside of the traditional University laboratory to determine if those
rules still have any merit or are justified. It is quite likely that these restrictions and laws are slowing innovation.
V. For Industry
1. Provide funding, in the form of grants, for artist-scientist collaborations, and for the the formation of community-based wet labs. Understand that such funding will lead to
innovative approaches to problems that you, as an organization, can set forth as the topics of grants. Also realize that your specified "problem space" has not been fully explored
and that new problems (or the re-casting of old problems) may sometimes be the results of these endeavors.
2. Engage with the semi-autonomous institutions we are proposing. For example, by allocating time for employees to participate in the management of these institution or as a
members of an art-science collaboration.
VI. For the National Academies, Scientific and Artistic Societies
1. Undertake or fund a comprehensive review of the works created through art-science collaborations and evaluate the outcomes of those works. It would be good for those
involved in art-science collaborations to be able to provide evidence to support any claims that such collaborations serve as a significant source of innovation. As discussed
earlier in this paper, it is our suspicion that collaborations that we have labelled as "true" collaborations are more likely to be the source of innovative outcomes; this assertion
needs to evaluated.
2. Undertake or fund initiatives (e.g. conferences, community events, etc) that foster further discussions and knowledge sharing between artists, scientist and local
communities.
3. Fund resources that provide information to aspiring wet-lab hackers about alternate and cheaper sources of wet-lab equipment, and alternate forms of items commonly used
in wet labs (e.g., many chemicals that are expensive when obtained from chemical suppliers can be obtained quite cheaply through garden and home centers).
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Abstract
Today, one of the most compelling conversations in trans-disciplinary engagement is the exchange between dance and neuroscience. Over the last decade, dancers and
neuroscientists have come together to create live artscience laboratories in which to explore the processes underlying "choreographic cognition" and the embodied mind.
Whether creating, performing and viewing dance, complex multi-modal physical and mental processes emerge indicative of high levels of creative thinking. Cognitive processes
generated in dance making have potential benefits that stretch beyond aesthetic aims. Such benefits are tangible and extend into many different sectors of society: humanitarian,
sociocultural, scientific and medical. The last decade fostered a number of formal dance-science exchanges and projects, with significant outcomes -- statistical and practical,
aesthetic and scientific. Despite initial momentum, the field remains fragmented, with poor visibility. Creative clusters have not advanced theories or methods to evolve a
focused discourse. While major funding sources have fertilized the ground beyond the pilot level in Europe, US funding sources have little grasp of the importance of this topic
and its cross-disciplinary impact. Although dance affords extensive opportunities and benefits for the academy and for the welfare of society at large, projects face barriers to
advancement, including clarity of a strategic vision, funding, access, and underdevelopment or resources, and substantive commitment and cohesion across disciplines. Several
directions are needed to address these barriers. These include alliances forged within educational and cultural institutions to create environments that fully support crossdisciplinary creative research.
Introduction
Among the most important cultural movements of the 21st century, artscience collaborations lead in research and pedagogy (Edwards 2011). While these interdisciplinary
currents carry enormous momentum in many sectors of art, science, and technology, dance is yet to become a recognized player, both within and outside of the academy.
Between 2009 and 2012, the publication Leonardo (the International Society for the Arts, Sciences and Technology) put out an international call for submission of
interdisciplinary curricula. Of the 70 courses received (largely from the U.S., both undergraduate and graduate), none involved dance (http://www.leonardo.info/index.htm and
http://www.utdallas.edu/atec/cdash/).
Within the last decade, efforts have been made to document the degree to which dance has impacted positively on social capital and wide sectors of community cohesion
(Guetzkow 2002; Mitchell, Innoue and Blumenthal 2002; Reid 2011). Results have shattered the perception that dance is an esoteric, elite discipline devoted solely to 'art
making.' As a distributed art form (Kirsh 2011), dance finds its (meta)physical axis in collaboration. Dance "excribes," meaning that through dance, processes unfold that make
the implicit clear and explicit. Particularly relevant are the ways in which dancers physicalize thought. Dance is a prime example that cognition is for action. The kinds of
problem generating and problem-solving in dance extend well beyond aesthetic values (deLahunta 2004). Further, today's dancers lead "hybrid lives" (Risner 2012: 185),
sourcing from everywhere, far beyond the studio to find work and inspiration for research in unusual and uncustomary niches within society. The compendium of skills trained
in dance impact on a range of sociocultural impact: material, psychopersonal, physiological and intellectual benefits (http://blog.worldprime.org/post/dance_research).
The processes of dance making are a unique form of embodied thinking and offer a unique window into our capacity for creativity and design. Today, cognitive neuroscience has
chosen dance as its muse. Over the last decade, a rich dialogue has developed between neuroscientists and dancers. The dialogue addresses many issues around 'embodied
cognition' in a movement-based art form that impact widely on both the intelligentsia and society at large.
The exchange is illuminating new ways of conceptualizing the interrelationship of thought and motor skill. Highly interactive forums and subsequent projects in applied research
on choreography and neuroscience, new technologies and behavioral methodologies have evolved - computer languages and algorithms in software engineering, motion-capture
analysis, and neuro-imaging, among them. New strategies and expertise are emerging with utilization of new materials and technologies in practice-led research. Leading the
initiatives were key choreographers from Europe and Australia, including William Forsythe (Ballett Frankfurt), Wayne McGregor | Random Dance UK, and Shirley McKechnie
and Catherine Stevens, University of Melbourne. Each has generated projects close to home, with research extending several centers for cognitive neuroscience in the US (David
Kirsh, University of San Diego and Scott Grafton, University of California at Santa Cruz). These pilot initiatives were multi-directional, multi-dimensional and practice-led,
engaging a wide range of information technology and digital media. Outcomes have been significant and are not reserved solely to creative products. Rather, these engagements
affect our theoretical understanding of across a number of domains ”" cognitive and affective neuroscience, phenomenology, neuropsychology, and human movement science.
Topics include (but are not limited to) embodiment, embodied cognition, motor control and motor learning, kinesthetic empathy, performance and motor skill optimization, and
health/welfare of multiple populations.
Despite the enthusiasm and commitment of a growing body of international researchers, advancement of this nascent field remains stymied by various barriers (outlined below).
These hinder the ease of engagement and execution of projects holding initial promise. Generally, the field remains fragmented. Little research in this area is being generated in
the U.S., and few connections are being made with European and other world counterparts. Overall, the vision for the field-as-discourse needs to be clarified with better
development and utilization of resources to create consilience and cohesion, both within and outside of the academy.
To work towards a truly viable, reliable and sustainable trans-disciplinary engagement, the following barriers need to be overcome:
1. Ecovalidity ”" Identifying and affording access to feasible sites (physical and virtual) where research can be dance-specific. This includes issues of type, size, location,
accommodations and removal of excessive encumbrances that potentially alter or limit the legitimate dance environment; Yet, these environments ideally can incorporate the
technology needed for investigation;
2. Feasibility - Developing models of engagement that allow for realistic time and scheduling to carry out research for all engaged parties and resources. This includes
embedding in the research design the mutual feasibility of time and use of resources, as well as garnering realistic time-sharing for those project managers and researchers across
the various disciplines;
3. Training - Establishing short-term cross-disciplinary training and sharing of expertise in both the vocabulary of respective disciplines, methodologies and technologies;
Training will help avoid the "salad effect" of interdisciplinary projects which are only disciplinary in name;
4. Partnerships ”" Business and Sociocultural partnerships are needed to broaden the dialogue in ways that facilitate the democratic engagement of all participants. In this way,
we build the trust and commitment to integration and fertilization of this unique knowledge culture, avoiding top-down and bottom-up hegemony;

5. Financial Support- While major funding sources have fertilized the ground beyond the pilot level in Europe, US funding sources have little grasp of the importance of this
topic. Identifying a range of funding sources that, collectively, could share the financial burden in supporting research and in turn, reap benefits, philanthropically and financially;
6. Cost-Effectiveness - Prioritizing cost-effective technologies and management of material and non-material resources. This means developing a clear sense of the ratio of
resources-to-product outcomes;
7. Precise/Concise Research - Bringing precision to the research questions raised so as to generate concrete and useful data that best supports the speculations and hypotheses.
This requires building carefully on previous research designs and honing the new hypotheses to avoid impasse due to imitations within the technologies themselves.
8. Incentives. Further, collaborations should provide a substantive outline and methodology for artists to find pathways into fruitful engagement with scientists and vice versa.
9. Global Portals of Visibility ”" Many current interdisciplinary dance-neuroscience projects are operating as islands within campuses or as single artist-scientist project grants
both within and outside of academia, with little to no knowledge, visibility, collaboration or sharing of resources
10. Future Legacy - Such data should in part be destined towards supporting the initial scientific evidence of the effectiveness of dance within artscience collaborations by way
of dissemination and archiving (both digital and material);
11. Broadening the community of stakeholders, both academic and non-academic, will provide portals for shared ideas. They can be local, regional, national, or international
specialists and databanks that provide grounding in theories, themes and practices. These communities will be committed to the passion of innovation while respecting the ethics
of intellectual property and human resources;
12. Community Sustainability - Identifying the ways and means of generalizing results from these collaborations to multiple sectors of the lay public, including
underprivileged, disadvantaged, otherwise 'abled' populations and the wider sphere of lay public engagement.
Suggested Actions
The plan is to turn constraints into workable incentives. These elements include concrete utilization of human resources, tools, laboratories and other working environments,
funding initiatives, education and training in cross-methodologies, and other conditions that would support the trans-disciplinary vision.
The following practical solutions to these barriers are based around 3 main initiatives:

Action 1 ”" Feasibility
Goal(s): Moving towards true trans-disciplinarity in which neither discipline becomes the other, but participates fully in the mutual engagement. This avoids the "Salad Effect"
of Interdisciplinarity, in which two or more knowledge bodies agree to generate collaborative work, but whose results remain disparate, fragmented and lacking in
epistemological or practical utility.
Generic Stakeholders ”" Universities (including deans to students), research funding sources, both inter- and extra-academic, professional societies and philanthropies, cultural
industries, funding sources for the arts, community building and health and welfare.
Targeted Regoinal Stakeholders - A consortium of North Carolina Triangle and Piedmont universities - Interdisciplinary professors/teachers/students within the academy,
particularly "translational" medical centers and organizations (e.g., Translational Science Centers of Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center and Duke University
Medical Center), or where interdisciplinarity has become part of the university vision (Duke University, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem State University, Center for
Design Innovation, Dance departments at Duke, Wake Forest University and North Carolina School of the Arts, and other university departments with which there are
memoranda of understanding for research, such as University of Wyoming and Winston-Salem State University, Forsythe Technical College, and the Center for Design
Innovation.
Suggested Actions ”"
A. Establish focus group(s) for dance-cognitive science within the university consortium, generated, organized and implemented by students with the major purpose of
brainstorming on relevant topics, locating, collating and exploiting resources. The focus groups will take several forms:
” First, as networking 'artscience cafes' to take place at Krankie's Café in Winston-Salem and Open Eye in Durham, NC. Here, professionals from the neuroscience and dance
world in the associated academies in the larger North Carolina Triangle area will be invited to lead and participate in roundtable discussions.
” Offering Live webcasts and web-forums, which could also be connected to existing Dance-Science podcasting sites, such as DanceTech.Net.
” Formal research conference for dancers, scientists, other academicians and the lay public to provide the scope and benefits of choreographic cognition. The conference will
highlight current examples of research dance as a live laboratory where dance making has been explored through digital technologies.
B. Pursue Intra- and extra-mural grants to support sustain initial educational seminars, research training, and interdisciplinary courses; Further, identify funding sources that
would provide initial seed money for pilot research, and research training, substantive applied dance-science projects, and provide adequate media publicity; access to related
educational seminars and conferences; and Recruiting and offering stipends to a cadre of graduate/undergraduate and community workers to help with mechanics of
implementing projects as they materialize.
Potential Stakeholders:
These funding sources will include Translational Science Center- and other intra-mural grant opportunities, the Dana Foundation, insurance companies such as MetLife (those
with a track record for funding dance-science initiatives), and arts foundations such as the Mary Biddle Duke Semans foundation.
Action 2 ”" Visibility
Goal(s) ”" Promote the visibility of the groundswell of work from Action 1 in order to reinforce local, regional, national, and global sustainability; Join forces with other
networks that already are spearheading initiatives in this area.
Suggested Actions ”"
A. Initiate and manage an interactive website (including weblog) that has several tiers ”" regional, national and international;
B. Ground Level Networking and Publicity;
C. Organize local versions of TED;
D. Search out, contribute to, and participate regularly in, dance/science websites that already routinely provide podcasts and other interactive forums ”" chiefly, DanceTech.Net http://www.dance-tech.net/

Targeted Stakeholders:
University digital media laboratories within the consortium, with student/faculty support for building dance-cognitive neuroscience networks ”" Sourcing for social networking

sites and other media that would offer platforms for visibility. Examples include:
Action 2 ”" Measurable Impact
Goal(s) - Provide material evidence of success of liaisons and collaborations; Define and substantiate the basis for success of liaisons and collaborations, as well as the mutual
benefit mutual benefit of research; Move towards discourse.
A. Community engagement - Interactive seminars with artists, scientists and lay public to find niches outside of choreography that would benefit by dancers' physicalized form
of cognition (examples)
a. Business/Community Partnerships (e.g., of topics: Problem-Solving in Business Through Dance; Improving Learning through Training Attention ”" High School; Dance
and Health; Memory and Movement in Aging; Dancing with Challenges (Parkinson Disease);
b. Bring together choreographers and dancers, cognitive scientists, neuroscientists, and other academicians, scientists, and those in digital media and other technologies, for
short, intensive, outcomes-based workshop series. The first workshop would address the needs specified above and emphasize strategizing to solve the problems. Outcomes
would be targeted towards the feasibility and realization of select projects to be implemented within a 1-year period.
B. Organize and implement outcomes-based interdisciplinary courses for under/graduate students. Courses would be designed to help students gain fluency in areas of
intersection between disciplines, breaking through initial conceptual prejudices about their differences. These courses would be offered as single electives or as part of crosscampus visions for artscience trans-disciplinarity;
a. Developing, honing and validating tools and methodologies through piloting research and providing structured feedback and evaluation;
b. Build a student-faculty consortium of researchers dedicated to short, succinct, time-limited, measurable pilot research on dance and cognition;
c. Transmission and dissemination of results ”" both scholarly and practical ”" through formal and informal publications, documentaries, web submissions, conference
presentations, sustainable community initiatives, etc.
Generic Stakeholders: The consortium of universities and their extended network with national and international universities, dance/dance science organizations, neuroscience
and cognitive science organizations, cultural industries and museums, private sector investors and community partners, publishers and digital media industries.
Targeted Stakeholders ”"
Examples of University-based Centers
Center for Creative Entrepreneurship, Wake Forest University
HASTAC the Humanities, Arts, Science, and Technology Advanced Collaboratory at Duke University
Examples of Arts organizations American Dance Festival, Durham, NC
Contact Quarterly, a Journal for Moving Ideas
National Dance Education Organization
International Association of Dance Medicine and Science
The Mary Duke Biddle Foundation
Examples of funders supporting interdisciplinary arts-science initiatives
The Wallace Foundation
The Dana Foundation
Pew Charitable Trust
National Endowment for the Humanities
Examples of Community Partners
John Hope Franklin Institute
Chamber of Commerce
Local Art Museums, such as SECCA (Winston-Salem) and Nasher Museum (Durham)
Mayor and other key political figures

Summary
The waters already are stirring in small eddies within a number of universities across the North Carolina Triangle and Piedmont regions of the State of North Carolina. It is only
a matter of organizing our efforts with passion, vision, and rigor in elaborating outcome based efforts. To my mind, university students can play a significant role in jockeying a
fleeting topic into a discourse of substance.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) has made impressive progress since its start in 1956. It now influences our
daily lives, as AI systems are an integral part of consumer technology today, from SIRI to automobiles
to Semantic Web. However, while AI systems can be very successful if they are precisely told what
to do (e.g., perform a parallel parking task, play chess), they are usually useless if the objectives are
not clearly spelled out. They can learn along a precisely given trajectory (e.g., to learn to understand
spoken text or compose an instrumental music piece in the tradition of JS Bach), but they don't break
rules to produce something more exciting. Deep Blue can play chess, but if you present it with a
game implemented on a chess board, it will be lost. In short, machines are simply not very creative.
The idea of this white paper is to form an intellectual think tank to overcome existing roadblocks and
investigate alternative strategies in AI. Among the items that will be discussed is the implementation
of design oriented processes for AI systems. Artists and designers often work on a less hypothesisor
goal”driven approach as compared to scientists and engineers; they pursue an open”ended, purely
experimental approach instead, where the outcome of each phase informs the next one, not
necessarily having a fixed goal in mind. Along with this approach, there is a need for better AI
evaluation systems that can judge the outcome more freely than just examining the results along an
externally given set of rules. Using the experience of artists with the abstract, can we make agents
more creative by allowing them to be continuously evaluate what they accomplish? How can we
create AI systems that can develop and evaluate their own concepts?
Part of this discussion will include the creation of a network for more complex AI systems that
simulate several areas of the brain, or the abstract AI equivalent, simultaneously, by using a
meta”concept to connect existing AI modules using a UDP protocol in a computer”cluster network.
Another central aspect are systems that can draw on different algorithms to perform a task, making
the selection part of the creative process. Along the same lines, we can look into web data”mining
methods that allow these machines to receive information beyond what is given to them by the
experimenter.
Action Items
1) Complex Systems with Modular Architecture and Interchangeable Data Format
Roadblock: A lot of specialized software exists to simulate certain aspects of intelligence from computational auditory scene analysis algorithms to logic prover. In general, it is
still very difficult to combine these specialized systems to complex systems simulating multiple parts of the central nervous system.
Opportunity: Enable a dialog to find better ways to standardize communication protocols between different systems and to port algorithms to a unified platform for creative
intelligent systems
Proposed Action: conference or symposium to start dialogue
Stakeholders: university-based groups, gaming and entertainment industry
2) Agents that can handle abstract media and techniques
Roadblock: In engineering and science related disciplines a common approach is to copy the human body in both form and functionality. Honda's Asimo robot and Kaist's Hubo
are good examples for this approach. Sometimes abstract solutions provide a better functionality, for example robots from children and science fiction movies are often more
sociable, but artists and designers often lack the technical expertise of engineers
Opportunity: bring both groups together to build on each others' strength to build highly functional, powerful but abstract systems.
Proposed Action: conference or symposium to start dialogue
Stakeholders: university-based groups, gaming and entertainment industry
3) Need of creative synthetic characters that can develop new concepts
Roadblock: Over the last 40 years we have develop artificially intelligent agents that can produce creative work within a given context (e.g., compose music in the style of J.S.
Bach), but system that go beyond this and develop their own concepts (e.g., a new composition style) do not exist yet (at least not in the sense that they can reflect and justify
their actions).
Opportunity: bring together transdisciplinary groups of artists, psychologists, and engineers to elicit how humans complete these tasks and find ways to implement this
knowledge to artificially intelligent systems.
Proposed Action: conference or symposium to start dialogue
Stakeholders: university-based groups, gaming and entertainment industry
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The Challenge and the Opportunity
Sir Ken Robinson [1][2] has called for a paradigm shift in our educational system away from the use of standardized testing and behavior modification drugs on our youth to one
of enquiry and creativity in the arts and sciences. I think a great opportunity exists today to achieve many of the goals he advocates utilizing tools from the open-source
community, in particular, a computer programming language called 'Processing' [3]. I believe Processing can be used as a stimulus for merging the worlds of art, math, science
and technology to meet the challenge of changing paradigms.
Processing
Processing is an open-source (FREE!) programming language developed at MIT by two graduate students (Ben Fry and Casey Reas) that is targeted for visual artists who would
like to utilize digital media in their endeavors but who lack computer programming skills. It has become so popular that several circuit board manufactures have developed
boards that can use Processing to obtain sensory data and/or to control motors (think 'robots') and other devices. In addition, Processing can be used to obtain data from the
Kinect 3D camera (Xbox) for visual explorers to investigate the realm of 3D interactive media.
Course
During the spring of 2012 I had the opportunity to teach a 'Programming with Processing' course at a small independent Buddhist high school [4] in Ottsville, PA. The course
met twice a week for twenty weeks where each session was one hour twenty minutes long. The students varied widely in academic skills and backgrounds and came from
several different school districts but all stated they were glad they took the course. One student stated he had known nothing about programming prior to taking the course but is
now considering computer programming as a career. The only prerequisite for taking the course was the desire to learn a computer language ”" no other strings were attached.
On June 22, 2012 I was one of several presenters at a STEM to STEAM conference held in Baltimore, MD, where I talked about the course and showed images created by the
students [5]. Some of my own artistic explorations using Processing can be found at [6].
Potential Participants
I think a course using Processing to create images would be greatly appreciated by 'gifted' students, by students who are comtemplating dropping out of school because they are
bored, students who may have gotten in trouble with the law, other 'high-risk' students and students in the 'general' population. The growing 'home school' movement should not
be exempt from the opportunity of utilizing Processing in its curriculum either. Another targeted population that should not be excluded is that of teachers who would like to
explore Processing themselves and learn how it can be used in their own classrooms to produce some STEAM. I feel strongly that the only prerequisite for any student should be
the desire to learn a computer language. Let the student have the opportunity to fail in a 'safe' environment and learn from his/her mistakes. Computer programming is an
unforgiving endeavor and attention-to-detail is a must that is soon learned. But, it's FUN!
On a more grandiose scale, curricula based on Processing could be developed for interested school systems starting at the sixth grade level or below and extending through the
senior high school level. Estonia (birthplace of Skype) has implemented a plan to introduce computer programming to students beginning at age 6 [7].
Suggested Actions
Suggested Action #1: Finding 'Qualified' Programming Instructors
Barrier: Too few secondary teachers have any substantial computer programming experience ”" no matter what subject(s) they are 'certified' to teach. Unfortunately, there are
many experienced programmers who know different computer languages but they are not allowed to teach because they do not have a teaching 'certificate' to do so as required
by the educational establishment.
Stake Holders: School administrators, federal and/or state legislators, Departments of Education, teachers who want to make their classes more exciting, teachers' unions,
unemployed/retired computer programmers
Suggested Actions: During the last decade, many software projects were outsourced to developing countries, leaving many American computer programmers jobless. A large
number of these former computer programmers could be recruited and learn Processing in a relatively short period of time ”" compared with someone with no previous
programming experience ”" perhaps within one month or less. With appropriate incentives, these 'new' senior recruits could teach either younger teachers or teachers-to-be
enrolled in colleges/universities/community colleges or teach within the secondary-school system itself. Educational instutions should be encouraged to offer computer
programming courses in their STEM or STEM to STEAM programs.
Opportunities: Employing qualified senior citizens would be a win-win situation for those invited back to the workforce and for those who would benefit from their expertise.
Current teachers will have the opportunity to learn skills they may have never experienced before.
Suggested Action #2: Eliminating standardized testing for STEM to STEAM endeavors.
Barrier: Standardized testing is so engrained in the educational psyche/system and is overly encouraged by testing services as well as textbook publishers and the Federal
Government implementing laws such as 'No Child Left Behind'. Standardized testing does not measure/encourage 'creativity'. As Sir Ken Robinson has stated, 'creativity' is
destroyed as a student progresses through the educational system.
Stake Holders: School administrators, federal and/or state legislators, Departments of Education, teachers' unions, textbook publishers, testing services, art galleries
Suggested Actions: The only prerequisite for taking any computer programming course should be the desire to learn computer programming. A student's 'grade' should not be
based on any post-course test or battery of tests given throughout the course. Rather, a student's grade should be based on the student's completion of programs (called sketches
in Processing) and/or one's effort in completing the assigned tasks (Example: one of my students had severe dyslexia but I have never seen anyone work/concentrate so hard to
complete a sketch.). One goal of the course could be to show the students' art in an art gallery setting and use the proceeds of any sales to support STEM to STEAM projects.
Opportunities: Implementing a 'testless' course utililzing up-to-date technology would be an ideal case for one of Sir Ken Robinson's desires which is to eliminate standardized
testing.
Suggested Action #3: Developing curricula spanning multiple grade levels.
Barrier: Knowledgeable curriculum developers may be few and far between. A related barrier is preventing the unintended consequence of institutionalizing computer
programming as a mandatory subject. Just as Processing is 'open'-source, school administrators should be 'open'-minded when implementing such courses/programs. The only
prerequisite should be the desire to learn a programming language.
Stake Holders: School administrators, teachers, curriculum developers, private grant foundations, Educational Departments

Suggested Actions: Instead of local districts being burdened with the task of developing their own curricula districts should utilize world resources. Agencies such as NASA and
the NSF, along with private donor organizations, should take active roles in such development efforts.
Teaching Processing would allow those interested in robotics to learn the mechanics of motion/control using Arduino hardware. Those interested in the performing arts could
expand their horizons by using Processing to interface with the Kinect camera for interactive performance utilizing music and/or other devices. To minimize costs, the use of
textbooks should be minimized or possibly eliminated ”" internet resources are abundent and should be maximized to the fullest extent. Programs such as those being
implemented in Estonia should be followed closely.
Opportunities: Networking with other like-minded individuals/organizations around the world would be very rewarding for all involved.
Suggested Action #4: Providing each student with access to a computer for programming.
Barrier: Many school systems do not have the monetary resources to provide individual access to a computer for programing purposes.
Stake Holders: School administrators, private grant foundations, parents, community groups, corporations
Suggested Actions: Many students have their own computers that have plenty of 'computer power' for programming purposes. Students who have their own computers should be
encouraged to use them. Also, many companies upgrade their computer networks periodically and dispose of their computers en mass ”" companies should be encouraged to
donate their used computers to their local school districts. Computers used for programming need not be connected to the internet permanently so the need for more net-working
expertise would be minimal. Grants from private foundations should be sought.
Opportunities: Community involvement of parents, students, administrators, teachers and businesses would create a more caring community.
Suggested Action #5: Evaluating the proposed Processing course/curriculum.
Barrier: Many school systems do not have the monetary resources to monitor/evaluate the success/failure of new educational programs.
Stake Holders: School administrators, state Education Departments, program evaluators, graduate students, teachers' unions, parents, students
Suggested Actions: One or more graduate students in the near vacinity could be encouraged to write a thesis evaluting the proposed course/program and/or the State's
Department of Education would have the task of evaluting the program.
Opportunities: Knowing the outcome of early courses/programs would lead to improved courses/programs that would grow as technology changes.
Suggested Action #6: Providing resources to small independent schools and the home schooling movement.
Barrier: Small independent schools lack funds for such 'esoteric' courses/programs and would only be able to offer one if one of their limited staff had the skills/knowledge to
teach the course. When I asked about teaching another 'Programming with Processing' course the following semester I was told that there was no funding available. I am quite
sure that, had the school had adequate funds, I would have been able to offer the course again.
Stake Holders: Independent schools, parents, students, teachers, private grant foundations, corporations
Suggested Actions: Parents who send their children to private/independent schools, or, those that choose to home school, still pay federal and state taxes targeted toward
educational programs ”" there is no reason their child should not have the same opportunity to share in STEM to STEAM endeavors as those attending public schools. Because
of the current economic downturn it would be worthwhile for all school environments to share their expertise/resources with others.
Opportunities: Acts of kindness lead to acts of kindness. And, it's the right thing to do for our children and our future.
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Abstract
This white paper introduces a new ecology of learning and innovative connections between ecological and a humanities curriculum. Drawing on points of intersection between
experiential liberal arts education, digital humanities, biomimicry, and ecopsychology, this paper will engage instructors and administrators in course development strategies and
in helping students plan their own learning by using a systems approach to curriculum design.
SUGGESTED ACTIONS
Ecological Learning and the Liberal Arts

Premise
An ecological model of thinking can provide a model for a more intentional and dynamic liberal arts pedagogy.
Actions
Academic Administrators should recognize that biological design processes can follow a model that spirals from (1) discovering natural models to (2) abstracting design
principles to (3) brainstorming potential applications, (4) emulating nature's strategies and finally (5) evaluation. The process continually repeats itself as successive curricular
iterations are discovered, employed, and assessed.
Faculty and administrators alike can embrace an ecological framework can underscore the resilient, decentralized, and distributed, and integrative pedagogy of a liberal arts
curriculum, thereby empowering more intentional and organically developed student-centered learning experiences.

Digital Technologies and Ecological learning
Premise
Digital technologies can help institutions to develop more ecologically focused learning environments and curricula.
Actions
For Administrators: Technologies should help us redefine how we use learning spaces—both virtual and actual. Online tools should resonate with organic structure of
information flow, and classes should be inherently embracing such flow of information and knowledge.
For Faculty and Administrators: Introduce technologies that enable real-time connection between student experience and classroom reflection and provide information and
access that can help classes become self-organizing and less hierarchical. The ecosystem has become as much a metaphor for collaborative technologies as it presents a
framework within which to contemplate its development; however, as much as ecology may be an apt metaphor for digital community - in its dynamic development and organic
integration of ideas in (often serendipitous) boundary objects, there continues to be a tension between the ubiquity of software and the reality of experience, a tension which is
ignored by many.
Faculty, administrators, and students can recognize that getting one's hands dirty in the performance of literal, actual, meaningful work can be the scaffold for community,
collaboration, and engagement that technology can potentially help facilitate.

Integrating Ecological Thinking
Premise
Ecological thinking can be integrated into both new and existing courses, units, and overall curriculum designs.
Actions
Academic Administrators and Department Chairs should champion a comprehensive revisioning of course offerings from the perspective of outcomes-based assessment to
emphasize a systemic and integrative—rather than disciplinary and course-based—curriculum. They must similarly engage in meaningful revision of workload and workflow in
order to achieve more robust support for the integrative student learning that is the core of liberal arts pedagogy.
Academic Administrators can integrate curricula of earth and biological science courses to foster a deeper understanding of the interrelationships of methods, products, projects,
and initiatives across the different disciplines. Course can also be block scheduled in order to empower integrative learning communities.
Individual Faculty should use the flexibility within workload guidelines to explore further collaborative and cooperative teaching opportunities that empower students and
faculty alike in integrative systems thinking. Truly organic development of curriculum necessitates a ground-up process that involves faculty and students in co-creation of
integrative courses, coursework, and programs.
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Sead ”" White paper
"Science-Art Interactions in Asia with Particular Reference to India"
Coordinator: Dr. Krishna Kumari Challa
Introduction: "Life itself is a beautiful interaction between art and science. You cannot escape this reality no matter what you say or
do!"
While North America, Europe and Australia are basking in
the glory of new wave science-art collaborations and reaping all the benefits that these interactions are bringing, there are some parts of the world that are relatively untouched
by these happenings! Asia, to which the Indian subcontinent belongs, remains almost immune to the developments happening around the world in this arena. With the exception
of China, we find very few science-art projects in the region. In a coordinated study for this paper, an attempt has been made to (a) find the extent of science art interplays in
Asia, (b) seek reasons for the little interest on science based art here and (c) explore ways to correct the situation.
Some interesting observations:
Science and technology are being used in Asian countries mostly as tools rather than as
themes to create art [1,2,3]! Art is being used more frequently in schools as an educational aid to teach children Science in most of the countries here [4,5]. Art in the form of
films and videos is also being used to propagate science knowledge among Asian communities [6]. Artists in the Asian countries where 'science' is being used as a theme (eg.,
Ecology) to create art are approaching it from a socio-economic point of view rather than dealing it as a pure subject [7,8,9]. Majority of the people who are venturing into the
arena of science-art in Asia are from the field of science or artists who have scientific or technical backgrounds. Magazines and journals that are encouraging science-art and
publishing articles on the subject also belong to the field of science and not art [10]!
Types
of interactions noticed between science and art in Asia:
1. Creating art using Science and technology as tools(S&T assisted art)
[11,12,13,14,15].
2. Creating art scientifically [16]. A few artists in the region are sensitive to the well-being of the
environment and are using recycled or organic materials to create art. Some are also using eco-friendly printers, to have all their art pieces printed on recycled paper with soybased ink [17,18,19].
3. Doing science-art (science illustrations- painting lab specimens and
models in colours)[20].
4. Creating science based or inspired art (taking pure science themes and theories, connecting them to art and producing works based on them) [21,22]
.
5. Scientific studies of the artistic processes [23].
6. Coming together of artists
and scientists to solve some of the biggest technology development challenges in sectors such as health and the environment [24].
7.
Approaching science by artists from a social point of view [25].
8. Using visual techniques like origami- paper art to teach science
subjects [26].
Countries and the interactions happening in them:
In Asia, science-art interactions are mainly concentrated in China, Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Indonesia, India, UAE, Iraq and Israel. Interestingly these areas with healthy
scientific backgrounds [27,28,29] are relatively high on the economic scales too in the region [30,31,32]. In other parts of Asia, except for instances of technology assisted art
[33], there is no work based on pure science-art worth mentioning. As technology assisted art is ubiquitous in Asia like in the other parts of the world, I am not delving deep into

the subject.
East Asia:
China:
Although not as vivacious as the ones in the West, there is a vibrant activity in the Chinese science-art arena. Artists in China seem to have warmed up to the idea of science-art
interactions and started working with enthusiasm to deal with projects based on the subject [34,35,36,37]. China is also conducting art-science symposia and international
exhibitions regularly [38,39].TASML recently launched an International Artist Residence Program (TASML IRP) in collaboration with Institut Français, Goethe Institute (China)
and Pro Helvetia which focuses on laboratory inspired artistic practice [40]. As another coordinator is discussing China's science-art scene, I am not going deep into the details
of interactions.
According to some of my Chinese artist friends the reason for these thriving science-art collaborations in China is the importance given by the Communist Government there to
promoting science. The results could be seen in all areas [41] including art. An enviable economic growth combined with big art market boom in China seems to be fueling good
funding mechanisms too for the artists to experiment with new tools and themes. Another important contributing factor could be artists there are more open to experimentation
with Science. There is a sort of rebellion and new art movements are taking roots without any resistance in China
[42].
Hong Kong's close association with both Britain and China (a special administrative region of it) has a
positive impact on its science-art sphere. A symposium was held in Hong Kong in March, 2012 during an art and science festival, titled "Art and Science Symposium ”"
Conjunctions of Artistic and Scientific Processes" [43] Microwave International New Media Arts Festival, in partnership with the British Council, hosted a unique art-science
lab exhibition 'Laboratory Life' by the leading UK arts agency Lighthouse recently at Hong Kong City Hall. Works by 21 international artists, scientists and doctors, which are
an exploration of bioscience and the use of medical technology is the important feature of this show [44]. A show by the artist Yim Wai Wai under the categories of "Pseudoscience" and "Pseudo-myth" is worth mentioning [45].
Science art scene in Japan is similar to that of India-very little activity in the area of actual
science based art and more importance is being given to tech-assisted art [46]. More over, according to some journalists, whatever science based art created there is being done
in a state of confusion! [47,48]. A record of a hundred year old science-art pictures in Japan is catching the attention of the scientists in the
region[49].
There is a single report of artists and scientists coming together in Korea
[50].
South-East Asia:
Recently one university in
Singapore has conducted residencies that dealt with science-art [51]. Science-art museum of Singapore exhibits science and tech assisted art [52]. Artists in this region are
mostly dealing with sci-art from the socio-economic point of view [53,54,55].
Indonesia is the
best example to quote in Asia where science and art are combining to help communities and societies. Honf foundation there works as a forum to bring artists and scientists
together to solve some of Indonesia's biggest technology development challenges in sectors such as health and the environment
[56].
South Asia:
The paintings of
historical scientists in a Pakistani gallery are worth seeing [57].
In India, the interactions between art and science were very poor
till recently but slowly picking up momentum now. Artists here are mainly dealing with technology assisted art. Apart from me- who deals with science-literature, science based
art and science-art [58], Mr. Sukant saran, a physicist turned artist, too deals with the artistic side especially patterns of the scientific objects using digital art technology and
photography [59]. Dr. Sharada Srinivasan, with the support of her institute (National Institute of Advanced Studies), experiments with dance and science interplays [60,61]. Mr.
Sastry of Bangalore uses Origami paper-art to teach Math [26]. Prof. Promod Rai painted a few pictures of fungal spores, chromosomes and genes copying from text books
(science-art) [20]. Mr. Basant Soni creates art using organic material [17]. Ms.Aditi Kulkarni 's background in Physics makes her experiment with digital and installation
combinations. Construction of a site-specific installation that will employ kinetic sculpture, photography and moving images to create an immersive sensory experience is her
specialization [62,63].
Viswa Bharati University(West Bengal) ”"started by Rabindranath
Tagore-is about to start music with science course from next year [64].
Center for Cellular and
Molecular Biology's (CCMB, Hyderabad) ex-director, Mr. PM Bhargava's interest in art made him invite artists to do works on his campus. They have a big collection of art
works now [65]. They had an artist-in-residence programme too when Mr. Bhargava was the director of CCMB [66].But when you see the CCMB art work display you will
notice that after the interactions with the scientists not one artist created works based on science on its campus! [67] When I tried to find out the reasons for the same, I drew a
blank because both scientists and artists I contacted couldn't pin point them! The same situation is true for other encounters between artists and scientists in India. For example
artists have been visiting Vikram Sarabhai space centre in Ahmedabad during art festivals organized there [68]. But these visits by artists to the science centers are not leading to
any significant outcomes!
Srishti School of arts (Bangalore) says it too deals with science-art but
after checking their work, you get the idea that they deal mostly with science and technology assisted art like media art rather than pure science art [69]. Their 'sci-art project'
looks like a high school science project rather than a science-art one [70]. One or two young artists in India are also trying to create science related art [71] but it is too
insignificant to add here.
This aspect of science not inspiring the world of art in India is really
startling. Because, the Central Government in India too gives top priority like the Chinese Government to promote Science education here. But still the results are not the same!
The main reasons for the situation described above will be dealt with after mentioning about the interactions in other regions of
Asia.
West Asia:
There seems to be an interesting interplay between science, art and literature in the
West Asian region in the earlier centuries [72]. However, there is no strong evidence of this continuing into the present times as art and literature works based on science are
very scarce. The tastes and the expectations in this part of Asia might have changed now. My Arabic artist friends analyzed the reasons for the same in this way: Artists in the
West Asian region experiment with a variety of techniques and styles that have roots in their cultures irrespective of the current international trends. Recent rise in religious
fundamentalism that gives more prominence to religion and culture based on it is one of the main causes for this decline in interest in science. Present day artists in West Asia
really have no choice as Science as a subject has less prominence than other themes of art there. However, some rebellious young generation artists are trying to come out of the
shadows of these fundamentalists and are experimenting with science. They already have a young, enthusiastic, US-returned Iraqi, Mr. Bilal Ghalib, who started some steam
projects in the region [73]. We will have to wait and watch to know how much these youngsters will succeed. Two positive aspects that can be observed in this region are: (a)
schools in this region - especially in UAE - are trying to keep old traditions of science-art interactions alive [74,75] (2) science-art work from socio-ecological view point is
thriving here too [76]. Taking old junk accumulated over the years, and then turning it into sculptures using the engineering, design skills and imagination is one
example.
Israel: The closeness between the US and Israel seems to have affected positively the
science-art scene of Israel as it has a sound science-art interaction arena [77]. Some important examples: art obtained from sci- photos [78], science-art interactions in schools
[79], hosting science-art exhibitions of artists from other areas of the world [80] and Israeli sci-artists participating in the shows in the US. An Israeli university is providing an
MA course in Art Therapy [81].
Road blocks: "Identifying a problem is the first step to solving
it"
In order to correct the
situation of dismal performance of science-art interactions in this part of the world, first we have to identify the reasons that are responsible for it. Therefore, have a look at the
picture of them I painted here”.
1. Very few funding mechanisms: In continents like Europe,
America and Australia there will be several funds, sponsorships, grants etc. to support art projects that cover significant number of artists. Therefore, artists there can experiment
in any way they want because their monetary needs will be taken care of by these funding mechanisms. In India and most parts of Asia there are very few funds that can't cover
the needs of the art world here. And 'low priority' science-art projects have no chance of getting them at all! India's art institutions rely on a handful of very rich private donors
and major foreign foundations for funding, or fall back on government grants [82]. The problems of arts funding, according to experts in major arts institutions in India, are
threefold. First, there is a general lack of distinction between art and culture. Second, more effective and efficient institutions are needed to create a network of philanthropy.
Third, there is a need to attract funding from a wider range of donors. Ministry of culture, Government of India, spends a paltry sum on art and culture when compared to the
amounts the government spends on health and education. In a developing country, the government should get its priorities right as it faces tremendous pressure to deliver on
fundamentals first [83]. There are very few funding mechanisms in other parts of Asia too for fine arts. Even if a few exists [84,85] these are limited to funding only traditional
art forms [86] and people who manage them are not willing to consider innovative or experimental art [87]. Artists here complain that science based art projects will never be
considered for any art grants when applied for! Funds from the field of science are not forthcoming too as the money allotted for science and scientific research is very meager in
Asia. When contacted by me, both Department of Science and Technology, Government of India and Ministry of Cultural Affairs confirmed that they have zero funds to support
science based art! Some of the people who run these wings were even surprised to hear about this form of art because they got to know about it for the first time when I
contacted them! After six years of unrelenting search, recently I found one art funding organization in India which told me that "it would consider proposals for funding science
based art projects"! But the people who manage it stressed that they could only give a very limited amount of money even if these projects were approved. At the end of the
conversation I had with them, I realized the amount they offer cannot cover even 25% of the cost of a single science-art project in India! And before artists receive even this little
monetary assistance for sci-art work, they would have to face more hurdles in the form of convincing the funding agencies about the relevance of their work, answering
questions like why they want to pursue this art form and not the traditional ones and agreeing to several of the conditions imposed on them which are very difficult to follow.
Would any sci-artist face such a situation for a paltry sum? No! Need I say sci-artists here either have to self-fund to engage in science-art or forget it completely? This really

limits working capabilities of these people in the region. There is another aspect to this problem: as artists who are into science-art face severe difficulties to have shows here
[88] (most of the gallery owners here neither accept science-art for the shows they organize nor represent the artists who are into sci-art), they have to travel to the Western
countries to show their work or have representations. Most of the artists here cannot afford it. The low values of currency of several Asian countries are one of the important
hurdles here [88]! I myself have faced this situation. Even though my work was selected and I got invitations for several shows, biennials, fairs, conferences etc. in the West, I
had to forgo several of these opportunities opened up to me to promote my work as the value of Indian rupee is very low and spending half-a-million to one million rupees for
each show is not possible for anyone unless a sci-artist is a millionaire here. Getting sponsorships in India for sci-art shows is extremely difficult as cultural and scientific bodies
don't have funds and corporate sponsors don't think these would benefit them in any way! With no hope of ever getting a grant or a sponsorship from anywhere, most of the
artists have to carry their crosses themselves here. Therefore, the artists will have to sell their works to generate money either for a living or creating works and organize shows.
They will have to face another road block here. Market seems to be the driving force for artists following only the traditional or decorative art forms. If the artists want to sell,
their works will have to agree with the cultural conditioning of the art world's bigwigs in the region. Cultural bodies, art galleries and collectors won't patronize or accept works
other than what they think is 'real art' or what art themes should be made of. And they are showing reluctance to rewrite the definitions of art at present. So experimentation is
really a risky business for the artists here. Upcoming artists here have no choice but to adhere to the rules set by the big players. Old and well established artists can experiment
but usually they don't because their old way of thinking doesn't make them accept science as one of the subjects for creating art. Although a few young generation artists in Asia
are coming forward now to experiment, their work is mostly limited to taking the help of science and technology to create traditional and decorative
art!
In the discussions we had on my network [88] and several other networks, most of the artists
said that they didn't want to do sci-art because (a) there were no funds to support sci-art (b) there was no market for this form of art (c) they didn't think sci-art was actually 'art'
(d) science was a difficult subject to deal with.
2. Reluctance of the people to accept new art trends:
Dr. V.S Ramachandran, the well known neuroscientist who conducted scientific studies on the artistic processes, in his talks on interdisciplinary exchanges says continuity of
cultures and old art forms since ancient times is one of the important aspects of the art world in Asia [89]. In Asia, culture and traditions are very deep rooted and longer lasting
and therefore continue for generations passing through several centuries. These features are very crucial for the cultures here as they play an important role in preserving them.
However, problems are arising because of the orthodox thinking that only the art that is handed over to them from their ancestors and well established art forms like decorative
art are the "real art'' and the new "strange science-art'' is not art at all. This is one of the reasons for this form of art not forming roots and getting established. Changes occur at a
very slow pace in the Asian art arena as people take a lot of time to accept "new experiments". Reluctance of the art related people to accept science based art as a form of art is
a huge hurdle in Asia.
3. Education system: Art curators and art gallery owners
(especially Mr. Nemiraj Shetty of Hasta Gallery, Hyderabad/ Bangalore) I had discussions with in India regarding the problem think the education system here is responsible for
the type of situation we are encountering in this part of the world. According to them - the best and the most intelligent students here choose science subjects. Art is pursued by
only not so bright and sometimes rebellious ones. They are not interested in interacting with science themes which they feel are out of tune with their nature. These people want
to deal only with their emotions and the things they can relate to. In a way the artists in India are largely mentally disconnected from the science subjects! As art curators and
gallery people are also from the same background, they don't deviate from their way of working. People who are from the field of science like me can experiment and do works
in the way they want. But majority of the scientists here are too busy and orthodox ("right belief" of sticking to their own field) to venture into the art sphere. Most of the
scientists I spoke to gave lack of time as one of the main reasons for not pursuing any work outside of their field.
4. Neglect by the people belonging to the field of science: Surprisingly, while organizing local and international science conferences and symposiums at museums and scientific
research institutions in Asia, traditional art is being given more importance and science based art is being ignored by the scientific community! I tried to convince some of the
organizers of these conferences in India to consider science-art for the exhibitions etc. but was asked to participate in the conferences as a 'scientist' but not as an 'artist'! When
requested a few times to give me a chance to exhibit my work, people who organize science conferences and symposia here showed admiration and awe at my work, but still
didn't deviate from exhibiting traditional art in the shows arranged to entertain the international delegates! And they gave me a strange reason for this act of theirs: the people
that are responsible for the 'cultural shows in scientific institutions' are from the department of culture and they don't approve science-art! This is a sign of lack of co-operation
between scientific and cultural bodies. Science world's failure to convince the art world about the significance, relevance and the artistic values of science based art is a huge
drawback. Some people belonging to both the fields of science and art here didn't even know science based art exists until I told them it does! After hearing about my work
sometimes people call me to confirm that I really create science inspired art and try to verify whether it is really "art" and not just "science-illustration"! There is a positive part
too in my story: my work had passed several tests and been accepted by people from both the fields of art and science as science based work that meet the artistic standards here.
But one or two swallows don't make a summer! We need more of them to bring in the
sunshine.
5. Rigid attitude of the art world: The thinking that sci-art should be limited to
only people from the field of science [88] is one of the hindering aspects too. Majority of the people who are venturing into science based art in India are interestingly from the
domain of science or people who have scientific backgrounds! A large part of the art world in Asia thinks that creating art is like a hobby and a relaxation process for the
scientists and therefore, they won't be serious in protecting the standards of art. Mixing art and science is being treated as a threat to the artistic values here. There is also a mind
set here that subscribes to the idea that rich people in the developed countries do science-art, especially Bio-art, for fun and it is not suited for developing countries in Asia where
artists depend on selling their work to individual collectors for their livelihoods.
6. Lack of
understanding on how to correlate science and art: A few people from both the spheres of science and art here told me that although they were interested in doing science based
art, they didn't know how to co-relate science and art and 'culturize science'. Some of them asked me to start a few courses and train them on how to go about it. At present
artists in Asia are using technology to create art because there are courses to teach how to do this. People from both the fields also say the way science related art is going in
other places of the world doesn't match with their tastes as it is being created mostly not in the form of real art (that fits into their definition) but just as a glorification of science
illustration or as demonstrations of scientific theories and phenomena [88] and therefore they are not interested in it. People in this part of the world want to learn how to create
'science based work that has real artistic values.'
7. Non-cooperative Media: Media in
general in Asia was not forthcoming earlier in promoting science related art for the Mimetic effect [90,91] to take place. When I contacted the editor of a well known art
magazine in Asia two years back requesting her to publish an article of Science-art to promote it through their journal, the editor asked me so many questions about the subject
that took me a lot of time and effort to give replies to but in the end decided not to concede to my request as publishing the article doesn't make the magazine more popular as
this type of art is not well known in Asia! However, there is a silver lining to this dark scene. Some news papers that give preference to science [66] and science magazines and
journals here are now coming forward to publish articles on science art interactions in Asia [92].
8. Lack of market:
Artists and to some extent scientists too are not interested in creating sci-art in Asia because there is no real market for it [88]. " What is the purpose of creating science art,"
most artists here ask me, " Just to help scientists in communicating science? What do we get in the process of collaborations? Do scientists and the world of science only want
to use us to send across their messages to the outside world?" Artists are not being inspired by the subject of science to create science-related art because of this reason. In the
initial stages of my work related to science, although it was accepted as 'art', I was thoroughly discouraged by everyone in the art field in India by saying that nobody would
support or buy my work here. 'Who would want to hang a picture of microbes on the walls of their living rooms?' was their argument. But to everybody's surprise I have sold
some of my works by creating my own market here and people are hanging science based art works on their living room walls too! I don't think I need to say more
here.
9. Ignoring Asia by the international bodies working in the science-art
arena:
Well established art science bodies at present are limiting their work to some specific science-art happening areas of the world. Collaborators' act of
concentrating on those regions of the world where the happenings are more vivacious and ignoring other places is too causing severe imbalances. One should highly appreciate
the work of Hackteria which is trying to remove these imbalances, bring the benefits of science-art interactions to the developing countries of Asia as well and help the people in
the way it should be done here. [93]
However, I have observed some imbalances at the local level
too. When I asked the groups of people from other parts of the world who had collaborated with the local art bodies in India in science art projects whom they had collaborated
with and in which part of the country their work had happened, to my surprise, all the four gave me the name of a single art school in Bangalore! And the artists and the
scientists in rest of India don't even know these collaborations are taking place in their own country! Why the international collaborators are ignoring other cities and towns and
art or science bodies here and creating severe imbalances at the local level remained an unanswered question! I have noticed a similar situation in China too where all the
science-art projects and collaborations are taking place only in Beijing, Shanghai and Hong Kong. Chinese from other parts of that big country have no knowledge about these
collaborations! [88]
10. Inability of Sci-art projects to show immediate and positive results that last
longer: In the developing countries of Asia, work has to be associated with development and it should have immediate and longer lasting effects for the governments here to
recognize, get interested and allot funds for it. Despite all the positive noises made, at present science-art projects undertaken around the world are unable to work and show
results in the way it should be done in Asia[101] 11. Well established sci-art organizations' refusal to accept and recognize the work done by people in Asia: It is not fair to say,
"We will recognize your work only if you people do 'our type of work' based on our set of rules". People in Asia are doing their work in the most unfavourable and difficult
conditions without any encouragement and support. It is not proper to compare climbing Mt. Everest with a walk in the park (pray tell me, which one is more thrilling?!).

Standards and work ethics differ from place to place. Although 'science' in science based art is universal, the associated 'art values' are regional in nature. People have to
understand this to appreciate the science based art of different regions. The variations based on different cultures make science-art very rich. This aspect will be a huge
contribution of art to the field of science and the work based on it. The indifference and criticism from well established sci-art bodies drive the sci-artists in Asia deep into a shell
hindering and stopping the sci-art projects to take root and establish here.
Lessons Learned:
"Life without problems is like a school without classes. You don't learn your
lessons".
1. In a tradition-respecting
region, you cannot expect immediate and positive responses to your new experiments. Change will be slow and innovative concepts will take time to get accepted. One should
have patience to wait and unrelenting vigour to work on the minds of people.
2. In developing parts of
the world sci-art movements should be associated with the progress of people and should be able to show immediate and longer lasting effects to get people, academies and
governments interested.
3. Both artists and scientists should be able to self-fund sci-art
projects in developing countries and therefore must be prepared for both hard work and slow progress (climbing Mt.Everest!).
4.
The pioneers in less developed regions should not expect much in return for their efforts and should be able to cope with indifference and lack of funds and be able to absorb
shocks from the developed world in the form of criticisms. They should try to do whatever they can despite all the difficulties to promote science art
interactions.
5. In Asia, art standards are very high. Anything and everything will not be
accepted as 'art'. Science-artists here have to meet these high standards to enter the art world, get established and achieve success. They should be able to both communicate
science and preserve the artistic values of their cultures through their work.
6. To remove imbalances at
all levels one should try to collaborate with people from different regions - not one particular place.
7. Instead of complaining that other people in your region are not coming with you, help create interest in science-art by removing obstacles in their paths by way of starting
courses, writing articles and books and bringing awareness. Create a strong and big network of friends to popularize sciart.
8. As the fund flows are very low in developing countries, here one should find
ways to get maximum benefits out of minimum resources.
9. Instead of waiting for others to help you, try to
help yourself by creating your own market.
10. To overcome the inertia created by the science-art scene in
Asia and move forward, people here should interact vigorously with the fast ticking sci-art regions of the world.
11. One should be very active in both
creating science based art and promoting it to get established and recognized.
12. You should strongly love
the culture and creative part of science and believe in your abilities to withstand all the obstacles and go against the tide and live the dream of a
polymath.
Suggested
Actions:
"If you show people the problems and show them the solutions they will be moved to
act"
1. Media in Asia: Media in Asia has a huge role to play in creating awareness amongst scientists, artists and general public about the benefits of science art
interactions. Promoting aggressively these interactions in the region by the media is highly recommended to make the people in Asia consider, accept, follow and reap the
benefits they bring. If some people start creating science-art in this region, the mimetic desire catches up with others too if they come to know about it and they too start doing it!
If somebody values it, others too start valuing it [90,91]. And it's pretty easy to transmit the value and use it positively. This is happening in the West right now, as several artists
and scientists there are into science art. Why, I even think this mimetic desire was responsible for the overwhelming response got for the call given by the Leonardo network for
submitting the white papers!
Using the influence of the number of cumulative adoptions - the number of
people who already did science art or bought sci-art will have on the probability that there would be a new adoption of sci-art in that area as the phenomena are contagious - to
promote science based art both for creating and marketing it [94] can only be done with the help of media.
2.
Artists: (a) Scientists take cues from the art world - especially from the artists during the collaborative work - while deciding what art part of their sci-art work should be like.
Therefore providing the right values and standards of art to the scientists by the artists is important for the scientists to properly co-relate science and art to create good science
related art. (b) Artists should develop deep interest and jump on the bandwagon of sci-art with creative work instead of trying to just cling to it by changing the names from
landscape art to geo-art and wild life art to eco-art![96] They should also stop doing 'sensational stuff' and concentrate on real 'developmental work'. (c) Instead of complaining
that the world of science is trying to exploit them through collaborations [97], artists should use their creativity to do "marketable sci-art" and not just 'science-illustration type of
work' so that the collaborations can benefit them too.
3. Art critics: There are various
categories in science related art [98]. Critics should first learn all about them, try to distinguish one from the other and judge the works accordingly. They should not criticize sciart works using the parameters of 'standard art' which would severely demoralize the artists who are trying to venture into the world of
science.
4. Scientists: Scientists should not try to take science-illustrations, lab specimens and models
directly into art galleries without first turning them into 'art' pieces because this is attracting severe criticism from art critics and curators [99]. Science can be brought into the
domain of art only after co-relating both the subjects. Science and art are like oil and water and you need special skills to mix them. If scientists don't develop these skills they
will fail to do justice to their subject and worse of it all they will have to face the music from the art critics and refusal from the art world like it is happening in several parts of
the world. People of science should also convince the art world that they would take the artistic values and standards seriously and try to protect them while creating science
based art. Scientists should concentrate more on inventing innovative art science based technologies to help societies in developing countries. Mere creation of science based art
doesn't suit present day conditions and the developing world [101].
5. Educators:
Science art interactions cannot survive for long in a confused and unorganized state. There should be a methodical and knowledgeable atmosphere for it to grow and flourish.
Educators must help in creating such an atmosphere. Educators can also help by starting useful and viable courses on the 'creation of science related art' and art science related
technologies.
6. Industry: Industry in Asia should thoroughly encourage and support science-art
interactive research dealing with science and tech based creative technologies as these might help in cutting costs and boosting the production in the developing
countries.
7. Scientific organizations/ organizers of international science
conferences/symposiums: Scientific organizations in Asia should include science-art exhibitions and talks on benefits of science”"art interactions in their itinerary to promote it
along with traditional art. In order to do this they should have healthy deals with the cultural
bodies.
8. Organizers of Art and science shows, fairs, Biennials should encourage sciartists from the developing countries by giving concessions and fee waivers to them.
9. Funding agencies: If the amount of money
available is very less, funding bodies can still provide money to science artists and get it back too! This is how it is possible: They should collect works from the artists after
providing assistance to create marketable science based art, sell the works and get their money back. Trade - not 'only aid' - helps in creating good quality work. This also helps
both in the promotion of and creating market for this form of art.
10. People who are venturing into science-art : (a) In their eagerness to promote science-art interactions,
people are trying to equate science with art which is not correct according to several critics who are averse to the idea of these interactions - alienating these skeptics more. This
is not the right way to develop science-art interactions. Science and art are separate subjects [100] and we need different ways to deal with each one. The processes of scientific
thinking and artistic thinking resemble each other at basic levels where the lines are somewhat blurred but go their distinguished ways as you proceed further. If the approaches
are similar, science and art would have evolved into a single subject and wouldn't have become two special subjects they are. We must realize we can only bring these two
subjects and people working in them together, build bridges, learn from each others knowledge and reap all the benefits the interactions bring. Any other approach will give
more ammunition to the critics of these interactions.
(b) Clarity is needed with regard to the direction
science-art and science based art movement (if it is one) should take in the future. Do we want to integrate this form of art with the mainstream art or do we want to keep it as a
separate entity? If we want to integrate our work with the main stream art, we should be able to convince the art world about the artistic values and the significance of our work.
If we want to keep it as a separate entity using it only as a communication tool, artists may lose their interest very soon and science-art will have to limit itself to scienceillustration, lab models and technology assisted art which may stunt its growth severely. Science-art interactions should be able to facilitate real progress of the human
kind.
(c) Both scientists and artists should check the parameters especially- the depths- fully before venturing into each others' fields. Balancing science and
art is very important in science based art without compromising science communication and artistic values which should be acceptable to both the communities as the right
approach.
11. International bodies working in the sphere of sci-art: International bodies can help (1) by creating a market for
science-art (there is scope for sci-art market promotion with regard to museums, educational institutions, scientific institutions and auction houses; one can even sell appropriate
work to private collectors too like I do; auctioneers can be requested to consider sci-art too), (2) by rewarding the sci-artists with prizes for creating good sci-art and new
technologies especially in regions like Asia, international bodies can generate interest in science among the art communities here, (3) by arranging large scale collaborations
between art-science bodies from the most happening parts of the world and the scientific and artistic ones in Asia (they should not forget to advertise vigorously about these
collaborative projects so that everybody in this region comes to know about them), (4) by thoroughly encouraging people and the bodies who are daring to venture into this
arena in Asia despite all the odds, and promoting the work done here by mentioning it in their articles/books/talks etc. (for this to happen the international bodies should treat the

sci-artists in Asia as only collaborators and not as competitors ”" how can the latter group compete with the former one anyway?!) (5) by asking prominent and well established
art science bodies to erase the indifferent attitude towards the less developed science-art interaction areas,(6) by helping in developing funding mechanisms that can come to the
aid of the people who are dealing with science-art interactions in Asia, (7) by organizing science-art specific global shows and fairs in Asia, (8) by promoting developmentoriented sci-art projects in Asia, (9) by creating a true international body representing all the countries to oversee all these activities
[95].
Appendix
Abstract: While North America, Europe and Australia are basking in the glory of new wave science-art collaborations and reaping all the benefits that these interactions are
bringing, there are some parts of the world that are relatively untouched by these happenings! Asia, to which the Indian subcontinent belongs, remains almost immune to the
developments happening around the world in this subject. With the exception of China, we hardly find any science-art projects here. Moreover, the few science-art interactions
that are occurring are concentrated in China, India, Singapore, Indonesia, UAE, Iraq, Israel, South Korea, and Japan. Interestingly these areas with healthy scientific
backgrounds are relatively high on the economic scales too in Asia. If we search for science-art interactions in this region, we mostly come up with science and technology
assisted art rather than pure science art. This paper discusses the reasons for the dismal performance of science art and science based art in relation to the dynamics of the art
world mechanisms in this region and suggests ways to remove the road blocks to make science based art flourish
here.
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Abstract
As an artist and educator who works collaboratively with scientists I am interested in the potential for developing meaningful discourse and research that engages at the interface
between disciplines and provides fertile ground for creative enquiry and experimentation.
Interdisciplinary research and collaborations in the field of art and science embrace the potential to explore diverse approaches to understanding the nature of the world we live
in and the development of ways to communicate this. In this short paper I will be considering the potential in collaborative investigation and the experience of establishing the
MA Art and Science at University of the Arts London.
The creation of a new interdisciplinary Masters programme: MA Art and Science at Central Saint Martins (CSM), University of the Arts London (UAL)
The MA Art and Science is an interdisciplinary course that I have been responsible for initiating and developing at Central Saint Martins, University of the Arts London in the
UK. My interest in this area of research stems from professional experience as an artist collaborating with scientists and in areas of discourse and pedagogic research that engage
at the interface between disciplines providing fertile ground for enquiry and experimentation.
In proposing the creation of the Masters programme in Art and Science at CSM I wished to reflect the considerable interest in art-science relationships internationally, evident in
collaborations, publications, conferences, exhibitions and media devoted to exploring this area.
There is also a desire among students to engage in areas of research that are not limited to a particular perspective, and a keen interest in exploring creative possibilities to be
found in a range of disciplines and fields of enquiry that are embraced by art and science. Consequently, following completion of an exhaustive 2 year validation and
consultative process, the MA Art and Science is now into its second year of delivery (http://www.csm.arts.ac.uk/courses/ma-art-and-science/ ).
Context
We live in an interconnected world and the way in which we acquire and disseminate knowledge should seek to build upon this. While we may have different approaches
internationally to how education is structured and delivered it is important to find ways to enable the exchange of ideas, and find the means to do this which enhance
understanding and can lead to the development of new ideas, technologies and applications(see suggested action #2).
The English educational system continues to evolve although historically student progression to Higher Education has followed a path of increasing specialism toward
University entry resulting in a progressive narrowing of subjects studied by students at pre-Degree level. Typically, there has been a tendency to make study choices that lead to
specialism within the arts, humanities, sciences, law or medicine although Universities are increasingly aware of demand for interdisciplinary programmes and are making
provision for this.
The MA Art and Science is conceived to be attractive to individuals from science, humanities, arts, design and engineering backgrounds. The subject itself embraces the
potential to explore diverse creative approaches to understanding the nature of the world we live in and the development of ways to communicate this, and the curriculum is
devised to enable each individual to bring to the course their own experience and insights while gaining new knowledge, skills and understanding as the programme progresses.
To date applicants have come from a healthy range of educational and experiential backgrounds, including science, arts, design and humanities graduates; scientists, artists,
designers, performers, linguists, film makers, and those with professional or other work-life and research experience. For some the course is attractive as a means to further their
studies in a field of interest having already completed postgraduate, and in a couple of instances, research degrees.
Development
In developing the course content it has been necessary to give particular thought to the context of the institution where it is delivered and the resources available in London,
nationally and internationally that support the students' research and ambitions to develop their ideas. University of the Arts London is an internationally recognised arts
institution but it does not have a science faculty. Consequently, the programme capitalizes on the strengths the University has to offer, particularly in the fields of arts, design and
innovation, and compliments this with external resources that address areas of expertise that had not formerly been available within the institution. The establishment of the MA
Art and Science course also contributes to the University's expanding access to a broader intellectual and research base.
If I were to have the opportunity to develop this programme within a University which offers the arts, sciences and humanities I could envisage different approaches to how this
might be done and would be excited to explore these possibilities. But I have found that working with the University of the Arts has allowed for a creative approach to
curriculum development and planning and encouraged the establishment of contact with external resources at an early stage in the planning.
This has resulted in an outward facing programme which builds on the possibilities of working with a range of external research institutions of international standing (Wellcome
Collection, British Library, Wakehurst Place Kew Gardens, Gordon Museum, MRC Institute of Neuropharmacology Oxford, among others) and access to experts in a wide
range of science subjects who enhance the course offering and enable students to engage with professionals in their specialist fields of study. This forms an important part of the
curriculum allowing research to be experienced in context and encouraging an investigative approach to learning and network building.
This is complemented by studio based activity taught by a team of artists, designers, and scientists whose work embraces a wide range of approaches enabling students to learn
about processes of visualizing and making, the results of which are evident in work presented for public exhibition and as part of their project research. This is another
significant component of the course and one that has proven attractive to students wishing to explore their ideas across a range of media and to develop new problem solving and
visualization skills that translate and communicate across disciplines.
The interdisciplinary MA Art and Science course has also proven to be attractive to a group of students who may not otherwise have thought to apply to the University and from
the outset we have recruited as intended from a spectrum of educational and professional backgrounds in the arts, humanities and sciences. The nature of the interdisciplinary
subject choice, and that this is the first time it has been offered as a distinct Masters programme with a qualification in the subject of Art and Science, appears to be a significant
factor in early success in attracting applications. The course appears to be addressing a genuine interest in the field of art and science and it is my expectation that this will
continue to grow. As more courses that engage with this area of interdisciplinary research emerge internationally, so the subject should gain a pedagogic critical mass with a
resulting evolution of discourse and creative output.
The aim of the MA Art and science is also to encourage students and graduates to undertake research and production that may have implications for discovery and invention
across and within disciplinary fields, with the potential to develop innovative ideas and work that broaden the horizons and understanding of the subject.

Collaboration
Developing discourse and research that engages at the interface between disciplines provides fertile ground for creative enquiry and experimentation. A collaborative process
between scientists and artists engenders a mutual respect for different approaches to discovery and invention and a preparedness to question convention.
It takes time to build relationships of trust and awareness that, while unpredictable, can result in collaborative endeavour leading to new insights and ways of thinking that
inform future research and experimentation. For meaningful exchanges to take place scientists and artists need to comprehend one another, and in the process benefit from
appraising their research from alternative perspectives.
Exploration and expression by visual means offers one approach to achieve a greater understanding of what we encounter and conceive for both artists and scientists, and
encourages a wider audience to engage with the process.
In our endeavours to comprehend we make connections between experiences, render ideas tangible and conceive and test propositions and hypotheses in ways that enable others
to broaden their vision and enhance their quality of life. This is a human endeavour that is served well by a creative correspondence between scientists and artists.
On the MA Art and Science students are offered opportunities to engage in and develop their own collaborative projects with scientists, designers, artists, researchers and other
institutions supporting research in art and science. This has already resulted in exhibitions and publications ('A Nervous Encounter' with the Oxford MRC Institute of
Neuropharmacology: http://blog.nervousencounter.com/; and an exhibition 'Discoveries: Encounters between Art and Science' planned at the British Library for March 2013),
with new collaborative projects in the pipeline.
One of the key issues facing the development of art and science discourse is the approach the science community adopts in seeking engagement with this interdisciplinary area
of research. For some scientists there is a personal interest and realisation that alternative perspectives allow for potentially novel developments, methodologies and solutions to
problem solving. Public engagement has been another driving factor, as funding for research in science is increasingly related to the need to satisfy requirements to explain this
to a wider audience, particularly where public sources of funding are involved.
There is a concern that art and artists are perceived as offering a user friendly interface for science to 'get its message across', and it is important to ensure that collaborative
projects are undertaken in ways that enable the potential for shared insights to mutually advance knowledge in the related fields of enquiry (see suggested actions #1-3).
While the MA Art and Science course is still young we have already begun to build collaborative relationships with science and arts institutions and the development of
networks with individuals and organizations interested in exploring art-science relationships. This benefits the students in their studies and encourages them to make their own
connections and associations that should prove invaluable in establishing their creative, intellectual and professional practice. It should also encourage a greater sharing of
knowledge and potentially pooling of intellectual resource between educational institutions and I anticipate that that this will evolve internationally. Students today are used to
tapping into networks of knowledge that transcend national borders and are increasingly seeking ways to advance their understanding across a range of approaches, platforms
and media (see suggested action #2).

SUGGESTED ACTIONS:
(1) Funding streams for the sciences and arts and humanities may be quite distinct and do not necessarily embrace or encourage an interdisciplinary approach to innovation
and investigation.
Suggested Action #1:
Public research funding should be inclusive of, and make provision for, interdisciplinary research across the arts and sciences. Initially, where relevant, publically funded
research grant proposals could be requested to address interdisciplinary research potential.
Stakeholders: Foundations, Government Agencies, And Other Funders; Universities and Educational Institutions; Administrators In Educational Institutions; Educators;
Scientists; Artists; Designers; Industry
(2) Art and Science research is international in scope and could benefit from a comprehensive and accessible published and peer reviewed knowledge base.
Suggested Action #2:
An international web-based network and database could be established pooling expertise and innovation among educational institutions internationally, that could host an
accessible database of historical and current research projects, publications, exhibitions and other manifestations relating to art and science research.
Stakeholders: Universities; Libraries; National Academies; Educators; Students; Researchers; Public; Artists; Scientists; Designers; Engineers.
(3) Art and Science researchers and graduates have the ability to contribute innovatively to industry.
Suggested Action #3:
Establish an international network of research placements with companies that could benefit from professional exchange (i.e. with appropriate safeguards for commercial, patent
and copyright) with arts and science researchers, graduate and doctoral students.
Stakeholders: Students; Graduates; University Research Innovation Centres; Industry; Educators; Administrators in Educational Institutions
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I will discuss the projects and practice of the art/science research collective Davis & Strathmann. I will use Davis & Strathmann as a sample case study in
transdisciplinary, collaborative, practice-based performance and design research with a unique history of unresolved trademark and intellectual property conflicts between
members. I will consider the history of two projects, Sink and Hunter/Symbiosis, as an example of work conceived by the author and developed as part of a collective mobile
exchange between the U.S. and Argentina and, later, as part of a six-week art/science residency at the Helen Riaboff Whiteley Center at Friday Harbor Laboratories. I will focus
on the expertise of the collective in audio and media production, performance and critical studies, visual design and specifically, on the application of these practices toward the
field of art/science research.
Issues arising from shared practice including divergent views on the role of performance as documentation, mutual access to photography and media archives, process versus
product, ethics and professional discourse, and transparency are examined in the context of these works, with attention to the dissemination of the collective and role of the
author in retaining artistic ownership of image rights, concept application, and administrative access. In particular, this study will examine a series of unresolved IP challenges
facing the author over a period of two months following the end of the residency at Friday Harbor Labs including the abuse of online administrative permissions, exploitation,
irresponsive behavior toward the collective identity, threats of legal action and IP misconduct in regard to the exhibition of future work, subversive efforts to deface fundraising
platforms, and the withholding of media for personal gain. Furthermore, this study will examine the actions by both members that contributed to these issues, how certain
actions may have been avoided, and steps currently taken by the author to prevent the recurrence of IP conflict and to protect future stages of these and additional works. In
closing, the study will offer suggested actions for how these lessons can be observed and utilized by transdisciplinary collaborations seeking to avoid IP conflict in their
respective field.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 2010, the author (Davis) began a two year transnational collaboration (her creative partner will herein be referred to in the context of "the collective" or "the collaboration")
that later dissolved in response to an unresolved dispute over the joint-authorship of work. This dispute coincides with the presiding and, increasingly common in SEAD, issue
of intellectual property rights. Without practical communication platforms, cross-disciplinary environments lack the common ground needed to sustain innovation ”" this paper
reevaluates these and other issues, focusing on how a rise in distrust can be resolved through sustainable and efficient research practices. I will place this conversation in the
context of two projects, Sink and Symbiosis, addressing the relationship between process and product, success and failure. Finally, I will address roadblocks, strategies, and
approaches for conflict resolution and an overall understanding of copyright and trademark rights as they apply to individuals working jointly in the creative domain.
II. THE COLLECTED WORKS ”" PROJECTS
Hunter-Symbiosis
What is interactivity, I thought, but expertise in structuring and restructuring complex and shifting relationships; what is parallel processing but expertise in handling multiple

simultaneous events, skillfully choreographing continuous and interruptible tasks; what in the cybernetic and surveyed body/self but one that can sustain integrity with blurred
boundaries and even multiple bodies and identities as in the case of childbearing? (Richards 1996: 259)
The Collective's first experiment, Hunter-Symbiosis, responds to the need to "explore a new body" (Richards 1996:258) through the performance and documentary-analysis of
human-microbial relationship. The project sought out the inherent and emerging social pathologies erupting from what could at best be coined the symbiotic collision of two
dissimilar organisms or acts, and the resulting performances belonging to such type of gesture.
The relationship between "disciplinary formations, disciplinary subjects, and their objects of study" (Kirshenbalt-Gimbaltt 1999: 47) informs and challenges preconditioned
behaviors of normalcy in an economy of social contagion evolving from this symbiotic threshold. Davis sought to disarm and engage the audience in public space by
examining the absurdity of "living-with": documenting her relationship with a mycelial growth (herein referred to as "Hunter") as a prosthetic extension of the artist's body. As
in a multitude of performance works, the public space functions as an arena for spectacular interpretation, where the audience is an active participant in the determination of
work that is both art and science.
Materials & Methods
The experiment recorded the growth of four mycelial sub-types on a 1/8" malt agar growth medium: P. ostreatus (blue and white oyster), Hericium erinaceus (lion's mane) and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast). Each sub-type was selected based on the following considerations: (1) widespread and reproducible growth within a 2-3 week time frame (2)
aesthetic appeal (3) hazards to human health (respiratory and immune), as open studio facilities led to the inevitable influx of bacteria. Under these conditions, the project was
viewed as a pilot - an experiment supporting further investigations: oyster mushroom sub-types proved the most adaptable and widespread, with fuzzy white growth patterns
marked by red, blue, purple and green "splotches" of bacteria. Runs extended from 3 ”" 14 days.
Malt agar was used as a growth medium and as a protective coating between Hunter and Davis. When transferred to the body (cheekbone, torso, left arm and hand), the agar
dried into a transparent film layering the skin but not entirely visible to the spectator. To this effect, Hunter became a reflection of the spectator's own comfort in developing a
relationship with (each other) and the work. The relationship was defined as everything and nothing ”" a performance, an infection, bad make-up, an open wound. While this
could be coined as an early "success", Davis has since considered additional methods for growing Hunter directly on the body with and without a growth medium.
The experiment concluded on June 12-13 with a two-day photo shoot and performance at a local farmer's market and three additional locations across the Island. As vendors and
Island residents interacted with Davis, this fear of not-knowing became a kind of viral social contagion. Davis treated the "situation" as normal and challenged the spectator to
do the same, focusing her attention on commonplace activities like shopping for vegetables and talking with locals. Particular attention was paid to the gesture: purchases,
shaking hands, hugs, tasting food samples, physical exchanges driven by the desire to "fit in" that amplified the performance. The team shot between 1,500 and 2,000 still life
portrait (unedited) of Davis and Hunter at sites including the market: a private and locally owned pond; the floor of an unfurnished concrete basement; and portraits of Davis and
Hunter in the studio at the labs.
The Relationship
Living-with can be understood as an awareness that the [said] object is a construct of both affect and emotion and is therefore an agent of desire:
"I'm having a lot of difficulty naming the organism ” [I]t feels strange, talking [to something]. Because, as I said before, it isn't a plant or an appendage ” [I]f I name something,
we become affiliated in a domestic, human way. We are present." (Davis 2012)
Davis describes her relationship to Hunter as an emotional attachment evolving between the (1) remote object/subject (2) nurturing/maternal caregiver/child/sibling and (3)
spouse-domestic agent (2012). Davis treated the studio "lab" space as both home and work - sharing meals, reading the paper, listening to the radio, checking temperatures and
humidity rates, running the autoclave, indulging in a dance party ”" actions that, on any given day, might be a way to nurture or pass the time. These actions reflected growing
sentiments between Davis and Hunter and the simultaneous discord felt between participating members of the Collective, an issue that is discussed later in the context of
diverging processes and outcomes in the work.
SINK
What does it mean to re-produce objects of function and is it worth exploring a relationship to the utilitarian as an object of decay? To what extent is our universal relationship to
the object defined by permanence and function? The construction of an over sized acoustic "instrument" through which the spectator shares in the temporary decay of the object,
Sink put these and other relationships into question. More architectural modeling than a performance in space, Sink is an investigation of both temporality and function in
utilitarian design and acoustics. Early conversations wrapped around how and where to place the work and how landscape and ecology shaped the acoustic and conceptual drive
of the piece. Both urban and coastal sites were considered, inviting the audience to intrude or stumble upon the work through the unexpected.
Materials & Methods
Ecovative Design® (see the company website www.ecovativedesign.com) is an advanced start-up design and manufacturing firm specializing in the supply and demand of
biodegradable household mycelium products. In 2011, the firm expressed an interest in the project; leading to a two year engagement and site visit during which both teams
discussed the short and long-term logistical measures behind the fabrication of gallery models and scalable designs. Production and modeling of Sink, was halted in June 2012
due to the unanticipated two-week shipping delay of over 40 cubic feet raw materials from New York to Washington. Resulting in 10 days of non-refrigerated conditions, the
materials were overheated and environmentally distraught when arriving at the studio with less than a week remaining for the experimentation, design, manufacturing, and
shipment of two models back to Chicago. (Davis/Ecovative, pers. comm.). Regardless of the circumstances, the residency provided ample time to flush out designs and test
early stage fabrication. Wood pallets and PBC piping were recycled and fabricated to create internal casings, molds, and frames. The two models in part reflected the subtle
thematic and design deviations between the two artists: a tube or vessel channeling bodies and sound through an entry/exit; plumbing fashioned after bull kelp; a larger than life
acoustic instrument. Davis has since enrolled in an architecture seminar at the University of Illinois Chicago exploring new tools and design options for the piece.
II. Issues and Action
Sink and Hunter-Symbiosis offer an integrated approach to the cross-humanities and sciences; not only in the concept and fabrication of transdisciplinary practices but in
reevaluating methods of communication best suited for making these kinds of projects a success. This paper will now address selected roadblocks encountered by the author and
proposed methods for action: (1) improving communication and trust via [trans]national and -disciplinary research practices (2) "product" versus "process" driven decision
making and the dissemination of the collective approach (3) fundraising ethics and crowd-source platforms (4) joint-ownership and IP image use rights and (5) web transparency
and permissions.
Transnationalism fosters cross-disciplinary engagements and in-depth perspectives between individuals and groups in the arts, sciences, and humanities to which the localized
collaboration is otherwise not exposed (Salter and Wei 2005). Sink and Hunter-Symbiosis evolved from a discourse between two members who at the time lived in the U.S.
(Chicago) and Argentina (Buenos Aires), respectively, generating a two-year chain of emails, chats, skype calls, design sketches, and other. Issues arose as these "non copresent methods" (Salter and Wei 2005) off set the reality that the collective had only met once in passing whereas the bulk of the collective development occurred online. Davis
re-located to Chicago later in 2012, although face-to-face methods for communication did not mirror the efficiency of the mobile relationship already in place. In other words,
the collaboration suffered something similar to a long distance e-couple meeting for the first or second time in real-time and space. Without the ability to communicate
effectively in real-time, the varied perspectives and preferences for design resulted in a complex, under-realized and overly conceptual collaborative framework:
"Fundamental challenges facing communities of interest are found in building a shared understanding of the task at hand (which often does not exist upfront, but is evolved
incrementally and collaboratively) ” Members of communities of interest need to learn to communicate with and learn from others who have a different perspective and perhaps
a different vocabulary for describing their ideas. [They need to] establish a common ground and a shared understanding." (Ernesto Arias 1996) (Salter and Wei 2005)
The Collective assumed their shared practice by combining disciplinary and theoretic expertise not limited to audio production, visual design and multi-media fabrication,
performance and critical race studies, public art, and the voice; art/science practices not withstanding. Hunter-Symbiosis was developed as live performance but, more
importantly, a multi-media documentation poised for exhibition (museum, gallery, web portfolios, etc). All components of the work from equipment rental to blogging
contributed to this anticipated outcome. Similarly, Sink was, at its earliest invention, a literal "sink large enough to sing inside of," (Davis/Greenleaf 2009) while evolving into a
scalable acoustic "instrument." But is the success of a collaboration quantifiable only by these kinds of linear results or, rather, by a series of [learned] failures and processes
from which the result is achieved:
"The work on 'sink' in Friday Harbor was, in some ways, a documented failure, while my understanding of 'Symbiosis' is now infinitely more resolute .... more importantly,
things happened ” [T]he success is in the result of everything I didn't plan." (Davis 2012)
Judith Thomsen Klein suggests that "Transdisciplinarity is simultaneously an attitude and a form of action." (Klein 521 2004). In other words, both the desire for action and the
act itself must be present in order for research to be considered a success. But how does a collaboration create work that may or may not collectively "synthesize" in order to
reach a cohesive means to an end (All Collaboration 2010, Klein 2004: 519-523). In other words, how deeply embedded are we in the work we make? Residencies in particular
require the emotional and physical commitment of the individual in building trust and performing a common goal: "[C]ollaborative residencies are much like living with your

significant other, and that is to say, do you really want to live with someone so soon?" (Davis 2012). Davis' investment to each project intensified as communication within the
collective became increasingly vague and tense. Davis believed that the abbreviated timeframe with regard to materials offset the pressure to produce [said result] and to focus
instead on 1) presenting high quality documentation and exhibition of Hunter-Symbiosis and 2) crafting and reevaluating a cohesive design and fabrication strategy of Sink that
could be applied to forthcoming proposals. (De Jong 2010). The residency and the months preceding were self-documented by Davis through low-resolution photography,
blogging, sketches, extensive journal entries, and video/hand held audio clips in a relationship that is both a product of conception and an experimental act (KirshenblattGimblett 1999). Without any particular goal in mind, these "outtake" archives reflect the increasing dysfunction within the collective while exhibiting Davis' emotional
attachment to the work and the desire to interact with residents and researchers - prompting further investigations within each project:
Undertaking to perform the experiment remains highly valuable, investigative study, acting on a trial basis. It will become obvious that getting the experiment to work demands
a great deal of embodied capabilities, many of which are no longer known at all well. Therefore success in repeating the trial depends above all on the improvisational work and
knowledge of the researcher ” gestural knowledge in doing the experiment represents a resource in its own right, which complements the usually static representations of past
practices like historical texts and material objects. Doing the experiment, and recognizing the troubles encountered in getting it to work, creating an awareness of the behavior
of the historical experimenter and the practices, possibly unarticulated, which are indispensable for the performance of the experiment. (Sibum 1995: 28)(BKG 1999: 49)
In other words, the risk involved is in the capacity of a team to perform and embrace the unknowns in an act that translates concept and more importantly, does.
It is also possible that both members of the collaboration fell on opposite sides of the "trust continuum" (see All Collaboration "Building and Sustaining Trust"). As is an issue
in many collaborations whose early stage development is defined by distance and/or discipline, each participant held strong preferences for how to build a slow and steadfast ”"
but trustworthy ”" relationship. Collaborations are defined by the individual pooling of talents, past experiences and future goals (All Collaboration). As is the case here, trust
does not always develop overnight, and any number of activities can be cause to remove the individual from collective accountability and invite distrust into the collaboration.
One of these acts is the subversive and unpronounced termination of a fundraising campaign launched by the Collective in the spring of 2012. In June 2011, the collective
received joint 501c3 status through the fiscal agent Fractured Atlas, stating that the two artists would likely pursue additional collaborations in the future and therefore profit
from a wider net of funding options. (Hubbard, e-mail messages to author, May 2011). The following year, the team planned and launched a month long Kickstarter campaign
to supplement additional project expenses for the work described in this paper. If used correctly, crowdfunding saves costs and alleviates many of the small tensions and
administrative "to-do's" on a long list of deadlines by generating funds from vast numbers of people with a common interest in helping a charity, creative, or software-savvy
project reach its goal. However, the outcome of this type of funding is unpredictable to say the least, either in the amount of money raised or the credibility of a design (see
HongKiat.com on "Crowdsourcing: Pros, Cons, and More").
Three days before the end of the campaign, the Davis received a series of emails announcing the retraction of funds by nearly half of all major donors. (Davis/Kickstarter admin
pers. comm.). While the nature of both projects had changed course, Davis maintained daily and weekly updates on facebook, twitter, Kickstarter, youtube, and the website to
ensure that audiences understood the purpose and application of funding as things progressed. The retractions led to the failure of the campaign and the eventual termination of
the collaboration after Davis personally funded all remaining project expenses. In weeks following, her collaborator proved overwhelmingly irresponsive - any attempts at
communication and resolution were ignored (in regard to the failed campaign, image editing and hard copy transfer, budgets, studio wrap up, etc.). Davis later received an email
dismissing any history of the collective:
This may come as a surprise to you, but our residency was never a collaboration [”] In response to your last email ” I asked all of my friends and colleagues to retract their
contributions [”] I documented my concerns, which were with regard to my own ethics ”. As to the images I am not giving them to you. I will address the legal and logistical
details when I examine my project, hopefully during the spring of 2013. (email to Davis, July 16 2012).
Without proper written agreements, any form of shared ownership in property and image use is an uphill battle. During and immediately following the performance of HunterSymbiosis, the photographer (whose name remains anonymous) transferred nearly 2,000 high-resolution digital images to a 'shared' hard drive, at which time Davis was not
present. Davis has since been prohibited from viewing, editing, and accessing any of the aforementioned images, a conflict prompting this publication.
Copyright Law states, "[T]o establish co-ownership of the photograph copyrights, the defendants must show that 'the parties intended to be joint authors at the time the work was
created [and] . . . that [their] contributions to the works were independently copyrightable.'"[xxix] (US Copyright 2012 and see also, Filler 2007). In the simplest terms, a work
can have multiple owners ("tenants in common" ”" see also Stanford Copyright & Fair Use) if two or more people contribute to making the work. But authorship and ownership
of an image are in many ways implicit. Authorship is defined as 1) the first owner of copyright 2) the creator of the work or 3) the employer of the person making the work i.e.
commissioner (see Stanford University Libraries).
"In no case does copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery,
regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work. [102(b)]." (US Copyright 2012). While Davis conceived of both works, this
does not guarantee ownership: Davis is now in the process of reviewing over two years of documents with an IP attorney to claim joint-authorship with her former collaborator,
a right which was taken for granted (see also Copyright Law Sect. 106: Exclusive rights in copyright works). Davis is motivated not only by accessing the images but in
understanding and learning from her mistakes so as to prevent future damages and misuse. As the primary subject of the photograph, Davis is aware that at no point in time can
the image(s) be displayed (reproduced, exhibited, etc) without her permission (Davis/Davis, pers. comm..). Additionally, The Illinois Trade Secrets Act defines misappropriation
as the "disclosure or use of a trade secret of a person without express or implied consent by another person" (Sec. 2b). In other words, the act or threat of action (as might be seen
in the display of Hunter-Symbiosis web or print images in exhibition or, let's say, as work samples in a grant proposal by a former collaborator ”" misappropriation gives 5 years
for filing such a claim) with regard to the knowing misuse of property for gain.
So how can we prevent this kind of conflict and loss, looking ahead so work is created for the benefit of everyone involved? The mistake is in disregarding written agreements,
as is otherwise a baseline precaution in most professional collaborations and a standard procedure in almost all of the author's former and ongoing collaborations. Written
agreements ”" contracts - are not only a way to outline the team's individual contributions and goals, they are a non-threatening and preventative legal aide that can be used at
any point down the road if and when things get muddy.
The final issue involves how to effectively link the private and public domain while fostering transparency in the workplace ”" openly communicating the agenda and challenges
of collaboration through shared documents and images. The website for the Collected Works was designed as a transparent online domain where audiences could participate in
unedited conversations informing the work. In doing so, the collective exposed readers to issues facing each project while simultaneously advocating for solutions.
Over time, informal domain securities prompted the abuse of passwords and web permissions. Davis first granted and later removed all web permissions after her collaborator
became irresponsive to emails looking to tie up loose ends and to address how and if the collaboration would continue. [He] further responded by redirecting the web address
and removing the title and various content for the website. This is significant considering the lack of compromise and the fact that [he] held no administrative permissions or
authority to access any online accounts belonging to the author at the time. Davis edited the site to its previously published state, changing all account information (passwords,
emails, etc) for the site and linked domains, in addition to blocking her collaborator on professional and social networking accounts. Sponsorship with Fractured Atlas was
terminated and reissued in 2012 supporting the work of Davis as a sole proprietor.
III. SUGGESTED ACTIONS
Summary
In order to move forward in the field, individuals seeking out new collaborations must understand their rights to the work being produced. This is the responsibility of the
individual as much as the collective; future projects and practices by the author rely heavily on the exploration of intellectual property in addition to contract negotiation between
transdisciplinary institutions and programs. As SEAD practices are adopted into the broader fields of the humanities (cultural, visual and performing arts in particular), it is
important to note how relationships between discipline are communicated in reaching a shared goal: museums curator who showcases work is on a different schedule than
privately owned developers or architects involved in funding or design; a researcher might be at odds with a less analytical team of artist-in-residents. Regardless, it is this
overlap in discipline that prompts ingenuity and nurtures a future of shared communication platforms. The suggested actions listed below draws upon issues and lessons
described in the paper above, summarizing the immediate need for transdisciplinary teams to work through conflicts of interest so as to educate others on the future of effective
performance research.
Suggested Actions
Obstacle #1: As shown above, communication in transdisciplinary collaborations can suffer from a failure to establish common ground (shared interest), particularly when
working between long distances over time.
Suggested Action: Invite DESIGNERS to create mobile apps and interactive workshops in e-communication and conflict resolution.
Obstacle #2: Many SE-AD participants are unaware of their rights to an image as author, owner, or subject, and are therefore subject to trademark violation.
Suggested Action: Prevent intellectual property and trademark violation against ARTISTS, SCIENTISTS, DESIGNERS, EDUCATORS, HUMANITIES SCHOLARS, and
ENGINEERS by reviewing current work (if violated) with an IP attorney to determine a course of action. Develop written agreements between ARTISTS, SCIENTISTS, and

HUMANITIES SCHOLARS outlining the goals and objectives of ongoing collaboration and research.
Suggested Action: Provide contract templates to EDUCATORS and DESIGNERS for publication and download on opens source websites and integration into core curriculum.
Suggested Action: That NATIONAL ACADEMIES and EDUCATORS create a network of transcontinental conferences addressing the rights and prevention of IP.
Suggested Action: Maintain archives of work produced by ARTISTS, DESIGNERS, ENGINEERS, STUDENTS, EDUCATORS regardless of "quality." Make use of available
documentation, contacts and resources, and knowledge to help you and your project move ahead.
Obstacle #3: Funders often return to SE-AD professionals looking to validate the nature and ethics behind transdisciplinary practices.
3a. Suggested Action: Help FOUNDATIONS, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AND OTHER FUNDERS develop new funding categories with regard to cross-disciplinary
methods. Also FOUNDATIONS, GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AND OTHER FUNDERS should establish new criteria for peer-panels, review, and commissions supporting
these kinds of forward thinking practices.
Obstacle #4: A transparent user experience can backfire if all members of a collaboration are not actively involved.
Suggested Action: Encourage DESIGNERS, ARTISTS, and INDUSTRY to discuss the reasons behind expanding your practice/project to a more transparent platform. Is it
necessary and why, and who will be responsible? Assign clear administrative roles to each member of the team. Educate ARTISTS on open share design platforms (i.e. "open
ideo").
Obstacle #5: Many professionals are not exposed to trans-disciplinary practices until later in their careers.
Suggested Action: Place calls for STUDENTS and EDUCATORS to attend transcontinental residency, conferences, and programs. Encourage a core SEAD curriculum in
secondary tier education.
Obstacle #6: SEAD professionals are often confronted with new and unfamiliar territory and methods of investigation, creating tension when flushing out new concept and
vocabularies.
Suggested Action: STUDENTS, ARTISTS, DESIGNERS, HUMANITIES SCHOLARS, ENGINEERS be confident and mindful in the work methods you are creating.
Develop simple solutions and agendas when presented with an unfamiliar area of expertise. Showcase your work for an outsider perspective. Set meeting points in your agenda
to address the work as it progresses and to consider how these expectations are or are not being met.
Obstacle #8: Building and sustaining trust is a difficult task and can make or break a collaboration.
Suggested Action: That SEAD professionals and additional STUDENTS, EDUCATORS, and ADMINISTRATORS IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS review associated
methods for building trust in a collaborative environment with particular attention paid to integrity, internal confidence, and fairness.
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To : Kathryn Evans
Todd Siler and Geoffrey Ozin
In this paper, I would refer to three types of projects :
- Art projects requiring collaborative participation of scientists and engineers.
- Technical projects requiring the expertise of artists
- Projects based on the non hierarchised collaboration of both cultures.
Jean Delsaux.
Visual artist, Senior associate professor, researcher at Institut Pascal
(mechanics, artificial perception applied to robotics, materials for information, bio procedures, waves).
Founder and codirector of Atelier Brouillard-Précis (1991-2005) workshop devoted to supporting artistic projects concerning digital technologies applied to moving and
interactive.images.
Founder and director of LEEE Laboratory for Aestetics and space expérimentation.(since 2007).
My expérience of the relations between art, science and engineering leads me to make three observations :
I consider art, science, Design and engineering at the same level, and do not insert any / between these entities.
I'm convinced that the main obstacle one has to overcome is the one of misunderstanding due to the fact that from one discipline to another, we may use the same words but
give them a completely different meaning.
The developpement of the relations between art and sciences, engineering and design depends mainly on common projects involving equaly motivated participants, which

implies that the experiment would offer the same profit for each participant.
Atelier Brouillard-Précis.
This artists workshop was founded in Marseille in 1991. I conceived it as an open workshop in connection with academic laboratories and art schools.
My previous works as an artist were related to perception, urban space, multiscreen artistic displays.
My partners were audiovisual display system manufacturers (Delcom Germany), architects, philosophers (Vilem Flsser) and art theoriticians (Edmont Couchot), artists and
developpers (Piotr Kowalski, Michel Bret, Joan Logue, Orlan, Jacques Frety, Nicolas Bus) with whom we developped at the same time a theoritical reflexion concerning art and
technology.
The problem reached was the difficulty for an independant artist to maintain these links in a permanent way, and even more to establish new links with disciplines like neuro
physiology of perception, robotics, mechanics etc. So I decided, along with another artist, to create a new kind of workshop in France, equiped with Unix workstations, an
experimental software devoted to artistic modelization, rendering and animation, a broadcast studio for Betacam SP post production, as a basis for the development of an artistic,
scientific and technological network, a workshop where to experiment new ways of accessing the digital image, the passing from analogic to digital culture.
We first invited untrained artists and it was really an experiment to feel how these distinguished practitionners of video art or installations approached the digital, the fact that our
software had no intuitive graphical developping interface, but required writing lines of code.
An artist like Gianni Toti (") said he would never touch a keybord, but wanted us to provide the all of the machine , that is, to exhibit the total content of the graphic computer,
he exhausted three junior developpers really amazed by his demands. There was a powerful experiment for these master students to analyse the content of a computer and to
have to try and explain him how the machine would work, as well as to get from this poetronic artist, informations about his conception of art and creation, the twists he
permanently provoqued within the logical procedures.
The point was that we could experiment with the artists the paradigm change related to the representation of space, their perplexity facing this strange virtual space.
We had in that purpose to give them a previous training so that they could understand at least what was going on. Then the training was continued along the creation process.
Joan Logue asked us to modelize a golden frame she had photographed in the Louvre (Paris), at every stage of the modelizing and rendering process, she needed to see what she
called the real frame , while on another machine the line tests of animation were tried in wireframe. Photographer rand videographer, she was not used to anticipate the results in
this way, of course in the early nineties, the computing time of an image was quite long, 25 frames for one second lasted sometimes one day, and we could not afford to make
movement tests with rendered images.
We experimented the phenomenology of perception and behaviors within the space along with artists that freshly discovered it. This was the reason for us to develop our links
with neuro and psycho cognitive sciences.
Nevertheless, Orlan had the opportunity to work with a young engineer who had developped a morphing software and they created images resulting of morphing between herself
and reproduction of the female archetypes she had choosen in art history.
We had first to realize snapshots, that is still frames of her reproducing the lighting and the point of view of the different paintings. Realizing this kind of analogic simulation was
possible because we were trained as artists, we could then digitize and experiment immediately in the morphing process, thanks to the disposal we had set up.
Then she explained to the engineer that she was really interested in the missmatches occuring during the morphing process. Effectively, this artist who transformed her face and
body by cosmetic surgery, according the paintings, wanted to underline the fact that cosmetic surgery exposes the subject to unexpected failures and she wanted to compare the
selfportrait made on the body-machine and the one made by the computing machine.
The young developper was first really ashamed to show pictures he considered as technical mistakes, but later on, during the collaboration process , he understood the concept
and was afterwords the best engineer we could work with.
The experiment was really exiting and full of results, but the difficulties were really too important for the invited untrained artists, and therefore for us.
We decided then to invite artists aware of the digital technologies, mainly programming various disposals.
It seems important, as far as art and research are concerned, to consider separately the training and the practice, even if the training should be refered to a practice, so that the
practice should not be delayed by the necessities of learning new logics, environments, approching a new culture.
Suggested action 1
Universities should open sections devoted to the transdisciplinary training organizing a link between the artistic culture, humanities, and scientific and technological culture. The
so trained students could then perform the synthesis betwween the modusses operandi, different cultures and thus enable a cultural confrontation.
The purpose is not to train absolutely only people able to be performative in both fields but people who specialise themselves in a discipline and are able to collaborate with
other specialists.
These sections have of course to be provided with spaces (workshops) and technical equipment, technical support and maintainance, artistic and scientific environment.
The second phase of our experiment, which involved artists aware of digital technologies and scientific culture, reached also a difficulty : one person cannot master the complete
set of abilities and knowledges required in an art process concerned by science and techniques.
The various projects we developped involved the participation of various participants, each one mastering a particuliar know how.
The problem then was to be able to build the appropriate crew for the concerned project.
Suggested action 2 :
In a structure devoted to the development of SEAD projects, there should be a person whose ability would be to analyse the project and determine the appropriate crew to fulfil
the project.
The second difficulty we had to overcome was then to enable everyone in the crew to understand the language of the other participants. Speaking about spaciality for example is
really different whether you are a visual artist, a musician, a physician, a mathematician, an engineer, an architect etc.
Suggested action 3 :
The development in universities, art schools and engineering schools of transdisciplinary subjects involving this aspect of mutual understanding. This point is different from
suggested action 1 as it emphathize the language problem, the theoritical aspect, the understanding, and not necessarily the development of procedures, projects, realizations.

LEEE (Laboratory for Aesthetics and Space Experimentations) and Institut Pascal (Laboratory of robotics and artificial vision).
Colleagues with whom I developped other initiatives more precisely involved in this field suggested also a convergent approach of the matter:
Pascale Weber, Multimedia artist and Senior Lecturer in visual arts (University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne) developped in a book we directed accordingly : De l'Espace
virtuel, du corps en présence . (Presses Universitaires de Nancy Ed.) an interesting experiment concerning the development of a collaborative platform devoted to SEAD
projects and the reasons of its failure.
The artists we were needed a collaborative platform devoted to our crossed projects, so we decided to develop it along with colleagues computer scientists.
The point was that artists are trained to metaphorical language, developping projects by experimenting the results of the trial-and-essay method. And we wanted to conceive the
platform alternating an experimental and a more theoritical approach.

That is :
Experimental : creation of spaces, templates, simulated digital functionings, for the projection of the artist taking part, from the development of the tool to a well tried praxis of
the platform. The artist is used to work through sensitive equivalents so as to widen futhermore its metalanguage.
Theoritical approach : definition of the technical specifications of the platform.
This way of doing is far from what developpers we worked with were used to : they usualy start with specifications, in order to face a clearly defined request. The question is
then to decide wether the artist/user should describe his needs in technological and rational terms for the developper or if the developper should analyse himself the request and
translate it in his own language .
Another way of doing would be to let the user describe his needs progressively and continuously, avoiding permanent redirectings (in a flexible and not fixed way).
Very often the request is perfectly defined but doesnt suit the technological procedures.
Suggested action 4 :
The solution would probably consist in organizing, all along the project development, systematic meeting times during which would be defined the constraints for the artist and
instructions for the computer scientist
The difficulty is obvious and leads usualy developpers to conceive generic models one has later on to adapt to the needs of the user. Which implies a predominance and primacy
of the computing models and a definition of the digital products not in term of of specific needs, but in term of qualifying options.
This has to be connected by the increasing power of hardware and software companies who impose their standards, their monopolistic domination over systems and software
packages.
The open source philosphy is in that purpose a good answer, but we know also that it requires yet a sophisticated know-how as well. And above all, no matter the models can be,
technology seems allways to be set first, needs and specific expectations being considered as seconds, functionality creating the need.
So even if this situation is specific and not exclusive of other configurations, it is widely represented.
Suggested action 5 :
Build teams that would elaborate new procedures, new relationships between members, whatever would be the expertise of each member. These teams should have time and
ressources to fulfil their goals : developping tools, situations, procedures involving artists, computer scientists, ergonomists, neurocogniticians, engineers, ...
This implies budget, long term research, hability of defining the program in complete autonomy.
The development of a project can also work out its own tools, a projet can exist as a drawing, a draft, an animation, a métaphor, a choreography, a picture book, a textual
description.
Thierry Chteau, Professor of robotics and computer vision leads the ComSee research team at Pascal Institute (Ex. Lasmea). Main research interests : Visual Tracking, Pattern
Recognition and machine learning, within the field of Computer Vision.
For Thierry Chteau, the problematics raised by the artists allow almost to be early of phase with the Industry. The experience the lab had with dancers raised with an unsual
accuracy the problem of latency. Artist are really sensitive to the delay due to latency (response time of interactive devices). A practicle application was that after working with
dancers who had particuliar requisits about latency, the developpers could propose an interresting tool to EDF (french company providing electicity) for the training of
emmployees working inside nuclear stations.
So one can capitalise the acquired experience.
The other advantage for a researcher is the determination of new research fields due to the artists' expectations and requests. Artists says T. Chteau have a different approach and
imply for the computer scientist to look at things under a new light.
The Institut Pascal welcomes two artists and one ergonomist in its teams to develop projects embeded in its research program.
This opportunity values the suggested action n3
I also had a very interesting collaboration with Delcom Company (Germany) in the eighties, this company producing dynamic digital videowall systems invited artists to
perform on its product. They said that artists are the Formula 1 of our system, they raise problems we have to solve, which leads us to improve our system. Artist imagine
situations we didn't anticipate, they propose other ways of using the devices we produce.

Suggested action 6
Organize meetings, seminars involving major or local industrials, in order to developp with the support of ministry, local administration, chamber of commerce, the
commitments of the industrial and financial sectors to transdisciplinary projects.
In these sessions, each participant (provider, scientist, artist, engineer") could propose his own research project. Then these projects, specificaly defined by a person, would be in
turn rephrased by others. So within this appropriation logic, the exchange could really begin.
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Interdisciplinary courses, positions, PhD, in Italy
Michele Emmer
Dipartimento di Matematica,
Università di Roma "La Sapienza"
The paper elaborates on my experience with interdisciplinary courses between mathematics and a number of subjects (art, architecture,...) over a number of years and discuss
some difficulties that have arisen and a few proposal for actions. Some of these themes are general by nature, as well as some of the actions that can be undertaken.
First of all I would like to say that these academic activities started as a personal experience more than 30 years ago. For many years I was (and I still am) officially a full
professor in Math and non-officially I worked on the relationships between mathematics, art, architecture, biology, physics, literature, cinema. At a certain point of my activity
my work on art and math was recognized as official work in mathematics.

Introduction
"Changes in education are not going to produce miracles. The division of our culture is making us more obtuse than we need be: ” we are not going to turn out men and women
who understand as much of our world as Piero della Francesca did of his, or Pascal, or Goethe. With good fortune, however, we can educate a large proportion of our better
minds so that they are not ignorant of imaginative experience, both in the arts and in science."
On October 6th 1956 an article by Charles Percy Snow was published on the New Statesman that discussed a problem that would have been developed in a lecture and a book
three years later. The book, entitled The Two Cultures [1] compared the scientific and humanistic culture, particularly in the Great Britain of that time. The book sparked a long
polemic that moved Snow a few years later, in 1963, to publish an appendix to the book that concluded with the words quoted at the beginning. Snow was a chemist who had the
misfortune in 1932 to mistake the data in an experiment. The episode determined the end of its scientific career. He became a writer. His novels were published in different
countries between 1940 and 1970. With the book The two cultures he became famous all over the world.
In the introduction to the 1993 edition Stefan Collini, professor of English literature at the University in Cambridge wrote: "We need to encourage the growth of the intellectual
equivalent of bilingualism, a capacity not only to excercise the language of our respective specialism, but also to attend to, to learn from, and eventually contribute to, wider
cultural conversations." In short we are speaking of interdisciplinarity.
In 1981 the USA art historian Linda D. Henderson published a book destined to change the way in which we look at modern art all the way through, to the artistic avant-garde
of the twentieth century "The Fourth Dimension and Not Euclidean Geometry in Modern Art" [2]. The research still continues, (the second edition of the book will be published
in 2012, with 200 additional pages, MIT Press). Linda Henderson reconstructed the ways through which the new ideas of geometry of the second half of nineteenth century,
particularly non Euclidean geometries and the idea of the fourth dimension, (before the theory of the relativity and the space-time), have influenced the art of the XXth
Century, including through the literature inspired in mathematical research, in particular the novel Flatland of Edwin Abbott, published in 1884. [3]
Linda Henderson used almost the entire scientific and mathematical researches of the period. She obviously does not affirm that these were the only sources of inspiration for the
artists. She identifies complex and fascinating Arianna's threads that form new ideas in science and in art.
In 1982 I realized with Linda Henderson one of my films of the series Art and Mathematics. [4] Since then we have collaborated in different conferences and in the project of a
large exhibition on Mathematics, Modern and Contemporary Art. It is not clear if the exhibition will be realized due to Italy's financial problems.
In the same years I discovered the Journal Leonardo and I started a collaboration on art and science that is still ongoing. I have had the great pleasure of being in the board
together with Max Bill, one of the great artists of the XXth Century, with whom I realized two films of the series Art and mathematics. [5]
The situation in Italy
After many years in 2012 a huge operation of evaluation of Italian Universities, professors and researchers took place. Around 50.000 people and hundreds of thousand of
articles and scientific books are being appraised. The magic answer to this problem was finally found. If numerical objective indicators existed, numerical (and what can be more
objective than numbers!) to identify best candidates, the problem would be solved. These indicators have existed for a few years. They serve to measure the number of published
articles, the quality of the journals in which they are published (international journals obviously), the number of citations of the articles showing the interest and the seriousness
of the researches.
The ANVUR, the National Agency for the Evaluation of the Research was created. Scopus indicators of the publishing house Elsevier and those of Web of Science of Thomson
Reuters ere chosen, with all the problems of objectivity that these choices involve. It is important to clarify that these indicators work only for the scientific sectors, for the
humanistic and artistic sectors, they don't exist. Then the way to appraise had to be divided in two. Selected journals were selected for the non-scientific sectors, sectors in which
obviously the published books are considered essential to appraise in this discipline. Some of these journals were really peculiar and not really scientific, their titles were even
published in the Italian newspapers. So the scientific researches have they the indexes, the not scientific have theirs peculiar methods. And more, scientific evaluation methods
based on h-index or similar do not exist for books.
The criteria adopted in Italy (index, etc.) create some problems. All those areas that are and want to be interdisciplinary are virtually eliminated. Would the books of Linda
Henderson and Snow be taken into consideration? In which sector? For example, historians of mathematics as mathematicians are in the scientific sector but they edit and write
books and therefore are not considered by the humanistic criteria of evaluation, nor by the scientific ones since books are nor considered. So forget to study art and science! This
is the general situation in Italian universities. And so it is impossible to ask any young researchers to take courses that are interdisciplinary in nature. There is no future for them.
Some positive signs
I was very proud when I received as national coordinator two grants in 2007 and 2009 (the rules exclude applying for a grant every year) for research on mathematics and
modern art. These grants were assigned by the Italian Committee for National Funds (PRIN) for mathematics. So the math researchers decided to support my research on art and
math. Due to the economic crisis in Italy and in the funds for the Universities a choice like this means that other research, strictly math research, did not receive a grant. This was
unthinkable 30 years ago, even 20 years ago.
Due to the change in the attitude of the Math community it was possible to undertake several projects:
Conferences and books
The "Mathematics and Culture"[6] international yearly conference in Venice starting in 1998. Part of the conference is dedicated to art and math. Proceedings in Italian and in
English by Springer verlag, more than 25 volumes. From 2012 a new series "Imagine Math: math and culture" [7] always published by Springer verlag. The next conference in
2013 will be particularly interesting because speakers will include Linda D. Henderson on a project for an important exhibition on art and math in Italy.
The series of books "The Visual Mind: Art and Mathematics", [8] published as Leonardo books by MIT Press, the first in 1993, the second in 2004, with several editions.
Exhibitions
A first traveling exhibition in Bologna, Parma, Milano and Rome on "The Eye of Horus: itinerari nell'immaginario matematico" in cooperation with the Istituto Italiano of the
Enciclopedia Italiana, the Isttituto di Studi Filosofici of Napoli and the Citè des Science de la Villette de Paris, in 1989/99.
A session of the Biennale of Art in Venice in 1986 dedicated to the theme of Art and Science. Including a part on art and mathematics.
Smaller exhibitions related to art and science and the annual meeting in Venice with artist like Peter Greenaway, Achille Perilli, George Hart, Heleman Ferguson, Bradley Miller
and others.
A large project of an exhibition on Mathematics and Modern and contemporary Art, to take place in novemebr 2012, postponed due to financial problems.
Films
20 films of the series "Art and Mathematics" [9] produced in several languages, shown in the Italian State Television and other TV channels, including the film on Soap Bubbles,

featuring the well known mathematicians at Princeton University Fred Almgren and Jean Taylor.
A film on Escher with Roger Penrose and Donald Coxeter, distributed in USA for 20 years, a film based on the book Flatland all in animation, original music by Ennio
Morricone. All films were produced in French for the Citè des Sciences de la Villette in Paris. Most of the films produced also in English and Spanish versions.
Courses at the University
In 2004 I launched a completely new course, existing only at the University of Rome, called "Space and Form", [10] an interdisciplinary insight of the relationships between
mathematics, art, architecture, biology, literature, theatre, cinema with a myriad of applications in all these fields during the XIX and XX century. It involves students of the last
years in math, design and architecture, including a small group of ERASMUS students from several European Countries.
The number of students is usually every year between 50 and 60, adding to more than 450 in seven years. There is a project to write in English a text book of the course to be
used of course not only in Italy, but I hope in Europe and elsewhere.
Soap bubbles are part of the topics of the course on "Space and form". There is the project to publish an English version of the book.
Architects, Like Massimiliano Fuksas, artists, writers, filmmakers like Gustavo Mosquera, came to present their works to the students for the course "Space and Form"
One important result of this activity was:
- The Literary Viareggio Award 2010 (Best Italian essay 2010) for the book on "Soap Bubbles" I wrote in Italian. The same year the International Viareggio Award was given to
Vargas Llosa. A short abstract of the motivation of the Jury, most of them university professors):
"Emmer wrote an extraordinary book in which mathematics and science, analytical rigor and artistic sensibility is a perfect match, ”a real adventure of intelligence, which he
reconstructs in masterly fashion by giving us a book not only interesting, but rare."
The same book also received the Premio Capalbio Scienza 2010 (Best science book)
The real problem
- There is an interesting discussion developing in Italy and Europe on the possibility to introduce interdisciplinary curriculum, master, PhD in art and science. The real problem
is to obtain positions for researchers in this area. In Italy in particular there is a major problem: in which discipline can we insert an interdisciplinary course? Can you ask a math
department for a position for a young researcher on art, math and architecture? In Italy it is impossible for the time being. As it is impossible to obtain any dedicated PhD
program or any contract for lectures. I cannot recommend my students to continue to study art, math, architecture, as there will be no future for them.
- At a European level however, there is a new PhD in France and Switzerland on art and science for artists and designers, as well as interdisciplinary seminars on art and science
proposed for 2013 in Paris. While at the European level it is possible to ask a grant to organize an exhibition on art and math this is out of the question in Italy.
- In 2008 we started an important project of a large exhibition on math and modern and contemporary art to make visible all the work that has been done in the last years. This
year there was the exhibition on art and math at the Cartier Foundation in Paris (nor really satisfactory) and the small exhibition on Henry Moore and math at the Royal Society
in London. This exhibition will probably move to Venice in 2013.
Suggestions and actions
I can suggest the following actions:
- Action #1: Web site and Visibility
I agree with the proposed Action #1 of K. Evans [11] that cross-disciplinary art- science humanities researchers are isolated and have no knowledge of what is going on in the
world. So the first thing is to create a well done website so to maximize the diffusion of all possible information's, on interdisciplinary courses, masters, degrees, on the curricula,
on books (with possible reviews), articles, journals, conferences, meetings, novels, films, plays in theatre.
It will be essential to have a website where it is possible to exchange ideas, experiences.
- Action #2: exchange of experience
To encourage the exchange of professors and students to participate in interdisciplinary experiences in different countries. It is clear that it is easier among European countries
using the program ERASMUS, more complicated between Europe and non-European states for obvious reasons of cost. In the website an essential part must be dedicated to all
possible opportunities of exchange of professors and students.
- Action #3 promote new interdisciplinary researches
To use Leonardo and a new website for suggestions for new interdisciplinary courses and researches. I believe that the contact between different universities and research teams
in order to obtain funds from ESF (European Science Foundation) and similar institutions in other countries is essential. A program of research to be presented by researchers
and artists who are linked to the network of Leonardo for proposals for new research and exhibitions to be presented in conjunction with the European community, the NSF and
other similar bodies.
Interdisciplinary projects that will lead to the realization of exhibitions, interdisciplinary conferences, screenings of films that have interdisciplinary interest to motivate younger
students to learn in an interdisciplinary way.
Ask all researchers and artists involved in the SEAD to start a formal request to initiate exchanges of students and researchers for short periods. With regard to mathematics and
art, there are various associations, various annual conferences, that can be contacted.
- Action #4 new book series
Start creating interdisciplinary series of publications not only at a research level but also for graduate and undergraduate courses. Not only the Leonardo book series. For
mathematics and art and architecture there are already the series by Springer verlag "Mathematics and Culture", "Imagine Math", and by Birkhäuser "Mathematics and
architecture"
Final comments
Due to my personal experience and my knowledge it will be easier to organize interdisciplinary courses, masters, perhaps PhD, at the European level. It will be probably easy if
the different European countries put their experience together to ask for an international and interdisciplinary important Grant for the next years. It will be probably more
complicated to cooperate also with USA. But Leonardo is a good way to cooperate.
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Between Barriers and Prospects: Merging Art Performance and Engineering in Mobile Music Education and Research
Georg Essl, University of Michigan
1. Introduction
There is little doubt that mobile smart devices are a socio-cultural game changer. The reach of sophisticated, networked, interactive computational technology will soon be
universal. This means that technology with tremendous capabilities for artistic expression open up a space of exploration for new forms of culture and creativity.
The mobile phone has become the most widely distributed, accessible communication and computing device. In 2010, the mobile subscription base has reached an estimated 5
billion and the penetration of these devices in North America, Europe and Japan is considered to have reached 100% but sales are still growing due to the drastic improvements
in mobile smart phone technology (Wingfield 2009). The mobile phone is no longer just a portable version of the classical telephone, but has become a device serving a large set
of diverse needs. It is a digital camera, a media consumption device ranging from e-book reader, to music and video player, to portable TV and gaming platform. It serves as
personal data organizer, Internet client, navigator through GPS integration, and increasingly as a general-purpose computing device. Given the high density of sensor
technologies, such as integrating accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetic field sensors, microphones and cameras, mobile devices offer a new sensor environment that additionally
is highly mobile, making the platform significantly different to desktop computing. The exploding ubiquity of these devices will make new forms of artistic and collaborative
activities possible that are much harder to envision with desktop systems that need to be used in static settings.
Mark Weiser's prediction of a "ubiquitous computing" world (Weiser 1991) is becoming true through mobile technology. The size of the device means that it is often carried like
a wallet. This in turn means that the computational capacity of the device moves with its owner and computational capacity scales with number number of members in the group
who brought their personal device. The mobile phone is the new personal computer, re-spawned in a new environment where connectivity is a constant, participation is growing
at a rapid pace, and the support of content creation becomes ever more important.
Over the last five years we have seen an explosion of user generated content (Dawson 2008) on sites like Flickr, YouTube, Facebook and blogs. Especially teenagers are now
confident and frequent users of the Internet. In 2007 about 93% of teenagers in the US used the Internet, but more importantly already in 59% participated in some form of
digital content creation and sharing (Lenhart et al 2007). Internet access through mobile devices is growing drastically and data traffic has already surpassed voice traffic in 2010
and is expected to dominate traffic volumes in the future (Thomas 2007).
2. Prospects and Barriers of Mobile Technology for Creativity and Participation
This means that an unprecedented opportunity for participation in creative endeavors mediated through commodity computing devices is emerging and a tremendous impact on
communities who have as yet find participating in the digital culture. Due to the mobile nature of the device, the ability to participate will drastically increase, as well as change
where participation can and will happen. Hence we should expect to not only see drastic changes in the demographics of participation, but also the general character of the
participation itself.
Currently we face a barrier of access for most users of mobile technology due to the complexity and sophistication of the devices and the depth of domain knowledge required to
build creative applications on them. Typical users of smart devices are not trained engineers, nor necessarily trained performance artists.
Mobile devices also have already shown to be vehicles for diminishing, perhaps overcoming, the various domains of separation of access and literacy in information and
computational technologies (ICTs) called the Digital Divide. Difference in access and participation can be seen along many dimensions, including geography, age, gender, socioeconomic status and ethnicity (Hargittai 2003). Mobile devices are significantly cheaper and by serving multiple needs such as communication and computation at the same
time, often more viable. Mobile devices tend to see diminished use segregation by gender and by socio-economic group that we observe with classical computational platform,
and underrepresented minority show a disproportionally large segment in mobile internet use (Brown et al 2011).
Figure 1 The progression of computational literacy for mobile programming today (top curve) versus the kind of literacy progression that is desirable for broad participation
(bottom)
So far industry focuses on media consumption, rather than broader participation on digital content creation and computational literacy. For example Apple has removed
academic computational literacy projects such as Scratch from their mobile AppStore to ensure a policy that all programming happens through Apple-controlled pathways (Chen
2010). Current mobile platforms are not optimized for easy programming. Level of entry for participation on the process is high and requires low level programming knowledge,
heterogeneous hardware setups such as a laptop, USB cable connectivity and large screen IDEs such as Xcode for iPhones or Eclipse for Android. This requires high levels of
training and knowledge. It also imposes an additional financial burden, by requiring additionally substantially more expensive hardware (such as a laptop) for the programming
activity.
This leads to a kind of Computational Literacy Barrier, as illustrated in Figure 1, separating those who had substantial preparation and resources to acquire it away from mobile
technology, from those who have access to mobile technology but limited alternative means, opportunities or interest to acquire literacy elsewhere.
However, it has been widely argued that computational literacy is important in a world immersed in ICTs (Nelson 1974, diSessa 2001) and we see it as critical to create
pathways mobile technology users to learn, create, and participate.
3. Research Challenges
Mobile smart devices are also shifting various technological paradigms. Creative content creation on laptop and desktop computers assumed a given interaction model centered
around keyboard, large monitor, and mouse. A multi-touch centric device with a small display and additional rich input sensors such as cameras and motion sensors replaces
this. A further significantly changed factor is the size of the device which can be substantially smaller than other general purpose computing devices.
Hence existing models for supporting computational creativity have to be rethought and we need sustained research to develop fitting models of Human-Computer Interaction
that solves key problems in creativity support and content creation, and allows accessibility for as wide a target audience as possible.
Central questions that are persistent research topics include:
1. The evolution of hardware for expressiveness. Commodity devices in creative expression form a delineating canvas of the possible. This means that a concern for

expressivity will mean a continued evolution of hardware. For example current mobile multi-touch technology tends to not support pressure sensing or tactile feedback, yet these
are important factors in fine motor control.
2. The development of programming and content creation paradigm that fit the input and output modalities of the form factor of commodity mobile devices. This may well
require a re-envisioning of the very basis of programming as no longer a necessarily textual paradigm, but one that is constructivist or symbolic.
3. Design for universal accessibility in order to reach diverse target audiences.
4. Design for on-line interactive and performative use.
To this end we develop an environment called urMus, which seeks to provide a mobile-centric design of open, and accessible creativity support. However we do see our
individual effort as but one proposal to offer technological solutions to key questions of participating and we suggest a broad range of engagement with the field.
4. Mobile Technology in Interdisciplinary SEAD Teaching
We designed a senior level undergraduate course titled "Mobile Phones as Musical Instruments." It is cross-listed between the College of Engineering and the School of Music,
Theater and Dance at the University of Michigan. The placement of such interdisciplinary course has numerous challenges but also clear benefits. The course is designed to
blend students from diverse preparatory backgrounds. All students engage in the full range of activities in the course without distinguishing if they pursue education in
engineering or the arts. We discuss describe advantages and pitfalls of this course design. UrMus is the central programming platform in our course. Its design allows rapid
access, early rewards, and a sense of mastery. As students become more proficient the design allows deep engagement and open expression. An exit surveys show that students
largely see the approach as successful, independent of prior background.
Mobile smart devices have already had a drastic impact on how we use computation and expanded who is able to participate. The prospect of enabling broad participation on
technological creativity is tremendous with potential impact on who can enter STEM and creative fields.
4.1 Evaluation of Cross-Disciplinary Teaching of Art and Mobile Technology
In Fall 2010 the course "Designing Mobile Phone Musical Instruments for Ensemble Performance" co-listed in Electrical Engineering & Computer Science in the College of
Engineering as well as Performance Art Technology in the School of Music, Theater & Dance was funded by the College of Engineering Curriculum Innovation program.
The course is inherently multi-disciplinary engaging students in both music and engineering practices. The primary goal of the course is open-ended problem solving and
creative engagement with a clear final outcome. The course asks students to design their own mobile phone musical instruments, conceptualize and write music for it and
ultimately perform the results in a live concert, which is open to the public. Here we report the outcome of such a SEAD course.
The course has two main of challenges:
1) Integration of a very diverse set of student preparations and experience in an upper level course bridging two colleges.
2) Innovating technological teaching with emerging new platforms such as commodity mobile smart devices.
There are also a number of further challenges such as the reality of proprietary mobile phone programming. Hence it was important to find ways to allow the students to go
beyond a limited set of devices or specific form factors.
For the first time students were allowed to loan devices for the duration of the course hence were able to work on assignments on the device on their preferred schedule. The
learning curve of programming was adjusted to be platform independent and use a high-level programming language. This addressed two concerns of the first iteration of the
course. One was a learning curve that was too challenging for many Performance Arts Technology majors, as it required rapid learning of Objective-C from the start. Second
was the ability to postpone hardware specific details to the end of the course and focus the teaching efforts on principles that are not specific to one platform or form factor.
4.1.1 Assessment
In order to assess the innovations introduced to the course we conducted an informal survey asking questions specific to the curricular changes and their benefits as well as
broader questions about the reception of the course using a 5-point Likert scale. The questions were fully anonymous and participation was voluntary. Six students chose to
answer the survey. One of the six students omitted the questions of the second page (Q9-11). The survey questions are attached at the end of the report.
The questions were designed to address the following questions: Did introducing access to hardware help the course in the student's mind (Question 2, Question 11)? Did the
learning curve adjustment work (Questions 3-5)? Does the cross-disciplinary integration work in the eyes of the students and stimulate curiosity (Question 1, Question 7-10)?
Figure 2 Mean and standard deviation of answers to course survey questions.
The mean answers to the questions can be seen in Figure 1. The most direct measure of the devices on loan being helpful is Q2 which was answered very positively by all
students (avg=4.97, stdv=0.08) however students were less clear if this was essential (Q11, avg=3.56, stdv=0.8). Students felt that the cross-disciplinary integration was positive
(combined score of Q1, Q7-Q10, avg=4.08, stdv=0.48) and that they learned many aspects of the subject matter (Q6, avg=4.2, stdv=0.69). Question about the learning curve
(Q3-5) have a combined score of avg=3.01 with a relatively large deviation (stdv=1.04). This is likely an indication of the bi-modal distribution of prior experience of students in
the class. The fact that the mean is at neutral is a good sign, indicating that a balanced between the two populations was nevertheless possible.
All these results have to be taken with care because of the small sample size (N=6) and possible other uncontrolled biases.
4.1.2 Other outcomes
The course has a public concert of student pieces as final. Thanks to the new diversity of devices the repertoire and style of pieces was greatly expanded and specifically the
engagement with different form factors (iPad vs iPod Touch) clearly is visible. Overall the student projects had more depth and detail thanks to the improved learning curve and
the added time to deal with more detailed issues such as graphics rendering, projection and networking.
The full pieces can be found on the YouTube channel of the department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science of the University of Michigan.
Figure 3 Impressions of the final concert outcomes of the cross-disciplinary course "Designing Mobile Phone Musical Instruments for Ensemble Performance" at the University
of Michigan
4.1.3 Sustainability
The original course of Fall 09 has seen drastic changes in its design and use of technology. The primary change is in the software environment that is used. We have developed a
platform called urMus, which is meant to support mobile development with an abstraction of the hardware layer. This means that changes in future hardware and differences in
hardware available can be mitigated. The control over learning difficulty in the environment is a major factor of allowing a proper retuning of the learning curve of the course.
Overall urMus allows a range of mobile programming and technology related courses to be taught in a platform independent matter and should translate into other settings as

well.
A broader lesson learned is that on-device learning with new technology is possible, while retaining scalability when proper support software is developed to achieve hardware
abstraction. Students benefit from being able to interact with emerging technologies for their assignments by loaning the devices for assignments and projects and content can be
presented in a more compact yet still accessible fashion. The main obstacle of using the devices the student own is platform heterogeneity and the lack of flexible cross-platform
support.
5. Socio-Cultural Impact and Challenges
Mobile technology already shows tremendous socio-cultural impact. The permanent availability of computation, networking and connectivity restructures access and
participation. However there are also emerging roadblocks in the way important stakeholders in industry to shape the marketplace and commodification of mobile content. In
particular mobile platforms can be rather closed and are designed around a consumer-centric model of content delivery. Even computational content in form of apps are
delivered like other consumer media, such as music, video, or books through online marketplaces such as the Apple AppStore. However industry is still establishing the
standards and different companies take different approaches. Also access and delivery models such as web-based interactive content may change access barriers that current
delivery models to have.
6. Suggested Actions
Obstacle 1: Heterogeneity and closedness of commodity platforms that are suitable for open creative expression in the marketplace.
Suggested Action 1: Advocacy with mobile platform industry to offer openness and free content creation on their devices along with efforts to standardize or support crossplatform content exchange.
Obstacle 2: Lacking unified forum for open exchange and archival access of SEAD art and products.
Suggested Action 2: Efforts for creating open access archival platforms for SEAD mobile art products that may or may not be commodified. In particular library function should
be extended to allow for the archiving and delivery of interactive and performative content, which could be in the form of apps or dynamic online content.
Obstacle 3: Academic participation in shaping the mobile platform space to allow open innovation for SEAD research and artistic engagement.
Suggested Action 3: Develop funding initiatives with NSF that target the mobile platform and foster research that create acceleration of SEAD in broad public use.
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ABSTRACT
Higher education has long been departmental in nature (dating back to the 19th century), and becomes more restrictive as a student moves from "interesting" Freshman seminars
bridging a wide range of topics, through their major courses in a departmental area and finally into graduate school, where a single department awards their degree based on a
usually narrow set of course requirements and a thesis or dissertation. However, in the 21st century, investigators are finding that there are often tools, information, resources
and even points of view from other disciplines that can elucidate and even answer the problem they are studying. Many studies recommend "big" solutions that require
fundamental changes to hiring, promotion and tenure, funding and support, and evaluation of grant proposals and publications in cross-disciplinary areas. This study suggests a
"small" solution: the creation of a compendium of arts-science-humanities cross-disciplinary curriculum that will encourage faculty to offer such courses. A Call for
Contributions was initiated in July of 2102, based on an earlier Call for Courses in 2009 via the Leonardo Journal (http://www.leonardo.info/index.htm), a web site was created
and submissions were posted at http://www.utdallas.edu/atec/cdash/ . The data from the courses was analyzed as to the cross-disciplines, level of offering (graduate vs.
undergraduate), geographical location and the department offering the course. Suggested actions include specific ideas to enhance networking and visibility, address lack of
information about geographical bases for cross-disciplinary courses, and encourage federal funding agencies to approve a research effort to demonstrate the effectiveness of
cross-disciplinary art-science-humanities courses in training the scientists, artists and scholars of the next generation.

INTRODUCTION
In 2001, Stephen Wilson wrote "The arts and sciences are two great engines of culture: sources of creativity, places of aspiration and markers of aggregate identity." (Wilson
2001) Art has a serious impact on student creativity and innovation. Students who engage in art-making are more inclined to take risks, create collectively and individually,
work in groups, think "outside the box", transfer skills between disciplines, learns to speak persuasively, network, are willing to fail and can disregard the dominant point of
view to create new perspectives. (Reid 2011) Indeed, the National Academies have remarked that the need for interdisciplinary education is driven by increasingly complex
problems that cut across traditional disciplines and recommended ""students should seek out interdisciplinary experiences, such as courses at the interfaces of traditional
disciplines"" (National Academies 2004).
BEYOND PRODUCTIVITY
In 2003, Beyond Productivity: Information, Technology, and Creativity, a committee composed of educators from several major universities, corporate researchers and working
artists identified several barriers to collaboration between the arts and information technology. The barriers to collaboration in the arts, sciences, and humanities generally are
the same and include the presence of academic silos, lack of funding, the minor role mainstream arts play in many major institutions, and the difficulty of creating hybrid
collaborations. The arts play a small part in the general education requirements of the state universities in the three largest states in the Unites States: California, New York and
Texas. The California State University System general education requirements include only one course in the arts and one in the humanities, as opposed to four courses in math
and sciences; New York and Texas requirements are essentially the same, with some institutions, such as the University of Texas at Dallas requiring far more math and science ""
5 courses "" and the same level of arts and humanities. The recommendations in Beyond Productivity to colleges and universities, primarily to administrators, included the
support of interdisciplinary curriculum at the undergraduate level. Other recommendations were "big" solutions that require fundamental changes to hiring, promotion and
tenure, funding and support, and evaluation of grant proposals and publications in cross-disciplinary areas. (Mitchell 2003)
THE NEED FOR CROSS-DISCIPLINARY CURRICULUM
In the 21st century, investigators are finding that there are often tools, information, resources and even points of view from other disciplines that can elucidate and even answer
the problem they are studying. However, higher education has long been departmental in nature (dating back to the 19th century), and becomes more restrictive as a student
moves from "interesting" Freshman seminars bridging a wide range of topics, through their major courses in a discipline and finally into graduate school, where a single
department awards their Masters or Ph.D. degree based on a usually narrow set of course requirements and a thesis or dissertation. Graduate students who wish to take courses
in other departments are often told that those courses "don't count" towards their degree, sending a negative message. Faculty are told that they may not "get full course credit"
for their course if they team-teach with a faculty member in another department. Issues of funding, resources and evaluation are difficult for faculty who cross disciplines. New
programs and centers are trying to bridge this gap, but most institutions do not offer "cross-disciplinary" courses in their standard curriculum. Much work needs to be done, not
only to encourage institutions and administrators to offer such courses, but to assist instructors with examples of courses that cross from science, technology, engineering and
mathematics to the arts and humanities ("STEM" to "STEAM") and that will inspire them to create courses, either by themselves or in collaboration with other faculty.
INTERDISCIPLINARY AND INTEGRATIVE STUDIES
Even though interdisciplinarity and interdisciplinary studies are terms that are more closely associated with the 20th century, the concept has historical antecedents in Greek
philosophy. Aristotle's division of the various disciplines into the area of knowledge (theology, mathematics and physics), the practical subjects (ethics and politics) and the
productive subjects (fine arts, poetics and engineering) were then tied together by philosophy as the universal field of inquiry. Up until the end of the nineteenth century, the
word "science" was often used interchangeably with "philosophy", to mean all forms of knowledge rather than particular branches of it. From the 1830s onward, the term
"science" began to refer to the natural sciences. (Moran 2010). Nietszche attacked the rise of disciplines in his essay We Scholars, which he saw as a creation of the researchoriented German universities. The specialized "scholar" replaced the "philosopher" as a way to climb the career ladder within a professionalized society. The university was
becoming a closed institution, through the creation of departments, learned societies and journals, and the acquisition of a Ph.D. in a specialized subject. The term
"interdisciplinary" emerged within the context of concerns about general education in the mid-1920s and became common usage in the social sciences and humanities after

World War II. (Moran 2010)
There are still many barriers to interdisciplinary work, including different types of training, institutional context, and different pedagogical systems. Study in the humanities
tends to be historically organized, while in the sciences knowledge is seen as cumulative, with study focusing on the most up-to-date discoveries and research, characterizing the
history of the discipline as a mere stepping stone to the current work. C. P. Snow delineated this division in his oft-quoted The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution, a
lecture delivered Cambridge in 1959, about the "gulf of mutual incomprehension" that existed between the sciences and the humanities. Those who cite this gulf often forget
that Snow suggested that the best way to improve the situation was education and particularly interdisciplinary studies. (Snow [1959] 1998)
The current climate of emphasizing assessment in all areas of higher education has been extended to interdisciplinary courses, which have their own unique challenges in
defining objectives and setting goals, given that they must often meld these from different areas. Many universities now have suggestions for faculty who engage in
interdisciplinary teaching, including defining objectives, specifying outcomes, identifying issues, encouraging critical thinking, and generating evaluative rubrics. (San Francisco
State 2010). While they do not directly address the intersection of the arts and sciences, there are long-standing organizations that do. The Association for Integrative Studies,
formed in 1979 to " promote the interchange of ideas among scholars and administrators in all of the arts and sciences" maintains a website at
http://www.units.muohio.edu/aisorg/ that includes a variety of resources, including links to assessment references, a survey of graduate programs, peer-reviewed syllabi, and job
listings for interdisciplinary programs. Instructors of art-science-humanities curriculum would be well served by studying the rich tradition of interdisciplinary and integrative
studies, in order to ameliorate some of the barriers that still exist in university departments and disciplines.
METHODOLOGY
In November of 2009, Drs. Victoria Vesna and Roger Malina sent out a call for curriculum through Leonardo, a publication of the International Society for the Arts, Sciences
and Technology (http://www.leonardo.info/). A second call for curriculum was issued in July of 2012, posted to Leonardo and over 10 LinkedIn Sites in art, science and
technology.
INTERNATIONAL CALL FOR EXAMPLES OF ART-SCIENCE-HUMANITIES CURRICULA
Leonardo Executive Editor Roger Malina and UT Dallas doctoral student Kathryn Evans are interested in examples of courses and curricula that are in the art-sciencehumanities field such as courses on art and biology, music and mathematics, art and chemistry, dance and environmental sciences, etc. The call is an re-launch of a similar call
issued in 2009 (http://www.leonardo.info/isast/announcements/LEF_ArtScience_curricula.html) and will be included in a Advocacy White Paper (Breaking Down the Silos:
Curriculum Development as a Tool for Crossing Disciplines in the Arts, Sciences and Humanities) that is being developed in response to the international call for Advocacy
White Papers issued by the network for Science Engineering Art and Design (http://sead.viz.tamu.edu/index.html) The White Paper is being developed with an international
advisory group consisting of Paul Thomas (Australia), Edward Shanken (Netherlands), and Christo Doherty (South Africa).
We are interested in the broad range of all forms of the performing arts, including music, dance, theatre and film, and the visual arts; and connecting to all the hard and social
sciences. We are including art and new technologies (eg: nano tech) but in general not new media curricula unless they include an art-science component.
Individuals who have taught an art-science-humanities course at the university or secondary-school level, in formal or informal settings, are invited to contact Kathryn Evans,
with details of their curriculum. Please include permission to include your course on the Curriculum Development in the Arts, Sciences and Humanities (CDASH) website
http://www.utdallas.edu/atec/cdash/
A website at http://www.utdallas.edu/atec/cdash was created to post these courses and faculty where contacted for permission to list their courses, with their institution and brief
descriptions, on the site. They were also asked to send any other courses they wish to have included and to update their descriptions. Permissions and updates were received for
over 70 courses, along with additional material. The site also contains a mission statement, relevant literature, programs and research centers and other areas of interest. Contact
information for additions or corrections is included, and interest in a specific course will be forwarded to the relevant instructor. The website was expanded to include these new
contributions, including an area for Primary and Secondary Curricula, other Calls for Contributions, and other areas of interest.
RESULTS
All courses were cross-disciplinary in nature, either general science and the arts, or a specific science and the arts, or a specific science and a specific art. Courses included both
undergraduate and graduate level curriculum and some K-12 curricula in the United States, as well as courses in medical schools. It is clear that the K-12 offerings are of vital
importance to higher education efforts in this area. However, the issues in K-12 education and higher education, while connected, are distinct from one another in the way
curriculum decisions are made and implemented. Hence, we have chosen not to discuss the K-12 curricula at this time, as they are outside the scope of this research.
Submissions were received from Australia (5), Canada (8), Germany (7), Italy (1), Netherlands (4), Russia (1), Serbia (1), United Kingdom (8), United States (42). While the
focus of this effort was in art-science-humanities curricula, a few submissions involved computer science, cognitive science, sociology and psychology. The areas are indicated
in the chart in Appendix A. Specific submissions are listed in Appendix B. The largest areas were biology (19.74%) and visual arts (68.42%). Very few couress in theatre,
dance or music were submitted. Some of the submissions did not meet the precise criteria as some combined the "hard" and "soft" sciences but not specifically the arts. Overall,
there were approximately the same numbers of undergraduate courses (46%) versus graduate courses (54%). However, the breakdown between US courses (undergraduate 67%
vs. graduate 34%) and non-US courses (undergraduate 22% vs. graduate 78%) was significant, with a higher percentage of graduate offerings in the non-US population. In the
US, 15 courses (36%) were offered in science departments, 14 (33%) were offered in arts departments and the remainder (13 courses or 31%) were offered by interdisciplinary
programs, an almost equal distribution between the three offering departments. Outside the US, 12 courses (33%) were offered in science departments, 18 were offered in arts
departments (50%) and the remainder (6 courses or 17%) were offered in interdisciplinary programs, clearly a much heavier weighting towards art programs. This distribution
suggests that different areas of the world conceive of interdisciplinary curricula in a different context and is an area ripe for further research.
The compilation is also admittedly heavily weighted to courses in the United States (53%), due to the initial posting in an American journal. This sample is by no means
representative, but a response to a specific call. It does however exhibit the large variety of cross-disciplinary courses that are being offered across all the various fields of
science and the arts. In most cases, the courses are being offered by a single individual in a discipline who has an interest in another discipline. Very few team-taught courses
were observed. Two notable exceptions to these observations were the programs at UC Davis, which connects faculty from multiple disciplines in the Art Science Fusion
program; and the San Francisco Art Institute, which offers courses through their Interdisciplinary Studies program in the arts and biology, mathematics and astronomy.
"Science, Technology and Society", a new program at Stanford, provides faculty with a space "to think about interdisciplinary issues that may not necessarily have a home in
their own department." (AACU 2012). While the focus of this study was art-science-humanities, this initial compilation of courses further indicates that there is a increasingly
"fuzzy" border between the arts, sciences (both hard and soft) and the humanities.
This study also did not address the growing body of "informal" education courses now being offered over the Internet. There is a growing hacker/maker/"Do it Yourself"/ citizen
scientist population who now explore the intersections of the arts, sciences and humanities through courses offered on MMOCs (Massive Open Online Courses), informal
workshops and other community based art-science-humanities educational activities. Additionally, institutions of higher education are developing coursework with non-profit
organizations to enhance their own online learning abilities. MIT, Harvard, the University of California at Berkeley and the University of Texas System have recently partnered
with EdX, a non-profit venture designed specifically for interactive study via the web. This rapidly expanding educational development is also an area ripe for investigation.
SUGGESTED ACTIONS
Suggested Action #1: Networking and Visibility
To date, no comprehensive inventory or study of cross-disciplinary course curriculum has been conducted. The current website invites contributions in order to expand the
listings. A call for courses can be initiated through the College Art Association (http://www.collegeart.org/) and other networking organizations in the arts and sciences such as
the Art & Science Collaborations, Inc.(http://www.asci.org/). In order to attract submissions from Europe, international organizations like YASMIN
(http://www2.media.uoa.gr/yasmin/) could be contacted. A new call for courses should be initiated through SEAD (Network for Sciences, Engineering, Arts and Design,
http://sead.viz.tamu.edu/). A proper and extensive survey of such curriculum would encourage faculty members in art and science disciplines to offer such courses and
collaborate with other faculty in complementary areas.
Barrier: Cross-disciplinary art-science-humanities instructors are isolated and often work with no knowledge of best practices, other instructors and courses, and possible
collaborations.
Target: Instructors of cross-disciplinary curricula
Solution: Networking and Visibility

Suggested actions: A dedicated website, designed to assist instructors with information about other curricula, including a cloud-based syllabi resource, a blog for
communication, links to best practices in interdisciplinary curriculum; and announcements of international conferences in art-science-humanities efforts and conferences. The
CDASH website could be expanded to include these areas. This could lead to heightened presence of the website in academic journals and websites.
Suggested Action #2: Geographical Study of Cross-Disciplinary Art-Science-Humanities Curricula
While many "art-science" papers and studies call for "big" solutions, the "small" solution of art-science-humanities cross-disciplinary coursework at the undergraduate and
graduate level could be an important part of a student's education, creating a generation of artists and scientists that will see these collaborations as natural and necessary.
Students already live in a highly technological world where they move seamlessly across science, technology and the arts and humanities. However, we have not yet used
current available technology to study where these courses are being offered and in what context. A study of "informal" art-science-humanities education, with an emphasis on
community engagement would add to the overall knowledge of current offerings.
Barrier: Lack of information about where art-science-humanities cross-disciplinary curriculum are currently being offered and their impact on the educational environment
Target: Instructors, administrators and funding agencies for higher education
Solution: Asset mapping efforts of art-science-humanities cross-disciplinary courses and workshops, both formal and informal
Suggestion actions: An international study that uses asset mapping tools as a way of defining the current "state-of-the-state" and identify geographical nodes and centers of
learning. This could include both formal, for-credit courses, on-line educational sites and local informal courses.
Suggested Action #3: Integration Through Research
Cross-disciplinary art-science-humanities courses are still rare in most university degree plans and are still not a part of standard curriculum at the tertiary level in both the
undergraduate and graduate programs. Administrators and curriculum designers are focused more on limiting the number of electives to increase graduation rates with minimal
time to graduation and hence a reduction in cost to the student. The requirements for tenure and promotion, course credit, and funding are distinctly disciplinary in most
universities. Cross-disciplinary teaching and research is not rewarded in the current evaluative process. The most effective way to do so would be to foster an environment
where cross-disciplinary courses are offered and resources are made available to instructors who wish to teach them. Further, we must foster research that helps justify the
inclusion of such courses into standard university degree plans. This requires substantial evidence that cross-disciplinary curriculum is a valuable part of every student's
education.
Barrier: Cross-disciplinary art-science-humanities curriculum is not seen as valuable in degree plans
Target: Administrators and curriculum designers in higher education
Solution: Research and Integration
Suggested action: A nationally funded research effort to investigate the usefulness of cross-disciplinary art-science-humanities education with an eye towards answering the
following questions: Are students who have taken cross-disciplinary art-science-humanities courses more accepting or interested or explorative of areas outside their majors?
Are they more innovative? Can they think "outside the box'? Can they become members of the "Creative Class"? More specifically, students who are currently taking crossdisciplinary courses should be evaluated before and after their curricular experience to study the effects of this kind of education. These students are the future generation of
scientists, artists and scholars. Until we can demonstrate the clear usefulness of this kind of curricula, it will be difficult to convince administrators and curriculum designers that
this kind of curriculum has a clear value and should be included in existing degree plans.
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SEAD: FROM SUCCESS TO SUCCESSION
Author: Bronac Ferran
'Touching the Edges'
In this paper I try to draw together fragmented and often disassociated viewpoints along the fractured lines and boundaries which together form the disparate field of SEAD. I
draw on views of respondents from across a spectrum of SEAD related interests who have responded through interview, conversations and written responses to a questionnaire
(included as Appendix 1 below) which explored points made within the abstract, also below .
The initial abstract was written by me to stimulate responses at the outset of the SEAD call and references views of important commentators within the art-science-technology
axis in the late 1960s. The consideration of earlier writing and developments in the art-science-technology-engineering fields is an important part of this process. As the
abstract argues, there is - in my view - a failure to build on and form sufficient cumulative knowledge or wisdom in this sector. This is reflected in the fact that basic arguments
for the importance of combining different disciplines continue to need be made in various scenarios. As has been recently illustrated by the press/media coverage of comments
by James Dyson, Provost of the Royal College of Art there is a tendency for press and media coverage to feed and feed on polarised positions, over-simplifying and ignoring
more subtle or complex perspectives. This has been a frequent occurrence since Sir Charles P. Snow wrote his two papers for the journal Encounter in 1959 on 'The Two
Cultures and the Scientific Revolution' which on examination of source material reflects a far more nuanced position than that often since extrapolated and which has served to
underpin journalistic rhetoric on several occasions since about the mutual antipathy of arts and science practices. But Snow was far from pushing a straightforward arts-vscience line; indeed in his second article he critiqued above all the separation of pure science and scientists from engineering and applied and industrial engagement; 'Pure
scientists and engineers often totally misunderstand each other"Pure scientists have by and large been dim-witted about engineers and applied science"Their instinct".was to take
it for granted that applied science was an occupation for second-rate minds'. He describes how the second world war had served to shift these perceptions in favour of
understanding the value of production and credits the USA and Russia with a much less intense 'national passion for specialisation' than that of the UK but his overall message
in the text is not that the sciences and the humanities don't engage with each other but that factors such as politics play a significant role and in his view Western educational
policy needs to speedily connect the abstract and the purist with the practical and the applied in order to avoid a growing Communist dominance throughout the world (with the
Russian educational system seen by him as much more advantageous from an interdisciplinary perspective).
The value of establishing and recognising a lineage of critical reference (through identification of foundational texts that need to be read directly) to inform current discussions ,
debates and emerging pedagogical discourse is a key part of the main action identified below.
In establishing this lineage we cannot ignore the vital role played by environmental, social and political factors as part of the context for seminal works. We must also in this
context include a dimension rarely mentioned in arts-science discourses today but one which is strongly connected to the lineage of abstraction "" i.e. the dimension of the
spiritual or what we might more often today choose to call the ideological or ethical. The abstract included a very brief reference to Naum Gabo whose views on success
expressed in 1969 in Studio International are fascinating ones:
'There is no indication of success up to now in the bringing together of art and science. To achieve success the artist must be spiritually at home in the field of science so he can
think and feel in the same way as the scientist. A spiritual union, not a technical one, is required'.
The abstract also cites Jonathan Benthall whose perceptive monthly columns in Studio International charted a series of developments from March 1969 into the early 1970s "" in
retrospect a formative and deeply significant period. Benthall articulated something which often tends to removed or ignored with respect to inter and transdisciplinary practices
"" eg the divergent nature of the processes involved. He wrote of how 'art and science have common roots in the spirit of man but they are quite distinct activities' and of 'how

there is no apparent correlation between the status of a given artist and the validity of his scientific assumptions"the discontinuities between science and modern art are as
interesting as their interaction'.
Also writing in Studio International in 1969, pioneering and visionary artist Gustav Metzger elucidated a complex position which argued for engagement with technology but
from a position of collusion with specific scientists who in his view were more advanced in their understanding and critique:
'whilst more and more scientists are investigating the threats that science and technology pose for society, artists are being led into a "technological kindergarden", the idea being
that the artist can amuse himself and some of the populace with the gadgetry of modern life'"'the conflict of artist and machine is entering a very critical phase"very often a
defeated subject comes as close as possible to that force that has defeated him".can society afford to let artists have access to technologies "" can it afford not to?...society is
desperately in need of information about itself, needs to retain links with the past, demands the disappearance of the barriers between science and arts'.
This White Paper therefore takes forward the agenda outlined in the initial abstract and seeks to argue for recognition of the complexity and divergence of views and processes
within the SEAD spectrum as both a strength and an important factor in constructing a policy framework for the future. The involvement of 'generous visionaries'who are not all
university based or representing insitutions in formulating the actions suggested below has been an important element in shaping the paper's direction.
Abstract
Amnesia can dominate when it comes to building new forms of support for art/science/technology research and practice. Despite practical experiments and theoretical analysis
stretching back for more than a century, there is often a 'year zero' assumption "" a sense of building something entirely new. Structures and systems of support tend to come and
go with few if any signs of critical accumulation. This White Paper will reference the lineage behind highly contemporary practices and argue that accessing the critical wisdom
of earlier pioneers across arts and science borders is an important part of strengthening the seemingly new. Often these pioneers have had migratory careers, moving between
institutions or even countries, which has contributed to a sense of dispersal of knowledge and a lack of integration into formal structures. We should explore some of the
challenges involved with drawing together distributed viewpoints, disparate processes and (often) contrasting ideologies. We need to observe a continuum of 'praxis' alongside
the joy in 'discontinuity' perfectly described by Jonathan Benthall when he commented, writing in Studio International in 1969, on how: ' discontinuities between science and
modern art'"are".'as interesting as their interactions'. Benthall also wisely pinpointed the value of difference and divergence within SEAD practices. In his view: 'there is no
apparent correlation between the stature of a given artist and the validity of his scientific assumptions'. In 1969, also in Studio International, the great artist-engineer Naum Gabo
wrote about how he had seen little success in terms of bringing together the arts and sciences. This leads to a second very important challenge and question for this White Paper
which is to ask how might we choose to evaluate success across the breadth of the terrain signified by a framework such as SEAD? Without evaluative processes there can be no
methodology for learning and passing on wisdom. As curricula and reading lists are being formed to underpin emerging Masters courses in 'art and science' might the SEAD
initiative finally help signpost a stable direction in this productively unstable terrain? Is it feasible to produce a summative assessment of what constitutes success in the
interdisciplinary domain and what might this mean for future institutions? How might art and science pioneers now define success? How might the value of preceding events and
practitioners be more readily accessed? The SEAD community is invited to contribute to the development of proposals to address some of these fascinating challenges.
Responses
In terms of addressing some of the challenges above and to inform the SEAD policy agenda, articulate responses to the questionnaire included below have been received. These
have been vital in shaping the suggested actions also outlined below.
Articulated very strongly has been a desire for a series of interconnected steps to address disappearing histories and embodied narratives in the SEAD domain. The point has
been made very strongly 'that any SEAD initiative should involve active practitioners and not, except for aspects of management perhaps, career academics' and further, by
another respondent, that:
'This survey and much of the SEAD initiative is academically driven, by the nature of those involved. There are a few independent practitioners (me), but little representation
of other sectors that at times spawn art/science work: the military (DARPA, ONR), corporate initiatives (Xerox PAIR, Interval Research, IBM, Bell Labs, Google) or Lab
initiated endeavours. Each would ask very different, valued evaluative questions'
It is proposed that potentially through this SEAD initiative leadership could be established internationally to build a framework for the identification and online assembling of
critical archives and case studies, both at independent/individual and institutional level, to form an inclusive and assessible map of important initiatives both in time and space.
Given the highly diverse nature of the practices involved, as well as the ageing of pioneering artists etc within the field, it is suggested that a peer group should be established to
urgently inform the creation of processes and procedures to ensure there is no loss of critically significant context, individual memories and narratives, to build a framework for
international co-operation in the field given the highly migratory nature of work and leading practitioners and to activate a programme of work to establish terms of preservation,
long-term curation, archiving and criteria for identification of foundational works, texts, activities to inform longer-term educational programmes etc. Whilst certain archives
and collections do exist there is no linking framework or narrative that could help new researchers locate these or find the people who may wish to share their stories, despite the
potential for online or networked communication. This may be deeply regretted in future years. As pioneering figures age, mobility generally becomes more challenging. For a
field premised on rapid exchange and encounter and on travelling the world to conferences which have acted as core centres of connections the ageing of its pioneers and the
emerging of new audiences and students seeking direct connection with precedent works and people, there is a need for a new kind of creative collaboration which the SEAD
project can help endorse. Instead of scattered and individualistic actions, a new form of collaborative networking initiative which enables expression of difference within the
field could be activated gathering narratives, case studies and where appropriate source material, before it is too late.
There were many comments on the need for this action:
'"the lack of history"so many people reinventing wheels".this has been exacerbated by the recent 30 year domination of post-modern thinking and the anti-historical stance of its
more extreme ideologues"..'
'The Histories as written are full of gaps, missing works, missing archives and nothing is fully connected'".
'A full historical study is needed that looks closely at the informal connections and influences with as much attention as is paid to the formal ones'.
'Sympathetic social historians' should be involved to help build the missing narrative.
'If it were up to me, I'd organise a seminar/workshop/salon and invite the attendees I think most exciting, eccentric and knowledgeable in the field. The ambience of such events
is very important to open people's imagination and memory. And I would ask them some of the questions you are exploring here". then publish the results'.
'Maybe we edit a book "" curate sections, multiple authors, but the organisation of the book is key to talking about the parts of the story that are currently less well
contextualised or have been forgotten'.
'there is a pressing need for such an international network in this area with agreed standards for archiving, preservation and shared criteria of evaluation. A standard of tagging,
access and preservation has to be agreed and implemented'
'I would suggest that key players in the field such as Roger Malina, Ernest Edmonds, Roy Ascott (& others) could identify a group of key people to develop a programme that
not only produces documentation of key events, people and influences but also promotes the dissemination of best practice. It would be important to include people from history
(social and cultural) and ethnography as well as artists, scientists etc.'.
The obstacle to this action was eloquently described by one respondent as follows:
" 'The atomisation of archives, the lack of a general network and the loss of platforms for works that are technically obsolete. Basically a spectacular failure of institutions to
maintain seminal works in the field. The variation in state funding has meant that this is still a patchy and piecemeal effort. To date no educational institution has taken a proper
lead apart from Donau-Universtat Krems'.
Other obstacles or opportunities include:
" the difficulty of integrating the variegated practices of individuals who may work outside situations of scholarship in academic sense and yet who have important source
material, are living case studies and have much knowledge and skill to share.
" 'The political and economic systems and ecological conditions within which SEAD work takes place, determines the nature and consequences of the outcomes. Not to
consider this is not to be doing good art or science. Though difficult, the need for research currently is less important than doing and setting example for work in the
convergent arts/sciences, across cultures and social sectors'.
The proposed key Action is summarised as follows:

" 'Cultural institutions, pioneering individuals and universities must form an alliance to look at the most effective tools for archiving, documentation, study and fostering of
new cross disciplinary approaches beyond the silos. The biggest deficit is consistent funding"an open source, micro funded initiative by all interested parties may now be the
way forward. The pioneering work of individuals, businesses/companies and foundations which may not fit easily into the academic domain should be acknowledged and
included within this process and where possible making available source material within an integrated archival framework should be prioritised so that vital contextual factors
are also taken into account'.
The stakeholders who would be involved in the development and implementation of this action include:
Artists, scientists, technologists, museums, archives, libraries, publishers, policy makers, academics in interdisciplinary fields, social theorists and cultural historians, history of
science and technology institutions, art schools, students, doctoral researchers, further and higher educational establishments; higher education and research funding interests in
US and rest of world who should agree a series of parallel priorities to make sure the mapping/oral history/visualising the leading activities exercise is inter/transnational as
befits the nature of this disparate and dispersed practice.
The SEAD project could provide a lead internationally working closely with the Leonardo network which already connects many of the key stakeholders and has a reputation for
non-biassed, non-hierarchical approaches to the issues under consideration.
In the course of identifying this key priority for action, a number of other fascinating comments and observations were made which are worth sharing here:
" 'Make a prominent network of where to find stuff to make things out of and where to live and work cheaply to make things. Like a Craig's List for SEAD practitioners'.
" 'In spite of the "success" of the purely scientific experiment, the hybrid "succession" of art/science creativity evokes little outside recognition or inside exchange. The SEAD
initiative can finally help signpost a stable direction in this productively unstable terrain. It is feasible to produce a summative assessment of what constitutes success in the
interdisciplinary domain and what might this mean for future institutions".
" "As a result of rapid changes in technology, many major works made even 10 years ago can no longer be shown or are disappearing without a trace. If this situation is not
addressed, we face losing an artform that is a central part of our post-industrial digital culture. To date, systematic global preservation and documentation campaigns do not
exist. Many important online documentation and research projects are also disappearing from the web. As they falter, we risk losing their valuable material forever.
Contemporary scientific research relies on access to shared data. The same is true of the Arts and Humanities, which lack a concerted international policy for sustainability and
support of the digital heritage, such as exists partly in the natural sciences' "" excerpt from http://www.mediaarthistory.org "" quoted by one respondent.
" 'I am increasingly uncomfortable that practising artists who do not have advanced academic degrees are not having access to high-level (university) collaboration".there is
also a danger that things are becoming narrowed and codified, thereby discouraging the kind of research and experimentation that produces "happy surprises""I would emphasize
the value of working with others "whose processes are disparate and who have vastly different ideologies"'.
Invited to comment on whether evaluative and assessment criteria exist or should exist within the field of SEAD, responses diverged greatly. Some felt that such a question was
impossible to answer and others wished to avoid having to codify disparate and individualistic actions. This represents an overall wariness about stabilising (or perhaps
academising) the fundamentally unstable whilst at the same time there are increasingly tangible desires among pioneering figures for further continuity and legacy to ensure
important things are not forgotten.
One respondent said: 'generalizable guidelines could be one of the outcomes from the NSEAD/XSEAD/SEAD activities' and that current criteria tended to be 'a smattering of
borrowed methods from the art world or the science world. A SEAD activity generally has to satisfy both criteria to be considered successful but it usually only partially satisfies
them'.
Similarly this respondent thought that 'a shortcoming of good texts and shortfall in understanding of good pedagogical practice was a considerable hindrance' and that 'the new
map' could be effective in addressing this constraint and that ' the XSEAD website was an important activity and a SEAD k-12 initiative would be welcome' in possible creation
(through assemblage) of a new 'canon'.
Another respondent stated:
" 'the criteria need to be better formed for generalizable use. They must be formed bottom-up, by researchers, for example but then taken up and endorsed by professional
bodies'"..'see UTS's CCS PhD programme and the approach it exemplies. "note the importance of the multiple-inut/multiple-output view of collaborative work and, hence, the
inappropriateness of a single narrow evaluation approach'.
" In terms of evaluating success and its relationship to succession, one respondent addressed this clearly: 'My experience is that it takes many years for new ideas to take hold
but I believe success can be measured by how far an approach becomes so entrenched in practice. When I began in the early 1990s, inter-disciplinary collaborative approaches
were unusual and the use of new technology in the arts was only just developing a larger constituency as a result of the arrival of desktop computing. Nowadays collaborative
work in the digital arts is considered the norm and the technology is all-pervasive""However, the quality factor remains unresolved largely because evaluating the processes and
outcomes has been left largely to chance"..'. She went on to say: 'There is no simple way of defining success in relation to the size and scope. Often the really important projects
do not appear to be significant at the time but are later recognised for their seminal value (e.g. Cybernetic Serendipity).
Another respondent said:
" 'I would say that success in the field of SEAD would be when science, engineering, art and design start to work together in the creation of a new world where every little
corner, every little moment and every little act in our everyday life is poetically transformed. Only when we have reached that point we could call the SEAD field a success'.
And another sought to define success on a number of levels based on personal and professional experience:
'Going beyond experiment, to achieve transcendent great works in the arts and socially benefitting breakthrough work in the sciences, through collaboration.
Personal success: being asked (contracted) by others, to do good large works that grew and took on their own life; or realizing difficult, self-determined projects that that took on
a life and economy (planning new towns; implementing the first rural Internet PoP; getting great audience response to a new media-theater composition; successfully engaging
w/ NASA on a series of art/science projects from 1975-80s.)'
Such brief stories have the power of lived reality and underpin the core position of this White Paper that pioneering figures are best placed to write the living history of SEAD.
Obstacles
'The atomisation of archives, the lack of a general network and the loss of platforms for works that are technically obsolete. Basically a spectacular failure of institutions to
maintain seminal works in the field. The variation in state funding has meant that this is still a patchy and piecemeal effort'.
The difficulty of integrating the variegated practices of individuals who may work outside situations of scholarship in academic sense and yet who have important source
material, are living case studies and have much knowledge and skill to share.
Lack of clear leadership in a distributed interdisciplinary domain.
Over-reliance on informal networks and over-stretched projects to carry responsibility for future retrieval.
The ageing of the pioneering activities and artists/scientists in this field globally.
Lack of preservation strategies and a general approach to letting things go without due acknowledgement, adequate documentation or collected understanding of the factors
underlying the production of early works.
Action
" 'Cultural institutions, pioneering individuals and universities must form an alliance to look at the most effective tools for archiving, documentation, study and fostering of
new cross disciplinary approaches beyond the silos. The biggest deficit is consistent funding"an open source, micro funded initiative by all interested parties may now be the
way forward. The pioneering work of individuals, businesses/companies and foundations which may not fit easily into the academic domain should be acknowledged and
included within this process and where possible making available source material within an integrated archival framework should be prioritised so that vital contextual factors
are also taken into account'.
The stakeholders who would be involved in the development and implementation of this action are:
Artists, scientists, technologists, commercial interests, labs, foundations and trusts, museums, archives, libraries, publishers, policy makers, academics in interdisciplinary fields,
social theorists and cultural historians, history of science and technology institutions, art schools, students, doctoral researchers, further and higher educational establishments;
higher education and research funding interests in US and rest of world (who would be encouraged to set parallel priorities for research funding given the dispersal of leading
practitioners and centres of activities throughout the world).

See Appendix 1 "" for Questionnaire
See Appendix 2 Case study/response to Questionnaire by pioneering artist, Janet Saad-Cook, to whom sincere thanks are extended by me.
I would also like to thank the following whose words have informed this White Paper: Jonathan Benthall, Paul Brown, Sheldon Brown , Linda Candy, Meroe Candy, Ernest
Edmonds, Paul Glinkowski, Kathelin Gray, Richard Lowenberg, Gustav Metzger, Martin Reiser, Sonya Rapoport, Janet Saad-Cook, Alejandro Tamayo.
APPENDIX 1
QUESTIONNAIRE
Questions to be addressed within submissions:
Please identify your own position within the SEAD axis: are you a practitioner, a theorist, an academic, or a combination of these?
What would you describe as your 'home' discipline?
How many years have you been working with field now known as SEAD?
How do you define success within your own practice?
How would you define success within the field of SEAD?
If asked to nominate three successful projects or initiatives which you have encountered in your experience within SEAD what would they be? Feel free to mention more than
three.
Please say in which case why these seem to you to have been more successful than other projects?
Do you feel confident in generalising about what success means or might mean in this field?
Do you believe there are evaluative and assessment criteria already existing in the areas of SEAD?
Who would you look to for guidance in this area?
If you do not feel these criteria exist in any generalizable way: do you feel they should and if so who should be responsible for formation of these guidelines?
Could you identify leading places within the SEAD map?
Could you identify leading texts "" indispensable reading for any student of SEAD history or lineage?
What do you think are the main problems facing anyone trying to study SEAD developments within research and educational institutions?
Do you know of any interesting or important developments within education in your country or elsewhere which might be regarded as contributing to building an academic
infrastructure for SEAD related activities?
Can you think of ways in which some of the gaps in terms of infrastructure may be filled or addressed?
What (new) layers of infrastructure could or should be introduced to build stronger or more successful SEAD initiatives?
Can you name or describe some case studies of pioneering figures who best represent for you good practice in relation to SEAD?
Why are these significant?
Is there a missing narrative? How might this best be written and shared?
Whose responsibility might be it to be to build stronger layers of infrastructure in terms of succession "" ie memory and lineage?
Please feel free to add any other comments, self-related or related to others"
APPENDIX TWO
RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE FROM JANET SAAD-COOK (copyright Janet Saad-Cook 2012)
Janet Saad-Cook, November 5, 2012
Notes for Bronac Ferran SEAD White Paper
As an artist and a theorist, I have been working in what is now known as the SEAD field for more than thirty years, beginning in 1980. My discipline as an artist is sculpture, but
I use the term only as a convenience within the context of this paper because I create "situations" in which my art is experienced through the interaction of the sun with the earth.
Thirty two years ago I invented a new way to create art by fusing sunlight, time, reflection and motion, and I call this Sun Drawing. To experience Sun Drawings is to see
brilliant, shimmering images of light soar across walls, evolving and dissolving as the sun makes its daily sweep of the earth. The changing images evoke a calming sense of
connection to the natural world and to the silent rhythms of the earth and sky, marking the hours, the days, and the seasons.
As a theorist, I am interested in connections I find between the shape of light and the shape of the movement of time when measured with sunlight. I began examining these
connections in the 1980's, along with my research at prehistoric sun marking sites in the American Southwest, particularly in studying certain petroglyphs that mark sites as
sacred sun marking places. This is an area I would like to work on in collaboration with a scientist and/or a Cosmologist. I gave a seminar on this topic to the astronomers at
MIT's Haystack Observatory in 2008.
Success for me: What I feel makes my art successful is that people experience my art on a deep level without needing to understand the complexities of astronomy, optics and
physics behind it. They are moved by the simplicity of what is happening, the sun and earth working together creating light coherencies that are moving in harmony with time.
Some ask themselves why they never thought to do this because it seems so simple; my hope is that they will then ask themselves what else exists in their lives that has such
beauty and resonance but is so simple they are not seeing it" my hope is that they are then moved to see their lives in new ways. (Please see Anecdote 1)
Within the field of SEAD, I define success as having the respect and support of people I respect. It does not always mean being able to realize ones creative vision. (Please see
Anecdote 2)
Regarding successful projects within SEAD, my Sun Drawing at Boston University's Photonics Center is the most successful of ones I have completed. On a technical level, we
broke new ground in the following way: we designed an optical system that not only brings sunlight sixty-five feet down into the atrium and onto the Sun Drawing instrument,
but also configured the system so that the sunlight moves in harmony with the earth's rotation. (Traditional heliostats keep the sunlight static.) The astronomer who collaborated
with me is on the faculty at Boston University, and he designs optical instruments. The special aspect of this project is that we were able to program the sunlight to "move,"
which then enabled me to "choreograph" the sunlight, i.e. have the sunlight move across the reflective elements in specific ways. It is also the most
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successful because this is the Sun Drawing I refer to in Anecdote 1, and because it has been used for educational and research purposes by Boston University since it was
completed in 1997.
Two additional projects were designed but not built that I feel are in this category of a successful SEAD project. One was a concept design I was asked to submit for the Nice
Observatory, France (1996). The other was a concept design I was asked to submit for a national memorial in Beirut, Lebanon (2006). The Beirut design is based on a
transparent sundial concept I have been experimenting with since 1989.
The Nice Observatory project involved a subterranean chamber with crystalline light sources rising from the earth to admit sunlight below to activate Sun Drawing instruments.
In addition to astronomers at the observatory, my team included an architectural firm in Paris and an architectural engineering firm in London. The most unique part of this
project is that it was to be sited in alignment with one of the Nice Observatory's historic astronomical instruments called Le Petite Meridien, and I incorporated an event of light
that would pass from the subterranean chamber to the Meridien instrument at midday, as the sun crossed the local meridian. This project received funding but was never allowed
to be built.
For the national memorial in Beirut, my architect/collaborator and I designed a complex of transparent walls memorializing all who died in the 15 year war. It was to be a 30 feet
high by 50 feet wide transparent sundial composed of optically coated glass walls inscribed with the names of the dead. When touched by sunlight, the walls were designed to
send forth brilliant shafts of light and color across the grounds of the memorial, moving and shifting with changing sunlight, carrying the names of the dead within the patterns
of light, as part of marking time and the seasons. The science (astronomy) of this project would be a unique challenge for the scientists working on it, due to the transparency
factor of the sundial/calendar.
Success in SEAD field: I do not feel confident in generalizing about what success means or might mean in the SEAD field. And I suspect the evaluative and assessment criteria
that already exist are ones I may not agree with because I feel the SEAD field is becoming increasingly codified. The danger in this is that it can stifle the spirit of art, sacrificing
it to science, technology, academia, etc. My own measure of success is the human response to my art. It is tempting to become enchanted with process, technology, materials,
research, etc., but the challenge is to transcend all of these to create art. When I learn about some contemporary SEAD projects the feeling I have is that science, technology and
academics take over, and that is problematic. People respond to my art at deep, non-cognitive, levels as they recognize they are experiencing the harmony of natural forces. In
many instances they become curious enough to
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want to understand the science, technology, etc., behind it. But it is not the technology that draws them into the experience; it is the experience that draws them to the
technology. This would be my criteria for success. (Please see Anecdote 3)
Who would I look to for guidance in this area? Roger Malina is for sure someone I look to, and the publication Leonardo. I also very much support the work of the ArtsCatalyst

group in London, under Nicola Triscott.
Regarding criteria in areas of SEAD, I very much believe they should be put forth for some of the following reasons: I am increasingly uncomfortable with scientists,
technology experts, etc., presenting themselves as artists, and being accepted as such without regard to the quality of what they produce as "art." On the other hand, artists who
use science, etc., or who collaborate with scientists, are not accepted as scientists, nor is the work they do considered significant to science. The Jonathan Benthall quote in your
abstract references this, in a way, when he says, "there is no apparent correlation between the stature of a given artist and the validity of his scientific assumptions." In some of
his writings this year, Roger Malina has also commented about this unequal "valuation."
I am also increasingly uncomfortable that practicing artists who do not have advanced academic degrees are not having access to high-level (university) collaboration. I do not
know who should be responsible for formation of guidelines at the moment because this field is so unwieldy. But I do object to the over-emphasis on academia and technology
because I believe we run the danger of keeping out some of the best artists. I suggest that more practicing artists be consulted to help create guidelines in this field, which at the
moment it seems overloaded with science, technology and academia.
These are among the main problems I feel are facing anyone trying to study SEAD developments within research and educational institutions. There is also a danger that things
are becoming narrowed and codified, thereby discouraging the kind of research and experimentation that produces "happy surprises." I suggest opening higher institutions to
practicing artists who do not necessarily have advanced degrees so that scientists, etc. have the opportunity to collaborate with them. I would emphasize the value of working
with others (to quote you) "whose processes are disparate and who have vastly different ideologies." (Please see Anecdote 4)
Pioneering efforts in SEAD field: I would cite The Exploratorium (US), ArtsCatalyst (UK), the Univ. of California Berkeley, Lawrence Hall of Science (US), Leonardo
(publication). All are significant because they began years ago (especially Leonardo and The Exploratorium) and
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continue moving SEAD forward, each in their own way, and they keep abreast of new discoveries, methodologies, technologies, etc.
Whose responsibility to build strong layers of infrastructure"i.e. memory and lineage? The easy answer would be art historians, curators, archival journals, etc., but I am not sure
these are as appropriate today as they were in the last century"I do not have an answer"
Personal summary notes : The main support for my art from the very beginning came from the worlds of science, business and technology, and not from the fine art community.
In the realm of science, specifically Astronomy, I felt my work was very much appreciated and respected. They understood what I was doing, were fascinated with the process,
and were always generous with information so that I could better understand my process. They loved the Sun Drawing instruments and often joked that they looked like
"defective lenses" until you put them in the sunlight and saw amazing effects.
Corporations I approached were extremely generous in supplying me with materials, specifically Ford Motor Company's Architectural Glass Division, Dupont, who gave me
significant quantities of costly space-age materials with which to experiment, particularly a gold industrial thin plastic film used to line space craft and space suits, and the Mearl
Corp. (no longer in business), who were pioneers in developing industrial thin plastic light interference material and allowed me access to their research labs so that I could
understand the science behind light interference films. A number of optical coating companies were generous in providing services for my early experiments. I eventually
applied for and was granted a broad patent by the US Office of Patents and Trademarks.
Regarding the fine art world, in the 1980's I was being told by fine art museum curators that what I was doing was science, not art. Commercial art galleries found my art
"difficult to market," and would ask questions such as "What is it I am selling to the collector? Is it the image reflected onto the wall or is it the Sun Drawing instrument that
causes the image? Which is the art?" I am not critical of them because there was not yet a "language" for SEAD art. Today, it's very different and an example of how much
things have changed can be illustrated by a quote in the New York Times on Friday (Nov. 2): "Art dealers are scrambling to make space to show all kinds of sculpture related to
architecture."
As a woman (and an artist) in this realm of SEAD, I was often subjected to the belief I could not possibly understand the science and technology I was working with, a view that
would not have surprised Jonathan Benthall. Such an example would be that when I spoke about the astronomy involved with my process, the person might correct me by saying
"OH, don't you mean astrology?" Hopefully such attitudes are rare today.
Janet Saad-Cook
Sources of Inspiration
Researching new materials, experimenting with technologies, e.g seeing a shard of glass at an optical coating company and learning about beam splitters. My creative process
travels along parallel lines of information gathering and my need to understand the technical behind my experiments so that I make intuitive leaps "feeling the vision"and later
fill in the steps to get there to understand the underpinnings of the process in technical or scholarly ways.
Researching the cycle of the sun, creating a sun calendar on my studio floor that began in 1982 and ended in 1996, watching the sun's return throughout each solar cycle.
Beginning the sun calendar preceeded study of ancient sun marking sites, which then brings together the intuitive with the "technical", i.e. astronomy of the site.
Creating Sun Drawings on ancient sites, connecting my art with the ancients' and feeling connected through the sun's cycle, the same endless cycle they experienced, removing
barriers of time, touching the sky together.

Janet Saad-Cook
Anecdotes
Anecdote 1: In 1997 I created a Sun Drawing for the 7th floor atrium of the Boston University Photonics Center. Although it is the most technically complex one I created to
date, it was here that I found out how little the science, technology, or complexity matters because what is important is the impact on the human spirit. One day, a building
maintenance person saw me looking at another work of art in the Photonics Center collection located on the first floor of the building. He did not know I was the artist who
created the Sun Drawing upstairs. He told me if I wanted to see something truly beautiful I should go upstairs to the 7th floor because when the sun shines, a picture of light
appears on the walls. He placed his hands on his heart and said he did not know how it happens but it fills him with happiness every day that he sees it. This is without exception
the moment I have felt most successful as an artist.
Anecdote 2: This measure of success became increasingly clear to me during the 1980's and 1990's when I envisioned creating a monumental scale Sun Drawing at the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory's Very Large Array near Socorro, New Mexico. I secured permissions from the appropriate government and science entities to build the project,
which was to become part of the Very Large Array Observatory. The project included all the disciplines of SEAD" art, architecture, science, engineering, and commercial
construction. I established a non-profit organization, The Sun Foundation, to raise money to build the project. Roger Malina was one of the original board members.
Despite out best efforts over a period of twelve years, we were not able to raise enough money to build the project. Yet during these years, I received significant support from
sources I hold in high regard, specifically from the fields of science and technology. I did not receive support from traditional or commercial fine arts organizations, an issue I
discuss in more detail elsewhere. Supportive groups were institutions such as the Smithsonian Institution, the Exploratorium, The Catholic University of American Dept. of
Physics, plus three years of one-person museum exhibits under the auspices of the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences, the Leonardo Prize, and a
nomination for the MacArthur Genius Grant, to name a few from that time. I was invited regularly to give lectures to scientists at places such as MIT, the American
Astronomical Society, The Santa Fe Institute, VLA, the Royal Institution of Great Britain, among others, as well as universities throughout the US. I also presented invited
papers at the International Astronomical Union (IAU), Commission on the History of Astronomy, in New Delhi, India (1985), and in Baltimore, MD (1988). These invitations
were the result of research I have done at prehistoric sun marking sites in the American Southwest, and my studies of the 18th century architectural-scale astronomical
instruments of Jai Singh in India. I consider all of these activities successes within the SEAD field.
Anecdote 3: In 1979 I visited the Holography Museum in the Soho area of New York City, and I saw something deeply stirring in the large holograms on exhibit. At the same
time, I intuitively felt there must be a way to create phenomena of light without all the paraphernalia. Even though this experience predated my work with sunlight, I left the
museum with the certainty that someday I would create forms of light without all the extraneous technology.
Anecdote 4: I personally experienced this in the academic year (1985-86) I spent as the first (and only) Artist in Residence at The Catholic University of America, Dept. of
Physics. The university has an important glass research laboratory as part of the Dept. of Physics. The university learned about my art and the experiments I was conducting with
glass, and invited me to do collaborative research with them. The reason this was such a rich, successful collaboration was because our processes were so different. I work
intuitively as an artist, experimenting, trying anything and everything until I find what I want; the Physicists I worked with approached their work from the opposite direction,
i.e. they set up the theory and then worked to prove it. We learned a great deal from each other. I was especially excited, working with the senior research scientist, because he
taught me scientific methods of record keeping for each step of my process in shaping glass. These notes and journals became (and still are) extremely important to me. What
they learned from me is that there are some things that are not "measurable", and therefore not replicable.

Janet Saad-Cook, November 5, 2012
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Learning Computing through Game Experiences
P. Fishwick (http://www.cise.ufl.edu/~fishwick)
Computing Culture
The field of computing is found in a wide array of disciplines including information science, computer science, and computer engineering. The culture of computing, including
its formal languages, practices, and practitioners, has permeated the broader cultures of society at large. We use digital devices including smartphones and video recorders on a
routine basis, and this use has changed how we think. Programming a digital video recorder (DVR) requires knowledge of tree structures, state machines, and other fundamental
formal constructs found within computer science. This knowledge is learned through informal experience rather than through formal means (e.g., taking a university course).
Therefore, there is a general need to teach non-computer specialists about core computing concepts because of their cultural significance. People should learn about computing,
as they learn mathematics, because of its ubiquity in modern life.
Roadblocks and Opportunities
One challenge in learning computing relates to the need to entice the learner into computing through something that they find interesting and relevant. Certain games serve as a
general opportunity to address this challenge since there is a pre-existing culture of game players, and one need only use this as curricular vehicle for introducing learning
objectives. Games are developed using multiple disciplines, and players of the games cross disciplinary boundaries; World of Warcraft is probably played just as frequently by
artists as programmers. However, there is a more significant set of roadblocks in bridging the areas of SEAD (Malina and Strohecker 2012). One of them is so basic as to be
easily overlooked: writing vs. building. Some of our core approaches in the SEAD disciplines are oriented toward writing. Computer scientists write code or programs, as do
humanist scholars who write the "scholarly edition." The assumption of the former group is that algorithms, and most resulting code, are written. For the latter group, writing is
the fundamental rhetorical device supporting criticism. Can we challenge these assumptions? Can an algorithm be defined by an analog machine (Fishwick 2012), and can the
humanist's rhetorical mandate employ audiovisual artifacts? The visual and musical arts offer opportunities in attempting this challenge: perhaps algorithms can be designed like
skyscrapers, and criticism can be defined by perceptually-enabled interaction? Malina has created a phrase he calls the "crisis of representation" (Malina 2012), which
characterizes the problem. SEAD Disciplines tend to be segmented using representational norms. The norms should be challenged by exploring new representations.
Game Experiences
The need to inform the general populace of computing can result in several different approaches; however, I suggest one specific approach based on interactive game technology.
This approach involves exploring new representations for computing artifacts. I propose learning computing through game experiences. Consider, for example, two game
experiences initiated by the same author: Minecraft and 0x10c (Notch 2012). Minecraft is a "block game" where blocks are mined, and a subculture of Minecraft has resulted
where players use raw game materials to construct digital circuits (Minecraft 2012). The emerging game 0x10c is centered on the use of programming a virtual machine (DCPU16) whose function serves as an in-game experience involving piloting and controlling a space ship. Aspects of computing, rather than being used to create games (i.e., writing
game code), are instead used as virtual environments whose experiences involve learning computing. In Minecraft, one can create circuits out of virtual blocks and in the
planned 0x10c, one can program a virtual computer for steering gameplay. The proposed goal is not to learn computing by authoring game code, but to leverage game-based
social networks, culture, and gameplay as means for introducing computing concepts.
Aesthetic Computing Class
Many games and mods of those games can be used to create experiences that reinforce, or introduce, formal concepts found in computing. I have taught a class at the University
of Florida for the past decade called Aesthetic Computing (AC 2012, ACP 2012). The purpose of the class is to broaden the representational possibilities for formal structures
found in computing by using the arts and humanities as guidance. The products from this course have evolved over the years, and this past year, students used games and game
engines to represent computing constructs such as data, equations, and code. One of the Spring 2012 class projects (Tadayon, Wilson, and Vo 2012) involved a simple Petri net
using Minecraft features including dispensers, eggs, lava, and pistons. Figure 1 shows a side view of the Petri net. The redstone blocks in Minecraft are necessary to model
message propagation needed for simulation modeling of the Petri net.
Figure 1: Side view of Petri net in Minecraft (from Tadayon, Wilson, and Vo 2012)
Using games as a means for teaching computing concepts can be seen as a form of serious gaming, although in this proposal, no new games are proposed. Instead, learning is
facilitated by starting with existing game cultures such as the one around the game Minecraft. The opportunity for leveraging these cultures and adopting game-based materials
as raw elements for novel representations of computing constructs separates this proposal from other work. The root idea is not new, as formal structures such as universal
computers and calculators have been constructed from Legos and Tinkertoys and numerous other natural or engineered materials. The proposed curricular improvement is to
build upon the past use of toy objects for constructing analog computers and to 1) broaden this concept to allow for multiple formal constructs (not only arithmetic units and
universal computers), and to 2) employ game cultures, such as Minecraft, as a basis for exploring new representations of formal constructs. The assumption is that if players are
drawn into subcultures of games, this sociological phenomenon can assist in learning new concepts that are contextualized within those subcultures. It is feasible to take this
approach in learning any new concept, however, this proposal is based on computing concepts as a starting point.
Stakeholders and Suggested Actions
The broad, and varied, target population for concepts defined in this white paper are 1) the students who learn formal concepts of computing, 2) educational researchers who
wish to explore the effectiveness of new representations on learning, 3) agencies concerned with learning (e.g., MacArthur Foundation, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and
the National Science Foundation), and 4) game authors and companies. Classes can be co-taught by SEAD discipline-specific teachers who wish to explore representational
challenges outside of the norm: building algorithms and programs rather than writing them, and simultaneously exploring their rhetorical values within game cultures. Specific
suggested actions include the following:
1. Stakeholders: Educational Institutions (at all levels including K-12), Agencies promoting computing education (Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, National Science
Foundation).
Opportunity: Learning computing concepts
Challenge: To teach computing, which has been identified as a national priority given the emphasis in STEM
Suggested Action: Study the employment of games and game engines for teaching basic concepts in computing such as iteration, branching, recursion, and object orientation. By
using games, we are leveraging popular game culture, which is common in the "millennial" population who grew up with console and mobile games. Often the learning of
computing within games involves new representational forms for computing concepts. One approach has been explored by Fishwick (University of Texas at Dallas) in a field he
pioneered called aesthetic computing. The aspect of this field related to computing in game experiences is called virtual analog computing (ref.
http://www.utdallas.edu/atec/docs/virtual-analog-computing.pdf). The use of games naturally leads to interdisciplinary skills required to develop game environments, including
areas within the arts and humanities as well as STEM subjects—a manifold direction captured by the STEAM initiative.
2. Stakeholders: Educational Institutions (at all levels including K-12). Agencies promoting interdisciplinary and trandisciplinary activities (National Science Foundation).
Opportunity: Bridging diverse disciplines
Challenge: To provide an approach to bridge science and engineering (STEM) with the arts and humanities (i.e., STEAM emphasis)
Suggested Action: Use games as shared virtual infrastructures in which to combine, integrate, and connect different disciplines across the academy from the arts and humanities
to science and engineering. Often, disciplines involve research in topics that are distinct and separated from other areas; however, as illustrated by the multi-decade successes of
the cinematic special effects and computer gaming industries, teams based on diverse talents and knowledge areas can work effectively together. Some game environments,
especially those that are multi-user shared spaces, can be catalysts for this convergence, and a promotion of the STEAM concept. For example, computer scientists can work on
algorithms and automation, humanists can identify and create narratives and critiques, and artists can create new sensory experiences.
3. Stakeholders: National Science Foundation
Opportunity: Enhanced study of the embodied mind

Challenge: To leverage the UT Dallas transdiciplinary ATEC center hub, and its new 160,000 sq. ft. space to better understand the relevance of the body to areas of cognition
such as language in general, and formal languages (such as those in computing such as data and code), specifically.
Suggested Action: Through the use of experiments and formal methods in social and behavioral science, strengthen current knowledge for embodied cognition (Varela et al.
1992) and "simulation" theories of cognition. To what extent do metaphors involving gestures and body sensations (movement, orientation, tactile sensation, sound) embed
themselves in the artificial artifacts found in computing? What are the thought processes underlying modular coding, conditional branching, and understanding of large-scale,
complex, data structures? To answer these questions will require scientifically grounded research and human subjects. Where embodiment does play a role in cognition
connected with these software artifacts, new forms of representation will be required to leverage, and capitalize upon, the embodiment hypotheses. Game environments provide
an excellent breeding ground for the human subject experiments as well as constructing the highly sensory embodied experiences.
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DIWO (Do-It-With-Others): Artistic co-creation as a decentralized method of peer empowerment in today's multitude.
Marc Garrett.
Introduction.
Furtherfield originally created the term DIWO in 2006, to represent and reflect its own involvement in a series of grass root explorations. These critical engagements shift
curatorial and thematic power away from top-down initiations into co-produced, networked artistic activities; it is now an international movement and it has grown into
something much larger than we imagined.
The practice of DIWO allows space for an openness where a rich mixing of components from different sources crossover and build a hybrid experience. It challenges and
renegotiates the power roles between artists and curators. It brings all actors to the fore, artists become co-curators alongside the curators, and the curators themselves can also
be co-creators. The 'source' materials are open to all; to remix, re-edit and redistribute, either within a particular DIWO event or project, or elsewhere. The process is as
important as the outcome, forming relationally aware peer enactments. It is a living art, exploiting contemporary forms of digital and physical networks as a mode of open
praxis, as in the Greek word for doing, and as in, doing it with others.
This study investigates why these critically engaged activities were (and are) thought of as essential nourishment not only for 'individual' artists, but also as an effective form of
artistic collaboration with others, and to a wider culture. It explores the differences between 'collaborative' trends initiated by established art (mainstream art) and design
institutions, the creative industries, corporations, and independent projects. It examines the grey areas of creative (idea) control, the nuances of power exchange and what this
means for independent thinking artists and collectives working within collaborative contexts, socially, culturally and ethically. It also asks, whether new forms of DIWO can act
as an inclusive commons. Whereby it consists of methods and values relating to ethical and ecological processes, as part of its artistic co-creation; whilst maintaining its original
intentions as a decentralized method of peer empowerment in today's multitude?

DIWO and New Media Art Culture.
"...the role of the artist today has to be to push back at existing infrastructures, claim agency and share the tools with others to reclaim, shape and hack these contexts in which
culture is created." [1] (Catlow 2010)
In music and art culture, artists have been defining their autonomy against the dominance of mainstream culture for years. Furtherfield's and DIWO'S own history began with
experimental sound and music, with pirate radio stations and collaborative street art projects in the late 80s and early 90s. A Present-day example where we can see artists
carving out their own mutual spaces of independence, is in the contemporary Indie Music scene. In her study 'Empire of Dirt: The Aesthetics and Rituals of British Indie Music
(Music Culture)', Dr. Wendy Fonarow [2] investigated the UK's 'indie' music scene and its culture from the early 1990s to present day. Below, Fonarow presents the different
values between mainstream music and the independent music scene.

On the left-side on the diagram there are similar themes and values DIWO also draws upon, as part of its grounded ideas and relational connections with others. DIWO as a
practice is different than the Indie Music scene, yet its core values also involve self-governence. The Indie music scene views itself as oppositional to the mainstream music

world, viewing it as "corpulent, unoriginal, impersonal, and unspecialized" [3]. Out of these shared values, vital signifiers are formed demonstrating peer empowerment. Like the
tribal and anti-establishment elements of Punk, it is a deliberate side-step away from what is seen as the trappings of commercial culture, and its limitations on creative
expression. The continuing growth and interest in independent music as it manages to survive seperately from the mainstream, is evident. We only have to view recent revenue
making web sites such as emusic, with its international audiences buying Indie music and experimental sounds on-line; a good example of a grass root, networked economy
based around social differences in contrast to mainstream dominance. The large site consists of an abundant amount of independent artists selling their work as well as
independent record labels.
Even though the values presented by Fonarow also exist in DIWO. In essence, DIWO relates to a varied set of practices still finding its place in the world. This overall field is
Media Art, an umbrella term for various 'art and technologically' related practices. Born out of art and electricity, it connects to common people through the Internet and as yet,
not officially prescribed as a valid form of artistic expression by the art establishment (mainstream art world). Media Art's historical canons and critical dialogue; no matter how
artful, highly skilled, informative, extravagant, original and critical; have been manipulated out of the 'official' picture. For years, Media art practice has found itself in the
wilderness as wandering nomads, upstarts and outsiders. And even though much of the art work and its consistant and thriving dialogue is 'up to date' and contemporary; it is at
odds with the mainstream world's prescribed script of what the dominating art market expects 'art' to be. Norman Klein, in his essay "Inside the Stomach of the dragon: The
victory of the Entertainment Economy," writes "We all essentially live in the stomach of the 'entertainment' dragon. As a result, it would be near impossible to generate an avantgarde strategy in a world that feels increasingly like an outdoor shopping mall, what I call a scripted space." [4] (Klein 2005)
Media art certainly does not fit easily within Klein's description of 'scripted space'. One could also be forgiven for thinking it is perceived as too clever, or too cheeky for its own
good. The field is always experimenting, adapting, re-inventing and expanding with a multitude of social and cultural narratives alongside its use of technology. [5] (Blais &
Ippolito 2006). The general view is that it's just too complex and too fast for traditional art critics, galleries and institutions to catch up with. On some part, this is true - with its
intrinsic connectedness, its 'fluent' networks ”" its multiple contexts - its critical, social and political dialogues - its adaptive behaviours when using code (an international
language) - the ability to cross over into different practices, with verve. Yet, it is a contemporary art practice offering significant rewards when engaged with and explored
further. Christiane Paul, in her essay "Challenges for a Ubiquitous Museum" writes, "Nethertheless, its integration is in museums' own best interest: new media art constitutes a
contemporary artistic practice that institutions cannot afford to ignore. It can also expand its notion of what art is and can be." [6] (Paul 2008).
Arguably, it is the most 'contemporary' art practice. But, it still defies acceptance and dedicated integration from the mainstream art establishment. In September 2012, Claire
Bishop wrote an article on Art Forum's web site, asking "WHATEVER HAPPENED TO DIGITAL ART?" [7] Bishop argues, there are no signs of digital art being represented
in the contemporary art world by artists themselves, and asks why so few contemporary artists engage with "the question of what it means to think, see, and filter affect through
the digital, [and] reflect deeply on how we experience, and are altered by, the digitization of our existence?" [ibid] Bishop says there seems to be a nostalgic nod by artists
towards analogue technology "The continued prevalence of analog film reels and projected slides in the mainstream art world seems to say less about revolutionary aesthetics
than it does about commercial viability." [ibid]
Bishop's article focuses on artists who do not engage with the questions she raises. By doing this Bishop introduces a telling blind spot; where there (really) should be a more in
depth survey, analysis and discussion on the thriving discourse and practice of digital art and media art culture. Bishop bypasses, discussing the relevance of 'media art' as part of
contemporary art culture, and relegates it into what she terms as a 'specialist sphere'. Her distance from the 'actuality' of media art practice epitomizes a common failing where
academics and critics, not directly engaged with the art they discuss, end up misrepresenting its deeper contexts and real values. This is noticeable when Bishop only includes
commercially known artists, and not emerging media artists. An effective tactic in keeping others down whilst proclaiming there are 'no others', a highly effective mechanism
exploited by the art elite. Whether Bishop is aware of this or not, the background story here is that thousands of artists and their livelihoods are threatened by ill-informed,
perceptions. The result is that artistic emancipation is given a wide birth, or seen as a threat whilst authorized, and marketable art brands are given greater resonance and
representation above others. The art elite, and its hierarchies dependent on their brands, stand strong against (other) art and is treated as a threat to their own, economic based
franchises.
This is not to say those not included in Bishop's article are not seen by many others ”" thankfully, they are. If we move our (distracted) gaze away from (mainstream) art
establishment eyes, a less restrictive vision begins to unfold. Artists, audiences, writers and curators engaged with media art culture are thriving and are gaining recognition and
impetus, in spite of top-down, processes of commercialized, methods of filtering and institutionalized denial. Media art practice carries on regardless with its social and cultural
diversity and its naturally transdisciplinary initiatives. Exploring beyond a 'scripted' art world and its reductive 'marketed' mythologies. The audience has played a significant
role in bringing about this change. Everyday people are choosing to find their own examples of what they consider to be art, rather than just reading approved promotions by the
mainstream art press. There are countless examples of contemporary, media art works being seen in galleries, on the Internet and different types of spaces, by artists such as,
Annie Abrahams, Julian Oliver, Thomson and Craighead, Mary Flanagan, Genetic Moo, Kate Rich, Dominic Smith, Sarah Waterson, and Heath Bunting (the list goes on). All
these artists are experiencing recognition as 'contemporary artists' in the 'wider' art world and extended, cultural communities.
"Museum curators are sometimes surprised to discover that more people surf prominent Internet art sites than attend their own brick-and-mortar museums." [8] (Jon Ippolito)
The strange contradiction of being told that something is different to what one actually knows through 'grounded' experience creates a situation of distrust. This awkward state of
affairs brings to notice that other forces are at play. Pre-post-modern questions relating to 'authenticity' come to the fore; as well as critical enquiries asking, on whose 'authority'
such decisions are made? Naturally, realisations escalate with concerns that art is rarely considered on its merits, and it is more about conforming to strategies in-line with topdown, market led appropriation, this is ”" what creates the divide. We are then left with an art culture where artists are merely consumer brands, representatives and ambassadors
of conventional taste, no matter how radical the contemporary art world or academic wisdom tries to pretend it is. "The more art meets the demands of business, governments
and the super-rich, the more the promise of that freedom falters." [9] (Stallabrass 2011)
This refusal of allowing other art for a more marketable set of franchises moves into totalitarian forms of enterprise, where production of culture is issued through mechanisms
of marketing defaults rather than intuitive investigation and wider societal inclusion. We are presented with a spurious version of art-reality, a false consciousness dedicated to
the embodiment of a class where a filtering out of difference creates a homogeneity in which we are forced to see art much like merchandise in a shopping mall. Celebrity,
genius and scarcity become the main selling points in established art venues and traditional art magazines. In America, individuals such as Cory Archangel are presented above
others whilst those who openly critique culture in their art work are less recognised. Some may feel that it is a positive step that Archangel is currently successful in these
institutional frameworks. That, if particular individuals are selected as worthy of mainstream acceptance and support it will have a 'Trickle Down' effect, where other artists will
also be included and experience similar accolades in time, and "If the rich do well, benefits will "trickle down" to the rest." [10] (Blair)
But, what if these artists prefer by choice to be part of an art world less based on hegemony; and are more interested in being closely connected with their grass root art cultures,
and are less interested in art celebrity culture? What if the art itself consists in its make-up similar values to those musicians in the Indie Music scene? What if this art is asking
important questions that deserve a dialogue which goes deeper than marketable products, and proposed celebrity genius? Gregory Sholette explores this subject further in his
book "Dark Matter: Art and Politics in the Age of Enterprise Culture" [11], proposing that art thrives in the independent and non-commercial sectors and the material produced
by unrepresented artists, feeds the mainstream to sustain a few artists within the art world elite. He sees those 'left out' of the branding exercises prescribed by the corporate run,
contemporary art world, as 'Dark Matter'. Sholette borrows the term "Dark Matter" from the science of cosmology, which refers to the immense quantity of non-reflective
material that we cannot see out there, in the universe. In theory, this invisible matter makes up most of the universe, and is estimated to constitute 84% of the universe and 23%
of it is mass energy. [12] (Hinshaw 2010) "Like its astronomical cousin, artistic Dark Matter makes up most of the cultural universe in contemporary, post-industrial society. Yet,
while cosmic Dark Matter is actively being sought by scientists, the size and composition of artistic Dark Matter is of little interest to the men, women and institutions of the art
world." [13] (Sholette 2011)
Media Art, can be considered to be a part of this Dark Matter. Yet, there are examples where artists using technology have found ways to survive using their technical skills, by
becoming innovative. This ambigious territory of artists moving into the creative industry field, where artists act as entrepreneurs, is complex and based on survival. Because the
mainstream art world has not given these artists the overall recognition in an uncertain world from suffering recession, unless your lucky enough to be some of the few receiving
an inherited income, survival is the main issue. The powers of neoliberalism continue to advocate a program of mass privatisation, deregulation, and marketisation, and the

breaking down of educational funding world wide, producing mass global and local poverty. "Meanwhile, the same system imprisons everyone's creativity in the prism of brutal
economic "necessity." Today's Van Goghs are working at McDonalds. Tomorrow's Mary Shelleys are graduating owing a fortune in student loans." [14] (Haiven 2012)
There is a demand for artists to introduce themselves as 'New', and 'exciting', as technicians feeding the creative economy, as in what Haiven terms as 'creative capitalism'. In
part, it creates extra confusion for media art culture, which has helped in the establishing a schizm, the term 'New Media Art'. And yes, technology combines all of these
different digital art processes and its ever widening, interrelated disciplines. Yet, when using a simple word such as 'New', it proposes as part of its meaning that it's all about the
'New', as in, use of 'New technology' as an outright goal or a means to an end. This is a misleading term, and does not acurately reflect a field of practice incorporating
crossovers and transdisciplinary understandings, uniting our engagement and experimentation with technology at a 'variety of levels', which also include ecological tendencies as
well as social interpretations. Out of this, arrives a filtering process whereby assumptions and prescribed definitions reflect upon those who pragmatically abide with the
dominating rules, or just so happen to fit into this reductionist gauge. In one sense, this relates to a form of top-down 'cultural' curating and then moves into other modes of
standardization, initializing 'extra-loaded' mono-cultural themes prompting domination. This instigates conditions where on the whole artists working with technology become
valued not because of their content or ideas, but mainly by the technological innovation itself.
And yes, innovation and invention is an imaginative means to explore, proceed and develop as a race. But, innovation as technology is 'one' factor, a segment which all too often
distracts us from a bigger story. Emphasis on the 'New' bound up with 'innovation' falls into a paradox where technological determinism, 'is' the course of reason, fitting closely
alongside an invasive, market driven ideology. The values then become purely measured by economics as a finite, a singular function that belies the intricacies of the ecologies
needing attention within the art's wider multi-relational contexts. Andrew Feenberg in his paper "Ten paradoxes of Technology" writes "Under capitalism control of technology
is no longer in the hands of craftsmen but is transferred to the owners of enterprise and their agents. Capitalist enterprise is unusual among social institutions in having a very
narrow goal—profit—and the freedom to pursue that goal without regard for consequences." [15] (Feenberg 2010)
The Media Art field's use of open networks has introduced an autonomy that has brought about a deeper understanding of the medium, and how to exploit it creatively.
Appropriation of the software and the hardware has shaped how artists interact with each other. Peer critique and shared ownership of ideas have enabled small groups and
communities to learn and initiate projects together. These networks have worked as doorways to connect people with other cultures, outside of their own nation states, museums,
institutions and government focused ideologies. A constant dialogue and the swapping of knowledge, files and projects, peer collaboration, all nurtured by curiosity, generosity
and shared interests. This has loosened the hard-edged, fabric of centralization.
A willingness to transform our ideas and intentions not soley based on 'proprietorial' dependencies, and a fetish for the 'New', allows space for 'different versions of the new' and
'old' dialogues to evolve. This enables the embracing of holistic gradations and interactions with others, which also include differences; possibilities and diversities connecting
with ecology and a variant of creative expressions. James Wallbank in his essay for ISEA in 2010 wrote "Creativity transforms value. Defining a four-year-old computer as
"obsolete" does not speak to the utility of the object (it's still a powerful production and communications platform) but indicates its user's unwillingness or inability to continue
to be creative with it." [16] (Wallbank 2010) Taking control of the media we use does not mean being buying the latest gadget, it means that we are aware of our responsibility to
be more informed about the technology we use.
In his article "Open Source Art Again", Rob Myers writes "Software is used to achieve many different ends within pluralistic society. Its use is as widespread and diverse as the
written word was following the invention of the printing press. Free Software can therefore be understood historically and ethically as the defence of pluralistic freedom against
a genuine threat. It is an ethical issue, a matter of freedom. This is very different from being a new method of organization or a more efficient means of production." [17] (Myers
2006) Control over one's tools of creative production is now, as significant as having control over one's creative ideas. And, media art as an art practice, has gained various
attributes which allow processes of self-autonomy. There is something about working with technology and the Internet that changes our perception of the world, and how we
operate in it. The world becomes less definable as nations and states. It evolves into a way of engaging and understanding other things, other worlds, other possibilities; touching
on aspects of being able to re-edit 'source' materials, whether it be hardware, software or code, and bringing this knowledge with its learned experiences into, real-life situations.

DIWO History and its Context.
Within media art culture, DIWO has cultural and historical links with Net Art and Tactical Media. DIWO includes other influences, such as Fluxus and Situationism. It owes
much of its awkwardness and anti-establishment values to one particular movement in music culture, which is punk, drawing upon its D.I.Y attitude as inspiration. DIWO is
playful re-interpretation and fruition of some of the principles, and reasons why Furtherfield was originally founded, back in 96-97. We experienced first-hand, as artists in the
80s and well into the 90s, a UK art culture mainly dominated by the marketing strategies of Saatchi and Saatchi. Even now, British art culture is dominated by and large, a
commercially orientated, uncritical and non-reflective hegemony. Inequalities and gate-keeping are a standard behaviour, justified by spurious and romantic notions of genius,
within tightly controlled, mono-cultural frameworks.
"Furtherfield's roots extend back through the resurgence of the national art market in the 1980s, to the angry reactions against Thatcher and Major's Britain, to the incandescence
of France in May 1968, and back again to earlier intercontinental dialogues connecting artists, musicians, writers, and audiences co-creating "intermedial" experiences." [18] (da
Rimini 2010)
When examining these hierarchies we notice the social divisions are a throw back from a very traditional period of British culture; bound in a colonial history of nationalism and
imperialism. Of course, such historical traits are not bound only within the borders of the United Kingdom. It took an insightful American, John Dewey, who in spring 1932
gave a series of lectures at Harvard University, on the Philosophy of Art, to open up this issue. Out of these lectures grew his 1934 publication Art as Experience. He says "It
erects these buildings and collects their contents as it now builds a cathedral. These things reflect and establish superior cultural status, while their segregation from the common
life reflects the fact that they are not part of a native and spontaneous culture." [19] (Dewey 1934)
"From adolescence I had visited the Tate, read the Art books and generally pulled a forelock in the direction of the cult of genius, on cue relegating my own creativity to the
Victorian image of the rabid dog. We know well enough that this was how it was supposed to be. The historical literature on 'rational recreations' states that, in reforming
opinion, museums were envisaged as a means of exposing the working classes to the improving mental influence of middle class culture. I was being innoculated for the cultural
health of the nation." [20] (Harwood 2012)
In 2001, Graham Harwood [21] received the first online commission from Tate Gallery London for the art work "Uncomfortable Proximity". "This work forced me into an
uncomfortable proximity with the economic and social elite's use of aesthetics in their ascendancy to power and what this means in my own work on the internet." [22]
(Harwood 2006) The first section of work maps high society rituals of tastefulness and its inherent hypocrisy. The second, representations and histories of different people such
as friends, family and others, who are unseen in terms of the institution's remit of tastefulness. To do this he used the historically respected paintings (on-line images) on the Tate
web site by artists such as Turner, Hogarth, Hamilton, Gainsborough, Constable and others.

Graham Harwood. Hogarth, My Mum 1700-2000.
Viewing the visual images/collages created by Harwood, reminds one of the moment when Lord Henry, in Oscar Wilde's 'The Picture of Dorian Gray'[23] views his constantly
changing, disfigured self portrait. The facade of greatness is revealed to be less attractive, less honourable and deeply disturbing. Harwood's approach in offering the viewer to
click on the image to see what lies them behind shows the people he represents, to be seen as lurking secrets, as ghosts, mutants, lepers and outsiders. "Tate Britain stands on the
site of Millbank penitentiary incorporating part of the prison within its own structure. The bodies of many of the inmates remain concreted into the foundations of the building.
The drains that run from the building to the Thames, a stones through away, bleed this decay into the silt of the Thames." [24] (Harwood 2006)
Dewey's writings and Harwood's art work "Uncomfortable Proximity", explore how we are still governed by the same elite structures, informing (or appropriating) our
perceptions and engagement in art culture today. DIWO's intentions reflect Furtherfield's own critical and practicle approach, in challenging aspects of art culture where false
credence is given to a few individuals over many others, which is usually based either on personality alongside depoliticized artworks. Recently, in an article by John A. Walker
on the artdesigncafé web site, discussed how art culture is still haunted by the power of Charles Saatchi.
"Arguably, as an art collector Charles Saatchi has become a brand in his own right—when he buys art works they and the artists who created them are immediately branded."
[25] (Walker 2010)

The Charles Saatchi branding iron is a limited edition work of art conceived by John A Walker.
BritArt's dominance of the late 80s and 90s UK art culture dis-empowered the majority of British artists, dominating other artistic discourse and fuelling a competitive and
divisive attitude for a shrinking public platform for the representation of their own highly marketed work. This resulted in many artists replicating this art in order to be accepted
into mainstream galleries and art magazines. This tactic of domination through market forces and elite friends in high places created what we know as BritArt. Stewart Home
proposes that the YBA movement's evolving presence in art culture fits within the discourse of totalitarian art.
"The cult of the personality is, of course, a central element in all totalitarian art. While both fascism and democracy are variants on the capitalist mode of economic organisation,
the former adopts the political orator as its exalted embodiment of the 'great man,' while the latter opts for the artist. This distinction is crucial if one is to understand how the
yBa is situated within the evolving discourse of totalitarian art." [26] (Home 1996)
Whoever controls our art - controls our connection, relationship and imaginative experience and our discourse around it. The frameworks and conditions where art is accessed,
seen and discussed are significantly linked to representation and ownership. Socially and culturally, this process of abiding by specific rules and protocols, defines who and what
is worth consideration and acceptance. For art to be accepted within these 'traditional' frameworks a dialogue reflecting its status around a particular type of function kicks into
place, it must adhere to certain requirements. Whether it is technological or using traditional skills (which may not necessarily be digital) the art or artist must in some way
conform to specific protocols before it can be allowed into the outer regions of officially condoned culture. This process adds merit to the creative venture itself and feeds a
systemic demand based around innovation in a competitive marketplace. This closes down possibilities for a wider, creative dialogue. When we experiment beyond the limits of
assumed notions of 'excellence' or 'genius', and challenge the mechanisms and mannerisms of mainstream culture and its dominant values something else emerges and evolves,
an imaginative exploration of engagement opens up new forms of art, but also new, shared, connected and potentially critically informed values.
The term DIWO OR D.I.W.O, "Do It With Others" was created in 2006 [27] (Garrett 2006), on Furtherfield's collaborative project 'Rosalind'. [28] An upstart new media art
lexicon that Furtherfield built with others, born in 2004.
"(or Diwo's, or Diwo groups) Expanded from the original term known as D.I.Y. (Do It Yourself). D.I.W.O 'Do It With Others'. Is more representative of contemporary,
collaborative - art practice which explores through the creative process of using networks, in a collective manner." (Garrett ibid)
DIWO (Do It With Others) is inspired by DIY culture and cultural (or social) hacking. Extending the DIY ethos with a fluid mix of early net art, Fluxus antics, Situationism and
tactical media manoeuvres (motivated by curiosity, activism and precision) towards a more collaborative approach. Peers connect, communicate and collaborate, creating
controversies, structures and a shared grass roots culture, through both digital online networks and physical environments. Influenced by Mail Art projects of the 60s, 70s and
80s demonstrated by Fluxus artists' with a common disregard for the distinctions of 'high' and 'low' art.
The Mail Art Connection & DIWO's Infrastructural Tendencies.
"It is in the use of the postal system, of artists' stamps and of the rubber stamp that Nouveaux Realisme made the first gestures toward correspondence art and toward mail art."
[29] (Friedman 1995)
Mail Art is a useful way to bypass curatorial restrictions for an imaginative exchange on your own terms. With DIWO projects we've used both email and snail mail. Later, we
will return to the subject of email art and how it has been used for collective distribution and collaborative art activities; but also, how it can act as a collaborative, remixing
function or tool, and be an art piece in its own right, on-line and in physical environments.
"[...] many Fluxus works were designed specifically for use in the post and so the true birth of correspondence art can arguably be attributed to Fluxus artists." [30] (Blah Mail
Art Library)
Many consider George Maciunas was to Fluxus, what Guy Debord was to Situationism. Maciunas set up the first Fluxus Festival in Weisbaden in Germany, 1962. In 1963, he
wrote the Fluxus Manifesto in 1963 as a fight against traditional and Establishment art movements. In a conversation with Yoko Ono in 1961, they discussed the term and
meaning of Fluxus. Showing Ono the word from a large dictionary he pointed to 'flushing'.

""Like toilet flushing!" he said laughing, thinking it was a good name for the movement. "This is the name", he said. I just shrugged my shoulders in my mind." [31] (Ono
2008)
"The purpose of mail art, an activity shared by many artists throughout the world, is to establish an aesthetical communication between artists and common people in every
corner of the globe, to divulge their work outside the structures of the art market and outside the traditional venues and institutions: a free communication in which words and
signs, texts and colours act like instruments for a direct and immediate interaction." [32] (Parmesani 1977)
Maciunas's ambitions were strongly based on an art that was free for all by replacing it with Fluxus; a creativity which could be realised anywhere and anyhow. Art with
autonomy was the whole point of Fluxus, to "promote a revolutionary flood and tide in art, promote living art, anti-art". [33] (Corris 2009) Maciunas's refusal to have any Fluxus
works signed was a critique on the concept of genius, scarcity and ownership. This made things difficult for dealers and collectors to brand the works in accordance to 'genius'
and 'personality' for economic value; they were gifts, acts of imaginative generosity. These acts of generosity were part of a broader critique of capitalism during the 60s and 70s,
they were gifts of resistance.
DIWO is a gift of resistance in the 21st Century, exploring relational and hybrical realizations. It is socially informed, constantly adapting, intuitive and grounded. It can collide
with mainstream culture but also exist deeper in the networked shadows, in accordance to the needs of who ever participates at any given time. It is creativity with a radical
adge, asking questions through peer engagement, as it loosens up infrastructural ties and frameworks. It is a contemporary way of collaborating and exploiting the advantages of
living in the Internet age. By drawing on past experiences with pirate radio, historical inspirations from Punk, with its productive move towards independent and grass roots
music culture, as well as learning from Fluxus and the Situationists, and peer 2 peer methodologies; we transform ourselves into being closer to a more inclusive commons. We
transform our relationship with art and with others into a situation of shared legacy and possible moments of active emancipation.
"[...] art has become too narcissistic and self-referential and divorced from social life. I see a new form of participatory art emerging, in which artists engage with communities
and their concerns, and explore issues with their added aesthetic concerns" [34] (Bauwens 2010)
The infrastructural tendencies that occur when 'the many' practice DIWO; informs us we are in a constant process which redefines the role of the individual, and our notions of
centralized power and behaviour. This process also reevaluates concepts of art as scarcity. It moves us away from an attachment with socially engineered dependencies, usually
centred around consumer led desire, by changing the defaults. If we change the defaults we change the rules, opening up possibilities for more agency involving relational
contexts.
"The network is designed to withstand almost any degree of destruction to individual components without loss of end-to-end communications. Since each computer could be
connected to one or more other computers, Baran assumed that any link of the network could fail at any time, and the network therefore had no central control or administration
(see the lower scheme)." [35] (Dalakov 2011)
Even though the Web and DIWO possess different qualities they are both essentially, forms of networked commons. They both belong to the same digital complexity, each are
open systems for human and technological engagement. DIWO rests naturally within these frameworks much like other digital art works or platforms but have key differences.
If we consider the structures of Facebook, Google, MySpace, iTunes and now Delicious, they are all centralized meta-platforms, appropriating as much users as possible to
repeatedly return to the same place. In contrast to the original function and freedom of the Internet and its seemingly infinite networked nature, these meta-platforms are closed
systems. Not, necessarily closed as in meaning 'you cannot come in', but closed to others in respect of core values, exploiting human interaction and their uploaded material, and
openly 'given' data-information. These centralized meta-platforms close choices down through rules of ownership of personal data, as well as introducing more traditional
standards of hierarchy.
Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron saw this curious dichotomy way back in 1995. Where on one hand we had the dynamic energy of sixties libertarian idealism and then on
the other, a powerful hyper-capitalist drive, Barbrook and Cameron termed this contradiction as 'The Californian Ideology'. "Across the world, the Californian Ideology has been
embraced as an optimistic and emancipatory form of technological determinism. Yet, this utopian fantasy of the West Coast depends upon its blindness towards - and
dependence on - the social and racial polarisation of the society from which it was born. Despite its radical rhetoric, the Californian Ideology is ultimately pessimistic about real
social change." [36] (Barbrook and Cameron 1995)
With these contexts in mind DIWO, is not an absolute 'technological determined' factor, but a thing of many things, a social activism with a commons spirit going as far back as
The Diggers.
"The Diggers [or 'True Levellers'] were led by William Everard who had served in the New Model Army. As the name implies, the diggers aimed to use the earth to reclaim the
freedom that they felt had been lost partly through the Norman Conquest; by seizing the land and owning it 'in common' they would challenge what they considered to be the
slavery of property. They were opposed to the use of force and believed that they could create a classless society simply through seizing land and holding it in the 'common
good'." [37] (Fox)
Three elements pull DIWO together as a functioning whole, and it can mutate according to a theme, situation or project. These three contemporary forms of (potential) commons
mainly include; the ecological - the social - and the networks we use. By appropriating these three 'possible' processes of being with others; combined, they introduce and
enhance potential for an autonomous and artistic process to thrive, further than the limitations of any single or centralized point of presence. It brings about small societal
change; as long as we are conscious of the social nuances for a genuine and critically engaged mutual collaboration.
"Collective doings are motors of change transforming how people create (art, software, learning situations, community gardens, journalism) until the point that solitary
production seems anachronistic and somewhat joyless. These motors can drive more radical change, as people collectively place their bodies into contested zones (reclaiming
the streets, university occupations, climate camps) forcing struggles into public awareness." [38] (da Rimini 2010)
DIWO works by the same principles functionally as a p2p infrastructure, and requires the following "set of political, practical, social, ethical and cultural qualities: distribution
of governance and access to the productive tools that comprise the 'fixed' capital of the age (e.g.: computing devices); information and communication systems which allow for
autonomous communication in many media (text, image, sound) between cooperating agents; software for autonomous global cooperation (wikis, blogs etc); legal infrastructure
that enables the creation and protection of use value and, crucially to Bauwens's p2p alternatives project, protects it from private appropriation; and, finally, the mass diffusion of
human intellect through interaction with different ways of feeling, being, knowing and exposure to different value constellations." [39] (Garrett and Catlow 2012)
"Online creation communities could be seen as a sign of reinforcement of the role of civil society and make the space of the public debate more participative. In this regard, the
Internet has been seen as a medium capable of fostering new public spheres since it disseminates alternative information and creates alternative (semi) public spaces for
discussion." [40] (Morell 2009)
Ecological media artworks turn our attention as creators, viewers and participants to connectedness and free interplay between (human and non-human) entities and conditions.
The foundations of the Do It With Others art context, that privileges FLOSS skills sharing and commons-based peer produced artworks and media over the monitored and
centrally owned and controlled interfaces of corporate owned social media. This is the spirit of DIWO, if it's centralized and controlled by a corporate entity, it ain't DIWO.
Suggested Action.

Art organizations, museums and art magazines should promote contemporary media art culture. Inivite emerging artists, art groups to talk about their work. Invite media arts
practioners, theorists, organizations and communities to share their skills, knowledge and expertise. This includes national arts institutions, regional arts venues, mainstream art
magazines and critical art magazines.

Barrier: Mainstream art world culture is currently biased towards the values of the powerful, whether it is institutional power or economic power. It's evidenced through the tight
networks of media, international art markets and corporate sponsorship, and national insitutions. These act as constraints on the resources, ideas, platforms, ethics, aesthetics and
technological engagements of a wider and contemporary culture, and also restricts 'possible' connections and exchanges between artists and audiences.

Target (stakeholders): Art organizations, Museums, Galleries, Funding groups, Sponsers, Applied Research Funders, Universities.

Solution: Go and see the work created by contemporary media artists and look at the different sets of values found in their works, tools and processes and allow their artworks to
define current trends, ideas and values, and contemporary art contexts. Look at web sites and on-line portals where these art communities are sharing dialogue around their
works and the theories being discussed. Visit sites where critics and artists write on the subject of media art and related practices.

Extra Suggested Actions.

1. Art organizations, museums and art magazines, and art institutions should engage in open investigations into grass root initiatives by D.I.Y, DIWO (Do It With Others), and
Peer 2 Peer groups. Study their works, support and promote them as part of their artistic programs. They should also invest in the development of these projects (commissions,
residencies, conferences, exhibitions and work shops etc). This will decentralize art culture and meet diverse audiences and communties on their own ground. It will also help
them to learn about and appreciate the values and benefits of this important work being produced.

2. Make available for distribution at gallery bookshops and art and esign colleges, works currently being explored and written by theorists and artists writing about Media Art,
this includes software art, art and hacktivism, psychogeography, net art, networked art, game art, glitch art, grassroots artistic innovation, interdisciplinary practices and
contemporary forms of art dealing with technology, ecology, and free and open source technology.

3. Government funding agencies, development agencies and policy makers, local and national cultural policy makers, should give their support to ideas around alternative and
mixed economies. And connect with artists and arts groups who are working with D.I.Y, DIWO (Do It With Others), and Peer 2 Peer projects. These are dedicated and informed
groups creating new forms of shared commons as innovation, concerning climate change and the current economic crisis. Many of these groups are successfully exploiting the
technological resources of alternative hardware and software, as part of a growing free and open source movement. Code and art are both international languages, where much of
the most exciting and imaginative projects are being explored collaboratively. Jobs, funding and research into these areas will provide a more sustainable culture where groups
involved in these practices can produce accessable and inclusive resources for artists, designers, ecologists, students and the public. They can also provide data and case studies
for academic research.
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Abstract: As the size of data sets grow larger and larger, they are becoming more difficult to investigate for unique patterns and anomalies. Most tools for this sort of
investigation are visually based. There is an opportunity with additional tool of sonification to enhance the ability of researchers to observe new relationships in data sets. A
synthesis of sight and sound increases the likelihood of exposure of new features and interconnections hidden in more standard "visual only" modes of investigation. The
creative application of musical understanding of acoustics, physical modeling synthesis, harmony, even musical style enable the use of sonification to become part of the
curriculum for graduate level study not only in research labs but in music conservatories and schools world wide. The bridge between musical practice and sonification is just
beginning to be realized, but the potential reward is great. This white paper proposes to layout some basic premises that music and sound art departments should consider when
introducing the concept of sonification tool set for scientific discovery. The aim is to encourage new resources that will leverage the rich history related to music and sound
design to create new tools and paradigms for the expanded investigation of ever growing and varied data sets across a wide range of disciplines.
A common definition from 1994 of sonification is, "Sonification, a form of auditory display, is the use of non-speech audio to convey information or perceptualize data." This is
the reference that is commonly used because the word itself has not made it into the Oxford English Dictionary, Larousse, Zingarelli or any number of dictionaries worldwide.
This is a testament to how new this field is. While graphs and charts have been with us since Gutenberg and before, it is not until ready access to databases and the conversion of
numbers into sound via computers that conception of sonification was even realistic as a practice. To create a sonification one needs to formulate a computer program to take a
sequence of numbers and makes a scaled and converted output of those numbers as some sort of sound. This sound could be musical notes where the pitch of each note
represents a value, for example. In truth there is no standard yet for this conversion, it could be any combination of all sorts of transformations of correlated sets of numbers into
a set of sounds and the acoustic parameters related to those sounds.
The very fact that there are no standards and little use case studies opens this field of research into an interesting range of new investigation. To even begin to formulate a
sonification "scheme' of one sort or another requires a convergence of many disciplines. Ideally, there should be individuals involved that are expert computer programmers,
acousticians, psycho-acousticians, composers and sound engineers and that would not include the individuals needed to design use case studies and testing regimen. Such an
eclectic combination of skill sets points up the challenge and the promise of this area of research. It truly is a fully STEAM (science technology engineering ART mathematics)
and the interesting part of this concept is that while the scientific techniques for doing the conversions of data into sound are easily conceivable, what isn't as clear is the artistic
or at least "crafting" of sonifications that have the ability to stand the test of sustained listening. Far too many examples of direct conversions or oversimplified re-mappings of
data into repetitive, grating or even unlistenable examples are found by anyone doing a general survey of the various efforts worldwide to create sonifications. One can think of a
visual equivalent of a badly rendered graph or pie chart with bad color choices, too small, no differentiation between the data being contrasted etc. Many aesthetic challenges
shape the choices made by the composer/sound designer working with the final realization of the conversion of a data flow to sound.
Most of the challenges of the area of electroacoustic music, which is the general set of techniques used to make sonification in most cases, are also in a transitory and unsettled
place. The famous aesthetic theorist and philosopher Theodor Ardono was the first to articulate the problem and promise of electronic music production. "Infatuation with the
material along with blindness toward what is made out of it resulting from the fiction that the material speaks for itself, from an effectively primitive symbolism. To be sure, the
material does speak but only in those constellations in which the artwork positions it". In this case, Adorno is concerned with the fascination of early electronic music
composers with the "Material" or the new sounds themselves and not the context or form in which these sounds will be placed.
The same problem persists across into the area of sonification. Too often the representation of the data set is explained in a text that precedes the act of listening to the actual
example of sonification being played. The skill and craft, one would hope even the art of sonification in a future context will transcend this boundary of explanation and create a
type of realization that is self realized, self explanatory. The form or framework of the sonification itself must therefore be informed of all the various disciplines outlined before,
otherwise the content of the sound is totally amorphous and without internal structure. The act of creating a fully realized sonification requires that all the aspects of science,
technology and art related to the specific data set being sonified, require tight collaboration and cross communication to be fully actualized,
This sort of fully realized sonification can not be successfully managed without a well defined and rigorously followed workflow that allows each of the participants across all
the disciplines the option to bring their particular understanding and contribution to the overall process. To be clear this is a new regimen that is just being formulated after years
of research in the area and many heuristically based approaches to creating a context to accomplish the goal of a standardized system for functional but listenable sets of
sonifications across a broad range of disciplines and potential collaborations.
Below is illustrated the basic workflow diagram for three interdependent activity requirements to fully realize a sonification in a way that takes into account the needs of the
specific discipline being examined, but allows each of the varied sets of skills required to do this optimally an area of focus within the process itself that will create the most
efficient interactivity between the skill sets. By clearly defining the expectations for each of the collaborators the likelihood of meeting the full potential of the realization are
maximized.

Phase One:
The specific discipline puts forward a set of data or enables access to a specific real time data flow that the researcher wants to examine. This will require an interview process
from the sonification team to more fully understand the needs of the researcher and the very specific areas of understanding that is being investigated. For example: A
Geoscientist has a volumetric data set representing a transitional area of geological significance. This can be rendered in 2-d slices or to a 3-d goggle set visually, but sonically
the area can be represented as a sound mass where specific sounds represent specific rock types localized in 3-d acoustic space. The Geoscientist in this case would be tasked
with supplying access to the volumetric data that represents the geographical layers in general with the coordinates in three dimensions relative for the specific site in question.
This information in many cases can be provided via Excel sheets as CSV (comma separated value) tables. In other cases, with real time data streams, for example, specific
information can take the form of dynamic XML or Json data flows over the Internet in the form of UDP or TCP/IP packets. All these sorts of technical details need to be
communicated and coordinated and access to the information must be provided. This requires the assistance of Computer Science expertise as well.
Phase One includes these specific collaborators
1 Researcher in Specific Science under examination (GeoScience in the example above)
2 Project Sonifier (Composer-Sound Designer)
3 Computer Science specialist (data transfer and message protocol formatting)
Phase Two:
The project coordinator or sonifier must create a user interface that will allow the Researcher to manipulate and interact with the data once it is represented as a sound stream.
This requires breaking the sound environment into one of two possible domains. Time based or sequential, where the information comes as a time series data flow and the
changes in sound reflect the dynamic shift in the information over scaled time or the data set is represented as a static object that can be examined, manipulated and navigated
upon. IN collaboration the Researcher and the Sonifier must agree on which of these two or both representations the researcher would want. Then there needs to be a clarification

regarding scale, range and in some cases preferred musical or timbral style. Once the options have been clarified the sonifier then coordinates with a designer of engineer to
create the user interface. This can take the form of an actual specialized hardware interface that is designed for the specific project or a web based browser set of buttons , knobs
and value readouts that communicate to the researcher the current state of the "sonification engine" At this point the specific out put of the system must be codified into specific
acoustic/musical parameters (location, frequency, amplitude, timbre etc.) and those parameters need to be parsed with in the OSC (Open Sound Control ) protocol for direct
communication with the Phase Three synthesis functionality.
Phase Two includes these specific collaborators
1 Project Sonifier (Composer-Sound Designer)
2 Researcher in Specific Science under examination (GeoScience in the example above)
3 Design Engineer (either hardware or software CHI expert)
Phase Three:
Once the OSC parameters have been set this has the distinct advantage of being fairly self-documenting. A typical OSC message may look something like this: /freq 440.032.
This is pretty clearly requesting an oscillator to sound at a frequency of 440.032 HZ. Locational information would be express in terms of Cartesian coordinates /x /y /z ” /amp
for amplitude or what ever was decided on in the design of Phase Two. The real craft and subtlety of this portion of the design work is to take these data flows and working in
interaction with the recently codified User Interface, create a palatable if not masterful new acoustic environment that is directly reflecting the data that is under investigation. It
is at this point that the real opportunity to fully engage graduate level student sound designers/composers to create and push forward this new discipline. The opportunity
expands as an area where Psycho-Acousticians and well as Acousticians can become involved in refining and redefining the sound output formats and interface interactions to
make a specific and functional, quite possibly reusable new resource for each of the participating scientific disciplines. At this point user testing will yield results regarding the
efficacy of the specific sound design approach.
Phase Three includes these specific collaborators
1 Project Sonifier (Composer-Sound Designer)
2 Acousticians
3 Psycho-Acousticians (Music cognition specialist)
4 Human Interface Design Evaluators
The bottom of the diagram shows arrows of "feedback and redesign" which will obviously be part of the development process for each of these lines of tool creation. Keep in
mind at the end of the design/redesign process an entirely functional and potentially widely reusable new tool for each specific discipline that goes through this process will be
being realized. Wholly new ways of investigating scientific data sets will emerge and the potential synergy of this line of investigation in conjunction with the already well
establish visual modes of research is very promising.
As technological innovation is reframing our consideration of the tasks before us, here is yet another opportunity to reframe an aspect of graduate studies in music and sound
design. By implementing this sort of regimen within the context of the curriculum design for graduate study in those fields, this new tool of sonification can become an
integrated part of a dynamic new way of understanding the place of sound in our new media culture and foster collaboration across all the various disciplines outlined above. It
must be remembered that the tools to even think of this course of study have just become widely available in the last decade or less, so it is understandable that there has not
been more defining research in this area.
For a true and usable new version of sonification to emerge it will take the sort of cross disciplinary collaboration that has been outlined here. Each participant must understand
her or his specific discipline and problem well enough to articulate the design specification that is required. This is what makes this approach a promising tool for fostering
collaboration in Science Technology Engineering ART and Mathematics. It is across these disciplines that students will discover the new resources and potential of the act of
collaborating as well as being part of creating a whole new class of tools that may help researchers in all those areas of study to push the limits of research and understanding.
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A. Abstract
Recent trajectories in engineering, environmental science, data visualization, and futurology show citizens' art, science and community-based research at the center of innovation
in knowledge production, effective interdisciplinarity and active "diy" media culture. These trajectories, at the very least, involve open platforms, new technologies, new spaces,
and complex collaboration as central conditions in the future of recording, making, thinking and learning. Successful programs also require expertise and higher-level
conceptualization, funding, and "directed" approaches.
This paper addresses social concerns for under-served community-based projects within a context of interdisciplinary approaches fundamental to the integration and
sustainability of contemporary approaches within art and science. Of recent significance to media arts is the gathering of "dynamic information" (sentient, environmental) being
performed by citizen artists and scientists with which to analyze the environment, and another is developing critical "media literacy" for emotional health, education and the

welfare of populations in the twenty-first century. The paper suggests strategies for the development of relevant projects for under-served communities which bridge evident
gaps in media literacy and critical media-making or interventions and which utilize interdisciplinary collaboration between artists and scientists as a 'first-step' towards balancing
information equity and the digital divide.
To ground the argument further, critical media literacy and media-making are two of the most important disciplines with which we can imbue participants to engage with ideas
in the arts and sciences. Media literacy, in particular, digital literacy and the sophisticated use of digital media are essential survival tools for subcultures, alternative cultures,
and minority communities. In this context, potentials for cross-cultural interdisciplinary projects and partnerships, in which cultures are encouraged to manifest their own ideas;
make relevant concepts such as "green", "land use" and the meaning of environment, and those which benefit public education through institutions are more than possible. The
sustained development of and training in networked computing technologies must become a foundation for environmental equity, media literacy, and media arts. Minority and
lower-income communities suffer from information lack; and poorer training in digital arts.
Art, design, engineering, and science collaborations offer unique possibilities for greater social relevance of environmentalism, science literacy, and sentient contemporary
environmental systems in schools and institutions which can serve as learning tools. Many poorer and minority communities bear the brunt of environmental damage and
suffering of long term health risks. It should be a national endeavor at the level of higher institutions to redress these imbalances in the process of developing "green" initiatives;
and to work with communities to sustain environmental equity.
B. Introduction/Background
A growing concern for all citizens are environmental issues which threaten the livelihood of our planet. These issues range from the effects of climate change to the state of the
oceans, to the impact of landfill, plastics, and toxins upon human and animal food. The "green" movement has manifested in numerous sustainability strategies for cities and
towns from influential organizations such as the US Green Building Council and LEED to significant waste management analysis in industries from newspaper manufacture to
supermarket bagging, while nationally in the US, there is federal pushing for achievement in "science" by young people.
Across this emerging proactive field of endeavor, however, some basic concerns with equity in development of global environmental protections, access and engagement with
information need to be addressed. It is a simple fact across rural and urban America, for instance, but also in other countries impacted by Big Agriculture and mining industries,
that communities most affected by environmental degradation are those of poor, ethnic minorities. Statistically speaking, these communities are those least likely to possess
adequate resources for substantive education or creative action when it comes to environmental arts and sciences. They are most most prone to lack of engagement in media
literacy and information arts. At the same time, citizens within them, are some of the most highly concerned about the effects of policy, environmental decision-making, and
proximity to industry upon the health and long term quality of resources such as land and water for their neighbors.
In a recent survey conducted by the Public Policy Institute of California on "Californians and the Environment", data showed growing concern towards the impact of global
warming among ethnic minorities. (Alonso, 2012) The New America Media organization, responding to the fact that "there was a lack of environmental coverage in the ethnic
media outlets" gathered together a panel and group of reporters to respond to concerns brought about by introduction of the results of the survey at the World Affairs Council in
San Francisco. (Ibid, 2012a) Panelists agreed that "Latinos, Blacks and Asians" were "often left out of public discourse on environmental issues" at the same time
acknowledging the strong role that people of color play as environmentalists across the state of California. (Ibid, 2012b) Results of the survey supported this idea through
indication that African Americans and Latinos linked action on behalf of climate change with job growth, when asked to respond in telephone interviews. (Ibid, 2012c) Roger
Kim from the Asian Pacific Environmental Network contextualized findings from the survey in remarks about the explosive fire in the Chevron refinery in Richmond, and the
asthma and cancer rates that go unexplained for workers and neighboring residents "particularly those in the plant's immediate vicinity”comprised mostly of poor black and
Hispanic residents”still urged to "shelter in place." (Burness, 2012; Miller, 2012) Kim linked these facts to the strong sentiments that communities of color have about
environmental pollution. Neighborhoods such Bayview Hunters Point and Treasure Island are frequently the subject of news concerning excessively high breast cancer rates,
radiation, and regular subjection to other post-industrial toxins. These communities house disproportionate numbers of African Americans, and homeless people.
Data on drinking water quality, for example, in such neighborhoods and regions, suggests increased likelihood of health damage to minority populations. (Gross, 2012)
Statistics on environmentally disastrous lead levels from Interstate 5, constructed geographically to avoid higher real estate areas, but then affecting largely Latino farming
communities like Kettleman's City, are horrifying. (Weinstein, 2010; Mother Jones, 2010 ) Such data, however, means a great deal to those most affected by it.
During this important panel discussion, consensus was reached that environmental impact is felt most strongly in minority and low income communities, while at the same time
there existed a profound "disconnect between emerging policies and the members of these communities." (Alonso, 2012d)
For these reasons, it must be a central concern for funders and institutions to ensure that all communities are able to access and engage with meaningful information, use the
information and data to promote relevant media literacy, and are capable of addressing, recording, or sustaining public response. How can under-served communities join in
green and sustainability debates, produce and develop cultures of information relevant to their needs, and produce information and visual art around these issues in order to
foster effective understanding and environmental health?
1.1 Effective Special Programs: Bridging the Gap between Public Education and the Environment
It has been demonstrated, despite advances in networked technologies, wireless infrastructure and mobile communications, that even in progressive cities such as San Francisco,
lower-income, elderly, immigrant, ethnic minority communities lack computer literacy and networked technologies for engaging with public information. (Berman, 2007). These
profound technical and educational "digital divides" between the predominantly whiter wealthier and older, lower income ethnic minorities reinforce inequalities in information
and the quality of literacy for all. Given this context, how can excellent initiatives in education, media literacy and new technologies be created and sustained for lower income
populations?
Today, media literacy is integrally connected to computer and information literacy and participation in the "digital public" is an essential component of adequate participation in
education, government, and social well-being. From this perspective, several components of "excellence" must be achieved in order to satisfy the growing concern among
leaders of ethnic communities about environmental information.
C. Research Observations Summary
Minority and low income neighborhoods need greater support for the development of media arts and networked technologies so as to foster comprehension, community
expression and relevant response.
Creative support for community-based health, environmental arts and science education is very much needed across numerous under-served communities.
1.2 Recent Program Directions
a. The greening of campuses which bring gardening, soil science, compost, energy efficiency, and rainwater catchment to young people through art and design suggest a
multiplicity of possibilities for rich collaboration between artists, teachers, and scientists. Educators have undertaken professional development for curriculum to foster creative
thinking around state requirements in science and the use of gardens and processes in teaching.
b. Citizen science projects bring education in new technologies, how to read and visualize data, along with environmental science and urban sciences to the public.
Grassrootsmapping.org initially monitored the BP Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico and documented much of Katrina's aftermath. The project has now spread to providing
balloon-based mapping "kits" and public information on how to map, as well as holding workshops in mapping in public spaces. Open science platforms encourage creative
hacking, innovation and community-made documentaries about local impacts on the environment. (See PLOTS)

c. Bi lingual, English and Spanish programs for youth through Presidio Parks and Services, Chrissy Fields Nature Center and San Francisco Recreation and Parks. Latina
environmentalist Maria Jose Alcantra, who grew up in San Francisco's Mission District, a low income ethnic community, says that programs through the Chrissy Fields nature
center starting at fourteen, "changed her life." She works to "bridge the gap between the Latinos and the environment" showing "the newcomers and youth from under-served
communities" that they do not have to live the stereotype of being out of the environmental "loop." (Alonso, 2012)
d. Green school buildings designed to produce interest building functions and systems. Users of the schools measure and collect data on their own daily energy and water
efficiency. US Green Building Council and LEED have worked to promote this initiative nationwide. Note: Critically speaking the majority of these "green" schools are not
home to the under-served It's a valuable model, however.
e. Curriculum strategies to link educational learning and creative projects into the neighborhoods such that participants become engaged in creating information about their
immediate environment, studying other environments, and where environmental design is learned through the "storefront" by the community at large.
1.3 Roadblocks and Inhibitors as the Basis for Suggested Actions in the Arts and Sciences
1a. Interdisciplinarity, which does not remove communities from art and science, but which places them in direct contact with critical processes and disciplines, i.e.
experimentation, trial and error, documentation, formulation of questions, execution of ideas is fertile ground for the ongoing development of community-based, citizen-lead
arts and sciences and the deployment of science into public, educational streams, i.e. art spaces, special projects, consultations, and curriculum---is not without stumbling blocks.
Public funding for innovative arts and arts education is poor if not non-existent in the United States and science education is frequently geared toward the expedient fulfillment
of state curriculum standards and proficiency testing, rather than creative exploration of ideas or immersion in practice. Educators, in fact, have only so much time to spend
expanding curriculum while still meeting state requirements effectively. Standardized testing routinely fails to include the positive effects of learning outcomes generated
without quantifiable "results" and tends to harness student power in the form of wrote learning and multiple choice.
Suggested action: It is suggested that funding bodies, governing research foundations, and creative institutions such as the NEA, National Academy of Sciences, the National
Research Foundation work together with federal technology programs and organizations such as Zero/Divide or the Broadband Technologies Opportunities Program (FCC) and
with individual stakeholders such as artists, scientists and researchers (from within developed collaborative proposals) towards the inclusion of robust funding for projects
where permanent installation of digital communications technologies and their ongoing support and implementation in the arts and sciences, through software development and
research, is a significant criteria for the expression of the artwork, development of scientific study, and ongoing media literacy.
1 b. Social factors reinforce divisions in participation, comprehension, and skill that, unfortunately persist in the social stratification of the arts and sciences, their funding, and in
the effective "reach" of higher education. What is critical for the implementation of artistic endeavor from which to "learn science" and science projects with which to "do art" is
knowledge that addresses these social inequalities outright as the basis of design/art/science/and engineering.
Suggested action:
It is suggested that national funding bodies, federal technology agencies, state public art granting foundations, research institutes, and international organizations such as
UNESCO-- because impediments to career paths start young, gender imbalances in engineering and science persist, and lowered general participation and performance among
poorer or minority communities abound --be drawn upon to devise funded projects to stimulate solutions to social inequalities "digital divides" and in areas of media literacy
and media arts, where minority communities have been shown to require information, skills, and technology for their sustained participationi in these fields. In this context,
projects in support of gender equality or which close an "age-gap" can be supported.
1 c. Data on the environment can mean a great deal to those affected by it, providing it is known, understood and responded to. The central concern generated here is how to
ensure that all communities engage with meaningful information, know how to use information and data, and are able to address, analyze, record, or sustain solutions around its
impact.
Suggested action: It is suggested that specifically designed funding and support for action-based and curriculum-centered public projects be targeted to under-served
communities where designing for accessible data visualization, understanding locative and sentient media, critical media literacy and other higher level strategies for coping with
information will assist in producing and distributing relevant information across communities. Stakeholders might be National Endowment for the Arts, Foundation for the
Alliance of Community Media, Centers and Institutes for Digital Literacy, and the National Foundation for Educational Research, or National Research Foundation might all be
stakeholders.
D. Quick Summary of Strategies
a. Foundation support at the federal level for localized urban programs which foster the growth of critical media literacy, i.e. access to technologies and curriculum to support its
creative use among under-served communities.
b. Grants for public education from major arts and science funding bodies to seed the development of hacker spaces, grassroots technology labs and community-based arts
projects in collaboration with community organizations, lower-performing schools, and local institutions in neighborhoods and districts most affected.
c. Adequate ongoing funding and infrastructural support, pro-rated over several years to install new technologies, computer labs, provide technical support, equipment
monitoring, and substantial development of media arts projects geared at "hands on" learning and creative, critical awareness and use of media, i.e. development in media
literacy.
d. Development of specific support for specialized projects in the arts and sciences targeting under-served communities which utilize the creative ideas of individual artists and
scientists to form localized collaborations and from which can be designed community-based research, production, and exchange of ideas around media representation, media
literacy, and media arts in conjunction with environment concerns and their impact upon community resources and community health initiatives. (See "Tobacco Free"-http://www.tobaccofree.org/)
E. Conclusions
Questions posed from this brief research are 1) How initiatives for arts and sciences in under-served communities can be substantially funded to support community participation
in innovative practices of media literacy and environmental science, such that minority and low-income communities are capable of self sustaining artistic and scientific
education around issues critical to their communities and 2) How can the culture of art and science, in terms of increased support for digital media communications and
environmental science, ensure skills and relevance for all participants?
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Introduction and Disclaimer
The situation of art-science research and collaboration in France is very diverse and non-standard, when compared with scientific research. An interesting feature of this
diversity is that many avenues are explored to promote, foster, and support art-science. Depending on the nature of the works, some places might be more suitable than others to
the development of a specific project. The drawback of atypicality, particularly in an effort of description, is that it is very difficult to find rules, common grounds, or shared

objectives between all these places.
In order to give a better idea of the field, I have invited four recent institutions in art-science collaborations: ENSAD Lab (a research laboratory in an applied arts school),
l'Atelier art-science (a collaboration between the Hexagone National Theater and Minatech, the CEA research center operating in nano-technologies), IMERA (a center for
cross-disciplinary collaborations hosting art-science residencies) and VIDA (a research theme on art-science collaborations inside a Computer Science research laboratory)
together with the now well-established and internationally acclaimed IRCAM research laboratory (on all the techniques around music, and even live performance such as dance
or theater). This white paper will not give an overview of all the institutions, artists, scientists, and engineers working in this field (contrary to the Rapport Art, science,
technology coordinated by Jean-Claude Risset in 1998 which was intended to be more exhaustive). The purpose of this article is to draw some lessons about the current state
and the future perspectives of art-science projects in France based on a small set of representative institutions which have been chosen for their diversity. Industry is the big
figure is missing of this choice; the reason is that, to my knowledge, corporate art-science collaborations are generally mediated through public institutions in France. Yet, the
case of the Atelier art-science is an exception, since it is the construction of a balanced collaboration between a national theater and a major French company on applications of
energy.
We hope that the modest contributions of this white paper will benefit the entire art-science community. Our purpose was not to give an exhaustive overview of French
institutions in this domain. Our aim was to raise some important issues in our domain and propose a first set of suggested actions for the future.
Suggested Actions
EnsAD Suggested Actions arising from the experience of art-science research and education
1. Opportunity to develop: Cross-disciplinary encounters in an art-science doctoral program
a) Stakeholders: Universities, Art schools
b) Suggested actions: Promote encounters between students of different disciplines by registering them in a single art-science doctoral program that can accept both artist and
scientist students. Organize events for hands-on/minds-on activities involving these two types of students simultaneously. Promote interactions between supervisors in art andscience PhDs by encouraging shared supervision.
2. Obstacle: Difficulty in France to create a thesis in art and design based on the Anglo-Saxon model of "practice-based Doctorate"
Opportunity to develop: research and creation activities for cross-cultural PhD support
a) Stakeholders: Universities, Art schools
b) Suggested actions: Widen the scope of the scientific research to encompass issues such as social, gender, minority, disability, aging issues that can build a better common
ground for such research than theoretical scientific issues. Define cross-cultural research program in which both artistic and scientific students can find interesting topics to
develop. Teach art student scientific research methodology.
Hexagone Suggested Actions arising from the experience of Atelier Arts-Sciences
1. Opportunity to develop: Industrial, scientific, or artistic events around an art-science prize and residency program for diffusion purposes
a) Stakeholders: Any institution hosting art-science residencies and research
b) Suggested actions: Since art-science artistic and scientific productions are often non-standard and difficult to disseminate in their respective communities, it is valuable to
develop events specifically dedicated to the diffusion of such works: art-science fairs, art-science festivals, art-science seminars and workshops...
2. Opportunity to develop: New public uses around art-science activities
a) Stakeholders: Museums, Universities, Art Schools, Culture centers
b) Suggested actions: Presenting art-science productions to a wide audience can offer a new vision of science to the public and improve the attractiveness of scientific
curricula. Art-science productions can be employed to propose and develop new and unique uses by public of recent technoscientific advances.
3. Obstacle: art-science development suffers from the compartmentalization of research, the separation between industrial and academic world, from the very selective mode
of funding research
a) Stakeholders: Universities, Industries, Governmental funding agencies
b) Suggested actions: Promote support for cross-disciplinary research, consider art as a valid companion for scientific research (for raising new issues, offering new domains of
application, and as a user test-bed), develop "creative" industries such as entertainment and cultural industries, or stimulate industrial creativity through art-based management
systems.
4. Opportunity to develop: Promote scientific education and practice to artists
a) Stakeholders: Scientific laboratories, Industrial laboratories, Universities, Art Schools, Culture centers, Culture Ministry
b) Suggested actions: Offer artists the temporary status of scientific researchers so that they can be immersed in a scientific environment and involved in research projects in
collaboration with professional scientists.
IMERA Suggested Actions arising from the experience of the IMERA Art-Science Residency Program
1. Opportunity: New Innovative fields of research and creation are arising from boundary fields between many different fields of science with the arts not just information
technology.
a. Stakeholders: Universities, Governments, Businesses
b. Suggested Action: There should be a deliberate plan of investment in art-science collaborations emphasizing the very diverse areas of science and engineering, not just
computer science and information technology but also biology and life sciences, the physical sciences and social sciences.
2. Obstacle: There are many asymmetries in art science collaborations. Artists and Designers are Often Treated as Second Class Participants in Art-Science Collaborations
a. Stakeholders: Art-Science Institutions, Participants in Art Science Collaborations
b. Suggested Action: Artists in art-science collaborations should be hosted and compensated in equivalent conditions to those that scientists have (for instance in sabbatical
years, or in scientific collaborations).
c. Suggested Action: Art Science Institutions should seek to weaken asymmetries that interfere with productive collaboration. One mechanism is to have both scientists in
residence and artists in residence in the same context and in similar propositions so neither are a small minority.
3. Obstacle: There are no established accepted criteria for evaluating Art-Science Collaborations.
a. Stakeholders: Funding Agencies, Artist and Scientists in ArtScience Collaborations
b. Suggested Action: There should be a concerted effort by all those involved in art science collaborations to develop rigorous ways of evaluating art science collaborations
keeping in mind that different stakeholders may have differing criteria (eg the filing of patents and protection of IP is important to research engineers, while public audience
numbers are important to performing artists).
IRCAM Suggested Actions arising from the experience of IRCAM scientific research and artistic production
1. Opportunity to develop: Good art-science research has two important features: the technoscientific developments do not conceal the artistic purpose, and the artist is not
burdened by technological issues and can instead focus on his creation
a) Stakeholders: Any institution producing artistic events supported by technoscientific research
b) Suggested action: Since the technology should be at the service of the artistic purpose, it must be fully mastered and integrated, possibly up to its complete disappearing to
the audience, with the potential difficulty of eliciting its role and justifying its cost.
c) Suggested action: The environment offered at IRCAM for the creation of technological artworks is such that the artists can focus their energy on the development of strong
artistic ideas because the technological issues are taken in charge by high potential technicians attached to their project.
2. Opportunity to develop: Attracting high skilled scientists and artists
a) Stakeholders: Research and cultural institutions involved in Art-Science collaborations
b) Suggested action: instead of looking for rare experts in both domains, organize working groups made of high-level artists and scientists in projects providing artists with the
broadest possible exposure in the cultural scene and scientists in recognized research environments with strong expectations on scientific publications and transfer to the
industry.
3. Opportunity to develop: Towards a better recognition of the role of artistic creation in society
a) Stakeholders: Research program committees, Research funding agencies, Innovation agencies, Industrial fair organizers, Ministry of industry and commerce
b) Suggested action: Since it is shown in many examples that early artistic experiments in digital media have often been a source of technological innovation usages that have

later broadly developed in activity fields such as games, simulation and virtual reality, multimodal human-computer interfaces, multimedia search engines, etc., the role of
artistic creation in society should be better and better recognized and supported in particular by academic institutions and research funding programs at national and international
levels as an efficient factor of innovation.
VIDA Suggested Actions arising from the experience of artist/scientist collaborations
1. Obstacle: In academic careers, art-science collaborations are difficult to valorize (and also to disseminate in the scientific community). In artistic careers, scientific
collaborations are not necessarily considered as positive
a) Stakeholders: Universities, Scientists in charge of evaluation, Funding Agencies, Art institutions, Art critiques
b) Suggested action in science: Take into consideration a wider variety of dissemination vectors than A-ranked journals or international peer-reviewed conferences:
exhibitions in art galleries, art fairs, or museums, non-academic publications (public outreach, art books), live performances in well-renown festivals, etc. Promote art-science
curricula for students or cross-disciplinary courses between Engineering Sciences and Humanities.
c) Suggested action in art: Take into consideration the capacity of artists to collaborate with scientists for a better promotion of their work, not through corporate funding or
sponsoring, but through the presentation of the unique features of the collaboration together with the artwork.
2. Obstacle: it is very difficult to achieve a good art-science collaboration without an infrastructure that supports it
a) Stakeholders: Universities, Museums, Municipalities, Mediatheques...
b) Suggested action: Set-up program for art-science residencies by providing institutions with funding for artists and scientists. Arrange a place for hosting these residencies: a
private housing for families and work places such as black boxes, workshops, or specific places inside a laboratory
3. Opportunity to develop: Scientific funding programs, Scientific journals, Scientific conferences, Research groups can accept art-science propositions even though it is not
necessarily explicitly mentioned in their scope
a) Stakeholders: Program committees, Funding agencies, Academic staff
b) Suggested action: extend and consolidate the scope of calls (for papers, for projects, for special issues, for research projects...) towards explicit art-science propositions.
Propose lists of possible topics in this area. Possibly facilitate the consolidation of such hybrid proposals by offering networking facilities to connect art and science
communities.
APPENDIX
Appendix 1: The École nationale supérieure des Arts Décoratifs (EnsAD)
Emmanuel Mahé
The École nationale supérieure des Arts Décoratifs (EnsAD), founded in 1766, is a higher education establishment (Grande école) of art and design under the authority of the
French Ministry for Culture and Communication. Offering a wealth of intellectual, creative and artistic opportunities, its mottoes are innovation, multidisciplinarity and
partnership. EnsAD has over 720 students, French and foreign, and offers courses in ten departments.
The five-year course, which includes a specialisation in one of the ten departments offered, complies with European harmonisation of degree courses (LMD) requirements. The
EnsAD diploma is officially recognised as Master's level.
The School's research laboratory, EnsadLab, also offers ten or more research programmes in the field of art and design.
École nationale supérieure des Arts Décoratifs is a member of the "Paris Sciences et Lettres - Quartier Latin" Research and Education Cluster (Pôle de Recherche et
d'Enseignement, PRES).
In this context, École nationale supérieure des Arts Décoratifs operating in conjunction with Conservatoire national supérieur de musique et de danse de Paris, Conservatoire
d'Art dramatique, École nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts and École normale supérieure, has implemented an innovative doctoral programme SACRe (Sciences, Arts,
Creation, Research), designed to unite the sciences and the arts and give creators and scientists the chance to invent together. The programme consists of training exclusive to
EnsAD and joint training with the other establishments involved in the SACRe programme
http://www.ensad.fr
http://www.parissciencesetlettres.org
Key figures
” 720 students (15% foreign students);
” A 5-year course;
” 10 departments: Interior Design, Art, Animation, Multimedia/ Graphic Design, Product Design, Textile and Texture Design, Fashion Design, Printed Images,
Photography/Video, Stage Design.
” 1 research laboratory (EnsadLab);
” 18 technical studios;
” 2 amphitheatres, 1 exhibition gallery;
” 1 library containing 24,000 documents;
” 1 materials library containing 5,000 samples;
” 84 partnerships with overseas schools and universities;
” 50 partnerships with cultural institutions and companies;
” 3 partnerships with foundations;
” 25 public events.
The 10 departments
1. Interior Design: conceiving new spaces for living, at the crossroads between the plastic, symbolic and technical arts.
2. Spatial Art: training plastic artists to work with spaces in art, the spaces artists occupy.
3. Animation: developing mastery of expression through movement, with creativity and innovation as its goal.
4. Multimedia/Graphic Design: covering all design and production tools associated with both paper and multimedia.
5. Product Design: incorporating all the various contemporary design practices: industrial design, domestic and urban furniture, service design.
6. Textile and Texture Design: ranging from learning about the components of textiles and materials to their creative application, including the relevant technical, industrial
and economic constraints.
7. Fashion Design: covering every form of production, from mass production to the bespoke piece, and include strategic foresight.
8. Printed Images: training image designers using drawing as their basis.
9. Photography/Video: teaching autonomy and professionalism in the execution and completion of photo and video projects in various registers, from artistic to documentary
and communication.
10. Stage Design: a performance art that potentially calls upon all forms of expression to serve the dramatic tension created between a space and a narration.
EnsadLab, the School's research laboratory
EnsadLab provides the School with a specific entity engaged in reflection and research on programmes relating to the fields of creation and innovation, whether already
identified or emerging, linked to the social, economic, technological, political, industrial and cultural contexts of today's world. Combining research and training in research and
through research, in preparation for a Doctorate level, EnsadLab currently consists of some ten research programmes.
These programmes are directed by research professors, faculty members and professionals with the highest levels of expertise.
Each programme involves a number of research students (around five per programme), French and foreign, selected by the school, all of whom hold at least a Master's degree ”"
and some being doctoral students ”" generally from EnsadLab partner research institutions (around 50 student researchers and 20 faculty members, researchers and well-known
professionals).
EnsadLab has implemented an innovative doctoral programme SACRe (Sciences, Arts, Creation, Research), designed to unite the sciences and the arts and give creators and
scientists the chance to invent together. The programme consists of training exclusive to EnsAD and joint training with the other establishments involved in the SACRe
programme.
Combining research and training « in research and through research », in preparation for a third cycle at Doctorate level, EnsadLab currently consists of some ten research
programmes covering the fields of both art and design, such as graphic design and typography, the design of services, objects or spaces, interactive installations, virtual spaces,

new materials, mobility, etc.
For each of these programmes, the school is developing public and private partnerships with universities (Paris 8, Paris 1, etc.), graduate engineering schools (École des MinesParisTech, ENS, etc.), businesses (Tarkett, Orange, ”) and research laboratories (LIRIS-Lyon, IETR-Rennes, LIMSI-Orsay, LPS-Orsay, CIE-Oulu University Finland, etc.),
considerably boosting its research potential. In one example, the partnership with Oulu, a Finnish national agency, combines the skills of the school's faculty and research
students with those of the RealXtend IT team at Oulu Innovation Ltd. to produce an open source online virtual reality platform. The partnership also funds a research grant for a
research student.
While EnsAD enjoys a prestige founded on its history as much as on its proven ability over time to encourage the emergence of numerous talents in all the different fields of
design and creation, it is also widely reputed as a school with multidisciplinary credentials unique in France that has invariably associated "art and design", "arts and applied
arts", allowing full scope to the very latest techniques and, nowadays, technologies. It is on these foundations that the school is able to position itself as a key player in research
and innovation in the field of contemporary creative design. In order to envisage innovation in all its scope for impacting upon society, tomorrow's designers must be able to
embrace the most burning issues of contemporary society at the same time as the most challenging technological questions. Between art and design, research at EnsadLab
explores the most innovative technical dimensions in order to steer them according to concerns of form and substance as much as of function and use, taking into account their
value as demonstration and/or utilisation.
Each researcher, student or professor, must be able to occupy the field of research suggested by his or her own projects, but these projects must also contribute to the resolution
of issues for the benefit of all; this is one of the crucial challenges in creating a dynamic that combines artistic creation and academic research. Capitalising on all the
experiments carried out within a single research programme must serve to advance knowledge, methods, knowhow and techniques in a given field.
And these developments will find themselves represented and prized as much through creations, exhibitions and publications as through transfers to other fields such as industry.
PhD Programme "Science Art Création Recherche" (SACRe)
The project "Science Art Création Recherche" (SACRe) aims at developing a new field of research by exploring the interfaces between the arts, and between art and science
(hard sciences as well as human and social sciences).
It brings together, along with the ENS, the most important French schools of creative and performing arts in their respective fields: the Ecole nationale supérieure des Arts
décoratifs (Ensad), the Ecole nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts (Ensba), the Conservatoire national supérieur de Musique et de Danse de Paris (Cnsmdp) and the
Conservatoire national supérieur d'Art dramatique (Cnsad).
The other partners of PSL, especially Collège de France, ENSCP, ESPCI and Université Paris-Dauphine, will also actively participate.
SACRe will implement a new kind of "Doctorate in Art" strongly articulating practice and theoretical thinking.
Its building-up will benefit from the experience of the Anglo-Saxon practice-based PhD, but differ from the much more theoretical model represented by the departments of arts,
music and theatre at French universities.
Ten candidates are selected per year on the basis of the highest potential of creativity and of interdisciplinary working. They will get funded for 3 years. The balance between
artistic fields ”" art, design, music, theatre ”" will be guaranteed as well as the presence of various scientific domains.
In a first phase, the selected doctorates will register both at the Graduate School of the ENS and at the school of creative or performing art principally related to their domain. In
a second phase, a specific SACRe Doctoral School will be created within PSL.
The thesis, supervised by two professors (one scientist and one artist), will consist :
1. for the creative and performing artists, in a set of works or performances, accompanied by a document of varied forms (including texts, audiovisual and multimedia
material) putting into reflexive perspective the artistic process ;
2. for the scientists, in a classical written thesis including some aspects of the process of creation or performance.
In both cases, these works will include at least an interdisciplinary project implicating other SACRe doctorates, artist and/or scientist.
A common training will also be organised for the PhD candidate, consisting in courses (about theory and history of arts) and seminars (based on student works), some of which
will be delivered in English.
They will foster a shared identity and cross-discipline encounters. Each institution will contribute with dedicated means. The post-Master programmes existing or emerging in
the different art schools will closely articulate with SACRe, as some curricula will offer them the opportunity to participate to the courses and conferences of the programme.
EnsadLab Research Program, a focus :
DIIP ”" INTERACTIVE AND PERFORMATIVE DISPOSITIFS
Experimenting and modelling of technological apparatus for the creation of interactive installations and environments.
This program focuses on the experimenting and modelling of technological devices and displays for the creation of interactive installations and environments in theatrical and
non-theatrical contexts.
EnsAD Professor: Samuel BIANCHINI (management and coordination).
Experts and Associate Professors: Cyrille HENRY (technical management); Emanuele QUINZ (publishing, exhibitions, development), Thierry FOURNIER ("Sensitive
Surfaces"), Annie LEURIDAN ("Interactive Lighting"), Dominique PEYSSON ("Physical Medias")
Partners: Sciences Po: School of Political Science; University of Paris 8; Computer Laboratory of Grenoble; Computer Laboratory of Lyons (Liris); CEA Saclay and Fontenay
aux Roses ; Physics of Solids Laboratory at Orsay; Maison Européenne des Sciences de l'Homme et de la Société (MESHS-CNRS) of Lille; Cap Digital Competitive Pole and
Île de France Region; the Orbe and Orphaz companies.
Additional information about the contents of the programme: http://drii.ensad.fr
Content and goals
The notion of "dispositif" has become increasingly important in the context of contemporary art. It has added to the already well-known idea of the "installation" the dimension
of production. With interactive technology, installations have taken on a relational, modelizable and operative aspect. DRii investigates the technological modalities for
implementing a relation with the audience, and the development of technological environments conducive to performance whether on the part of the audience or of professional
performance artists, with a specific focus on contemporary dance.
DRii research projects encompass experiments with video, sound, light, robot gesturing, and the creation of specific new interfaces with the purpose of creating a meaningful
relation with the audience. These projects include the production of artistic installations both in closed and open environments (e.g., urban spaces) as well as in the areas of
performing arts and performance.
The program closely combines fundamental research and artistic creation ("R & C"). We invest our research in prospective technology with creative and artistic concerns
(esthetic and critical) as well as an awareness of social issues. We experiment with, study and analyse technological devices and displays, working on programming, assembling,
technical conditions, issues of use, and actual situations. Researchers work first in groups before taking on individual projects. Our work has both a theoretical and practical
dimension. The methodology is scientific. It is based on the state of the art, and involves analysis, positioning, identifying objectives, creating locks, producing hypotheses, and
guide-lines for use. At the same time, testing activities are a key aspect of the research, which is carried out both individually and collectively. Our aim is to maintain a constant
dialogue between generic and specific approaches, individual and collective projects, methods of deduction and induction, research and art.
The program is divided into five sub-programs or themes : Agogic, Sensitive Surfaces, Large Group Interaction, Interactive Light and Physical Media. Throughout the academic
year 2011-2012, we will be looking at five types of technological devices :
” Video recording and projection (specifically video using infra-red and/or heat-detecting technology) ; Real-time marker-free 3D motion capture ;
” Capture technology in a crowd environment : tracing, identification, image analysis and recognition, face detection, RFID, GPS, etc.) ;
” Tactile environments and tangible interfaces : floors, walls, tables, showcases, objects, etc.
” Real-time continuous DMX lighting control, specifically for LED lighting.
5 Topics :
Topic 1 ”" Performative Set-Ups : Agogics
"Agogics" : A Shared Dimension Between the Work and the Viewer/Performer
Interactive installations imply active participation on the part of the audience. They are performative set-ups, in which the "performance" is no longer restricted to the space of
the stage but also takes place in the actual space of the spectator. "Agogics" studies the physical implications of the spectator's participation. Our aim is to address the
performative dimension of interactivity in a world in which multimedia industries are encroaching more and more into areas of actual physical practice, for instance in the case

of video games crossing over into the world of sports. What properties and bodily realities must we take into account in order to create interactive set-ups conceived from an
instrumental, and even organological, point of view? Our research focuses in particular on the case of contemporary dance and its incorporation of technological devices and setups.
"Agogics" is a musical term that designates the use of agogic accents, that is accents consisting in a lengthening of the time-value of the note. The philosopher Etienne Souriau
extended the use of the term to include all the arts existing in time. He defined "agogics" as "what characterizes an artwork that takes place in time, through movement, and
specifically through the creation of a fast or slow pace, or the use of different rhythms." For musicians, the notion is related to gesture, to physical movements, to a bodily
interaction with their instrument, to a sense of speed, an energy, a precise handling of a piece.
Our aim is to explore and define the physical and bodily aspects of technological interaction both from the point of view of the performer and of the audience. Our work
addresses questions such as speed, rhythm, definition, lighting, etc.
Topic 2 ”" Sensitive Surfaces
In the near future, all objects and architectural spaces are bound to become interactive. The natural interface for an object or a building is its surface. Sensitivity is a quality
usually associated with animate beings only, predominantly humans. In our work we apply this notion to objects, understanding sensitivity as a condition enabling reciprocation
of activity. "Sensitive surfaces" addresses the growing interactive dimension of our environment in order to create truly operative relations.
We explore specifically devices that enable interactions with objects through touch as well as physical environments with smooth and/or hard interactive surfaces such as floors,
tables, walls, showcases, interactive cubes or spheres. These surfaces can also be used for projecting images. They can be single- or multi-touch.
Research areas
The project Sensitive Surfaces is divided into three main areas of research :
1. Creating large-scale (several feet long) multipoint touch-screens, which can be used to create multi-device walls or tables. The objective is to produce touch-screens that will
offer the same quality of spatial resolution found in available multipoint panels (currently a resolution of 2 mm) while at the same time making these displays accessible to
multiple users.
2. Refining the sensitivity of tactile screens. The objective is to lower the threshold of sensitivity on multipoint touch screens, enabling the precise tracking of light touch, an
aspect which poses a specific challenge for camera-based tracking. This higher sensitivity requires higher temporal and spatial resolution: in the order of 1 mm and at a rate of
one hundred stimuli per second.
3. Developping a cameraless optical imaging device. The use of cameras presents a number of drawbacks: cameras require adequate depth of field, they are overly sensitive to
ambient light, and are hard to calibrate. The goal is to develop slimmer interactive devices with the tracking system integrated into the screen.
Surfaces Sensibles encompasses both artistic and museographical projects.
Topic 3 ”" Large Group Interaction
Interactive devices, whether they be portable, online, or part of an installation, are restricted for the most part to a one-to-one relation between the user and the interface.
Recently, more and more installations have started to address this problem by creating interactive situations involving several spectators together. This issue is all the more
relevant when dealing with very large audiences where there is no special target such as in urban spaces and in the public environment. This research group examines group
interaction on a large scale (Large Group Interaction) asking questions such as: How does the individual fit into these group situations? How do you create a technological
environment where the members of the group both interact effectively with the dispositif and with each others?
These questions involve a number of areas: art, media, technology, and, more largely, the socio-political environment.
Topic 4 ”" Interactive Light
Multimedia traditionally meant the combination of images, sound and words in an interactive environment. Today, light has emerged as a medium in its own right, which can be
combined as such with the more traditional media and put to use in an interactive setting. Indeed, light may very well be the new dimension par excellence of interactive media
to come. Photographs and projected images already pointed in this direction. But recently light has found a new expression, with new technologies such as the LEDs used for
advertising and lighting, or laser technology. Up until now, there has been very little attention paid to the direct role played by light in the most advanced interactive set-ups.
There has been little investigation of the operative relation between light and the spaces in which it is diffused, and the bodies and actions that inhabit these spaces. Lighting
technicians work with sophisticated lighting consoles, and usually control the lighting from beyond the stage and in sequences. Visual artists, on the other hand, have attempted a
more interactive use of light with video projection. But while the technology of video projection allows for great control, it does not have the quality of more traditional light
sources (light bulbs, fluorescent lights, halogen lamps, HMI lamps, leds, etc.).
Our project looks at images and light in combination. Our aim is to create interactive image scripts incorporating light. This approach implies looking at images no longer as
two-dimensional surfaces but as spaces and volumes, whose boundaries we must redefine and for which we must devise new modalities of control and transformation. Light is
much more than a tool for projecting two-dimensional images onto surfaces. It spreads into space and has a plasticity. Our project looks at light's spatial dimension, addressing
its ability to create an environment in which the audience is immersed. We consider light as a body existing in space, a tangible medium to explore. At the same time, we
investigate the interactive dimension of this material, imagining devices and set-ups which will enable a real-time active correlation between light and the bodies it surrounds
and the various sites where it unfolds: the stage, the exhibition space, the home, and the urban environment.
Topic 5 ”" Physical Medias
A traduire : Matériaux programmables, interfaces tangibles, intelligence ambiante, réalité augmentée, réalité mixte, pervasive computing, objets à comportements, sustainable
design ; autant d'expressions qui laissent entrevoir une nouvelle approche de nos relations à notre environnement. L'heure n'est plus seulement à la virtualisation mais aussi, au
contraire, à une association croissante de notre monde physique avec les médias numériques et interactifs. C'est le couplage innovant de ces deux univers qui pourrait donner lieu
à ce que nous nommons "Physical Medias". Cette expression fait alors référence aussi bien aux aspects physiques les plus triviaux - comme lorsqu'on parle d'activité physique
pour le corps humain - qu'aux aspects les plus scientifiques, relevant en particulier des sciences de la matière. Cette proposition s'inscrit dans la dynamique des "Tangible
Medias", mais en la devançant, en en augmentant la portée sur ces deux versants : la relation aux usagés et le rapport à l'environnement. D'une part, le rapport aux usages est
bouleversé par l'interactivité qui ne peut plus être envisagée du seul point de vue du multimédia (image, son, texte) et qui devient de plus en plus physique, en sollicitant des
gestes de plus en plus évolués. D'autre part, les objets et, au-delà, nos environnements les plus physiques, sont appelés à être augmentés d'une dimension informationnelle qui
permettra leur contrôle et plus largement l'interaction avec ces derniers. Pourraient ainsi être concernés nos objets les plus triviaux (crayon, cuillère, ”), comme nos mobiliers
(table, chaise, ”), architectures (murs, sols, fenêtres, plafonds, câbles et tuyaux, ”), nos fluides (eau, gaz, électricité, ondes, ”) et autres matériaux (bitume, vitrage, béton, ”). Le
rapport opératoire entre nos activités physiques et nos environnements physiques va certainement devenir dans les prochaines années un enjeu crucial pour des innovations tant
techniques, artistiques que sociétales, prenant en compte des critères écologiques et économiques. L'axe Physical Medias est ainsi fondé sur une approche pluridisciplinaire
particulièrement originale : au croisement des sciences de la matière, des technologies informatiques et électronique et de la création artistique relevant des arts et du design.
Partenaires potentiels : ESPCI, CEA Saclay / List-DSM, Limsi, LPS
Appendix 2: Hexagone Scène Nationale de Meylan / Rencontres-i / Atelier Arts Sciences
Antoine Conjard
Overview
Hexagone Scène Nationale is a 560-seat theater located in Meylan, in the Grenoble area (France). Our mission is to stimulate and showcase artistic research, contemporary
creations and to investigate cultural actions.
Hexagone Scène Nationale presents between 30 and 35 performances a year to 25,000 spectators. Our scope of interest includes all areas of performing arts including theater,
music (traditional and academic music, jazz, French chansons, contemporary music), dance, street art, circus, ... One half of the shows presented are fringe creations.
Hexagone is the main organizer of the Rencontres-i Arts Sciences Biennale, a ten-day event assembling 20,000 spectators and reaching 200,000 people in the streets of the
Grenoble area.
Hexagone was the initiator of the Atelier Arts Sciences in collaboration with the CEA Grenoble and the CCSTI (Center for Scientific, Technological and Industrial Culture). This
research activity, combining artists and scientists, is based on R&D activities at one of the three major nano and microtechnology research clusters in the world and located in
Grenoble. The Atelier Arts Sciences operates in accordance with the principle of open innovation binding technological research, corporations, design schools and human
sciences.

Hexagone, in partnership with local universities, has been the initiator of the Atelier of Imagination.
Projects:
The Atelier Arts Sciences organizes research and creative residencies bringing together artists and scientists around two axis:
” an axis involving devices based on technologies developed at the CEA: motion capture and human-machine interface with Annabel Bonnery and the Motion Pod by Movea,
interface gloves with Ezra and LOS, software by Adrien Mondot and his E-motion software, new lights by the artists Pascal and Aurélie Baltazar, Ravelli and Castagna,
MicheleTadini and researchers at Leti and Liten, key research institutes in nanotechnology and innovation.
” an axis of anthropology around the New Insights / New Writings, creative writing residency with Daniel Danis, and the Les pieds qu'on a dans la tête (Feet in Head) project
with the Ateliers du Spectacle N+1...
Since 2007, twelve résidencies have been carried on.
By introducing human sciences into technological research, the Atelier of Imagination implements a cultural action in the field of research. It unfolds in a seminar over a period
of three years. In this first year of the seminar, 50 partners of the Biennale and 50 students in innovation are investigating the theme of 'short circuit' imagination.
Residencies:
In accordance with scientific and artistic awareness, a program of meetings and laboratory visits (CEA, University and University Hospital Center/CHU) is put in place for
artists. Following an initial investigation, a research program is set up: defining deliverables, research protocol, time frame and resources. The Atelier Arts Sciences provides
financial support to artists to be able to work with scientists. Results are presented to the public during the Arts Sciences Biennale.
The residency is composed of three to five-day long research sequences. The number of sequences depends on the project and can cover a period of two years.
An epistemological follow-up is published in the Cahier de l'Atelier.
Since 2007, twelve residencies have been completed or launched.
Scientific Research:
” Dominique David, Engineer at SUPELEC, PhD in signal processing, Habilitated Research Director, senior expert at CEA, is the scientific coordinator for the Atelier Arts
Sciences activities. Each residency calls for researchers from the CEA and partner laboratories, who are experts in the field of the on-going research project.
” Angelo Guiga, Researcher Technician at CEA
” Thierry Menissier, Professor of Philosophy at University Pierre Mendès France/UPMF,
” Luc Gwiazdzinsky, Professor of Geography at IGA-Pacte-University Joseph Fourier
” Fabienne Martin Juchat, Professor of Anthropology studying movement, Director of ICM University Stendhal Grenoble 3.
Other activities:
Each year in October, the Atelier Arts Sciences presents Experimenta, a show of new technologies for live performances and creative industries. Artists, scientists,
manufacturers, students.... showcase their devices, objects, their projects under way. Professional meetings are organized along with the show.
Resources:
The overall annual budget for the arts sciences activities is 1.5M including contributions from the state and local authorities: Rhône-Alpes Region, Department of Isère,
Grenoble Urban Community, City of Meylan and contribution in assets and the CEA staff.
Human Resources:
Six full-time employees
Ten part-time employees sharing three full-time jobs
Careers:
I do not believe that we can talk about "arts-sciences" as the rise of a new field of activities. What can be more relevant to investigate are the intersections and exchanges sparked
by the collision between different fields. Not considering activities involving arts and sciences as one separate entity, allows us to maintain flexibility, agility and openness. It
also enables us to work with exceptionally solid experts in their research field and to associate them to a certain project for a defined period of time. On the other hand, the
encounter between arts and sciences is moving different arts disciplines towards transmediatic forms.
Interaction between artists and scientists generates new jobs in performing arts. We can find Directors for Digital in the world of theater, visual arts, dance...
With regards to research, establishing a distinctive field of "art-science" seems to me counter-productive.
Further resources:
While developing a new device, tool or concept, requires a separate research environment for the artist and scientist, one of the major resources lies in the bond that we will be
able to build with the public, within the local region. Experimenta and the Rencontres-i Arts Sciences Biennale therefore offer possibilities to meet the audience, indispensable
for the evolution of the projects. Intersection between arts and sciences, only has a meaning with regard to its social impact.
Impact:
The arts-sciences framework that we have set up with the CEA Grenoble and the 70 partners of the Rencontres-i, has, over the past ten years, become one of the major meeting
points between performing arts and the world of science and technology, in France.
Twenty or so objects were developed, but we still have not found a way to enhance their value in the world of manufacturing.
The Cahiers de l'Atelier is a published resource, providing new and useful insights to people who conduct research in the fields that are covered in an issue. It also gives an
overview of the interaction between artists and scientists. It is extremely difficult to trace tangible results of our activities. Besides producing objects, the main outcome of our
projects lies in a series of serendipities triggered by this joint research: creative possibilities, established convergence, unfettered investigation of the expected results, offset with
regard to pre-set objectives in a laboratory. Several residencies show examples of sparking new views on a given research, guiding the way a research is conducted or triggering
unexpected collaborations between very different fields, a few years later. Poetic exploration of a limestone quarry induces research on cogeneration systems used in lime
production; the CEA-Leti-Spice laboratory steps out of their usual methodology of conducting research and develops a device which allows direct paint holding based on a lightweigh system; a collective discovery of the history of energy in Grenoble opens the way towards a new tourist venue; exploring new forms of human/machine interface allows to
see future forms of storytelling, a glimpse toward a 21st century cinema/theater...
Lesson:
What works well? The main lesson that we have drawn from our experiences is that devices and methods behind cultural and artistic actions are efficient and productive. Every,
single person can have access to them:
1. Friendly environment: far from the stress behind the research conducted under the pressure of immediate results, research is carried out in a pleasant, reassuring
environment, which boosts confidence
2. Respect: mutual desire for excellence, diversity of professional and educational backgrounds, awareness of working for the common good, respect of each and every project
partner. Participants are driven by curiosity, agility, discovery and knowledge, rather than by a desire for signs of distinction and institutional hierarchy
3. Poetics: for intellectual nourishment and art of living
4. Imagination: for entry to the real world
Results:
” Motion pod by Movea adapted to live performances
” Poetic Mechanics by EZ3kiel, presented at Palais de la Découverte-Paris, Pavillon Rhône-Alpes, World Expo 2010 Shanghai
” Chromatophore, practical realization of the mathematical definition of chromaticity diagram
” International tours of shows and devices by Adrien Mondot
” Recognising and involving art into the innovation ecosystem in Grenoble
” Bonds between artistic and scientific research, technological and social innovation
” ”
Biggest challenges:
Differences in thinking, barriers between the worlds of scientists, academics and manufacturers, thinking in silos, divergence regarding public interventions, crisis of hope across
Europe
Forthcoming projects:
Implementing the New Insights / New Writings program
Creative writing residencies for several authors inspired by meeting with scientists, setting up and deploying stage productions.
Appendix 3: IMERA

Roger Malina
Appendix 4: IRCAM
Hugues Vinet
Introduction to IRCAM
IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/ Musique) was founded by composer and conductor Pierre Boulez in 1977 as part of the Centre Pompidou project,
with the goal of setting up a place of experimentation where « scientists and composers explore together and systematically the sound possibilities and limits related to electronic
techniques ». Through its numerous evolutions over the 35 years of its existence, under the successive directions of Pierre Boulez (until 1991), Laurent Bayle (1992-2001),
Bernard Stiegler (2002-2005) and Frank Madlener (since 2006), IRCAM has remained the largest public research institution worldwide dedicated to music and sound, while
developing its activities beyond contemporary music creation to various fields in the society (performing arts, education, music and multimedia industries, virtual reality, sound
design, etc.).
Figures and facts
” 150 permanent collaborators
Artistic production:
” 30 new works created every year;
” 55 concerts and international tours every year;
” Main yearly communication event : the ManiFeste festival in June.
Research:
” Joint research unit with CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique), UPMC (University Pierre et Marie Curie) and Ministry of Culture and Communication,
entitled STMS (Science and Technology of Music and Sound);
” 100 collaborators (researchers, engineers, technicians, PhD students) plus 40 visitors (researchers, composers in research, interns) every year;
” 40% of self-funding (including permanent staff) through national and international R&D collaborative programs and technology licensing;
” 7 research teams specialized in various scientific fields (acoustics, digital audio signal processing, computer science, cognitive psychology, musicology);
” 150 publications every year (journals, conference proceedings, books);
” 9 software environments developed, supported and distributed : Max, Modalys, AudioSculpt, Spat, OpenMusic, CataRT, OMax, Antescofo, Gesture follower, most of them
available through the IRCAM Forum. The Max software, developed by the Cycling'74 company in San Francisco, with its 20,000 registered users, has become a world standard
for multimedia interaction.
Education:
” Hosting of the ATIAM (Acoustics, Signal Processing and Computer Sciences applied to Music) Masters 2 course in collaboration with UPMC and Télécom ParisTech (20-25
students every year);
” Organization of higher education courses for artists in computer music (20 students) and sound design (12 students).
Key factors of art-science interaction and research at IRCAM
The status of technology development
Technology appears as a canonical support of interface between art and science at IRCAM. It is the support of incremental integration and assessment of all research activities in
the field of engineering. The software environments resulting from the research are used by artists as creation tools, providing new ways of production, manipulation and
representation of the sound material, as well as the support of interactive works. Mastering the technological side is then a key success factor of any art-science project; this has
strong implications in the organization at IRCAM, both in the research and production sides: the research teams host professional developers who are in charge of integrating the
research results into software environments made available to the artistic community and supported in the long term. A specific category of collaborators, Computer Music
Designers, are associated to all artistic productions in collaboration with composers and are responsible for the technical setup from the early experimentation phases until the
concert production.
The development activity produces two main kinds of technical objects :
- functional modules, which can be seen as black boxes that encapsulate a model, or an algorithm through a well-defined programming interface; they are also the main support
of industrial transfer;
- open environments, which enable the combination of a number of functional modules through dedicated user interfaces and computer languages. The goal is to propose
toolboxes as open as possible to any artistic approach. Examples of such modular and programmable environments are Max, OpenMusic, Modalys.
An unfortunately common issue related to the status of technology in art-science projects, is that it may appear as the main justification of the artistic work, or even as a trap
whose mastering has concentrated most of the composer's energy at the expense of the development of strong artistic ideas. The approach promoted at IRCAM on this subject is
at the opposite of any positivism: the technology is at the service of the artistic purpose, it must be fully mastered and integrated, possibly up to its complete disappearing to the
audience, with the potential difficulty of eliciting its role and justifying its cost.
Organization and modes of interactions between artists and scientists
The organization of IRCAM comprises four main operational departments : R&D, Creation and Diffusion, Education and Cultural Outreach, Research/Creation Interfaces.
Whereas researchers and engineers are hosted in the R&D department and represent an important part of the permanent staff, the main frameworks for hosting invited composers
and other artists as independent collaborators are :
- productions in studio, targeted to the public execution of the premiere;
- composers in research or in residence, who are hosted in research teams for an experimental work, possibly in preparation for an upcoming production;
- thematic workgroups, gathering present artists, computer music designers, researchers and engineers, on various live topics such as rhythmic representations, computer-aided
orchestration, gestural control.
The Research/ Creation Interfaces department is in charge of coordinating the interactions between artists and R&D, the user feedback for the software development and its
distribution to the IRCAM Forum.
This organization defines a clear split of activities and competences between the departments; the impact of any joint art-science project is then assessed in each department
according to its own rules : scientific publications and industrial transfer for R&D, audience and critiques for artistic creation, media coverage for both.
Research area, management of interdisciplinarity and institutional support
The research area is defined by the STMS lab acronym. Its broad spectrum of investigations, going from physics (acoustics) to humanities (cognitive psychology, musicology)
with a center of gravity in information technology (digital signal processing, computer science ”" languages, multimedia systems, human-computer interaction), is necessitated
in order to address all required knowledge facets aimed at understanding and contributing to contemporary music creation.
The R&D department is organized in 7 specialized research teams, each team being in charge of all activities related to its research area : fundamental and applied research,
development, artistic applications, collaborative projects, industrial transfers. Each team participates and is expected to be a recognized contributor as part of an international
scientific community.
This original positioning of the IRCAM R&D department, together as an interdisciplinary interface lab with a strong connection to the cultural area, and as the gathering of
research teams, each one being identified as an actor in traditional research fields, has been a key factor of support of French national institutions of research and higher
education, the CNRS, the UPMC and the INRIA : in 2012, the STMS lab includes 10 permanent collaborators from these institutions.
Extensions to new activity fields
In addition to this increased institutional support, IRCAM has extended its activities over the last 20 years by developing an expertise in new research directions, much beyond
the initial framework of contemporary creation, thanks in particular to the support of national (through the French agency ANR) and European R&D programs (mainly ICT and
FET) and as an answer to broader societal needs: music information retrieval, sound design, intermodal cognition, web audio technologies, etc. The developed projects have
enabled industrial collaborations and technology transfers in new fields, extending the mainstream of experimental environments for creation and tools for music and audio
production, such as proposed in the recent and award-winning IRCAM Tools collection. Conversely, the concepts and technologies issued from these projects often proved to
meet a great interest in the artistic community for the renewal of the existing tools and approaches.

Attractivity
A key factor of IRCAM's attractivity in the artistic field lies on the exposure it provides to young and confirmed artists. A strong connection to the cultural scene, in the tradition
of the great composers of the 20th century, and its exposure to the media, are the main conditions for attracting talents. On the research side, the concentration of scientists
representing a large spectrum of disciplines in direct connection to contemporary creation makes the IRCAM Lab a unique place for engineers and researchers attracted by
music. The Computer Music Course and the ATIAM Master are the main higher education courses proposed to students respectively in composition and in engineering sciences,
interested in joining IRCAM.
Directions for future development
Doctoral curricula for composers
The evolution of the French higher education system in conformance to the Bologna Accords is currently ongoing. Agreements between universities and conservatories are
starting to be discussed and implemented, in order to propose Masters and doctoral degrees for performers, composers and computer music designers. It is expected that these
evolutions will enable the creation of permanent positions for these categories of actors.
Towards a better recognition of the role of artistic creation in society
Institutions like IRCAM have shown that a research dedicated to artistic creation could have a broad impact to the society, not only in its contribution to building today's culture,
but in all activity fields involving sound technologies: games, simulation and virtual reality, multimodal human-computer interfaces, multimedia search engines, etc. Media
artists have soon anticipated technological innovations in visionary works, as it has been shown for instance by Golan Levin. So it is hoped that the role of artistic creation in
society will be better and better recognized and supported in particular by academic institutions and research funding programs at national and international levels.
Appendix 5: LIMSI-CNRS/VIDA
Nathalie Delprat
Activities
VIDA (Virtuality, Interaction, Design, & Art) is an art-science thematics at LIMSI (Computer Science Laboratory for Mechanics and Engineering Sciences), which is a scientific
research laboratory of the CNRS associated with two universities (University of Paris Sud and Pierre et Marie Curie University). As a transerve action of the Human-Computer
Interaction Departement, VIDA gathers permanent researchers, PhD students, and engineers working on short or long projects with creative professionals (artists, designers,
architects..) and is also responsible for organizing events such as art-science workshops or seminars (Interferences_VIDA).
Projects
Since 2006, more than 25 projects have been developed or are still under progress. These projects covers 3 main themes: Virtual Augmented Reality (for the performing arts,
architecture and visual arts), Multimodal human-computer interaction (for social life, music, dance, or theater performance) and Virtual materiality (for cognitive experiments in
arts and sciences). Due to the considerable diversity in the project themes, objectives, in number of involved persons or in the funding types, it is not possible to give the outlines
of a typical VIDA's project.
Artistic residencies
No artistic residencies at LIMSI
Scientific research
Most projects developed in VIDA have been published either in scientific journals or conferences with art tracks (CHI, ACM Multimédia...) and also in specialised art-science
journals (Leonardo, IJART,..).
Permanent researchers, PhD students and postdocs are working in this research activity .
Other art-science activities that you consider important for your institution
In addition to publishing or scientific conferences, VIDA dissemination includes artistic events such as live performances, exhibitions, concerts in artistic festivals or galleries
and art-science mediations in public space.
Funding resources
Funding resources are very diversified: ANR projects, regional support, art-science calls, marginal funding sources...
Human resources
There is no position at LIMSI that formally dedicated to VIDA. However some permanent personal or doctorate students spend some of their professional activity on VIDA
(from 10 to 50% approximately)
Career
It is difficult to consider such a a carrier for a scientific researcher in France, except in few institutions or laboratories dedicated to art-science. To develop an art-science
approach means to struggle against prejudices from scientific community, resistance from institutional environments (education and research) and to find new ways to integrate
this approach in more conventional projects. It is highly profitable when it works but very difficult to perform.
Since more and more conferences in some domains such as computer sciences have art-science tracks, it is possible to combine art-science publication and promotion of
standard scientific activity.
The main features are interdisciplinarity, creativity, personal interest in culture and mediation, individual determination, time and money(!)"
Other resources than funding or human resources that contribute to the sustainability of your activities
Internships, annex activities of PhD students, art-science applications of fundamental research (that can be funded as regular scientific projects)...
Impact
” new research topic exploration, scientific publications
” artwork productions
” web presence with the artsciedu diffusion list and web site VIDA
” creative engagement through cultural events
” contributions to the art-science-society debate
Lessons: what works well...
” VIDA as a catalyst for collaborative experiences with design or fine art schools and other scientific institutions.
” VIDA as a giving to LIMSI an art-science image that can help to integrate or develop other art-science projects in our close environment (eg La Diagonale, A&S Days at
UPSud...)
” VIDA as a place for creative productions with artists or cultural associations from various areas (theater, dance, music..).
” VIDA as a natural tool to create or strenghen collaborations both within groups and between members of different groups at LIMSI.
Lessons: and what doesn't really work!
” To be better integrated in the scientific community
” not to be considered by some artists only as a technoscientific support
” bridge with other educational institutions
The major difficulties that you experience in your activities...
” work valorization
” high impact journals for art-science research dissemination
” resistance from colleagues

” political recuperation of art-science activity from some scientific institutions or foundations for marketing and communication
Suggested Actions to stakeholders of your institution or of other art-science places
” To give the possibility of long research projects and not to operate only on the basis of short collaborations or in the context of very definite project calls
” Valorization of the risk-taking in new approaches through Art&Science projects
” specific fundings for art-sciences innovations (phD grants, post-doctoral missions)
” support to cross-disciplinary researches between engineering sciences and humanities
” have specific installations and spaces inside a lab for the development of A&S projects and artistic residencies
Major projects for the upcoming years...
” To pursue the development of an art-science thematics in a scientific laboratory and to export this experience in other labs.
” To bring young artists and scientists to art-science and encourage them to enrich their education through art-science experiences (approach, production, collaboration)
” To propose new educational perspectives and new form of scientific mediations
Main obstacles:
” to change the perception of scientific institutions and universities towards art-science
” disciplinary evaluation of scientific research
” fundings
” in-lab hosting
The aim is not to dissolve disciplinary boundaries, nor to create a new discipline: creativity in art-science relates to the process of crossing these boundaries from an unexpected
and original way. This is the reason why it is a challenging question to define the perfect environment for art-science development without delimiting and restricting it. The artscience approach offers a collaborative process, which allows for shared understanding and creation and facilitates a cross-cultural dialog, including the public.

New Section Heading
Mapping Space: Introducing Geographical Information Systems in Indian School Classrooms
Anu Joy
This proposal explores the potential of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) as an instructional tool that can support authentic inquiry practices in school classrooms. GIS
can be used as a pedagogic tool in school classrooms that can help children conduct systematic investigations on their familiar everyday world and create databases on regional
specificities in collaboration with their peers, teachers and experts of various disciplines. One of the larger goals of this proposal is to develop research-based content and
innovative pedagogies for multidisciplinary teaching-learning in schools that take into account the nature of the learner, of the learning process and of the subject matter. The
paper reflect briefly the current status of technology-enabled learning in Indian school classrooms and suggest actions to implement GIS as an instructional tool as part of the
regular Indian school curriculum.
Authentic inquiry as a context for creative teaching and learning
Authentic inquiry plays an important role in creative learning. This proposal explores the potential of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) as a pedagogic tool to guide
authentic inquiry practices in Indian school classrooms. GIS can be used to map and represent a complex environment by examining its multiple aspects and tracking several
entities in it at the same time. It can function as a motivational and optimal tool for learning of multiple disciplines. Also the process of map making can guide children through
iconic, enactive and symbolic modes of learning, which according to Bruner (1966), are significant aspects of a learning process.
In the context of a school classroom, authentic inquiry practices provide scope for children to ask questions and actively construct meaning in collaboration with their peers and
teachers through the process of solving problems of their complex everyday world, find new problem solving methods and formulate conclusions based on the results of inquiry
(Roth and Roychoudhury 1993; Krajcik et al. 1994). Such an inquiry process can instill in the learner a set of cognitive, meta-cognitive and process skills such as conceptual
understanding, problem solving, reasoning, analyzing, visualizing, modifying, inferring, deducting, creating, incorporating existing knowledge into the new inquiry,
communicating the findings, and eventually arriving at one's own learning (Schwartz et al. 2004).
In this proposal the term 'authentic inquiry' denotes the multiple approaches that can be used by teachers and children in a classroom to solve a problem and reach a finding. The
goal is to develop an effective framework and pedagogic method for conducting the inquiry process in a classroom and for understanding the nature of learning that happens. In
doing so, it is hoped that the outcome of this project can offer methods to show how authentic inquiry can contribute to educational theory and practice, while also demonstrating
how it can be an effective way to approach teaching and learning in a classroom.
Geographical Information Systems: A pedagogic tool for conducting authentic inquiry practices in school classrooms
Geographical Information Systems can be used as an educational tool to explore a broad range of spatial questions in school classrooms and support teaching and learning in an
inquiry mode (Wanner and Kerski 1999; Lemberg and Stoltman 2001; Demirci 2008). GIS has the potential to integrate a vast variety of information into its geo spatial
visualization. The process of creating maps and databases of the familiar everyday world can enhance children's understanding of geographical locations, their sense of space
and entities in that space, direction, visuo-spatial thinking, observational and cartographic skills. It can also help children build a connection with nature and with their own
localities and the entities therein. This can motivate children to take the initiative in conserving their local environment by appreciating the kinds of resources available
(physical, historical and cultural) and how their own practices, usage and interventions can create an impact on the environment.
Despite this potential as well as the availability of computers and free GIS software in schools, the use of modern day tools and techniques such as GIS is practically absent in
Indian school classrooms. GIS has now become an integral part of geography education in countries like the USA, Canada and some European countries, and has a significant
impact on secondary education (Hagevik 2011; Incekara, 2010; Kerski 2003). The Indian school curriculum in the subject area of Social Studies includes map reading (world
map, political maps, geo-physical maps, etc.), but little attention is paid to the process of creating maps. The concepts, techniques and methods of map making are not part of
children's regular school curriculum, and this necessitates the design and evolution of a pedagogy and content for introducing tools of map making into school learning.
The questions and aims
The key questions addressed in this proposal are: How can we make the learners in a classroom more like a group of investigators engaged in exploring the local histories,
geography, climate, environment, cultural specificities, socio-economic realties, biodiversity, agro-ecological characteristics, settlement patterns, land and water usage etc.? How
can children collaborate with teachers and practitioners to acquire the fundamental concepts and skills of a discipline while exploring their familiar everyday world? How can
we incorporate GIS-based teaching-learning (linked with remote sensing and other online data repositories) into the Indian school curriculum?
The basic premise of this proposal is that guiding children through an authentic inquiry process in school will equip them with the powerful tools of a discipline”"concepts,
skills, and methods”"that will deepen their learning and understanding of disciplines (Kuhn et al. 2000; Gardner and Mansilla 1999; Bransford, Brown and Cocking 1999). It
will instill in children the higher-order thinking, skills and abilities that will help them perceive and solve problems of the complex everyday world with the categories and tools
offered by the disciplines (Schauble 1996; Zimmerman 2000). Such a disciplinary engagement with the world will help children to become expert problem solvers and creative
learners. This proposal is also informed by the view that learning is an active and complex process, where each child is unique and has to be treated in accordance to her/his
uniqueness, cognitive abilities, and pace of learning (Bruner 1977; Wood 1979). Children can learn more effectively when they take more responsibility towards the aim of a
learning task.
Thus the proposal aims to:
1. Design instructional strategies and content that provides opportunities for children to conduct authentic inquiry practices in school classrooms that support them to solve
problems of familiar everyday world in creative ways; also that provides scope for acquiring skills and meaningful learning of concepts of multiple disciplines in an integrated
and holistic manner.
2. Involve children in small-scale research projects in collaboration with teachers and subject experts, and create information systems and databases of regional and local
specificities.
3. Design and disseminate content and instructional methodologies that use GIS as a pedagogic tool to investigate problems of children's everyday world and local
environment. Evolve an overall framework for instruction through the inquiry mode of learning using GIS and digital technologies, add-research based modification to the
framework and identify methods of implementation in the classroom.
4. Evaluate the potential of digital technologies for school learning, and the issues and key problems in their implementation in Indian classrooms.

5. Demonstrate a model program that uses digital technologies as a pedagogic tool and show how to capitalize on the potential of such a tool for teaching-learning purposes in
school.
Exemplar workshop on map making
A workshop focusing on the ways to evolve content for GIS-based teaching-learning was conducted with 18 school children from grade IV to grade VIII. The workshop
introduced children to the tools, techniques and concepts of map making. It focused on directing children to discover and understand the significance of their familiar everyday
world and immediate surroundings for map making. The mode of instruction included activities such as field walks, drawing maps of familiar locations and routes, familiarizing
oneself with software tools, navigating with maps and GPS, and collecting data to create maps that highlighted environmentally significant aspects of a campus. During the
initial sessions, children drew maps of small areas such as their homes and the surroundings, their school locality, of the route from home to a nearby bus stop/school, etc. Later,
the children were guided through two projects to track various entities and create maps using a set of icons that represented buildings, landscaping, biodiversity, and renewable
and non-renewable energy sources of a 5.75 acre campus of a research institute employing the concepts learned, computers, software tools, and techniques of map making. The
children identified, geocoded and databased, a total of 363 trees belonging to 82 different species, 69 genera and 33 families. They also tracked location of various energy
sources such as water and electricity distributions systems, location of solar panels etc.
We consider this first workshop as a preliminary phase of exploration towards our aim of introducing GIS in Indian school classrooms. The workshop was conducted without
any external funding with support of PhD student volunteers to demonstrate how existing expertise and resources of a research institute holds the capacity to conduct such
summer vacation programs for school children.
The insights generated from the workshop suggest that GIS-based instructional framework can provide an authentic context for inquiry mode of learning that is centered on
problem solving and that encourage children to be active agents of their own learning process. The activities clearly provided a meaningful context for children to gain authentic
field experiences, collect real data about the question of interest, adding their own data to the map, create database etc. Children learned important concepts related to map
making, remote sensing satellites, GIS, energy sources, biodiversity etc. as part of an effort to understand various aspects of their familiar everyday world. Learning happened
through discussions, seminars, projects, activities, and working in teams. The distinct characteristics of the sessions were that it was interactive and non-hierarchical where every
child actively participated, had their own roles to play, explore, observe, gather and record first-hand information, and arrive at ones own learning. The workshop did not focus
on specific learning outcomes, but rather encouraged diversity in outcomes among children of different age groups, based on their ability and pace. The assessment was
embedded in the learning contexts and was done while children performing the tasks. It was interesting to note that even the younger children who participated in the workshop
were able to create maps and databases, use GPS and software tools, apply relevant concepts, and enhance their understanding of space, of trees and plants, etc., whereas
senior/more knowledgeable children acted as capable peers who motivated and guided learning. This shows that a heterogeneous group of children of mixed ability and age can
create a rich learning context and produce better learning outcomes. What the workshop suggests is that, it is possible for the curriculum to introduce the basics of GIS starting
from middle school and reach GIS-based map making using software, in secondary school. Moreover the workshop helped children appreciate the importance of their familiar
everyday world for learning of school subjects.
Barriers to incorporation of pedagogic innovations and inquiry-based teaching-learning in Indian school classrooms
There are persistent concerns that Indian school education is not offering learners enriched learning experiences, and not motivating or preparing them to pursue higher learning
of the disciplines. What is more significant is that there is a serious lack of research on children's learning and understanding of school subjects. Such research would form the
basis on which policies are formulated, pedagogic methods and content are developed and conclusions are arrived at. There exist very few studies on Indian schooling that
systematically examine the efficacy of curricular principles, policies, teaching-learning practices, and how children learn the concepts and practices of a discipline.
Inquiry-based learning has been a central theme of the educational reforms brought in by the National Curriculum Framework-2005. The document expresses dissatisfaction
with the prevailing educational and teaching-learning practices in schools. It proposes a critical, inquiry-based and activity-oriented pedagogy for effective teaching and learning
in school classrooms, where learners must assume more active roles and teachers a facilitating role. But in reality, there exists a huge gap between the intended and the
implemented curriculum. The actual teaching-learning process in a real Indian classroom is still in the era of print technology, with the textbook being the powerful pedagogical
tool in the hands of the teacher and the children. Kumar (1991) calls the prescribed textbook the "defacto curriculum" as it is the prime curriculum resource that completely
determines the day-to-day pedagogic activities of a classroom. The classroom learning is bookish as it involves rote learning for the purpose of the examination, and the prime
goal of teaching-learning is completion of the content of a textbook and syllabus within the allotted curricular time, and testing children at the end of the year on the textbook
content learned. The kind of inquiry and activities conducted in Indian school classrooms are scripted by the textbooks and syllabus developed in accordance with the guidelines
set by a centrally written curriculum. Teachers follow these predetermined scripts and procedures, and whole classroom processes are confined to and dependent on the content
of the textbooks. Teaching and learning are confined to the specific timeframe allotted by the curriculum and syllabus, viz. the seven period time table of a school day and the
strict boundaries of each subject and classroom. In the classroom, children are also socialized to accept the pedagogic authority of the teacher, textbook and curriculum (Clarke
2001; Sarangapani 2003). The classroom instruction implemented through the teacher by the centrally written curriculum and textbooks often fails to draw children's attention to
the relevance of their everyday world and immediate context for learning purposes. Therefore, it fails to develop in children the skills of inquiry, observation, reasoning and
learning based on real world contexts, thus making classroom learning a 'decontextualised' experience for the children (Kumar, 1997).
Schools also introduce a compartmentalized view of the world and of disciplines in terms of methods and concepts. Inquiry, experiential/activity-based learning are
predominantly associated with and conducted in the domain of science. Science is the only subject that is viewed as being amenable to inquiry, experimentation, data collection,
analysis, etc. This brings in a dissonance in the learning of school subjects, where the humanities, arts and languages are seen as subjects that require memorization of facts and
verbal skills, mathematics is viewed as a subject that needs logical skills, and science is the only subject that is viewed as requiring reasoning and practical skills, and a nonverbalized mode of learning.
Another important characteristic of the Indian classroom, especially in learning through the textbook, is the lack of inter-relatedness of conceptual learning across subjects and
grades. There are no specific intended learning aims relating to the teaching-learning of a concept, and the pedagogic processes fail to connect concepts from elementary to
upper primary to high school. What the child learns in each grade is a set of certain previously determined concepts viewed as fundamental to a discipline, without evaluating
their cognitive usefulness, the learning progress and outcomes. Newly emerging disciplines and knowledge are not included in Indian school textbooks.
Status of technology-enabled teaching-learning in schools and barriers to the use of digital technologies in school learning
The introduction of GIS in Indian classrooms for teaching-learning purposes can create new avenues for pedagogic innovations at a time when noteworthy efforts are being
made by the central and state governments to formulate curricular policy and introduce Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in schools (NCF 2005; MHRD
2010). Several states in the country have launched Information and Communication Technology (ICT) as a compulsory subject in the secondary and higher secondary school
curriculum. As a result, schools have been equipped with computer and IT labs, internet connectivity and other related accessories. Teachers are encouraged to integrate ICT in
the teaching-learning process, and in-service teacher training programs are offered to build computer and IT-related skills and promote use of interactive software.
While there is a wealth of debate, proposals and policy documents on the use of ICT in schools, there is a paucity of research and literature on the use, implementation and
effectiveness of digital technologies as a pedagogic tool in Indian schools. Although the potential benefits of digital technologies for learning have been widely acknowledged in
the policy documents and reports, there are no programs that have successfully put the concept into practice and integrated ICT into the pedagogic practices of a classroom and
into the curriculum. The quality of the curriculum, content, facilities and infrastructure for teaching-learning through ICT are uneven across the states of the country and the
different school systems. Moreover, there is a difference in the manner in which ICT-enabled learning is used in private schools and publicly funded schools, urban and rural
schools, aided and unaided schools. The practical use of ICT for strengthening the teaching and learning process is a challenge even when schools possess the necessary
facilities and the teachers are aware of the benefits of ICT integration and have received basic ICT training, etc. While using technology in the classroom, the focus is more on
developing generic ICT literacy skills such as familiarizing oneself with a computer, key boarding, word-processing, using databases, spreadsheets and the Internet, watching
visual models, documentaries, etc. The lack of research, expertise and model curricular programs in technology-enabled teaching-learning in the Indian context is a major
obstacle. The poor infrastructure facilities in government-funded schools, large student-teacher ratio, and lack of professional capability of teachers to incorporate new
pedagogic methodologies/technologies are additional factors that contribute to the difficulties in implementing innovative curriculum projects.
Given the complexity of the education scenario in India, which includes differential school systems with diverse socio-cultural-economic-linguistic-geographic landscapes, the
implementation of a new curricular project or a technological tool like GIS in schools and evaluation of its effectiveness in teaching-learning processes, is a challenging task. A
fundamental challenge is the development of content and teaching-learning materials that can be integrated into the present structure of schooling, which has insufficient
curricular time for teaching-learning through an inquiry mode. The large network of schools spread across different states of the country and using different languages for
teaching and learning, poses a problem of scalability.
Suggested actions
In the spirit of improving research on curriculum and school education and to introduce authentic inquiry mode of teaching-learning and GIS based instruction in schools, the
paper identifies seven areas for specific action. The implementation of these suggested actions are envisioned as joint responsibilities of the state, the government agencies

involved in school education, institutes of higher learning, research centres and schools.
For educationalists and curriculum developers
1. Restructuring organization of school classrooms and curricular time
An instructional method that guides children through the authentic inquiry mode of learning calls for a fundamental restructuring of the school classroom in terms of its
organization, teacher-student ratio, processes, time allotment, activities, resources, tool use, and also reconceptualization of the roles of teacher and children. It requires design
and development of pedagogic activities, content and new teaching-learning materials, professionally equipping and empowering teachers, evaluation of the effectiveness of the
teaching-learning strategies and devising methods of implementation of the different components of the curriculum in the classroom.
2. Building and sustaining academic support to schools
Developing curricular and learning experiences for school children based on the framework of authentic inquiry practices can find its purpose only when they are embedded in
collaborative practices and authentic team work of teachers, educationalists, disciplinary experts, and children. In India, the schools, teacher training centres and university
systems are three isolated distinct worlds and the formal organization, policies and practices of these systems reinforce this separation. Improving learning and fostering creative
pedagogic practices in schools requires new ways of working in extensive and meaningful collaborative partnerships between universities, research institutes, teachers,
educationalists, and children and creating a community of experts to conceptualize and implement a curriculum. A curricular project of introducing GIS in schools requires
collaboration for creating resources, evolving content and pedagogy, evaluating of its effectiveness, hardware and software support, supporting teachers and children at different
phases of the project and envisioning new possibilities.
What is important is building and sustaining an academic culture and a structured space around schools to interact and engage with teachers and children and creating linkages
for dialogue between higher learning centres and school education.
3. Establishing a platform that foster linkages between various stakeholders of school education
It is important to develop mechanisms, systems and procedures within a university system that will bring together multiple stakeholders of education to a common forum to
support school education. One of the ways to achieve this is establishing school resource centres, with supported libraries, at university centres. This will also be a space that
coordinates various activities for teachers and children, where teachers can come together to design teaching-learning materials, can access updates on research in education to
inform their practices, share knowledge and experiences of classroom teaching and emerge as a community of practitioners. Such centres will design, exhibit and hold
exemplary teaching-learning materials and expertise on curricular research. In addition to the above, one of the aims of this program is coordinating summer workshops,
monthly programs and vacation internship programs for school children in research institutes with the help of PhD student volunteers to communicate and introduce children to
the practices of knowledge creation and culture of research. Such programs for schools and children can be coordinated and conducted on a regular basis by the school resource
centres.
4. Collaborative content creation
The proposed program envisages a group of likeminded researchers from different disciplines working together to innovate on the Indian school curriculum and pedagogy and
guide children through authentic inquiry practices. The expected outcome of the pilot phase of this program is evolving content and framework for introducing GIS in school,
guidelines for using software that teachers can innovate and use in their own classrooms, creating local databases of a region working along with children, and trial running the
implementation of such a program in schools. This can be achieved through collaborative work and content creation by a team of disciplinary experts working with teachers and
children. What is needed is a synergized and concerted effort with research centres pooling their resources and expertise for creating content that provides ample scope for the
teacher to be creative and innovate on the basic framework that can be adapted to the specific needs of a local environment and school.
For SEAD community
5. A collaborative partnership across SEAD network is proposed in the following areas
a) Creating local, national and international partnership across SEAD to foster peer to peer research and collaboration to share and exchange best practices, knowledge; also
building a shared understanding of what technology enabled teaching-learning means for different countries and regions.
b) Sharing of experiences of authentic inquiry based teaching-learning practices in schools and learning from exemplary programs aimed at engaging students with real data on
research problems that are approached creatively and collaboratively.
c) To facilitate the sharing of experiences of successful technology-enabled and GIS-based teaching-learning practices that are already in place in the US and other countries,
to learn and build on ways of implementation, resource development, etc. Taking examples from successful exercises in the use of GIS elsewhere in order to show Indian
schools the impact of this method; also share experiences of teacher training and preparation methods in previously envisioned and implemented approaches.
d) Connecting higher secondary children across different regions and nations: Creating a virtual space for higher secondary school children to use media to communicate
effectively and interact with their counterparts in other countries and regions to know each other, to share and learn from each other about their physical and social world, to
solve problems in real time, to share databases/maps created by them and also share experiences of collecting and making them, work together on interesting projects, and to
take learning beyond the boundaries of the classrooms and nations.
e) Supporting usage of FOSS based tools and open educational resources: Since software is the foundation for digital technologies-based learning, we believe in using and
promoting Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) that will make use of GIS affordable for schools. Through SEAD we like to network with like-minded researchers and opensource communities, who use FOSS based tools in school projects, enrich, document, and maintain them; also form a forum to share and collaboratively create open educational
resources.
f) Insights on collaboration: Learning from earlier collaborative experiences of networked learning communities. One of the important issues in the Indian context is how
ready educators are to collaborate, develop partnerships and make effective use of technology. Teachers are traditionally trained for closed, autonomous classrooms in physical
schools. Linking the practice of teaching and learning in schools to a larger collaborative network is, therefore, a major challenge
g) Creating Information systems and databases: Networking with researchers who are a part of citizen science projects to learn and share experience of creating information
systems and databases together with school children. This is a very recent initiative attempt in India. Moreover there are numerous free online data repositories which provide
data on topography (DEM), rainfall, temperature, vegetation, population, socio-economic details etc. which can be directly linked to GIS platform and can be explored for the
purpose in school classrooms.
h) Device to measure weather data: One of the main areas of this project that does not have complete technology support is about setting up a model weather station (to
measure rainfall, wind, temperature, humidity etc.) in a school and identify appropriate instruments that can be used by children at school level. The long term plan is to work
with climatologists to gather information on the climate of a region with the help school children to create information systems on important climate variables. The difficulty
faced on this front has to do with developing rain gauge and other instruments that can be interfaced to a computer and that can be handled by school children, to give accurate
measurements. We seek support and insights from researchers working in this area towards innovating solutions and developing devices that are affordable for schools.
i) Working with Government agencies, sustainability, scalability and funds: For any project of this nature to succeed beyond the pilot stages and to extend it to large number of
schools, it is important to formulate partnerships with Government agencies involved in school education. We seek insight towards defining a replicable, scalable, and
sustainable GIS project model for school children. Finally, sustaining such an endeavor requires funds and budget allocations. We need to explore financial and support
arrangements and hence seek suggestions into means for securing funds.
For private sector
6. Leveraging private partnerships
There are multiple stakeholders who share the responsibility of children's school education, including the private sector. It is important to facilitate a systematic cooperation
between school systems and the private sector. One of the proposals towards this is encouraging the private sector companies to adopt schools as part of their corporate social
responsibility not only to bring about infrastructure changes; but also supporting curricular improvement and intervention programs.
For Universities and Researchers
7. Fostering a climate of curricular research and innovation in India
Incorporating a program of innovative curricular and pedagogic interventions in Indian schools requires advancing avenues for educational research and empowering the role of
teacher as a researcher and a guide to children in the classroom. What is needed is a curricular and pedagogic framework developed on the basis of research that equips the child
to acquire meaningful understanding of disciplinary concepts, thinking and skills. The prerequisite for incorporating GIS, digital technologies and innovative pedagogic
programs into Indian school education is establishing the right kind of institutions, expertise and positions in university systems for conceptualizing, designing and implementing
curricular projects in schools.
Currently we recognize a major gap in these areas and see our work as providing a beginning towards this.
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POSITION STATEMENT & SUGGESTED ACTIONS
POSITION STATEMENT & SUGGESTED ACTIONS
by Denisa Kera and Marc Dusseiller (Hackteria.org)
Hackteria.org (Open Source Biological Art) initiative is an informal, open and experimental network supporting DIY (Do-It-Yourself) and open science practices across variety
of contexts (artistic, academic, non-profit) and continents (EU, Asia, USA). Because of our emphasis on hybrid and experimental practices, which are often open ended, we do
not use consensus as a necessary pre-requisite for action, but we emphasise documentation as a tool of reflection and deliberation, which help us evaluate our activities. The
views discussed in this white paper do not represent the whole group, but our personal experiences with the workshops and events we organized over the years. We perceive the
collaboration between science, engineering, arts and design for us as serving one main function: it increases and tests new models of public participation and engagement in
science and technology and introduces a greater reflexiveness in the whole R&D and appropriation processes. Instead of communicating and disseminating results, on which
scientists and policy makers eventually agree, we are interested in an experimental approach for policy deliberation, where all parties have an active role in the whole R&D
process and where science is probed against many other fields and interests ”" social, aesthetic, political, philosophical, even culinary. It is our goal to simply bring closer
science and all the facets of society by testing alternative and reflexive forms of R&D, which connect communities to prototype development and testing, and by negotiating
variety of needs, fears, and hopes of different actors. We hope to bridge not only the divide between science and art but also between experts and amateurs and also citizens from
different parts of the world by simply making scientific experiments accessible and by enabling research in developing countries (mainly India and Indonesia).
Based on our personal experiences with the Hackteria network, we have following suggestions:
Suggested Action 1.
Support open science and citizen science initiatives, such as co-working spaces and community labs as well as novel forms of public engagement in science and technology
through workshops involving scientists, designers, artists and any other profession.
Barrier: The unclear status of many community labs and initiatives and the perceived tension between grassroots (independent and free) activity and institutionalized and
monitored spaces.
Target (stakeholders): Grant agencies, Applied Research Funders, City councils, University management
Solution: Create a board of advisors representing different stakeholders (citizens, communities, faculty and professional researchers, galleries and artist collectives, grant bodies,
city councils), which will take care of the economic, legal and other issues related to the management of such open space supporting interdisciplinary and inter-actors
collaboration (Fablab, Citizen science, DIYbio lab or Hackerspace).
Suggested Action: Grant agencies can support cooperation between universities and existing informal, grassroots R&D centres (community labs, Hackerspaces) by dedicating
part of the budget to support the infrastructure and the workshops in citizen science labs as a form of "dissemination of research results". Universities could support their faculty
in volunteering in the citizen science labs teaching local communities various protocols and supporting citizen science initiatives and workshops. City councils could provide
spaces and support related to legal and other issues, which the use of public space in citizen science projects brings (for example when installing sensors), but also in making
such initiatives more visible in the public space and connecting them with other publically funded actors (galleries, museums, public libraries). General support of decentralized,
open science and open access paradigms.
Suggested Action 2.
Support grassroots innovation and participatory design related to local communities when facing various local and global challenges.
Barrier: Interdisciplinary activities in the Hackerspaces, Fablabs and citizen labs are often perceived as something geeky, not really useful and without any impact.
Target (stakeholders): Local businesses, Employers, Government agencies, City councils

Solution: The support of cooperation between research and commercial organisations should also involve the alternative R&D centres and support participatory design
strategies in finding solution and developing socially and environmentally sensitive, grassroots innovation.
Suggested Action: We need to enable innovation and research outside the academia and industry walls by involving new actors often described as makers, tinkerers, and
hackers, but also Do-It-Yourself (DIY) or Do-It-With-Others (DIWO) research subcultures. One simple way of doing this is to provide access and formulate calls, contracts and
bids, job opportunities, which are suited for these alternative R&D spaces: projects supporting resilience, disaster management, or some form of civic engagement in ecological
issues, "smart cities" projects, or when deliberation on ethical issues related to some emergent technology is needed. Citizen and alternative R&D labs can literally serve as
incubation centres for local communities, where prototype testing goes hand in hand with deliberation and gathering of user feedback and requirements from variety of actors.
We need to create opportunities for decentralized and nonlinear value chains and interactions between research, design (innovation), and policy.
Suggested Action 3.
Support research in developing countries, bridging science and technology divides, and formulating more inclusive and interdisciplinary research agenda based on global
networks around low tech and DIY protocols and tools.
Barrier: Missing infrastructure, difficult access to information, stereotypes of where research and science is happening.
Target (stakeholders): UNESCO, intra-government institutions, non-profit organizations
Solution: Support exchanges between scientists, artists and designers across the world, connecting them with various local communities in developing countries (for example a
network for graduate students visiting developing countries to teach short workshops or help local researchers in developing countries. Supporting open source hardware, open
data, and open access platforms and approaches.
Suggested Action:
The open source model supports interdisciplinary cooperation across disciplines, but also continents and it creates an alternative network of knowledge transfer, which benefits
various communities. We need to bridge the divide in science equipment and access to scientific publications and knowledge and to enable cooperation by supporting exchanges
but also work on open source hardware tools and open access. We see research in developing countries as more embedded in the local communities and more engaged with the
needs of concrete people rather than large scale stakeholders and actors. In this respect the agenda behind the research in developing countries in similar to citizen labs in any
other country and there is a natural synergy. Support a network of science graduates and amateur scientists, who travel, share, and exchange knowledge with their peers and
science enthusiasts in universities and labs across developing countries. Support science and art ambassadors who use low tech solutions and citizen science kits to build ad hoc
lab techniques and equipment in order to teach and share science protocols with various communities around the world. By connecting communities and labs, oral and
indigenous knowledge with scientific know-how, we hope to achieve a disruptive knowledge transfer between various cultures and create infrastructure for a truly global
research efforts, which will tackle various issues more creatively but also efficiently.
Artistic Research Collaboratives in Science, Engineering and Technology (ARCiSET)
Artistic Research Collaboratives in Science, Engineering and Technology (ARCiSET)
Kanta Kochhar-Lindgren, Associate Professor
University of Washington, Bothell
Introduction
Artistic Research Collaboratives in Science, Engineering and Technology, ARCiSET is an international sci-art research and action project designed to bring local, national and
international communities together for the purposes of learning from each other. ARCiSET on Water: Cochin will bring together participants from India, the United States, Hong
Kong, and Indonesia to investigate the links between arts practices, science, technology, cultural diplomacy, and water as a material resource and carrier of symbolic value,
particularly within the context of rivers. Subsequently, the participants will return to their respective locales, and, in small teams, develop follow up projects that disseminate the
processes and the work of the project in order to localize it further. This project will generate internationalization for and between the respective partners that can also lead to
new university and community sci-arts initiatives.
In an effort to collaborate on how to generate new forms of communication, arts, design and technology across communities in Cochin who are struggling with these water
issues and to create a model for generating best practices in the field of arts diplomacy this project --ARCiSET on Water: Cochin-- will partner with local agencies in science,
engineering, law, and the arts to explore how we can use arts and design processes as methods of thematic inquiry and problem-solving in a cross-cultural context:
a) To catalyze new forms of cultural diversity and cultural diplomacy that prepares artists and their local communities to engage in global citizenship, with a specific focus on
India, particularly in a trans-Pacific context, and
b)

To create a model for generating best practices regarding university and community sci-arts initiatives in the context of the global university.

New methods of discourse and opportunities for artists across our local and global communities to engage in the conversation over water, and specifically in India, are more
important than ever. These methods will allow communities to: 1) tell their local and global stories about water; 2) generate new social, political, and cultural dynamics around
water practices; and, 3) find ways to bridge the science, art and religion divide that, unmitigated, haunts our water problems and limits our capacities to find new solutions fast
enough.
In assessing the current phase of development of ARCiSET and the challenges I currently face as well as the opportunities these types of projects promise, my key
recommendations include the following:
1. A set of think tanks, or cross-disciplinary research laboratories, housed in a range of US academic institutions that focus on the development of science-art research in the
context of international collaborations across geographical sites. (The more ideal approach would be to create the think tanks as an international partnership between 2-3
institutions of higher education.)
The primary relevant stakeholders are university administrators (with related community partners) with a vested interest in new program and curricular development that can
take the arts and sciences to its next stage.
The obstacle is the lack of both understanding of the potential and the buy-in for investing in new directions in the science-arts in terms of university-community collaborations
in an international context.
The second obstacle is the lack of a language or vocabulary and related set of practices that works across locations.
Co-development of new science-art research can lead to the building of common cause around this type of work.
2. The advocacy for new funding opportunities with the NSF and various Foundations already committed to interdisciplinary work in the sciences, engineering, and
technology but with, currently underserved focus on the role that the arts and culture can play in finding new solutions to the problems that currently face us in a global context.
The relevant stakeholders are the funders as they gain new information about what can be done with their available funds in ways that reaches a larger population.
The obstacle is lack of innovation in funding opportunities.
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Blog: http://thinkingwiththings.wordpress.com/
Hyperbolic Crochet: http://thinkingwiththings.com/
Art and Science: Reclaiming the commonalities
The idea that art and science are at opposite ends of a spectrum of human endeavor is a relatively recent one. Throughout most of human history, and still today in many
cultures, art has been far more deeply embedded in day to day activity and world view. In recent centuries, and only in advanced industrial societies, has art come to be
synonymous with the fine arts—a boundary which has become a wall. It may help us to see the large areas of commonality between art and science if we remind ourselves that
what we now call art was techne—a term which distinguished the human-made from the naturally occurring— to the ancient Greeks, and that this sense of art lasted even into
the twentieth century in the US in expressions such as useful arts, which referred to fields such as engineering.
Art and science also have common roots developmentally. A child's exploration of the world is sensory, experimental, concrete, and embodied. The first Kindergarten materials,
created by German educator Friedrich Froebel, drew on his background as a scientist, and particularly on his study of crystal structures. That Froebel's unit blocks, paper
weaving, and "pea-and-toothpick" sets had a profound impact on artists and architects of the 20th century has been elegantly documented. Less well known is the impact on 20th
century science, although a strong circumstantial case can be made. Richard Feynman's mother was a trained Froebel Kindergarten teacher who surely used the materials at
home with her first-born; Richard's father declared his desire that his son be a scientist. Feynman's famously visual approach to problem solving, his diagrams, and his
declaration that "mathematics is pattern" make particular sense for a scholar whose early learning made use of the new, tactile, manipulative and geometric approach to
children's learning. Asking whether these early learning materials are art or science materials makes no sense—they are the wellspring of both.
In our endeavor to bring art and science back into close connection, the work of educator and philosopher John Dewey helps to point the way. Dewey famously stressed the
centrality of experience in learning, and the activity of inquiry as the driver of learning. Dewey also rejected many commonly held dualisms, such as the Cartesian mind/body
dualism, preferring instead to speak about the body-mind; this term was his way of uniting two things that, like art and science, had become separated. Recent research in
neuroscience confirms Dewey's conviction that learning and cognition are embodied—that is, that the body and the brain are an inseparable system, a body-mind, that learns and
acts in and with its environment.
Things to Think With: An Example
Inquiry is an activity that both art and science have in common. Scientists and artists may explore the properties of materials; may interrogate and critique concepts; may ask
how past accomplishments affect their future work. Dewey's inquiry is active, embodied, rational, aesthetic. It is also interactive. Inquiry requires that we have things to inquire
about. It is to this subject that I want to turn, using the odd but instructive example of crocheted hyperbolic planes.
A hyperbolic plane is a mathematical object, and a crocheted hyperbolic plane is a yarn model of that object, made with some simple crocheting. In formal terms, a hyperbolic
plane is a surface of constant negative curvature—sort of the opposite of a sphere, which is a surface of constant positive curvature. If you find it hard to imagine, so did many
mathematicians; until the 19th century, a hyperbolic plane was thought to be an impossible object. The first crocheted hyperbolic plane was made by computer scientist and
mathematician Daina Taimia, using the skills she had been taught as a girl growing up in Latvia.
My own relationship to math was one of misery and torment, from grade school all the way through graduate school. When I first heard the phrase "crocheted hyperbolic plane"
and realized that there were people who were making mathematical models with yarn I was shocked and intrigued. In my own mathematics education there had been no hint that
such a conjunction would be conceivable. Thus began my own inquiry into math and other topics, launched by the crocheted hyperbolic plane.
(See also the web site I created, at http://www.thinkingwiththings.com/)

Here are some of the topics that I have encountered in the course of my inquiry:
” Algorithms and representations
A crocheted hyperbolic plane is made by starting in the center and working outward in a spiral path, repeating the same crochet stitch hundreds of times. The instructions are an
algorithm, not a formula; they are of the form "make X stitches, then make two stitches in the same location." The maker can decide what X is and then follow the procedure,
receiving in the process a simple introduction to algorithms and variables. A crochet pattern and a Java program would represent these same instructions in very different ways.
What is the clearest way of representing this algorithm, and for what audience?
” Emergence
As you make a hyperbolic plane, its shape changes in unexpected ways. It may start as a bump or a flat disc, depending on the rate of increase and the bulkiness of the yarn. As
you continue, the edges of the disc begin to buckle, then form the ruffled pattern of the finished product. Making a crocheted hyperbolic plane is a simple, tangible illustration of
the systems principle of emergence, in which simple elements repeated form a whole that is quite unlike the individual elements.
” Pattern and rhythm
Repetition in the making of a crocheted plane has pattern and a rhythm. Visually, the finished plane also has these properties. What did Feynman mean when he said
"mathematics is pattern?" Does the crocheted plane shed any light on this?
” Models
When making a hyperbolic plane, if you continue past the point where the ruffles are gentle curves, they become more acute and more tightly packed, and ultimately the
crocheted hyperbolic plane approaches a sphere as its limit. The ideal, mathematical plane hyperbolic plane has no limit. Nor does it have thickness, or a spiral pattern. In what
ways can a model both be, and not be, the thing it models? How might we be informed, or led astray, by using a model? How do the materials we choose (bulky vs. thin yarn, for
example) affect how the model performs?
” Engagement
Crocheted hyperbolic planes are engaging, even for those who say they "hate math." I have spent hours discussing math and math education with everyone from mathematicians

to math phobics since I began making and handing around these models. They draw people in and spark inquiry; they can also help people to "get a grip" on math concepts.
” Beauty
Crocheted hyperbolic planes are beautiful. For people like me who never understood what "the beauty of mathematics" could possibly refer to, it's a revelation. Yes, the beauty
comes from the color, the sheen of the yarn, and other qualities, but it also comes from the elegant mathematical characteristics of which it is a model.
” Gender
In American culture, math is associated with males, and crochet with females. Even though women and girls have made great strides in math performance in school, there is still
a stereotype about girls and math that suggests that girls are less capable. Crocheted hyperbolic planes are provocative because they unite advanced mathematics with something
associated with the feminine. In pilot research at the University of Massachusetts Lowell, we have found that women who hold a crocheted hyperbolic plane while listening to a
math lecture and taking a test are more likely to report that they like math and would take more math courses, and are less likely to report math anxiety.
” Emotion
As Sherry Turkle rightly observes, objects can be evocative. We have all had the experience of emotional responses to objects, and research shows us that emotion and learning
are closely linked. Indeed, one of the implications of the recognition that cognition is embodied is that thinking and learning also have an emotional component. Evocative
objects elicit emotion and provoke more sustained inquiry.
” ArtScience
Are crocheted hyperbolic planes art, or are they STEM? The answer is yes.
Of course many objects can provoke inquiry. Examples from other SEAD White Papers include the Siler and Ozin Periodic Table of Nanomaterials and Tatar's discussion of
sewed circuits. The list of possibilities is endless, although some objects and materials are more conducive than others to productive and sustained inquiry.
There is a stumbling block for those of us who believe in embodied cognition and that the body-mind should have evocative objects and environments with which to inquire. It
is the prevailing belief, inherited from many sources including the Enlightenment and psychologist Jean Piaget, that adult learners are abstract thinkers and therefore do not need
or benefit from "the concrete." In fact, as Piaget himself acknowledged, novice learners of any age can benefit from starting with physical materials and representations,
interaction with which can scaffold more abstract thinking. The history of the STEM fields is full of examples where discoveries were sparked by objects and images, not just
"abstract reasoning." STEM learners, like learners in the arts, benefit from interaction with materials.
Suggested Actions
For Faculty and Higher Education
#1 Select and create "Things to Think With"
Barrier: In most fields there is no classroom culture of inquiry with objects. "Concrete" thinking is stigmatized because college is supposed to be about ideas and "the life of the
mind."
Action: Create great, field-specific examples of object-based inquiry in the classroom. Through research and practice, develop a counter-narrative that demonstrates the benefits
to students.
#2 Create on-campus spaces that are ecosystems for learning
Barrier: Most college classrooms are barren spaces, often with only whiteboards, chairs, and computer technology. Faculty move from classroom to classroom and may therefore
have a hard time customizing a room.
Action: Create resource-rich lab/studios for learning, perhaps tailored to the needs of a particular discipline or disciplines. At a minimum, equip each classroom with a cabinet so
that physical materials can be stored and easily retrieved by faculty.
#3 Create excellent professional development experiences for faculty
Barrier: Faculty generally teach as they were taught.
Action: Create PD experiences that are offer new and revelatory learning experiences organized around engaged and inquiry-driven interaction with objects. Support the
development of new curriculum.
#4 Do careful research and evaluation of the learning effects of thinking with things
Barrier: We infrequently evaluate teaching methods and effectiveness, or do research on what works in college.
Action: Create a culture of research and evaluation, of metacognitive discussion of teaching and learning, through on campus teaching centers, classroom assessment, and
funding paired with technical support that allows more research and evaluation to take place.
For K-12 Schools and Teachers
#5 Support "arts integration" in academic subjects
Barrier: The arts are being driven out of K-12 by the stress on academic subjects. Students who do not respond well to current teaching methods are discouraged from pursuing
STEM.
Action: Leveraging embodied knowing by using aesthetically informed pedagogy can improve learning of STEM subject matter and include more underrepresented students in
STEM engagement.
#6 Create great curriculum for integrating arts inquiry
Barrier: Teachers do not have the time to develop whole new curricula and approaches.
Action: Develop curricula and exemplars of inquiry with objects to guide and inspire teachers.
#7 Support teacher professional development, planning, and collaboration
Barrier: Teachers do not know how to integrate the arts with STEM and other subjects.
Action: Provide engaging and effective professional development opportunities for teachers. "Sound Thinking" workshops are one example.
http://teaching.cs.uml.edu/~heines/TUES/WorkshopInformation.jsp
For Informal Educators
#8 Create "labs" in art institutions and "studios" in science centers
Barrier: Narrow view of the institution's mission; lack of financial resources for space creation and staffing.
Action: Develop a list of precedents and create a community of practice for informal ArtScience learning.

#9 Create and support "Maker Spaces"
Barrier: Informal STEM education is sometimes quite structured and "hands off." Makers lack resources to create their own spaces.
Action: Maker spaces support self-directed and synthetic interaction with materials, STEM content, and the arts. Promote the creation of maker spaces, a culture of tinkering and
STEM inquiry, and validation of the sorts of learning that takes place in such spaces.

#10 Workshops to reduce math anxiety in teachers, parents, and students
Barrier: Math anxiety is pervasive in the US. Teachers with math anxiety may create anxiety in their students.
Action: Workshops that use hyperbolic crochet, fiber arts, creative craft, and other engaging and non-threatening activities can open an effective and supportive pathway into
math learning.
For Funders, and State and National Policymakers
#11 Legitimize object-based learning and Maker Spaces by creating funding programs in this area
Barrier: In many fields, a Thinking With Things approach to learning is unusual and therefore hard to find funding for.
Action: Create solicitations that explicitly validate and offer to fund concrete, object-based approaches.
#12 Enforce best practices in program evaluation, and provide funding and technical assistance to grantees so they can achieve excellence in evaluation research
Barrier: Many experiments in new learning approaches are not well studied, which makes dissemination and improvement difficult.
Action: Fund and require excellent education research and assessment. Provide technical assistance so that investigators inexperienced in education research can be successful,
or develop a funder-specific evaluation team to conduct the research.
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Abstract ”" In 1992, I earned a PhD in evolutionary biology. In 2012, I obtained a PhD in dance. In the process of becoming an art[scient]ist, I have encountered many pitfalls
and roadblocks, but also greatly benefited from remarkable opportunities. In this paper, I reflect on my own experience to present an insider's view of artscience, the rare tale of a
scientist venturing in the field of art. I propose a roadmap for achieving paradisciplinarity; the parallel and symmetric practice of scientific and artistic activities. Namely, I
present a list of sufficient and necessary conditions for the making of a true paradisciplinary art[scient]ist. This paper is not about collaborative artscience projects involving
scientists and artists working on a common subject/object, it precisely concerns individuals who want to become successful art[scient]ists with dual careers, both as working
scientists and performance/exhibiting artists.
Introduction
The literature on artscience (including SEAD white papers) is filled with examples of collaborations among scientists and artists working towards a common objective. Success
stories abound to demonstrate the power of transdisciplinary projects, and to promote interactions between disciplines in the arts, the sciences and the humanities. In the field of
bioart alone, several books are presenting and discussing the tools of the trade ”" the conditions for a successful integration of art and biotechnology (Hauser, 2003; Anker &
Nelkin, 2004; Bulatov, 2004; Poissant & Daubner, 2005; Kac, 2007; Pandilovski, 2008; Reichle, 2009; Poissant & Daubner, 2012). Based on the shear number of publications
on the subject, it looks easy to make bioart. Yet, the vast majority of bioartists have no formal training in cell and molecular biology, genetics, or genomics. If artists have a
genuine desire to make art with the tools of science, they must be willing to collaborate with researchers in the field. The first risk of such artscience projects is for the artists to
think that they are doing science when they are participating in the process of science (Bunt, 2008). The second risk of this interaction is to use the biologist as a technician,
with no formal recognition of the scientific contribution to the creative process. This paper proposes one solution to this collaborative dilemma ”" paradisciplinarity. I am not
concerned here with interdisciplinary projects involving several persons (scientists, engineers, artists, designers). I want to provide recommendations for training single
individuals as artists and scientists. Based on my own experience as a bioartist with two PhDs, in biology and dance, I believe to be qualified to present an insider's view of
paradisciplinarity.
Paradisciplinarity: what's in a word?
Unlike inter-, multi-, cross- and transdisciplinary collaborations, which define various types of interactions among a group of (at least two) individuals working together on a
common project (e.g. an artist and a scientist), paradisciplinarity applies to a single individual practicing two disciplines at the same time.
Two conditions are thus required for any given practice to be defined as paradisciplinary:
i) Parallelism ”" the two disciplines must be performed in parallel by the same individual, in a synchronous fashion (a neurobiologist who is also choreographer clearly meets
this criterion; a choreographer who changed career to become a neurobiologist does not)

ii) Symmetry ”" the importance (involvement) of each disciplinary practice must be relatively symmetrical in the individual's curriculum (a composer who publishes scientific
papers in acoustics and also performs musical pieces in concert halls meets this second criterion; a physicist who publishes in scientific journal and also enjoys playing the piano
at home does not)
Artscience provides a specific type of paradisciplinary research and creation. Strictly speaking, an art[scient]ist is an artist and a scientist at the same time. It corresponds to what
Roger Malina (2010) defines as Type IV in his typology of artscience collaborations: individuals with dual careers both as working scientists and exhibiting artists (i.e. the
classic/romantic model of the individual genius).
How to become an art[scient]ist?
The secret of artscience is in the making. The becoming of an art[scient]ist thus requires both formal training in scientific methods and artistic practices The process is
painstaking, a difficult path paved with many pitfalls (too numerous to be listed here). It took me ten years to become an art[scient]ist. Or so I think. The paradisciplinary
training of an individual in the arts and the sciences is just the first step. The true becoming of an art[scient]ist requires not only to master the technical tools and epistemological
discourses of two trades at once, but ultimately to make significant contributions to both science and art. Short of this reciprocal relationship, one's contributions will remain that
of an artist doing "trivial science", or that of a scientist making "trivial art" (Bunt 2008).
Assessing whether any given artscience practice is truly paradisciplinary relies on relevant metrics. When scientific and artistic contributions are analyzed separately, standard
performance indices can be used (e.g., scientific papers, artworks, invited conferences, exhibitions, media coverage, grants, patents, etc.). The assessment of hybrid practices,
however, may require new metrics to quantify the dual contributions of an art[scient]ist. Based on what factors should we measure the success of paradisciplinarity? Criteria of
science, or criteria of art? Is the work having a lasting effect in the field or art, the field of science, or in both fields at once? How to compare the impact factor of a publication in
Leonardo (or Nature) with the impact of a solo exhibition in a gallery (or MOMA)? Should qualitative measures be preferred over quantitative metrics?
How to become an art[scient]ist is an interesting question, but when to do it is even more important. Just as a child raised in two different languages will become fluent in both
languages, a child exposed to science and art early on is more likely to understand and master the cultural differences of art and science. Yet, it's never too late to learn a foreign
language. Which one should come first? Art or science? I was trained as a scientist before obtaining a second degree in art, but the alternative path is also possible ”" and much
more likely to be followed by bioartists. In practice, art[scient]ists rarely have a bicultural training and practice. Such a symmetrical and synchronous training is extremely
unlikely. Which model should thus be promoted for training art[scient]ists? Art, then science? Science, then art? Art and science at once? It would be of great interest to assess
the effects of various training scenarios using performance metrics from the fields of science and art.
The art[scient]ist as an experimenter
The modus operandi of artscience is to rely on a single creative process, artists and scientists being the "twin engines" of creativity working together towards the same goals
(Wilson, 2010). Assuming that it is actually possible to participate in the research process in a similar way for both the artists and scientists, the question remains ”" how can a
single person do it? As an art[scient]ist, I have encountered several roadblocks in my hybrid research, but I found one major commonality: experimentation is the meeting point
of artscience practices. It is very important in the training of an art[scient]ist to enhance this experimental process and not just the product of the experiment (Edwards, 2010). In
spite of cultural differences, experimentation is the antidote against the classical art/science dualism (see Snow, 1959). Claude Bernard (1865), the father of experimental
medicine, defined scientific experimentation as "the art of obtaining rigorous and well-defined experiments". For the artist Allan Kaprow (1993), experimentation is "the
verification or testing of a principle". One could easily swap these two definitions, which apply to both science and art. Experimentation represents the transversal dimension to
any creative process, artistic of scientific. To become an art[scient]ist is, first and foremost, becoming an experimenter.
The art[scient]ist as a mediator
In theory, there is actually no difference in nature between experimental arts and sciences. The creative process, whatever it is, is part of the same quest ”" the act of
experimenting, to make an experiment. The difficulty lies elsewhere, as to understand one another, artists must not only to master the experimental methodology of science, but
the discourse of science (the opposite is also true for scientists venturing in artistic territories). For one, artists could study the scientific literature related to their areas of interest
and develop a high level of skills and knowledge that enable them to become active practitioners in research. They would need at least to consider the scientific techniques of
experimental design, which improve the clarity of the results (Wilson, 2005, p. 350). In parallel, the scientists would benefit from finding a way to be open to contributions from
researchers from artistic disciplines. They would need to find a way to temporarily suspend the rigidity of their expectations regarding methodological protocols to accommodate
non-traditional practices, results and technologies from other fields (Wilson, 2005, p. 351). When it will be possible for scientists to understand the work of artists without any
prejudice and for artists in turn to appreciate the science at fair value, both areas will benefit from their epistemological differences. Nobody knows if science can progress
without art, or if art can progress without science. Their mutual progress does not depend on their interaction, but the interaction governs the progress (Richmond, 1984). To
establish a better interaction between researchers from arts and sciences, it is imperative for one to master the language of the other. In this particular context, the individual
trained in paradisciplinarity plays a pivotal role; that of a bicultural individual who can speak both languages. To become an art[scient]ist is becoming a mediator, a translator, an
interpreter, an intercessor between two cultures.
Suggested actions
Given that (i) training an art[scient]ist is long-time process, (ii) that most art[scient]ist will have primary training in one field (art or science) followed by secondary training in
the other field, and (iii) that different obstacles are impeding that secondary training and practice, I have established a list of sufficient and necessary (desirable) conditions for
the making of an art[scient]ist. This (partial) list requires for any given bona fide art[scient]ist to: give scientific talks at arts conferences; show art/performance works at
scientific conferences; obtain grants from scientific and art agencies; obtain joint faculty appointments in science and art departments; teach science to artists and art to scientists;
supervise graduate projects in artscience; publish in art, science, and artscience journals. In order to meet these objectives, I have identified a number of actions, which could
improve and encourage true paradisciplinarity in artscience practices, and promote the participation and involvement of art[scient]ists in academia, art institutions, funding
agencies, etc.
LIST OF SUGGESTED ACTIONS
Suggested action # 1: Define novel metrics for artscience contributions
Barriers: The quantitative metrics of scientific research are quite different from the qualitative metric of artistic creativity.
Benefits: Develop objective measures of success for artscience projects (interdisciplinary or paradisciplinary).
Stakeholders: Funding agencies; University administrators.
Actions: Find similarities and differences in the metrics used by different funding agencies to determine the performance of scientists/artists. Develop hybrid measures that take
into account significant contributions to both fields at once, not just the sum of scientific and artistic contributions taken separately. This may help funding agencies and
university administrators making decisions in the evaluation of artscience projects.
Suggested action #2: Assess the relative performance of artscience curricula
Barriers: Impossible to compare different curricula, and assess when is the best time to learn artscience (high school level, undergraduate level, graduate level).
Benefits: Determine if it is best to learn how to do science before making art, how to make art before doing science, or learning both at the same time.
Stakeholders: University administrators.
Actions: Interdisciplinary curricula already focus on training individuals in the arts and the sciences. It is not clear that learning artscience in a simultaneous fashion is better
than learning art and science (or science and art) in a successive (and cumulative) curriculum. Using the metrics defined in action #1, the relative success of art[scient]ists trained
using different scenarios will be compared.

Suggested action #3: Advocate the role of mediators in artscience
Barriers: artistic mediators have no formal training in science; scientific mediators have no formal training in art.
Benefits: Create a new type of bicultural mediators for artscience practices.
Stakeholders: Funding agencies; Art institutions: Administrators; Artscience journals.
Actions: The paradisciplinary training of art[scient]ists will produce a new type of mediator for artscience projects. It is suggested to engage such intercessors in every project
involving a group of artists and scientists working together. These mediators may also sit on search committees for joint artscience positions, on editorial boards of artscience
journals, on the jury of artscience exhibitions, on review committees of funding agencies, as well as on the board of art institutions (galleries, museums).
Suggested action #4: Promote experimentation as a common tool for artscience practice
Barriers: artists have no (or little) experimental training in scientific methods; scientists have no experimental (or little) training in artistic practices.
Benefits: Enhance the knowledge of artscience experimentation in a large fraction of the population; improve the general public understanding of art and science.
Stakeholders: Instructors of art for scientists; Instructors of science for artists.
Actions: New courses should be added to science (respectively art) curricula to foster paradisciplinary training of art (respectively science). *I personally was interested in dance
while taking a contemporary dance class for non-dancers; that lead me to doing a PhD in dance*. Science classes for non-scientists and art classes for non-artists should focus on
the experimental process of making science and art, not only the theoretical aspects; that is, train artists to design and make scientific experiments; conversely, train scientist to
experiment with some artistic media.
Suggested action #5: Create residence for scientists in art institutions
Barriers: Lack of funding sources; lack of interest.
Benefits: Better understanding of the art world by the scientists; better understanding of science by the art institutions.
Stakeholders: Art institutions; Art funding agencies.
Actions: There are quite a few programs already in place to host artists in scientific labs (e.g. Symbiotica), but fewer options are currently available for scientists. Funding
agencies should create specific "scientist-in-residence" programs to promote artscience integration. Art institutions should be more open to hosting scientists for developing
long-term relationships between art and science.
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ABSTRACT
The technical and societal challenges we face at the dawn of the 21st century will likely require not only the continued development of 20th century technologies, strategies, and
educational approaches, but also more fundamental shifts in the way that we perceive and relate to our world. Artists/designers and scientists/engineers are uniquely positioned
via their respective training and creativities to enhance our view of the world in different, but complementary, ways. A virtual symposium held in November 2011 brought
together professionals from diverse fields working with the oceans or water, which is often considered today's most critical resource. Interactions and presentations highlighted
opportunities and challenges, which included [1] developing a common language (verbal, visual, mathematical, auditory, etc.) for communicating across disciplines, [2] utilizing
art or artistic portrayals to describe, investigate and preserve nature, [3] incorporating scientific perspectives into the creations of artists and designers who reach people in
innovative ways, and [4] expanding the knowledge of and feeling for nature through diverse expressions. A subset of these opportunities and challenges is addressed in this
paper.
INTRODUCTION
The interaction between science/engineering and art/design (SEAD) can extend far beyond the former providing novel technologies for latter or the latter providing clever ways
to portray the former. Long-standing arguments as to whether artists can accurately portray the intricacies of scientific theories, which themselves are continually revised, or
whether scientists can recognize the nuances and meanings of artistic works may not be the salient issues. Instead, the combined perspectives of artists and scientists that arise
from fundamentally different ways of observing, interpreting, and describing the world may provide each other and all people with unique ways of viewing the natural world and
approaching the challenges associated with it. Many significant breakthroughs in the arts, sciences, and design/engineering fields have resulted, not from the modification of
standard or accepted views, but from fundamentally different ways of perceiving the world—whether through the senses or intellect. Artists/designers and scientists/engineers
are uniquely positioned via their respective training, discoveries, and creativities to view the world in different and mutually beneficial ways.
Although art and science were closely linked during the time of Galileo and Leonardo, post-18th century trends have defined art, design, engineering, and science as separate
professions (Kemp 2010). Distinguishing artistic images from rigorous mathematical descriptions of the natural world has resulted in less and less interaction among the two

groups. In addition to an increasing specialization among most scientists and an "art for the sake of art" philosophy among some artists during the postmodern era, both the
jargon and tools employed by scientists and artists in performing and presenting their respective work seem to have become more distinct, arcane, and mutually irrelevant.
There is recent optimism among art-science enthusiasts that the expanding realm of digital media, including the international open-source movement, could assist them in
addressing the issue of separate tools (Wilson 2010). However, a shared computer literacy alone is unlikely to bridge the profession-specific jargon gap between scientists and
artists.
COMMUNICATION MODES
Devising new words or altering/expanding the meaning of existing ones to somehow create a verbal or written language that is common to both artists and scientists would be
difficult given the breadth of topics required to be addressed. In his book entitled The Artful Universe (1995), John Barrow examines the origins of our sense of beauty, order,
and other aesthetics in light of the underlying spatial and temporal patterns of the physical world. In fact, we humans embody many of the same patterns (at least on a physical
level) as those we perceive and appreciate (either consciously or unconsciously) in the world around us. Martin Kemp's book Seen/Unseen (2006) discusses in detail the ways in
which major scientific theories throughout history have been influenced by visualization and the ability of scientists to both create visual models and to take inspiration from
images they encounter. And vision is not the only sensory mode from which scientists have gained insight and inspiration for their theories. Auditory cues from both nature and
music have also served as inspiration for scientific breakthroughs and for insightful perspectives on natural phenomena over a range of spatial and temporal scales.
Art has been described in terms of pattern and rhythm as a combination of elements repeated in a predictable and variable manner, respectively. Similarly, musicians use
repeated elements that vary in their predictably and, thus, produce a balance of expected and unexpected elements for listeners who find the compositions aesthetically pleasing
(Levitin et al. 2012). Although only certain branches of science specifically focus on patterns, rhythms, and repetition, data from a wide range of natural phenomena and
scientific fields can be expressed in terms of vibrations, cycles, frequencies, and other descriptors of rhythm, as well as distributions, geometries, shapes, and similar descriptors
of pattern (Ball 1999). Design and mathematical aspects of engineering are amenable to representation by patterns and rhythms, which are specifically integrated into the final
systems and products. Generally regarded as the fundamental language of both science and engineering, mathematics is commonly linked to rhythmic sounds and movements
that have been used to teach school children otherwise abstract subjects such as arithmetic (Alton 1998).
Is there something universal about the geometries, cycles, symmetry, balance, and repeated patterns in nature that artists and musicians incorporate into their works and
compositions and that scientists and engineers reveal in their theories and complex mathematics? And what underlies the perception of beauty, perfection, or resonance in art
and science? These are not just ethereal questions, but instead may point to factors that provide the impetus for the kinds of scientific and artistic breakthroughs that could allow
us to more efficiently address today's challenges and to more effectively communicate the essence of those challenges to others. Whereas the answers to these questions remain
a mystery, there are an astonishing number of physical, social, and related systems that can be described by fractal relationships, 1/f structures, and hierarchical designs (Chen
2011). Fractals suggest underlying spatial and temporal patterns that often appear random or disordered at first glance, but are represented in everything from music and art to
landscapes and heartbeats. Is our perception of beauty, whether inherent in a piece of music or a photograph of a glacier, related to an underlying fractal-like hierarchy that
resonates to something within us and to everything around us?
When the topic of communication among professionals in different fields is raised, it is often assumed that words or numbers represent the best candidates for constructing or
distilling a common language; but this may not be the case. It may be that pattern and rhythm represent better candidates simply because they are more universal. Whereas the
existence of rhythm and pattern within disciplines as diverse as science, engineering, art, and design has been recognized for centuries, communicating about or presenting
scientific and artistic works in a language that specifically facilitates interactions between artists and scientists is of more recent interest. The OpenLab at U.C. Santa Cruz is a
good example of a research facility focused on communication between scientists and artists to the benefit of both (openlabresearch.com).
PATTERNS AND RHYTHMS
The idea that pattern or rhythm could, in and of itself, represent a form of communication or language among scientists, artists, and designers is certainly not a new one. The
British architect Christopher Alexander (1977) wrote about a pattern language consisting of a hierarchy of parts, or design components, that are linked together by patterns
capable of addressing and solving problems associated with each of its parts. The patterns themselves can be scaled up or down, creating what might be termed a fractal-like
network and revealing information on higher hierarchical levels that is not present on lower ones. The patterns, which express the possible relationships among parts, consist of
rules that work equally well for the natural and architectural (designed) worlds. It is the link among parts that permits the pattern to serve as a language.
Expanding on Alexander's ideas, Nikos Salingaros (2000) explains that pattern languages assist in addressing the complexity inherent in a wide range of natural and humandesigned systems. He also describes how to develop and validate pattern languages for different systems so that they can adapt to or change our environment. This ability is
particularly germane to the present discussion because pattern language is a way of connecting designs to human beings and, in turn, devising solutions. Although patterns are
distinct from scientific theories in their being derived from observations, rather than from first principles, they do provide a basis from which scientific theories can emerge and
most natural phenomena can be described (Salingaros 2000). Pattern language is directly applicable to wide variety of natural systems that are described by complex networks
composed of individual components or nodes, which connect and disconnect to one another according to a set of rules, or laws, in determining a system's self-organizing
behavior.
The theory that both chaos and geometric order are required to produce quality architectural designs, many of which unfold in an unpredictable manner, is based on the way that
individual patterns are added during the design process (Rubinowicz 2000). By the same token, geometric and pattern languages have been devised for music, permitting both
rhythm and pitch to be described as transformations of sets of points or nodes (Meredith 2012). Whereas music is often considered the realm of human artists, at least one
researcher has hypothesized that non-human organisms use rhythm based communication, which relies on the synchronization of biological rhythms among two organisms such
that predictable time windows are established for sending and receiving signals (Beamish 2010).
The physical, chemical, and biological worlds are replete with examples of systems describable by patterns, rhythms, and fractal-like relationships evident on scales ranging
from the atomic to the cosmic. Even scientific data that are not specifically presented in terms of patterns, rhythms or hierarchical relationships can often be perceived or
interpreted in those terms or, at the very least, compared and contrasted with studies that do include such data (Marrin 2012).
APPLICATIONS
The following applications were drawn from a recent symposium that brought together scientists, engineers, artists, musicians, filmmakers, and designers (isaswr.com). The
participants shared their work with water and the oceans, showcasing a variety of approaches and challenges to combining technical and artistic pursuits in an attempt to either
bring awareness to or develop practical solutions for water-related challenges. Many of these pursuits capitalize on the patterns or rhythms that are common to both the arts and
sciences.
Linking Nature to Human Emotion and Education. Filmmaker Carlos Mora captures water's rhythms, movements, and resulting patterns in natural settings and encourages a
"culture of water" whereby artists, designers, scientists, and all interested people share their views and experiences. He has created an online forum that permits people to
communicate about water using different modalities while adhering to common themes, thus facilitating a multimedia conversation from which common elements can be
recognized and a link between seemingly dissimilar descriptions or perceptions of water can be made (somosagua.mx).
Using Art to Focus Attention on Environmental Challenges. Artist and professor Pamela Longobardi has spent time documenting and cleaning up plastic wastes that are carried
by ocean currents to coastlines throughout the world. Her Drifters Project focuses on global-scale patterns created by the oceanic transport of plastics and smaller-scale patterns
of plastic wastes that are distributed along beaches (driftersproject.net). One facet of her art involves the use of selected plastic wastes to produce installations and exhibits on an
even smaller scale that symbolically focus attention on the destructive fabrication and use of plastics (Longobardi 2010). Possessing a scientific background, she approaches
each new site as a forensic researcher.
Creating Functional Art across Spatial Scales. Artist and professor Mara Haseltine has created artificial reefs and other underwater habitats based on the geometry, patterning,
and functionality of natural reefs and on scaling-up microscopic structures in nature to facilitate the reintroduction of marine organisms. In addition to the structure of her reefs,
she has experimented with various materials (e.g., glass, metal, porcelain) in order to provide optimal substrates for the colonization of marine organisms (Haseltine 2013).
Particularly interesting is her use of nature's microscopic structures and patterns to create macroscopic designs (calamara.com). Her artwork incorporates geometries and
patterns that serve valuable scientific/engineering purposes and that unite cultural and biological evolution through a practice known as "geotherapy."
Integrating Art, Design, and Engineering. Landscape architect Greg Shinn has mediated among artists, engineers, designers, and regulators in conjunction with projects where
artists are asked to explain, rather than to produce, their work under an unfamiliar set of guidelines. The challenge of translating the artist's intuitive vision into the engineer's
practical work is one that requires a mediator who can express and understand visions in multiple languages, whether they are verbal, graphical, intuitive, mathematical, or
otherwise. Emulating the methods of such translators is potentially valuable for facilitating communication among technical professionals and artists whose work must be
integrated into multifaceted projects.
Choreographing Dance to Nature's Rhythm. Dance director Kimi Eisele choreographs various performances that experientially link audiences to local environmental issues,
with the goal of changing the perceptions and behaviors of people through movement. Based upon the natural rhythm of water's movement and of humans' interacting with
water, audiences are given the opportunity to perceive local water challenges differently. She connects human physicality and feeling to an awareness of environmental problems

and solutions (NewARTiculations.org).
SUMMARY
In addition to the challenge of communication among scientists/engineers and artists/designers, style, culture, and value differences among the two groups have also been
identified as potential hurdles to collaboration (Mitchell et al. 2003). Nonetheless, communication or language barriers may represent the most formidable of those mentioned
and could inhibit SEAD collaborations that might otherwise yield new perspectives for addressing environmental challenges and more effectively relating those challenges to the
public. The suggested actions in this white paper focus on increasing the potential for art-science collaborations by emphasizing elements that are common (and perhaps
fundamental) to both and, at the same time, bypassing the esoteric words, descriptions, and symbols that often separate their respective cultures and styles.
SUGGESTED ACTIONS
Environmental Activist/Conservation Groups
[1] Approach the natural world (e.g., water, air, land) not only as problematic issues, but also as a model for solutions that can assist in balancing relationships among human
interests. Messages incorporating an underlying pattern or rhythm that appeals to everyone are unifying, rather than divisive. Explore using the subtle messages of art or music,
as well as the more overt messages of statistics and scientific predictions, in reaching a wider range of audiences.
[2] Organize environmental cleanups such that participants observe the spatial distribution and temporal appearance of debris as a means of interpreting where it may have
originated, how and when it may have been transported, and how the environment has altered it. When appealing to audiences, experiment with ways in which pollution or
ecosystem degradation can be identified with patterns or rhythms that are different from those of more pristine environments.
Educators and Educational Institutions
[3] Utilize the tools of rhythm and pattern to teach elementary and high school subjects such as mathematics and science, rendering these subjects less abstract to students.
Devise college-level courses that emphasize underlying patterns, rhythms, and fractal-like relationships from both the science/engineering and art/design fields as a means of
encouraging students to identify common themes or components and to express those commonalities as a balanced view of nature.
[4] Establish cross-disciplinary courses that examine and compare methodologies employed by artists and scientists in investigating, portraying, and experimenting with the
natural world. Emphasize how the tools and intentions of scientists/engineers can assist artists/designers in their work, and vice-versa. An example of this type of crossdisciplinary course may be found at the website http//:gsuart.pbworks.com/w/page/7011421/FrontPage.
Professional Organizations and Organizers
[5] Arrange formal links among organizations representing SEAD professionals in order to plan joint meetings and to sponsor virtual or face-to-face forums where the focus is
interdisciplinary communication and development of a common language leading to permanent relationships. Recognize that seemingly unrelated viewpoints on various topics,
as well as understandings drawn from different fields, when communicated through a common language such as pattern and rhythm, can yield transformational insights or
perceptual shifts in science, art, and design.
Government Planning/Regulatory Agencies
[6] Consult a range of professionals early in decision-making processes and consider the use of mediators who are conversant in the languages of SEAD participants, as well as
regulations or planning requirements. Seek out professionals from relevant fields and institutions interested in forging a relationship between scientists/engineers and
artists/designers. Suggest the use of pattern, rhythm, and hierarchical relationships as a way to enhance the communication among SEAD professionals and to demonstrate how
understanding processes or devising solutions at one level of management may be scaled up or down to other levels.
Public and Private Funding Institutions
[7] Support projects that present or reanalyze scientific results and engineering specifications in terms of pattern, rhythm, fractal-like structures, hierarchies, or other common
elements that can be more easily translated into or from artistic and design works. Add a funding category to support artists who produce designs that are based on their
interpretation of natural structures or cycles and that are directly applicable to scientific or engineering projects in addressing real-world challenges. Support the expansion of
media and technologies that foster communication among professionals via a common language and offer didactic perceptions of the natural world and our challenges with it.
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Introduction

Data are growing intensely and pose a substantial data visualization challenge. Every day we generate massive amounts of data in the form of photos we take, electronic
messages we send, and queries we make to Internet browsers. Numbers of shared data have more than doubled during the past five years (Internet World Stats). The complexity
of collecting and analyzing big data in meaningful ways challenges and changes the fundamental of research, impacting research methodology itself and our approach to tool
design. From medicine to sociology, analysis of quantifiable data about life on Earth has allowed researchers to gain new insight making us better understand genetic and
molecular underpinnings of disease. Analyzing big data encourages new research questions, triggers new data interactions, and motivates new research technologies and
methods. In particular, we experience an enormous increase in development of visual technologies, tools and methods for exploring and analyzing data. Making sense of data
visually is fundamental to most research processes. We depend on visual patterns and guidance in everything we see. When reviewing an article in a journal, we first explore
graphics and visual representations before reading the actual paper. Visual representations and analytical tools have the potential to augment our reasoning capacities by
facilitating perceptual inference, discover patterns, and expand our working memory.
Visualizations have emerged as an important component of understanding and interpreting data. In the emerging field of visual analysis, several key areas of focus exist: 1)
analytical reasoning techniques (enabling users to obtain deep insights directly supporting assessment, planning and decision making); 2) visual representations and interaction
techniques (allowing users to see, explore, and filter large amounts of information into intelligible partitions); 3) data representations and transformations (converting all types of
conflicting and dynamic data in ways that support visualization and analysis); and 4) techniques to support production, presentation and dissemination of the results (in the
appropriate context to a variety of audiences) (Thomas & Cook 2005: 4). These focus areas are to be pursued through collaboration and interaction between subjects such as
scientific analytics, information analytics, knowledge discovery, cognitive and perceptual science, expertise data management, geo-spatial analytics, human-computerinteraction, and many more (Keim et al. 2006). A cross-disciplinary framework is fundamental in practicing successful data visualization and is the substance of the challenges
presented in this paper.
Challenges
The access to massive amounts of data together with an urgent need of tools to help us process information and create reliable representations have fostered the current trend of
exploiting visual methods for discovering new knowledge and helping in decision-making processes. Most research disciplines are using visualization techniques to interpret and
gain insight into the huge volumes of unstructured data. In our work we have identified two major challenges for data visualization and information design:
1.
2.

The lack of communication and exchange of visual methods, tools and strategies across different research areas, resulting in unnecessary duplication of efforts.
The lack of a common set of skills as a basis for more effective collaborations between people in different fields to develop and improve visual tools.

While we see domain specific efforts advancing visualization techniques, they often remain part of the knowledge of these particular communities, and are rarely shared across
domains. For example, there are two main venues for visualization of biological data: Visualizing Biological Data (VIZBI) and BioVis (part of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers' VisWeek). Although these meetings intend to integrate disciplines, few biologists attend (the expert domain side of these projects). It is necessary to
explore integrative ways of sharing efforts in devising visual methods so as to help advance, not only the field of data visualization, but also the areas in which visualizations
help advance knowledge.
Visualization tools and software solutions are increasingly designed to facilitate particular projects, data or results, and rarely offer a general approach. Furthermore, making
such tools is often expensive and time consuming, requiring methodical approaches from practitioners in many disciplines, and can only be done in highly interdisciplinary
collaborations between scientists, computer scientists, data designers, scientific illustrators, and many more disciplines. This constitutes a significant challenge for data
visualization. What is needed is a 'common language' and shared skill sets that transcend conventional professional boundaries from computer science to graphic design. A
research team needs to be able to interpret the underlying structure of a dataset in a very abstract, algorithmic way, as well as understand the process of mapping data attributes
to specific visual encoding channels — skills that are natural extensions of basic computer science principles. Similarly, practitioners need to be able to extract the tasks and
define the visual representations that will best capture the essence of the dataset — skills that relate to fundamental concepts found in design. Practitioners of data visualization
need to work in multidisciplinary environments and communicate with field experts in order to extract knowledge about specific application areas — competences of critical
analysis, communication abilities, and social skills are all highly important in a successful collaboration.
In our personal experience, each of us had a subset of these required skills and had to learn the others in order to have meaningful interactions with each other. Countless
resources have shortened the way to knowledge. Technologies and databases offer free access to a number of documents, files, figures, numbers, facts, etc., telling stories about
the world we live in. We now need to ask: How do we gain proper and relevant insight? How do we define the appropriate methods to explore, analyze, and communicate
information? How do we go about teaching these skills and methods to the upcoming generation of visualization practitioners and data scientists? We argue for a more effective,
structured and scalable way of doing this, rather than the serendipitous trajectories that we ourselves went by. We see several major challenges ahead for data visualization, from
education of future generations of data designers to supporting mechanisms to those already working in the field. We ask, can we define a common knowledge base and think
differently about teaching computer science and design principles with the goal of visual analysis in mind? How do we bring these common sets of skills to cross-disciplinary
teams of current practitioners?
Suggested actions
To answer these questions and to meet the cross-disciplinary challenges of data visualization set out by this paper, we present the following suggestions to advance the ongoing
effort in the field of data visualization:
1.
2.
3.

Establish channels for cross-domain communication (e.g., professional meetings, peer-reviewed publications, community maintained web-based forums, etc.)
Develop an interdisciplinary common ground.
Carry vision for funding bodies on the potential payoffs for cross-domain initiatives.

1. Establishing channels of cross-domain communication
The suggestion and ambition of creating a common platform for knowledge exchange is aimed at a diverse data visualization community, including data producers, data
designers, graphic designers, computer scientists, analysts, illustrators, etc.
Most of us use visual methods and tools to synthesize information and data. We do that to analyze and reason about our questions and subjects, to discover patterns, to
understand structural features, and to communicate ideas and results effectively, etc. However, current methods for data visualization and information design are dispersed and
rarely subject to cross-disciplinary knowledge exchange. Individually, all disciplines involved in data visualization advances the research and practice of visualizing data by
devising new visual methods, new algorithms, and new design features, etc. Individual research communities share their best practices in domain specific conferences, meetings
and journals. Researchers only join other parties out of sheer curiosity or by coincident, and their knowledge rarely overlaps without self-motivated pursuit and communication.
For data visualization to advance as a distinct research field we need more immediate interaction and direct knowledge sharing. A common platform for knowledge exchange
and sharing of best practices would provide that. Such a platform would not only strengthen research interaction, tool development, and design ideas for data visualization, but
also provide valuable knowledge of design initiatives and methods that failed to perform as expected.
To encourage cross-domain and interdisciplinary exchange we suggest creating platforms including cross-disciplinary meetings, research conferences and workshops, and
online open repositories for sharing knowledge of ongoing and concluded research projects, published papers, current tools and method databases, call for papers, etc. allowing
documentation, storage, search, evaluation and retrieval of research and knowledge related to data visualization and information design. It will be advantageous if strategies,
methods and tools created in a particular field are accessible to other domains. We are a growing community of practitioners in the field of data visualization. Having a common
ground and means to share experiences can help advance the field, and further encourage interdisciplinary cooperation and collaboration.
2. Developing an interdisciplinary common ground
The suggestion of creating a necessary interdisciplinary common ground encourages and emphasizes the desire and need of a common visualization ground at university level.
This common ground for discussion and collaboration is aimed at members of the diverse data visualization community in academia.
Currently, few strategies defending or describing a common ground in data visualization and information design exist. New developments of tools and methods tend to be
subject to casual and individual demands, subjective design ideas, visual consensus in the particular field, and lack of visual training for the information designer or data analyst.

As pointed out in the previous section, the education of young researchers is also constrained to domain specific techniques and students are rarely exposed to or encouraged to
use visual analysis methods from other fields. The curriculum, and hence the education of students working with any kind of data visualization, tend to be narrow in focus,
leaving any use of untried ways or reasoning up to the individual student. There are several initiatives that promote numerical literacy across all ages and gender: from incentives
toward strong mathematical and scientific foundation in K-12 education, to encouraging women to embrace STEM education. But there is hardly any initiative that universally
addresses the need for spatial and visual thinking along with analytical and numerical reasoning. The challenges posed by big data and the burgeoning practice of data
visualization require us to rethink educating of the next generation of data visualizers at university level.
With the objective of bridging engineering and design aspects of data visualization, and thereby advance educational settings and curricula, we suggest forming taskforces to
trace and outline a common pedagogical approach incorporating visual and analytical, statistical and computational core values and techniques. A proposed common ground and
educational basis would include the analytical and data oriented models and methods from computer science, allowing a common language for structure and complexity of
visualization systems. From the arts and design, we would suggest including the perceptual and human centered methods and strategies, allowing for a discussion of form,
perspective, and usability. We believe that the basics of these two areas of enquiries and two ways of reasoning can be brought together, enriching the way we communicate in
collaborative groups as well as adding skills that can benefit the way we work in either one of these groups. The effort will encourage disciplines to adopt curricula that are
domain specific while attending to interdisciplinary pedagogical needs.
3. Funding cross-domain initiatives
Recognizing the importance of diverse skills for developing effective visualizations means providing resources for researchers and practitioners to come together to reach a
common goal, while also pushing the boundaries of their individual domains. Funding agencies need to financially support a holistic solution to dealing with big data, which
includes funding a broad range of research areas that approach the problem from different perspectives
There are funding opportunities in place for visualization research that we consider fundamental and that should continue as they help advance the visualization field in general.
However, there seems to be a lack of funding for tackling visualization research (broadly construed) in the context of driving, real-world problems. For example, in tackling a
specific biological question, the need for, and difficulty of, developing appropriate techniques and tools for making sense of the data should be accounted for in funding
proposals. Proposals that include (equal) partnerships between application experts and visualization researchers should be encouraged, with appropriate resources for both fields
to advance.
Furthermore, we suggest providing additional funding for encouraging cross-disciplinary initiatives as those described in suggestions #1 and #2. We believe that supporting
the study of interdisciplinary teams across domains will be needed if we are to define and promote a common visualization platform and educational system. Funding could
support, for example, launching selected pilot pedagogical projects to pioneer suggestion #2, as well as for archiving and retrieving research from diverse domains as described
in suggestion #1.
Final Thoughts
Data is meaningless unless we can reason about it and ultimately gain insight through analysis. One of the main challenges we face in research environments working with big
data is to find appropriate methods and strategies to make sense of and advance knowledge in academia, businesses, and government. To meet this challenge this paper focuses
on visualization methods in terms of facilitating analytical reasoning processes in diverse research domains. Visualization is one method to address complexity, we believe it is
the most ubiquitous, and one that can be used in meaningful ways together with other techniques, as it effectively actuates our sensory and cognitive systems. However, in order
to advance the field of data visualization we need to create common grounds for sharing knowledge across domains, while also advancing curricula to prepare a new generation
of practitioners.
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Abstract
Collaborations between Art - Design - Engineering - Science ”" Humanities, have a tendency to look grand on paper, appear logical to the mind, but in reality are far from easy
to achieve. What are the secrets to successful collaborations?
With this SEAD White Paper we propose to provide a number of suggested actions towards a taxonomy of challenges involved with different typologies of collaborations
between Art - Design - Engineering - Science ”" Humanities. In order to do this we put out a call to artists, scientists, engineers and designers, who requested to share their
expertise by elaborating on key aspects of failure and success within their experiences of collaborations. This paper has been developed in such a way that it forms a ready-touse practical guideline for new collaborators in the field of art, design, engineering, science and the humanities.
To keep a clear overview general observations were written into a set of suggestions supported with examples, such as theoretical argumentation and referential material, which
are placed in the footnotes. As well as a list of challenges, questions and comments. Advisors and contributors were asked to supplement the articles with examples from
practice and theory. By mapping issues within different typologies of collaborations, new collaborators may self-identify into roles and responsibilities and construct achievable
aims and results.
We realize that in rapidly emerging new areas of practice, terminologies and taxonomies also evolve rapidly; this in itself is a record of how collaborations lead to new transdisciplinary or inter-disciplinary forms. Thus by understanding the complexity of problematic issues that surround such collaborations we hope to develop a working group of
collaborators to begin to build an educational tool to be used as a practical guide by those who aspire to engage in such collaborations.
In this white paper we identify suggestions concerning the developing of useful taxonomies that clarify the variety of situations, obstacles and opportunities, to facilitate Science
and Engineering to Artistic and Design based works and theories and the scope of the Humanities and their varied collaborations.
1) Motivations We suggest that for each collaboration a meta-value is written for the motivation to collaborate that stands separately from the motivations, aims and objectives of
the project in which one collaborates. We suggest to further define a main motivation and a set of flexible sub-motivations.
Example: collaboration introduces to alternative ways of thinking and perceiving. It leads to unconventional combinations of skills and talents. It stimulates novel methods of
investigation, developmental structures, processes and techniques. It creates new analogies, observational skills, perspectives and patterns. Collaborations lead to a potential of
new discoveries and intellectual property.
Example: Perhaps with each project the motivation is to develop new knowledge. What this 'new knowledge' actually is, and how one will obtain it, depends on the experience
of each collaborator, one's discipline and the methods of one's field. For this one needs to be open to what different fields consider as new knowledge. Knowledge not only being
objective, but also subjective. Knowledge that is not necessarily reproducible.
Each collaboration should define the sub-categories of motivations separately based on the institutes and individuals involved.
Example: sub-motivations may be to work with new creative expressions or to find new forms of (social) communication with the public for instance new visualization tools for
complex scientific phenomena, such as big data. New ways of finding empathy and engagement with the material is as important as raw knowledge. This can be the role of

artists, who offer new creative ways of approaching problem-solving, and who also can reconfigure scientific conventions for methods of documentation and recording so that
the information itself is more compelling and/or more accessible, both to scientists and the general public.
Challenges: Be aware of the motivations of the other. It is entirely possible to have differing motives and alternative aims and objectives, even while working on the same
project, but it is important to be able to put things into an appropriate context. This means that it is possible that where one outcome is considered a success, while another is not.
Questions: What would you consider as a successful result? How would you measure or capture that? The metrics of success in science are quite different from the metrics of
success in art. Should you define new ones? What do you consider as a novel method? A novel object? A novel discourse? What skills would you like to learn?
Comments: The motivations of each collaborator need to be clear, for yourself and for the other. Do not raise expectations to an unrealistic level, collaborating with disciplines is
difficult. If you reach only 30% of what you set out to do, you have made significant progress.
2) Method and Methodology We suggest that all collaborations create a common departure for assessment and evaluation of process and results by mapping preferred methods,
methodology, or methodologies. We suggest to be open to all forms of departure points.
Interdisciplinary collaborations have a high probability to fail when they stay on the level 'wouldn't it be fun if...'. The sharing of ideologies may form a 'base for valuable
innovation, production, distribution and socio-cultural consumption potentials'. But in order to succeed collaborators need to be able to access results and evaluations.
Example: One method to finding a common point of departure for assessment and evaluation of process and results is the formulation of answers to the following questions:
What do you want to achieve? This in essence comes down to formulating a description of aims and objectives and a research question and or problem statement.
Why is what you want to achieve important and for who? This articulates the urgency and the significance of what you hope to do.
Who else has been doing similar things? This positions the project in related fields.
How do you want to achieve the project? Which methods will you be using to achieve the project?
How will you analyze and or present your project? Which methods will you be using to share your project or put the project in a wider context?
How will you monitor progress? Which type of validation (quality control) will be performed?
Challenges: The challenge in using these starting points is to be open and flexible. To be aware of how the different methods can be combined in the formation of a creative
research methodology that respects all disciplines.
Example: Let's look at the question: How to make a person happy? In all disciplines this is a valid departure point. However, the methods used to answer this question are very
different. An artist might choose to begin with a very iconic starting point: the study of a balloon. A simple tool considered to bring happiness.
At first glance this might not be interesting for another discipline, until that study of the balloon becomes for instance an attempt to make the smallest balloon possible and the
wish is to insert it into a human body. What does it mean if that balloon holds a 'happy acid' face and a yellow balloon is inserted with a needle. What does it mean when the
material of that balloon actual contains 'happiness inducing' chemicals. How small can we go? Can a balloon still be yellow when it is nano? The important thing is to allow
room for imagination, and not be bound by limitations of existing ideas.
Questions: What questions are you not allowed to ask yourself within your discipline? What methods are you not allowed (or not willing) to use? Why? What are the
consequences? Are you able to think outside the box? Are you willing to throw the box away?
Comments: The main thing to be aware of is that one cannot judge any starting point a priori. One needs to understand that what is considered as a valid answer and or question
depends on the discipline and field. This is important to protect the field, yet it also limits a field. Collaborators need to be aware of, and be prepared to use, insights that were not
anticipated. This implies a willingness to diverge and embrace tangents. , as well as a transgression of what are usually considered as disciplinary boundaries.
Financial Issues: Anyone searching for funds is confronted with the need to be able to sketch answers to such questions. Depending on where you are applying and for what, the
narrative may change to fit requirements of a funding institution. This requires the ability to view an application through different policies. The methods you bring to the
foreground in grant applications can influence decisions. Transdisciplinary collaborations are difficult to get funded and maintain. The collaborators need to be aware of the
incentive and reward structure in the collaborators area. This may be different from their own. That way collaborators can report back on what was achieved. Here too time can
be a big issue. You want to get started but you have to deal with all sorts of administrative issues that can cause many unexpected delays. The more people involved ”" the more
a collaboration will cost.
(Differing) expectations: Mapping individual expectations in advance will help avoid misunderstandings and disappointments.
Credits: When collaborating it is crucial to respect all contributions. The more complex a collaboration becomes the more important it is to keep track of involvement. Make
sure that everyone is credited appropriately. Think about how the film industry structures and credits complex collaborations.
Time: a collaboration can accelerate a process, but more likely it may also decelerate a process. Are you using tools like a time able, flow chart or a Gantt chart? When you
determine a structure you will find a way to organize this, this does not need to be a linear process. Often calls for collaboration are put out that need to take place in a 3 month
timeline. This is hardly enough time for an individual to develop a project. Anyone planning a collaboration needs to take realistic planning into account.
Locations: While some people work only behind a computer, many need a studio workspace. When such a space is not provided ”" collaborations that aim to make use of
different methods can become problematic. Respect the needs of the collaborators you invite.
Ethical issues: A very real issue within collaborations is the issue of ethics. Many methods, in particular where human subjects are involved, might be considered unethical.
Sometimes special permission will be needed. This might also require higher costs. Think about issues of fire safety. Where one might turn a blind eye in a project space for a
one time execution of a flammable work, an institute has to be more strict. Make sure such issues do not surprise you at a last moment.
3) Knowledge Transfer and Dissemination We suggest paying particular attention to moments and methods of knowledge transfer and to devise a clear plan of action for
knowledge transfer and dissemination.
Example: A nice example of a particular form of knowledge transfer is given by Jill Scott in her essay Suggested Transdisciplinary Discourses For More ART_SCI
Collaborations in which she explains how in trans-disciplinary collaborations knowledge transfer is often situated, meaning it is embedded in language, culture, tradition as well
as methods. It is, as she elaborates, entwined with reflection and interpretation for instance with metaphors, contextual immersion and relational creativity. She gives the example
of the differences in impact on the general public between a generalized metaphor already embedded in everyday language and a poetically mind-shifting metaphor, explaining
that the embedded knowledge might move between dimensional associations, spatial orientation as well as the ontology of a metaphor (abstract vs. concrete texture). For
instance, by breaking down archetypical metaphors such as 'hard' (difficult) science and 'soft' (easy) science could break old, biased, often gender based, hierarchies.
Challenges:
Objectives: When two or more disciplines are collaborating, knowledge transfer happens on more than one level. It is important to respect all levels of knowledge transfer. Or to
prioritize depending on one's objectives. It is important to note here that personal research is quite different from a double-blind clinical trial; something that differentiates art
and science .
Presentation: Artistic insights and knowledge might be best disseminated in an exhibition as well as a publications, lectures, and presentations. Different presentation methods
present requirements. It is important to take the requirements of each field into account. Presenting works in an exhibition hold different requirements than presenting results in a
lecture or publication. How will the presentation methods be designed? Will there be a curator? A graphic designer? A mediator? An installation consultant?
Documentation: How to share results and with whom? What medium will work most effectively? Does one describe results with text? And if yes, with which style? with
drawings? photographs? A YouTube mini documentary video?
References: Methods of reference are common practice within the sciences, within art this can be a delicate issue. Artists are used to sharing their influences, but are not trained
in being and or remembering sources. Artists have a tendency to be protective of their inspirational sources as art is often criticized if it resembles too much the work of another.
Where as in science this is considered discourse and a blessing to find.
Failure: In science a project might fail, without it being a scientific failure. Where in science an outcome might be a disappointment, it is not necessarily damaging to a career. In
the arts, failure is feared more often than not. In spite that the artist is often told not to fear failure, the artist is not accustomed to show failure to the general public, unless that is
an integral part of the art practice. This might cause tension and or confusion within a collaboration.
PR and Communication: The approaches for PR and Communication can be very different for each field. This needs to be discussed. In science certain issues would be
considered prudent to not share with a general public, where in art scandal and danger might bring an edge to a work in such a way that it contributes to the success of the work.
Questions: What are the identifiable results of the collaboration? How are the results distributed in the different fields? How do these results relate to trends in the art world?
How do the results fit within a discipline's discourse? What role does an institute play? What type of institutes are involved? Who is your audience? What do you expect from
them? Is the collaboration a two-way benefit or can only one side benefit from the collaboration?
Comments:

Brainstorming: Brainstorming can be useful method for finding common ground. When brainstorming, depending on how many individuals are involved, it is useful to appoint
an experienced mediator, a facilitator, and someone who documents. When brainstorming one needs to be aware of levels of listening vs. talking
Rules: to find common ground it can be useful to do exercises that define the parameters of participation. This can be taken to a creative level where the rules become: 'there
must always be a sheep involved' ”" 'it must always happen at night'. One might also use socratic dialogue methods.
Institutions: it is important to determine what role institutions play in the process of the knowledge transfer in terms of reaching an audience, as well as knowledge conservation.
Audience: Who is your target audience? The general public? Professionals? Where science might aim to convey the understanding of an audience as accurate as possible, in the
arts, the responsibility of understanding is often left to the devise of the audience.
Critics and Peers: It is important to think about how you involve critics and peers in your process, and to think about their role in the dissemination of knowledge.
Educational institutions should think about how to educate innovative collaborations, and help understand the different forms of knowledge transfer. They need to find a way to
facilitate and stimulate the skills that are exchanged in collaborations within their curricula ”" for this to happen, specialist attitudes need to be flexible. One also must not
underestimate the role an educational institution may play in the development, dissemination and preservation of developed knowledge. Investigate this.
4) Definitions and Generalizations We suggest that collaborations define their respective disciplines through generalized descriptions in their own words, and to identify the
presence of generalizations in everyday language as well as generalizations in different fields of study.
One might not think it, but in an over-specialized world generalization is important ”" without generalization we would not have an overview, it would be more difficult to
communicate, or lead. It is important to know when it is functional and when is it not.
Example: Collaborations between Art - Design - Engineering - Science ”" Humanities are often generalized as SCI-ART collaborations in which 'The Arts' subdivided into:
Design, Dance, Theatre, Art, Fashion, Fine Art, in which divisions are made between Autonomous Art and Applied Art. And 'The Sciences' are subdivided into into the 'hard'
and 'soft' sciences: 'Hard' being: technology, engineering, physics, chemistry, biology and 'soft' being disciplines such as philosophy, psychology, sociology. What if these "hard"
categories were to be treated as "fuzzy" categories with flexible boundaries?
Example: Other countries, such as The Netherlands, make divisions as follows: Alpha sciences as the study of the products of human action and behavior: (art) history,
linguistics, literature, music, philosophy. Alpha tends to use methods in which well-argued interpretation is autonomous. Beta sciences as study of non-human nature: physics,
biology, maths, and technology. Beta sciences tend to use causal methods. Gamma sciences as the study of human action and behavior: psychology, sociology, law, economy and
some philosophies. Gamma tends to use both .
Example:
As an artist I am interested in: the creation of meaning, perspective shifts, expression and aesthetics, as manifested in associations, materials, lines, colors, volumes, movements,
behaviors, structures and experiences. Why? To make us think, to make us aware, to make us understand, to make us experience, to entertain.
As a designer I am interested in: shifts of functionality, efficiency, practicality, aesthetics and usability of objects and materials, as manifested in objects, structures, behavior,
experiences, lines, volumes, colors, maths, and patterns. Why? To make things better, depending on what needs to be made better and what is considered as better.
As an engineer I am interested in: how things work in order to make things that work, as manifested in mechanics, physics, structures, biology, chemistry, software and
hardware. Why? To create things that work, depending on what needs to work and how it needs to work.
As a scientist I am interested in: finding, structuring and organizing knowledge in the form of testable explanations, as manifested in the maths of chemistry, physics, chance,
materials and patterns. Why? To understand, to create, to predict, to build, to think, to be aware.
The humanities are interested in: how and why humans do what they do? This is manifested in observations, experiments, research, formulation of theories and arguments.
Why? Curiosity is human nature. To help us understand, to help us predict, to help us think, to help us regulate, to help us sustain, to help us create.
Challenges:
Shared Methods: drawing, observation, experimentation, and validation are methods used in all disciplines. Be aware of the differences. Observation in physics has different
connotations than observations in art, be aware of differences in methods of observation, subjective observation of an eye or objective observation with numerical instruments.
Definitions: The meanings of words differ from discipline to discipline. These differences may be subtle or less subtle. Discuss meanings on a regular base. The meaning of
'embodied' in Artificial Intelligence is not the same as in dance .
Communication: the challenge here is to find the right balance, to respect all disciplines and to treat disciplines as equal, at the same time do not forget your own discipline.
When learning new skills, it is easy to get carried away with the methods of another discipline. Regular communication, learn to listen, learn to be aware.
Questions: How do you define what you do? How do you define your field? What are the paradigms of your field? What are the boundaries of your field? Are you using a topdown or a bottom-up approach to generalize?
Comments: Throughout history the categorizations of science have shifted. This is not always considered as a good thing . Be respectful of paradigms, but do not be afraid to
shift them. Art has paradigms just as much as science does. Think about notions that art can only be made by artists or that theory is harmful to art. For each collaboration new
paradigms need to be created.
5) Types of Collaborators and Collaborations We suggest to determine types of collaborators and collaborations, as they are closely linked to expectations and motivations.
One of the first things that would be good to determine is if the collaboration is multi-, inter- or trans-disciplinary. Disciplinary meaning a branch of knowledge, instruction, or
learning, a field of study . The differences between Multi-, Inter- and Trans- disciplinary is difficult to understand as the definitions have not yet been significantly researched
and are often used intermediately in everyday language. Good explanations have been developed by health research scientist Bernard Choi and consultant Anita Pak :
Multidisciplinary: draws on knowledge from different disciplines but stays within the boundaries of those fields. Is like a salad bowl (such as a vegetable platter or mixed salad,
in which the ingredients remain intact and clearly distinguishable). Additive, 2 + 2 = 4
Inter-disciplinary: analyzes, synthesizes and harmonizes links between disciplines into a coordinated and coherent whole. Is like a melting pot (such as a fondue or stew, in
which the ingredients are only partially distinguishable). Interactive, 2 + 2 = 5
Transdisciplinary: integrates different disciplines and in so doing transcends each of their traditional boundaries. Is like a cake (in which the ingredients are no longer
distinguishable, and the final product is of a different kind from the initial ingredients). Holistic, 2 + 2 = yellow
Example:
Paradisciplinary: Unlike inter-, multi-, cross- and transdisciplinary collaborations, which define various types of interactions among a group of (at least two) individuals working
together on a common project (e.g. an artist and a scientist), paradisciplinarity applies to a single individual practicing two disciplines at the same time.
Two conditions are thus required for any given practice to be defined as paradisciplinary:
i) Parallelism ”" the two disciplines must be performed in parallel by the same individual, in a synchronous fashion (a neurobiologist who is also choreographer clearly meets
this criterion; a choreographer who changed career to become a neurobiologist does not)
ii) Symmetry ”" the importance (involvement) of each disciplinary practice must be relatively symmetrical in the individual's curriculum (a composer who publishes scientific
papers in acoustics and also performs musical pieces in concert halls meets this second criterion; a physicist who publishes in scientific journal and also enjoys playing the piano
at home does not)
We encourage each project to define their own definitions and types of collaborators.
Example:
5 Types of Participatory Collaboration between art students and university students**
1. A university student interested to get closer to art with the interest of gaining depth and new perspective in relation to their own discipline. Participating observer.
2. A university student who is interested in the integration of artistic methods without aspiration of making art. Integrating artistic methods as an enrichment of academic
methodologies. Art without the artist. Active observer, for instance involved with methods of re-enactment.
3. A hybrid student, trained in one or more disciplines. One who seeks new forms of knowledge production combining artistic and academic methods aiming for the highest

achievements in both methodologies. This may also be a team of two or more people type 2 and 3.
4. An art student who wants to get closer to the theories that are related to his work. Aims for high artistic achievement. Knowledge development is Secondary.
5. An art student who wants to get inspired by academic theories. To get closer to science. Theories are applied to suit the artist and are not tested or analyzed for truth.
** please note that in The Netherlands universities are separated from art schools
We encourage each project to design and work with their own metaphors.
Example: For instance one might refer to collaborations as they are manifested in nature and described by biology as: mutualistic collaboration (+/+), competition (-/-),
parasitism (+/-), Neutralism (0/0), Commensalism (0/+)
Challenges: The more people are involved the more difficult it may become to reach a common vision.
Questions: What type of collaborator are you? What is your role? Will you function as advisor? passive or active observer? Facilitator? Actor?, Teacher? Co-creator? Co-author?
What are your expectations? Who is leading the project? Are there more than one leader? How is your collaboration structured?
Comments:
Vision: Creative endeavors often require visionary approaches. Is the project led by one vision(ary)? Or more?
Responsibilities: To avoid disappointment or confusion it is important to clarify who is considered responsible for what, and when, but also to allow for flexibility within these
responsibilities.
Attitudes: Respect for the collaborators field/interests and differences to one's own has to be paramount. Do not consider your discipline as intellectually superior. Be ready to
investigate the methods and methodologies of different disciplines . Be ready to learn new skills. Respect the accumulated knowledge of each discipline as well as the
associated means of expressing it. Transdisciplinary collaborations are a catalyst to innovation. You truly cannot predict what you get.
Commitment: Individuals should be clear about what their commitment can be for the project.
International: When collaborating in an international context, one might encounter miscommunication due to language difficulties, where things may 'get lost in translation' or
cultural differences. These may involve banal issues such as time punctuality or directness versus circling around an issue during dialogue.
Summary
ONE SUGGESTED ACTION:
Create a comprehensive practical guide that builds towards a taxonomy of the challenges within typologies of collaborations between Art - Design - Engineering - Science ”"
Humanities starting from and adding to the issues touched upon in this paper in order to facilitate successful collaboration: Motivations, Method and Methodology, Knowledge
Transfer and Dissemination, Definitions and Generalizations, Types of Collaborators and Collaborations. Dealing with issues such as structure, location, funding, planning,
communication, commitment, time, ethics and attitudes.
Obstacle/opportunity: centralized practical knowledge about multi-, inter, and trans- disciplinary collaboration, in particular with Art - Design - Engineering - Science ”"
Humanities collaborations, is insufficiently documented and or collected. Many individual projects have made reports of their findings. This is an opportunity to create a
collection of guidelines that in a low threshold practical formation, may function as an international handbook that can be used as a tool for future collaboration projects.
Stakeholders: for all (new) collaborators and educators of multi, inter, and transdisciplinary collaborations, as well for those who initiate, facilitate and or fund such projects.
Building an Interdisciplinary Research Team.
Title:Building an Interdisciplinary Research Team.
Sile O'Modhrain
School of Music, Theatre and Dance, University of Michigan.
Abstract:
Universities, Grant-awarding bodies and industry increasingly emphasize the value of Interdisciplinary Research and strive to build infrastructure for establishing
interdisciplinary research teams. However, the assumption that simply bringing together a group of talented and skilled researchers who are enthusiastic about a given project is
sufficient to deliver innovative research is somewhat naive and can often result in an experience which is disappointing for both the members of the team and the project's
stakeholders. Drawing on almost 20 years of both working within and directing interdisciplinary research teams in the fields of haptic interaction and digital musical instrument
design, the author suggests that, by giving some thought to the balance and distribution of skills and interests of team members at the point of recruitment, and by gaining a
better understanding of the process of development that must take place within the team during the lifetime of a research project, the quality of the interdisciplinary research
experience can be greatly improved both for individual team members and for the wider community of stakeholders in the project.
Introduction
For the past 20 years or so, both academia and industry have placed much emphasis on the importance of interdisciplinary research, research that draws upon a broad range of
skills and interests in the service of a common goal. Whether through the mechanism of collaborative projects in the classroom, through collaborative grants, or through the
hiring and resourcing policies of academic and industrial laboratories, such teams are now a mainstay of todays research landscape [1, 2, 3?].
There is a growing body of literature that discusses the value of interdisciplinary research from the perspectives of multiple stakeholders including research institutions [Dodson
et al, 2010], funding bodies [National Science Foundation 2012, National Academies 2005]. This is paralleled by a body of work on team building for interdisciplinary projects
much of which emphasizes the need to manage the expectations of the many stakeholders that might be involved including academic and industrial partners and, of course, the
researchers themselves [Dodson et al, 2010, Lyall et al, 2011]. This paper does not seek to add to their findings, but rather to discuss, from a very practical perspective, some
measures that can be considered when building and managing an interdisciplinary research team from the point of hiring team members, through to the point of advising
researchers on their next career steps. The suggestions here stem from the author's own experience in being part of and directing interdisciplinary teams which have combined
the skills of artists, scientists and engineers to build prototypes of human-computer interface devices (HIDS) for haptic and tactile interaction, mobile interaction and for digital
musical instruments..
Hiring Researchers for an Interdisciplinary Team
Given that the output from any team will depend on the skills of its individual members, how should one go about the process of picking researchers for an interdisciplinary
team? The most obvious answer to this question is to pick people with the skills that you need in order to accomplish the goals of the project. And certainly doing so should
ensure a successful outcome. But is this enough? The answer is that it depends on the nature of the work involved. Where the goal of the project is highly specified, such as
staging an opera, there will be a set of very clearly defined skills that are required and very clearly defined roles for each team member. However, where the goal for a team is
more open, i.e. for research that is at a more exploratory stage, the skills required may be much less obvious and the roles of individual team members as yet unspecified.
While both cases represent teams engaged in interdisciplinary work, and while both may involve research, it is worth considering the kinds of team members that might be
appropriate in each case. For the opera, research might focus on historical accuracy for costumes, sets, musical performance, and so on. For the most part, this work would be
done by a few key team members and used to shape the overall production. Skills are specific to individuals and are reflected in their roles in the overall production team.
In the second case, however, skills and roles are much more fluid. At the outset of a research project certain core skills may be required but these will need to be augmented by
additional skills as the nature of the project emerges. For example, in designing an interface device, it is often possible to implement functions both in software and in

hardware. At some point, a decision will be made as to which rout will be taken and additional expertise may be required to support this decision.
The question then becomes, how can you hire team members who have sufficient skill to create initial working prototypes but sufficiently broad interests and experience to
identify novel approaches to solving problems. The solution proposed here is to look for team members who have deep skill in one area that is central to achieving a projects
goal, but a breadth of knowledge and experience that will mesh with the knowledge and experience of other team members. So, for example, one might start out with a list of
skills such as mechanical engineering, computer programming, electrical engineering, physical artifact design, etc. but one might also look for interest or experience in a creative
activity such as music, film making, painting, invention, etc. that demonstrates that a researcher engages in some form of generative activity in a domain beyond their main area
of focus. In the author's experience, those researchers who fail to thrive in interdisciplinary teams are highly likely to be those who start out with few interests beyond their
primary research domain and little experience in generative activity of any kind. It should be noted that the opposite is also true, that those from backgrounds in Art or Music
and who demonstrate some evidence of having engaged in, say, mechanical design or programming, are also likely to be more successful when participating in interdisciplinary
projects. And yet, people from backgrounds in the Arts and Humanities are rarely sought out for interdisciplinary work because research leaders have historically undervalued
the contribution they can make. Highlighting the skills that students with backgrounds in the arts can bring to a project, Keith Sawyer and Elizabeth Long Lingow identify the
following::
"Predisposition to take risks
.. Individual and collective creativity
.. Working with emergent ideas in groups
.. Capacities of resilience
.. Ability to "push" thinking
.. Ability to support playful cultures when responding to challenges
.. Creating fluidity/interventions in routinized/rigid organizations
.. Build a practice of cultivated ambiguity
.. Transfer skills between disciplines (artistic and non-artistic)
.. Broad knowledge
.. Listens
.. Revises
.. Persuasive speaking skills
.. Has some research capacity
.. Ability to build / manage
.. Networking capacity
.. Trusts in engaged imagination
.. Willingness to fail
.. Decision-making that is an action
.. Ability to disregard dominant point of view"
(Sawyer and Long Lingo, in Reid et al 2011, PP21-22.)
The lack of appreciation, on the part of team leaders, for the value of skills and interests beyond those specified for a given position (job, Ph.D. hire, and so on) means that teams
will continue to hire those like themselves leaving little opportunity for their culture to evolve toward a more interdisciplinary environment. Because students know this, they
are less likely to take the risk of investing time in work of an interdisciplinary nature which they perceive as being less value to them in obtaining a strong qualification. And
thus the seed is sewn for a lesser appreciation of interdisciplinary work and is reflected in the hiring strategies of this next generation of research leaders.
Proposed Solutions
To encourage interdisciplinary team work at every stage of a researcher's development from undergraduate class projects through graduate and industry research.
To educate team leaders so that they can appreciate the value of team members who can move easily between different modes of working, E.g. from creative practice to
procedural methods.
In this way, it may be possible to break the cycle that currently holds back the evolution of a truly interdisciplinary research culture.
Developing an Interdisciplinary Team
There are many ways in which interdisciplinary research teams are formed. In some cases, a lead researcher is tasked with hiring new team members or with selecting members
from other parts of an organization to participate in a project. At other times, teams are formed in the process of proposal writing. In both cases, the immediate challenges are
the same ”" to develop a shared understanding of the goals of a project and of the path that will be taken to achieve these goals. As anyone who has participated in
interdisciplinary research will attest, this is often the most frustrating and time-consuming phase of the project. It is the stage where participants must establish mutual trust so
that they can be freed to step outside their disciplinary carapaces and to open themselves up to the possibility that there are multiple ways of solving a problem and that other
disciplinary approaches might even be more appropriate in some situations. For researchers who have invested many years of their lives (and often much of their money) in
acquiring their skills and knowledge, this is a very painful process.
So what can research leaders, and indeed individual team members, do to manage this phase of team development? In the authors experience, three things need to happen
during this time:
1) The development of a shared language ”" team members need to agree, quite literally, on the words that describe key terms and concepts that relate to the work they must
complete. More importantly, they must agree on the definitions of terms and the phrasing of concepts so that everyone has a shared understanding and a means of
communicating clearly with other team members. While this may seem trivial, it is incredibly important. It takes time for such shared understanding to emerge, but, in the
authors experience, it is time well spent (see also Lyall et al, 2011, Chapter 4.).
2) The development of shared goals ”" Again, this seems trivial, but it is worth spending time making sure that all team members clearly agree on what must be achieved
within the project. This is also the time to agree on which methodologies will be applied to address different sub-goals or sub-tasks as there may exist within the team different
disciplinary methodologies that could be applied to a given task. It may be the case that, for open-ended projects, multiple methodologies could be explored and their results
compared or combined.
3) The establishment of mutual trust ”" It is no secret that interdisciplinary projects stand or fall on the basis of how much individual team members trust their collaborators to
be respectful and to pull their weight. Since not all team members are equal (either by virtue of their position in an organization or their stage of career), this can be a difficult
process to navigate. The important thing, in the author's experience, is that a team leader should find ways to create an environment that is open and respectful, so that
researchers who are less secure can develop confidence in their own abilities and can recognize that they are valued members of the group.
Proposed Solution(s)
To provide a forum where constructive critique within an interdisciplinary team is encouraged so that other approaches and methods for problem solving can be evaluated and
adopted where appropriate.
To focus, particularly at the start of a project, on the development of a shared language that will facilitate communication of ideas between team members from different
disciplinary backgrounds.
To allow sufficient time for these processes to unfold.

Advising Interdisciplinary Researchers
Though we rarely discuss it, the worry that many of us who introduce young researchers to interdisciplinary environments have is that they will be perceived, by their peers and
by potential employers, as having had a training that is somewhat weaker or less rigorous than others who have not strayed beyond the boundaries of their subject. In short, are
we setting these individuals up for failure by potentially causing them to be marginalized even within their own fields? This concern persists despite the current drive for
interdisciplinary research and is fuelled by a continued perception that working outside your discipline suggests that you have failed to be successful within it. And yet, the most
successful interdisciplinary research attracts the very best researchers because they are the individuals who are most capable of taking knowledge from their domain and
applying it to problems outside their field.
So what steps can be taken to address this perception? On the one hand, there is a need to work with individual researchers in order to develop a strategy that addresses
questions such as how and where to publish, how to write a resume and which jobs to apply for. For those going into academia, it is not too early to discuss how they will
approach tenure and whether they should consider single or joint departmental appointments. Lyle et al (2011) suggest posing the following questions:
"1. Where do you want to make your contribution? (Publish within one or across several
fields; create new interdisciplinary fields; lead in the development of creative
solutions to a critical problem?)
2. What support and training do you need in order to achieve this?"
(Lyle et al, 2011, Chapter 5)
In parallel, there is a need to work toward changing the perceptions of those inside disciplinary silos. For publishing, it is often ones research piers that need to be challenged to
recognize the value of alternative approaches to a problem. In a way, they need to go through a process that is similar to that engaged in by an interdisciplinary group at the
outset of a project. The challenge is that, unless they are willing to be open to what they find on the page before them, this may never happen and the value of an
interdisciplinary contribution may thus be overlooked.
With respect to career path (jobs, tenure, and so on), the challenge for the researcher is in presenting what might seem like a disparate body of work so that it reflects a clear
developmental path. Here, senior faculty should be encouraged to help by ensuring that they go into faculty search and promotion committees for interdisciplinary researchers
informed about recent developments in their own fields that have benefited from knowledge from another discipline. There are many examples of outstanding work in most
fields of this kind and often the obstacles facing young interdisciplinary researchers are purely those in the minds of their evaluators. Let us not forget that Artificial Intelligence
and Computer Science were once interdisciplinary projects on the edges of Mathematics and Engineering.
By making funding available for senior faculty to become involved in interdisciplinary projects, and by encouraging interdisciplinary work in the class room, institutions can
also do their part in changing attitudes and smoothing the career path for those who have set out on an interdisciplinary career path [University of Michigan 2012, Iowa State
University 2011].
Proposed Solution(s)
Academic leaders, such as universities ”" to provide substantive funding that encourages faculty and research students to work across disciplinary boundaries to achieve real and
tangible results.
Tenure boards ”" to recognize that successful interdisciplinary collaborations (and their associated publications) represent evidence of a researcher's ability to abstract their
own skills and apply them to solve problems within a completely different resume that illustrates participation in interdisciplinary work is a strength and not a weakness as it
again illustrates an ability to abstract skills from one domain and apply them within another.
Piers ”" to recognize that colleagues who participate in interdisciplinary work can contribute new and valuable findings that only become possible because of the challenges of
applying knowledge to solve problems in another domain.
Summary of Suggested Actions
1: Hiring
Suggested action ”" Look for deep skills in an area of expertise that is required, but broad interests that reflect the nature of the work to be carried out.
2: Developing an interdisciplinary team
Suggested action: Develop an appreciation for multiple perspectives and multiple approaches to problem solving within a team. Provide a forum where constructive critique
within an interdisciplinary team is encouraged so that other approaches and methods for problem solving can be evaluated and adopted where appropriate. Focus, particularly at
the start of a project, on the development of a shared language that will facilitate communication of ideas between team members from different disciplines.
To allow time for these processes to evolve.
3) Advising Interdisciplinary Researchers
Suggestion ”" To evolve, with each team member, a path or plan for their development as an interdisciplinary researcher. Discuss with researchers the challenges involved with
pursuing interdisciplinary work so that they can make informed choices about how and where to publish and how to approach applying for jobs and gaining tenure.
To encourage senior faculty members who are involved in hiring and promotion committees for interdisciplinary researchers to be informed about work that represents best
practice of integrating knowledge from other disciplines.
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The NanoArt 21 Project

The NanoArt 21 Project
Project coordinator: Cris Orfescu
Advisor: Amy Marlene Keough (maiden name: Grossman)

Introduction
This white paper will examine the origin of NanoArt and contemporary NanoArt status, will review several Technology supported Art programs, and will report the contribution
that NanoArt 21 brings as an organization which strongly encourages Science/Engineering”"Art/Design collaborations. Actions to be taken in support for the NanoArt 21
organization in order to accomplish successfully its worldwide project are suggested in conclusion.
The Origin of NanoArt
The new technological moment is reflected in a new artistic discipline and movement. NanoArt is a complex artistic-scientific process comprising three major steps:
1. Creation of the nanosculpture (sculpture at atomic and molecular scales) by manipulating atoms and molecules using chemical reactions and physical processes or discovery
of the nanolandscape (natural nanostructures);
2. Visualization of the nanosculpture or nanolandscape and image capture using computer-controlled advanced microscopes;
3. Artistic interpretation of the scientific images using different artistic techniques in order to convert these images in to pieces of artwork to be showcased for large audiences
and to educate the public with creative images that are appealing and acceptable.1
NanoArt is strongly related to the visibility power which increased exponentially about 1000 years ago with the eye loop and eye lens as upgrades of the human eye, continuing
in the Renaissance period with the optical microscope, and culminating in the late 1930s with the first commercial electron microscope. Orfescu suggests that NanoArt
originated about the time when the electron microscope became commercially available.
"The most influential cell biologist ever" (Hopkins, 2008), George Emil Palade (1912 ”" 2008) could also be one of the first nanoartists in history. Palade was a Romanian cell
biologist and 1974 Nobel Prize Laureate in Physiology and Medicine. He started the "George E. Palade Electron Microscopy Slide Collection" of electron microscopy images at
Harvey Cushing/John Hay Whitney Medical Library at Yale University. Derived from high-resolution images, this is a valuable research tool, free for all students and
scientists.2 This collection includes some of the earliest electron micrographs taken by the collaborators of George Palade at Rockefeller University (1945-1973) and Yale
(1973-1990): Marilyn Farquhar, Maya and Nicolae Simeonescu, James Jamieson, Lucien Caro, Philip Siekevitz, John Bergeron, Japoco Meldolesi, and Sanford Palay among
others.
We don't know if these scientists had the intention to create art, but they did create original scientific imagery which could be converted into or considered by some to be
artworks.
Contemporary NanoArt
Contemporary NanoArt is the intentional merging of scientific and aesthetic pursuits. The study of the micro and nano worlds unveils imagery with strong artistic potential.
Scientists manipulate the scientific imagery they capture and create NanoArt works. The depth and three dimensionality achieved in NanoArt distinguishes electron imaging
apart from photography, in which images are created by photons (particles of light) rather than by electrons (electrically charged particles) as in NanoArt. With NanoArt,
electrons penetrate deeper inside the nanostructures, generating images with more depth and a more natural 3D-look than seen in photographic images.3
NanoArt web exhibitions include pioneers such as Donald Eigler, Anastasios John Hart, Jack Mason, Tim Fonseca, Robert A. Freitas Jr., Joe Lertola, Cris Orfescu, to name only
a few who started producing works in the early 1990s and some of them even earlier.
Nanotechnology-based art was lately supported at different Universities by their research labs with an interest in art (ex: UCLA, Northwestern University, Rice University,
Georgia Tech), by scientific or engineering organizations (ex: Materials Research Society), by private companies interested in marketing their equipment and services (ex:
Nikon, Hitachi) or in new product development (ex: IBM). The majority of NanoArt events initiated and sponsored by these institutions were addressed mostly to scientists and
engineers who developed an interest for art and the aesthetics of the nanostructures. Most works were generated by scientists or engineers affiliated with these institutions or
participating in competitions organized by these organizations. The most noticeable collaboration is between UCLA professors Victoria Vesna (artist) and James Gimzewski
(nanoscientist). Their projects have been sponsored by different institutions including UCLA and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA). 4
Technology Supported Art Programs
Although not specifically developed for NanoArt, art and technology programs from different countries produced innovations and yielded a number of discoveries.
FutureLab was formed in 1996 as an R&D spin-off of the Ars Electronica Festival in Linz, Austria, initially to fabricate the commissioned artworks for the Festival and for the
Ars Electronica Centre, a permanent museum opened in the same year. The Ars Electronica Festival, which began in 1979, is the premiere international gathering of its kind,
attracting several thousand people from the electronic arts community who gather for discussion, debate, and exhibition. Supporting financially Ars is paying off economically.
FutureLab has increasingly earned income through external projects with computer industry. FutureLab has also developed its own products, usually as the results of art projects,
including PC-based 3D modeling software, inexpensive VR goggles, and a projection-based worktable. FutureLab is offering its years of art experience to help solve user
interaction and other design problems. However, FutureLab could never thrive, nor even exist, without Ars' base funding from the government.5
Two programs which disappeared during the 1990s were Interval and PARC Artist-In-Residence (PAIR) program. The idea behind Xerox's interdisciplinary Palo Alto Research
Center (PARC) is simple: if you put creative people in a hothouse setting, innovation will naturally emerge. PARC's Artist-in-Residence Program (PAIR) brings artists who use
new media to PARC and pairs them with researchers who often use the same media, though in different contexts. This is radically different from most corporate art programs
which do not encourage collaboration between artists and research scientists. The result is both interesting art and new scientific innovations.6 Unlike at Interval where the
artists were employed, PARC artists remain independent and receive stipends. While PARC artists owned the work they produced, Interval owned everything produced by
Interval artists.5 Both labs published art-related articles and books and patented several innovations.
The Interactive Institute was established by the Swedish government's Foundation for Strategic Research in 1998 and is organized around semi-independent "studios" throughout
Sweden. Each studio has its own theme such as Play, Space, Tools, and Mobility. Their projects exhibit regularly at venues as diverse as art museums, corporations, hospitals,
and prisons. The Smart Studio in Stockholm is the Institute's most explicitly arts-oriented studio. The Smart Studio's most visible project is "Brain Ball," a table with a rolling
ball whose movements are controlled by the players' brain waves via electrodes. The Institute is moving Brain Ball out of the research lab into the marketplace, in part to make
it a commercial product but also to keep the Smart Studio free from business issues. All work done in the Foundation's Studios are publicly accessible.5
NanoArt 21
NanoArt 21 was founded in 2004 to promote Science/Engineering”"Art/Design collaborations and to establish NanoArt as a new artistic-scientific discipline. Since 2004,
NanoArt 21 has successfully organized NanoArt International competitions, festivals, and exhibitions around the world.7

NanoArt has hosted international online competitions annually since 2006. Since 2006, participation in NanoArt competitions has doubled, from 22 artists from 6 countries in
2006 to 42 artists from 14 countries in 2011. The number of artworks submitted to the competition has also creased, from 71 in 2006 to 149 in 2011. International reputable
jurors with science and art backgrounds include: Jeanne Brasile8, Rocky Rawstern9, Pilar Irala10, Guillermo Munoz11, Anatoli Korkin12, Hugh McGrory13, and for the 2012
edition of the competition, Roger Malina14 and Michal Brzezinski15.
All submitted works can be viewed on the NanoArt 21 exhibition site.16
The 1st International Festival of NanoArt, sponsored by Kotkan Valokuvakeskus Gallery and NanoArt 21 was hosted in Finland between May 4 and May 26, 2007. This event
curated by artist-scientist Cris Orfescu (USA) and gallery director, artist Timo Mahonen (Finland) was the first ever to bring so many nanoartists together in a brick-and-mortar
gallery. NanoArt works by 15 artists from 4 countries were exhibited.17 Most of these artists participated to the NanoArt 2006 International Online Competition.18
The second edition of the Festival was sponsored by NanoArt 21 and NAHVISION Institute for International Culture Exchange.19 The event took place in Stuttgart, Germany
between November 1st and November 30th, 2008. Cris Orfescu (USA) and art professor Dorothea Fleiss (Germany) co-curated the exhibit. Artists from eight countries
submitted works at this invitational event. 20
The NanoArt exhibition at EuroNanoForum 2009 in Prague, Czech Republic, featured 14 artists from around the globe and was co-sponsored by NanoArt 21 and NANO - the
Magazine for Small Science.21
The 2010 Passion for Knowledge Festival in San Sebastian, Spain, brought world leading scientists and humanists together from different disciplines and cultures to celebrate
the 10th anniversary of the Donostia International Physics Center committed to scientific progress driven by the ongoing pursuit of knowledge. A NanoArt 21 exhibition curated
by Cris Orfescu (USA) and Igor Campillo Santos (Spain) and featuring 2D, video, and multimedia works by 31 worldwide artists was one of the highlights of the festival. This
event included artworks created by Top 10 artists at 4 editions of the NanoArt International Online Competition organized by NanoArt 21.22
After the show, the artworks were exhibited in different research centers in San Sebastian: nanoGUNE, DIPC, the Faculty of Chemistry, and other venues.23
A large number of international nanoartists (24) showed their works in an invited NanoArt exhibition at Nano Israel 2012, exhibition curated by Cris Orfescu and co-sponsored
by NanoArt 21 and Epson. After the exhibition, the artworks were donated to different Universities to spread the knowledge about NanoArt as a new art discipline and
movement reflecting the progress of the technology and science. The exhibition was acknowledged by major publications like Haaretz, which is similar to the Wall Street
Journal for Israel, a newspaper read by the local elite and by decision makers. The show was hosted at David InterContinental Hotel in Tel Aviv.24
These are a few examples of events organized by NanoArt 21 during its first 6 years of existence. Ultimately, a NanoArt movement was created. In the future, NanoArt 21 will
focus increasingly on education. The founder (Cris Orfescu) envisioned NanoArt 21 as an international organization which offers resident programs for artist-scientist teams to
help understand this new discipline and create NanoArt works in science-art lab-studios equipped with electron, atomic force, and other advanced microscopes for the
manipulation of matter at molecular and atomic scales and to visualize nanosculptures and nanolandscapes. Research equipment to facilitate the creation of the nanostructures
and artistic tools for nanoartists to help them convert the scientific images in artworks will be also added to the facility. The art projects in a research environment will stimulate
the researchers adding aesthetic and emotional value to the scientific work, will provide grounds for developing new skills, and lead to new discoveries. A permanent gallery will
showcase works created by the center's residents.
Art sales and in-house projects for developing new products will help finance the organization and offset a small amount of overhead fees.
External industrial and commercial projects will also raise funds as well as encourage relationships with local industries, academic institutions and other artist communities.
Primary funding venues would be local and federal government.
However, to accomplish this project there is still need for a strong sponsorship in spite of the programs initiated in-house. Nanotech companies would be an excellent source for
funding considering the PR power that our organization would have as an artistic institution. However, we'll not promote products that are not compatible with a responsible
nanotechnology development such as nanoweapons or other sources of "portable apocalypse."
Suggested Actions
Actions are directed towards but not limited to the following groups. When possible, specific actions correspond with the appropriate group or groups and appear in parentheses.
A. Board Members
B. Shareholders
C. General Public
D. External Academic institutions, groups, universities, etc
E. External Commercial businesses, corporations, etc.
F. Partner / Similar NPO's
G. Artists
H. Scientists
Suggested Action Categories:
1. Capital Campaign
2. Content
3. Curricular / Studio
4. Exhibitions
5. Materials and Supplies
1. Capital Campaign:
1. Establish financial goals of capital campaign and possible budget (A)
2. Establish fundraising plans (ie: who to contact and when, fundraisers to hold, etc) (A)
3. Possible fundraising possibilities to pursue:
a. Local and Federal Governments (A)
b. Similar NPO's (A)
c. Universities and other academic institutions. (A)
d. Shareholders (A, B)
e. General Public (A,C)
f. Commercial businesses, corporations, etc (A, E)
4. Brainstorm further / alternative sources of funds (A).

2. Content:
1. Establish bylaws of NanoArt 21 (A)
2. Determine board members [ie: Director, President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, etc.] and their respective roles. (A)
3. Identify long and short term goals for NanoArt 21 (A, B)
4. Determine physical needs [ie: materials, building, studio space, etc] (A)
3. Curricular / Studio:
1. Define residential programs and studio opportunities (A)
2. Pursue art / science collaborations (G, H)
3. Organize on-line competitions and educational events for k12 students (A, C)
4. Exhibitions:
1. Plan online exhibitions and invite participants (A, D, E, F, G, H)
2. Plan brick and mortar exhibitions and invite participants (A, D, E, F, G, H)
5. Space / Equipment / Materials / Supplies:
1. Build studio and exhibition space (A ”" H)
2. Secure scientific equipment and contact universities, corporations or the general public for physical donations. (A, C, E, F)
3. Secure traditional art supplies [ie: paint, paper, markers, pastels, etc] and contact universities, corporations or the general public for physical donations. (A, C, E, F)
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Introduction
The Center for Digital Art and Experimental Media (DXARTS) is based at the University of Washington in Seattle, USA. Over the last five years, it has established itself as one
of the leading research centers for digital art in the USA. No commercially-sponsored research is undertaken, and DXARTS' highly selective PhD program offers full tuition
waivers and stipends to its students. Students are expected to develop original research specializations based on their art practices, and receive support and resources to establish
long-term legacies for the program. Unusually for a digital arts program, DXARTS has invested heavily in non-screen based studio facilities, including a 5000 square foot
warehouse that incorporates state of the art CNC fabrication, electronics laboratories, exhibition space, as well as more traditional wood and metal workshops. DXARTS
actively pursues interdisciplinary collaborations across the University, including affiliations with Music, Art, Dance, Computer Science, Engineering, Physics and Biology.
Visiting scholars include scientists as well as artists, and the program includes post-doctoral researchers with PhDs in Computer Science and Engineering and other STEM fields.
As such, DXARTS is positioning itself to fully explore the notion of artistic experimentation in the 21st Century. This experimentation is a cross-disciplinary endeavor that
requires a new generation of artists, with expertise in computing and the sciences who have followed a research and teaching agenda equivalent to those found in other fields
(rather than the traditionally terminal degree in the visual arts, the MFA). New and unusual research strands have emerged as a result, resulting in publications and patents that
make broad contributions across multiple disciplines.
DXARTS can therefore be considered as a new kind of research center, asserting the value of artistic knowledge and problem-solving and claiming it as equivalent to that in
other fields, and of vital importance. Nevertheless, funding models for DXARTS are to be found in the arts rather than in the sciences, resulting in a lack of substantial, longterm resources to pursue its research trajectories. In the arts, with a lack of national arts funding organizations, this means commissions, competitions, and local art grants.
Access to NSF-style funding is problematic due to a lack of recognition of the value of creative research, and a lack of access to program managers in funding agencies.
Whereas a scientist would develop necessary funding relationships via their PhD and postdoctoral advisors, a PhD student in creative technology fields has no conventional
route to acquire funding appropriate to their research.
Brief history of DXARTS and its PhD program
” 1993: with the approval of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Music Professor Richard Karpen is named director of the The Humanities and Arts Computer Center
(HACC). Karpen changes the name of the center to Center for Advanced Research Technology in the Arts and Humanities (CARTAH) subsequently obtaining substantial
founding to radically change the mission of the center, which supported advanced project-based digital research across the arts and humanities including, video, audio, text and
design.
” 1999: Karpen and faculty from three different departments applied to a university funded grant called Tools for Transformation. Their proposal "Advanced Arts Technology
Initiative" received $550,000 in funding for two years. With this grant, CARTAH expanded its research scope, funding graduate students from the arts that worked as research
assistants at the center and creating two postgraduate positions.
” 2001: Professor Karpen and a team of faculty from three colleges applied to another internal grant called University Initiatives Fund (UIF). This grant was created by taxing
academic units 1% of their budgets to create a large pool of money for new academic initiatives. Professor Karpen and his team were awarded $700,000 of annual permanent
funding to create DXARTS.
” 2002-2003: DXARTS PhD program proposal is submitted and approved by the UW Board of Regents and the State of Washington's Higher Education Coordinating Board.
” 2004: DXARTS moves into its new on-campus facilities in Raitt Hall. First group of PhD students start the program.
” 2005: Fremont Fab Lab off-campus facilities are created, including a 5000 square foot warehouse incorporating state of the art CNC fabrication tools, electronics laboratories,
exhibition space, as well as more traditional wood and metal workshops.
” 2008: DXARTS goes through its first program review. The review committee included UW faculty form Biology, Law and Mathematics as well as two external experts.
” 2009: James Coupe is first PhD student to graduate from the program.
Lessons Learned
Since 2009, six PhD students graduated from our program, five of them are women, something unusual for a technology-centered program like DXARTS. Most of our alumni
are currently teaching at media arts programs or working in the industry, all of them continuing their international artistic careers. In the last few years our PhD program has
developed an international reputation, attracting students from around the world; we continue to have a permanent cohort of about fifteen PhD students that are fully-funded and
work at DXARTS as teaching and research assistants.
While this could sound as a wonderful success story, there were a number of lessons we have learned through the process of creating and sustaining our PhD program. In
particular the economic crisis unveiled many structural problems related to the way the center was run and funded and to its place in academic structure of the university. Below
we list the most important ones in the context of SEAD.
” Our center doesn't have its own faculty lines. It was originally created with four faculty lines from joint departments: two from the School of Music and two from the School of
Art, a fifth line from the Dance Department was added in 2007. In 2009, in the midst of the economy crisis, the center lost one of its faculty from the School of Art, and that
position was recaptured by the college. With only four faculty ”"two of them with important administrative appointments”" and with some important austerity measures imposed
on the UW by the State (including serious budget cuts and a hire freeze), the center couldn't continue to grow at the rate expected and encouraged by the 2008 program review,
which recommended DXARTS should be granted full departmental status with full control of its faculty lines and be given two extra lines on top of the five it had at the moment
of the review. Having a reduced number of faculty and limited resources had two immediate consequences: first, our faculty couldn't continue to do research at the level of
intensity of the previous years; second, our PhD students had to share the teaching and supervision of our undergraduate students with the faculty, further reducing their research
time.
” State budget cuts affected the state funding for education at all levels, in particular the funding for the arts was dramatically cut at the elementary, middle and high schools.
This had a direct impact on the level of the students applying to our BFA program ”"mostly in-state students”" and forced DXARTS to implement remedial classes to teach arts
foundations and history to the incoming students, demanding more time and supervision from our graduate students and faculty. With the crisis, job security became a central
concern of parents sending their kids to college, resulting in a strong interest in professional degrees, many parents and students wrongly considering DXARTS a gateway into
the animation industry rather than a media arts studio program. This had a direct effect in the number of admissions to our BFA program, going down from two digits to one
from 2008 to 2011. However, the reduction in the number of students incoming to our BFA program didn't alleviate the teaching demands, still requiring many hours from our
faculty and graduate students.

” With State budget cuts reducing the UW funding by more by half in a few years and without external sources of funding available, the center was at the mercy of the austerity
measures implemented by the university, that in 2009 asked departments to do budgets projections with up to 12% cuts. While budget cuts of these dimensions have never been
put in place by the college, faculty lines were frozen as well as faculty and staff salaries (this also had an impact on our center, losing highly qualified staff that decided to leave
their positions for better paid jobs). It is crucial for a young research center as DXARTS to find alternative sources of funding in order to keep its thrust and to avoid having its
continuity challenged by State budget cuts that can continue in the next few years. The main mandate of DXARTS is to do artistic research, not commercially-sponsored
research, this limits the possible sources of external funding to commissions, competitions, and local art grants. Our faculty has been successful at getting this kind of money, but
unfortunately these grants aren't substantial enough to support our graduate students and the large art grants (like Creative Capital grants) are usually once in a life time
opportunities. Alternative funding sources that could support both faculty and graduate students could be found in national agencies like NSF, but having access to this kind of
funding is problematic due to a lack of recognition of the value of creative research, and a lack of access to program managers in funding agencies.
New Directions
The main mission statement of DXARTS' PhD program is:
To give digital artists the opportunity and equitable institutional support to attain the equivalent level of intellectual and professional achievement at the culmination of their
graduate studies as their peers and partners in all areas of the Humanities, the Sciences, Engineering, and in the allied generative arts field of Music Composition and Computer
Music, for which doctoral degrees are the normative terminal degree for graduate students.
It is clear that this statement has been challenged by some of the points presented in the previous section. Both the level of support and the opportunities to do research have
been limited for our graduate students during the economic crisis, and without State support it is hard to see the university having the funds to revert this situation. Rather than
considering our PhD program doomed we saw this as an opportunity for making it better and even stronger. For achieving this, some bold measures had to be taken, some of
them might seem controversial but were indispensable to get our program back to its original track and for it to have a sustainable future. Below is a list of the most important
ones in the context of SEAD.
” BFA program termination: as discussed in the previous section, our BFA program requires a level human resources that our department can't keep up with without a serious
impact on faculty and graduate student research. We also believe arts foundations and history classes should be taught by the traditional art units, which have highly qualified
faculty to teach them. In the last two years we have put in place a moratorium of admissions to our BFA program in order to test what the effects of terminating the program
would be. We discovered that ”"as we suspected”" the positive effects of dropping our BFA program were multiple:
- More research and artistic output: freeing up faculty and graduate students time demanded for teaching and supervision resulted in increased research and production. In the
last couple of years DXARTS faculty have received numerous important commissions and grants and has recently produced and patented new technology that and is currently
being considered for commercialization. Our PhD students also increased their artistic and research output presenting more pieces at international festivals and conferences and
publishing more papers in peer-reviewed journals.
- Open curriculum: over the years we have seen an increase in the number of students from other art units taking our courses. This seems to indicate that our curriculum is now
embedded in the arts, something that we consider a success and that we will continue to foster, trying to cross-list more of our courses with the other art units. With no need to
reserve seats for our own undergraduate students, most of the seats in our classes will be open for students not just from the arts but from all around campus. This should connect
DXARTS even more with the other art units and also promote more connections with units in other colleges like CSE and EE, whose students tend to gravitate toward our
classes. Along these lines goes the development of an online version of our popular survey class "Digital Art and New Media: History, Theory, and Practice" (DXARTS 200),
which will be offered every quarter to a wide variety of students from around campus (between 100 to 150 students enroll to this class, for most of them this is their first
exposure to media arts).
- Curriculum flexibility: without the rigid class requirements demanded by the BFA, the faculty could teach a more varied curriculum and create new 500-level classes which are
in high demand by our graduate students and advanced undergraduates from other units.
- Academic clarity: dropping our BFA program makes it clear that the academic goal of DXARTS is advanced media arts research and teaching and that we are not a
professional program.
- Less administration: without our own undergraduate students there is no need for a full-time adviser. Parts of the funds from this position can be used to offset the increasing
costs of running our Fremont Fab Labs including funding an new instructional lab technician.
- More staff time: without the need to put a large BFA show every year, technical staff can be dedicated full time to give support to research and production.
After a two-year moratorium of admissions, the majority of the faculty has recently voted the termination of our BFA program which will be effective in the 2014-2015
academic year after all our majors graduate from the program.
” New MFA program: without an undergraduate program in place DXARTS can refocus on its graduate program. Over the years, it has become clear that not having a masters
degree in place could be a hindrance for recruitment for our PhD program. Every year we reject applications from many students who aren't ready for our PhD program but
could be just fine for an MFA program. These artists, who could be good candidates for our PhD program after completing an MFA, end up in other institutions where that
academic path is in place. Having a masters program that could function as a gateway into our PhD would fix this gap and would further help consolidate our new mandate of
research with a focus on graduate studies. Also having a masters program could allow international students with funding from their national governments to come to study at
our center over a shorter period of time than the one required for a PhD (these grants are usually for one or two years).
After a long debate, the majority of the faculty has recently voted the creation of a new MFA program that should be in place in about two years after it is approved by the
university.
” CARTAH closure: the Center for Advanced Research Technology in the Arts and Humanities (CARTAH) ”"the center where DXARTS was engendered”" continued
functioning as a service unit inside our department for many years. With many other digital humanities initiatives funded on campus CARTAH lost most of its clients becoming
obsolete. The recaptured funds from this center ”"which included a full-time staff person and a small operational budget”" were used to yearly fund two graduate students and
two postdoctoral positions, and the physical space of the center was used to expand our on-campus research facilities.
” Technical staff consolidation: staff positions in DXARTS responded to an old IT model based on a centralized server which required a full-time senior computer specialist.
This position has been consolidated into a research scientist/engineer position giving support to our on-campus research facilities.
” Administrative staff consolidation: our BFA program demanded a full-time adviser, without our own undergraduates, our main administrator can take care of graduate advising
and the funds recaptured from the adviser position used to offset the increasing costs of renting and running our Fremont Fab Lab, including funding a new instructional lab
technician.
” New research positions: we have recently hired a postdoctoral student in computer science who is doing research in computer vision and later this year we will have a search

for another postdoc for our sound area. Our plan is to keep expanding our postdoc pool and also create a visiting artist position in the near future.
Roadblocks and Suggested Actions
While DXARTS PhD has proved to be a successful model for SEAD research at the national and international level and a catalyst for change within the University of
Washington, steering the program in the new direction we want presents some mayor challenges in terms of academic flexibility, founding and sustainability. The list below
presents the most important roadblocks we have identified, some solutions are suggested for them, including strategies we have recently implemented at DXARTS and which are
currently under evaluation.
1) Roadblock: no access to funding for DXARTS faculty, PhD students and post docs to work in science and engineering labs.
Opportunity: there has been a lot of abstract talk about how important it is for STEM researchers to interact with artists (the famous "A" missing in STEM), but for the most part
there is a huge misconception of what the role of the artist should be in this exchange. In our experience most of the times science and engineering PIs consider artists as content
providers or illustrators of their research rather than peer researchers with a different research methodology which could provide a radically different vantage point to their own
work. Therefore its very hard for our faculty to become grant co-PIs for NSF grants or for our graduate students and postdocs to have access to science and engineering labs.
Fixing this funding gap could be a major turning point and have a strong impact for interdisciplinary research.
Proposed Action: National funding organizations such as NSF should consider creating special incentives for PIs to include artists as co-PIs in their grant proposals. Perhaps a
new "Artist in the Lab" funding program should be created to address this issue. Universities should also consider having internal funding sources for interdisciplinary projects
that could allow DXARTS graduate students and postdocs to have access to science and engineering labs. DXARTS has already created an important network of connections
with science and engineering labs at the UW to secure access for its PhD students, but for the most part access is restricted and depends on the goodwill of the lab directors or
PIs. Having university policy in place that would encourage this kind of access or even fund it, could help make these connections official and access to labs more universal for
the students.
Stakeholders: NSF and other national agencies founding science and engineering research, university deans and provost.
2) Roadblock: no access to funding for science and engineering faculty, PhD students and postdocs to work in DXARTS.
Opportunity: this presents the flip side of roadblock #1. We consider science and engineering research an essential part of what our center does and while our faculty and
graduate students are "polymaths", their artistic research methodology differs from the scientific method needed to foster new discoveries in technical areas which are crucial to
advance the field of media arts. While DXARTS has enough funding to support its own faculty and graduate students our current budget wouldn't allow us to pay release time
for science and engineering faculty, or graduate students and postdocs salaries. Having access to funding for hybrid positions could be a major turning point for DXARTS and
have a strong impact on interdisciplinary research at the university.
Proposed Action: National funding organizations such as NSF should consider creating special funding programs for scientists and engineers to work in art research centers as
DXARTS. A "Science in the Studio" funding program could address this issue providing funding for release time for faculty to join art research centers at least part time and for
graduate students and postdocs to have their research hosted in these centers. To mitigate this issue, DXARTS has recently created a postdoc position for a computer scientist to
work on machine vision in collaboration with our faculty and staff. While this model could certainly lead to some interesting results, it presents multiple challenges including
mentoring and supervision for our computer science postdoc, as well as an uncertain career path for him, as usually postdocs in science and engineering are expected to host
their publications and grants in research labs within their disciplines rather than in art units as DXARTS. One possible way to mitigate this problem would be to have our
postdocs be co-hosted by DXARTS and a lab at the CSE department, allowing him to have access to CSE faculty supervision and potentially catalyzing collaborative projects
between our labs. Realistically, it is hard to imagine creating this kind of hybrid positions with the current university structure which is highly compartmentalized, in particular
between colleges (Arts & Sciences, Engineering, etc.).
Stakeholders: NSF and other national agencies founding science and engineering research, university deans, provost and president.
3) Roadblock: tenure track lines at most research universities are created within departments and not across departments and even less across colleges and this represents a major
barrier for interdisciplinarity.
Opportunity: it is clear that universities would benefit from more interdisciplinary research, in fact in the last decade many universities have formed committees to address this
issue but no major policy has been implemented in order to foster interdisciplinarity except for some small projects at the college level. Creating tenure track lines across units
and colleges can not only address this problem but also be a more sustainable hiring model that could reduce duplicate lines in different areas of the university.
Proposed Action: the university should consider tearing down their current silo structures and promote the creation of interdisciplinary tenure track positions in arts, science and
engineering. DXARTS could be a great testbed for this kind of new lines as it is already a successful model of interdisciplinarity within the arts (all tenure track positions in
DXARTS are joint appointments with other art units). New guidelines would need to be created for merit evaluation and promotion for these new positions, DXARTS could
again be a good model for future policy as our tenure cases are already evaluated by an interdisciplinary committee within the arts.
Stakeholders: university deans, provost and president.
4) Roadblock: funding organizations like NSF are highly compartmentalized into small narrow programs making it quite hard or even impossible to submit applications for
interdisciplinary projects.
Opportunity: this roadblock it somewhat similar to the previous one (#3) except that it targets national funding organizations instead of the university. Organizations like NSF
have distinct divisions, each of them with its own fairly narrowly targeted funding programs representing the division's goals. The panel review structure within NSF divisions
discourages widely interdisciplinary proposals, as the panels that are formed to review the proposals only look at proposals within the narrow discipline of the division. As a
result of this narrow structure, researchers don't even bother writing interdisciplinary proposals for NSF until there is agency acknowledgment of the value of interdisciplinary
research, and well-established ways of submitting and evaluating interdisciplinary proposals. DXARTS tenure review process might serve as an abstract model for evaluation of
broadly interdisciplinary proposals at an agency like NSF. Creating ad-hoc panels for evaluation of interdisciplinary proposals could not only help fund SEAD projects but also
change the silo culture of the organization that seriously affects interdisciplinarity in all fields of research.
Proposed Action: national funding organizations like NSF should create special programs for interdisciplinary research with ad-hoc evaluation panels from across divisions of
the agency and with external experts with experience in interdisciplinarity. It should be noted that other countries already have this kind of model in place, for instance the
FQRSC from Quebec, Canada, puts together panels with international experts from different disciplines to evaluate interdisciplinary applications to their founding programs in
arts, science and technology.
Stakeholders: NSF and other national funding organizations.
4) Roadblock: internal funding at the university level for research in the arts is very limited and insufficient.

Opportunity: the Royalty Research Fund grants (RRF) are currently the only source of internal research funds for faculty at the UW. While this program can be quite helpful for
junior faculty to develop their first large research projects, access to these grants is very limited (all the arts compete for a small number of grants) and is usually reduced to a
once in a lifetime opportunity. Creating new funding opportunities with emphasis in interdisciplinary projects could be a great catalyzer for new ways of doing collaborative
research and help tearing down current silo structures at the university.
Proposed Action: the university should create more internal funding mechanisms for interdisciplinary projects. These funds could come from a shared pool of money created
between the different colleges or academic units. Again, DXARTS could be a great success story for this kind of model in the arts, as it was created by a University Initiatives
Fund grant (UIF). This grant ”"which only existed for a few years”" was created by taxing academic units 1% of their budgets to create a large pool of money for new initiatives.
DXARTS, the Center for Nanotechnology and a few other young research centers were created with UIF funds.
Stakeholders: university chairs, deans and provost.
5) Roadblock: The notion of risk is treated differently between the arts and the sciences.
Opportunity: In the sciences, it is assumed that innovative research will involve a degree of risk-taking. Here, risk-taking is taken to mean work that consciously challenges
existing paradigms within a field. Constructing such work may require institutional support to navigate the various legal, practical and educational implications of the research,
as well as coping with the public perception of such work. Examples from the sciences may include Stem Cell Research, Human Genomics, Animal Testing, etc. In the arts,
there is not the same expectation of risk-taking, or at least it cannot be considered to be on the same level as in the sciences. Many institutions, museums and galleries may
describe themselves as risk-taking, yet are unable to provide the legal, practical and funding support to facilitate work that can be considered as genuinely paradigm-shifting.
The result is that art research moves much slower than scientific research, and that it is very difficult for artists to maintain pace with scientific developments and innovations.
Proposed Action: The university should apply equivalent standards and resources to risk-taking in the arts and the sciences by establishing a set of criteria that can apply to both.
This may require a significant shift in the expectations for arts faculty research output, which is to be encouraged.
Stakeholders: university deans, provost and president.
6) Roadblock: permanent space is not available for new SEAD units.
Opportunity: when DXARTS was created a very limited amount of on-campus space was assigned to it. It was soon clear that for the program to succeed we needed a large
space where we could host our research and fabrication labs so we decided to rent a warehouse off campus. This unit ”"called the Fremont Fab Lab”" became the core of our
PhD program and we couldn't function without it, but the cost of renting and keeping the the place running represents a huge toll on our operations budget (a cost that other
academic units don't have to pay as they have their own buildings). The university could benefit from having a facility like our Fab Lab on campus, as many more students from
other art units would have access to them and the reduced yearly expenses could go to fund research projects rather than paying rent.
Proposed Action: the university should consider moving facilities like the Fremont Fab Lab to permanent spaces on campus. Capital campaigns for the development of new
buildings on campus should include square footage for spaces like this.
Stakeholders: university deans, provost and president.
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INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH WITH ART, COMMUNITY, DESIGN, TECHNOLOGY, AND SCIENCE
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SANTA CRUZ
Coordinator Jennifer Parker, Associate Professor and Chair of the Art Department, co-founder and Executive Director of the OpenLab Network, as well as Affiliate Faculty of
Digital Arts & New Media, UCSC; Sudhu Tewari, Ph.D. student in Cultural Musicology and Mechatronics Researcher in the Digital Arts & New Media program, UCSC; James
Guillochon, Ph.D. student in Astronomy, UCSC, Laura Cassidy Rogers, Ph.D. student in Modern Thought and Literature, Stanford University.
INTRODUCTION
Obstacle1: When Jennifer Parker, an art professor at the University of California, Santa Cruz, was trying to help Enrico Ramirez-Ruiz, an astrophysics professor, assist a student
on an interdisciplinary project, she was reminded (again) that neither professor had permission to share the other department's studios, labs, or facilities.
Obstacle 2: Amy Boewer, a visual art and art history undergraduate, and Jack O'Neill, a business undergraduate, each with interests in sustainability, had an idea for a
convertible sleeping pad for artists, scientists in the field, low-income residents of developing countries, and even for survivors of natural disasters. But neither had a place to
make their prototype or equipment to test their design.
The solution to these obstacles was the creation of the OpenLab Network, which Parker and Ramirez-Ruiz co-founded in 2010. OpenLab supports project-based initiatives
combining art and science research. To inaugurate the project, Parker turned her own research lab, in the Digital Arts Research Center, into the interim OpenLab facility for
project groups to meet, ideate and prototype. She advocated for participants to be given access to Art Division resources, including the metal shop, woodshop, prototyping lab,
print media facilities and digital media equipment and resources. To comply with campus health and safety regulations OpenLab members were given formal training in each
facility by department staff.
OPENLAB PROJECTS AT UCSC
In 2011, OpenLab held its first Summer Institute, with the theme of Art + Astrophysics. This focus allowed both Parker and Ramirez-Ruiz to support projects with their own
faculty research grants, pooling resources from departments. They created four teams, each a blend of faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates across disciplines. Team
members shared space, expertise, creative ideas, and differing modes of discovery on projects with multiple outcomes, researching a variety of concepts related to art +
astrophysics. Parker describes the project groups as working similarly to a film crew with each team member bringing their own particular interest and expertise to a task that
produced a joint outcome. Earth and Planetary Scientists and Astrophysicists proposed the concepts, then worked with artists from a variety backgrounds including sound art,
digital art and new media, video, design, photography, and sculpture, in four- to seven-member teams.
OpenLab debuted their first projects in the Digital Arts Research Center at UCSC and then at an exposition at the Tech Museum of San Jose, CA, where visitors could learn
about hard-to-understand concepts through these science/art projects ”" for instance, playing a game where they step off Earth and hurl a star into the cosmos to learn about
black holes. Sudhu Tewari, a graduate student in music and art, was part of a team that developed a three-dimensional zoetrope to make visual the collision between the moon
and a sister moon that orbited Earth. Working with the interplay across disciplines, artists were challenged to take real-world problems and develop solutions that would engage
viewers and participants, while science faculty and students learned how to ask and answer questions that had never occurred to them where the problem existed only on paper
or in the lab. Graduate students in the arts were given a very modest stipend and science graduate student researchers already working with the science faculty were given
permission to work part-time or full-time over the summer on OpenLab projects. Faculty gave funds from faculty grants, office space, lab space, and equipment access, as well
as unpaid time, to the OpenLab to develop projects.
The work had the additional advantage of involving STEM students from underrepresented backgrounds, for whom the unthreatening, "playful" atmosphere of the
interdisciplinary collaborations provides both an entrée to science and scientific questioning, and a sense of the range of applications of STEM fields. Compared to the expense
of many scientific undertakings, this new perspective is also replicable across other institutions and internationally, and more cost-effective in the short term.
However, it is sustainable in the long term only with greater institutional support. The inaugural year of the Summer Institute was supported by existing facilities (with

broadened access), with some contribution from NSF, NASA, the Packard Foundation, the UCSC Arts Division, and the UCSC Foundation. National and international funding
bodies can foster these cross-discipline "transfusions," as Parker calls the benefit researchers receive, by encouraging STEAM projects and tailoring application timelines and
requirements to fit. The ultimate benefit is not only to students, and to the public's efforts to understand science, but also to science itself. Working with artists has opened new
dimensions, says Ramirez-Ruiz, changing the way he thinks. It changes the way he visualizes scientific phenomena, the ways we arrive at "discovery," and the ways we
visualize the world itself.
STEAM Research Perspective 1. OpenLab participant Sudhu Tewari, Ph.D. student, Cultural Musicology, and Mechatronics research member, Digital Arts and New Media
program, UCSC
In the past I've been reticent to collaborate with others, with the exception of a few fellow artists for whom I have great respect, a longstanding relationship, or whose skill set
fills a gap in my own ability. Even these collaborations with artists I admire and get along with have been difficult; the process of collaboration is not easy for me. Nonetheless,
my experience as part of the first OpenLab Summer Institute, working with a team of scientists and artists I had never met before, proved extremely fruitful and not nearly as
painful as I had imagined it would be. In fact, I found the experience to be quite inspiring.
A great deal of the success of our project had to do with the nature of our collaboration. Our group ”" Eric Asphaug, an astrophysics professor, Jennifer Parker, art professor,
Noar Movshovitz, astrophysics grad student, Leslie Thompson, art undergraduate art student, Kayla Voung, TASC undergrand CS/Engineering, and myself ”" worked together
in a truly collaborative fashion. Rather than merely looking to one another to fill in gaps in our skill set for a predefined project, we spent a significant amount of time at the
beginning of our endeavor discussing our interests and research. As we discussed various aspects of the science, we came up with many ideas about physical objects and
visualizations that could be made to embody the scientists' research. Our focus was how such objects or visualizations might allow, or help, these scientists to re-contextualize
their research and in doing so, push forward into deeper understanding of their own work or trigger new frameworks/contexts to explore.
It seemed clear to us, the artists, that our greatest contribution to the scientists would be a physical object that, rather than existing as a 2D simulation on a computer screen,
allowed them to hold, or see, their research in true three-dimensional space. For me as an artist, it was novel, and quite exciting, to be working with "real" information rather
than arbitrary, abstract forms. It seemed clear that our experience, as artists, with physical objects could greatly benefit these scientists, and their understanding of the physical
world could greatly inform our practice.
Since working as part of this team, I've become interested in creating meaningful physical forms rather than arbitrarily created "functional" objects. My interest, as an
interactive, kinetic, and sound artist, has been, to this point, focused on the functionality of the devices/artworks that I create. Since OpenLab, I've become interested in the
meaning that can be made/embedded in physical forms that represent specific pieces of our universe.
In the end, we chose a project that demonstrated a theory cooked up by scientists Martin Jutzi and Erik Asphaug, which attempts to explain why our moon has so
asymmetrical a surface. Their theory holds that the earth once had two moons. The smaller moon collided with the moon we know and "splatted" across its surface creating the
asymmetrical surface.
The most rewarding part of our collaboration came in seeing Professor Eric Asphaug's excitement as he viewed our three-dimensional stroboscopic zoetrope for the first time.
It seemed that he was suddenly able to see parts of the physical equation of the collision he previously couldn't. It was fantastic to see that our strange amalgam of research and
technologies had a purpose (and use!) beyond simply visualizing a theory. Our project was successful in that it was a "true" collaboration: the result was the evolution of a
project that neither party (none of the parties!) would undertake, or even conceive of, independently.
In our projects, observations using modern technology resulted in a theory that was tested with a simulation made possible by 21st century software and hardware
(additionally, created by scientists working on opposite sides of the globe). This simulation was rendered physical by the hands of an artist, sculptor Leslie Thompson, and
turned into a physical animation using a technology that was popular as entertainment in the Victorian era. The end result was a unique device that allowed Asphaug to see his
theory for the first time in truly three-dimensional space and even to observe multiple perspectives simultaneously. Our zoetrope also provided a fantastic tool for disseminating
Asphaug's research/theory to the general public in an easily graspable, engaging fashion.
The value of encouraging creative thought in those who pursue empirically based knowledge and the value in encouraging empirical and rational thought in those who work
in primarily creative fields is becoming increasingly clear. The great leaps forward in both science and art have been made by those who think across the boundaries defined by
one discipline and embrace a wide variety of methodologies.
Universities can play a large role in facilitating such fruitful collaborations by encouraging inter-departmental projects and cross-disciplinary research. I would have stayed
isolated in the Music Department with no concern for the fantastic scientific research happening a stone's throw from my studio if it weren't for the OpenLab Summer Institute.
Bringing together artists and scientists, with the express purpose of creating work collaboratively, provides valuable creative insights that enrich the research of all participants
and their fields.
STEAM Research Perspective 2. OpenLab participant James Guillochon, Ph.D. student in Astronomy, University of California Santa Cruz.
My research has focused on what happens when stars come too close to supermassive black holes (SMBHs). Our intention with OpenLab was to create an exhibit that would
depict the delicate interplay that occurs between the stars that cohabitate the center of our galaxy with a SMBH. SMBHs are infinitely dense concentrations of matter that reside
at the centers of galaxies, and can be as much as ten billion times as massive as our own Sun.
Black holes are usually thought of as huge "vacuum cleaners," absorbing everything and anything. In fact, the gravitational pull of black holes is no stronger than it is for any
other matter. If the Sun were instantaneously transformed into a black hole of the same mass, the Earth would continue in its orbit undisturbed, and would not pulled into the
black hole any more readily than before the transformation.
The only advantage a black hole has over other kinds of objects is that it has no hard boundary to prevent things from coming arbitrarily close to it. As the force of gravity is
stronger the closer one gets to a massive object, this permits the gravitational force very near black holes to become impressively strong, so strong that the difference in force
applied to two sides of an object is strong enough to tear that object apart.
But despite their reputation, black holes have difficulty tearing apart or absorbing anything aside from the ambient gas that permeates all corners of our universe. This is
because the distance within which this force is strong enough to be damaging is quite small as compared to the typical distance between stars. The distance between stars is so
large that of the 300,000,000,000 stars in our Milky Way today, only around 30,000,000 (0.01%) will be destroyed by the SMBH at its center ”" or one star destroyed every
10,000 years. The majority of stars that are destroyed reside very close to the black hole, with their destruction being precipitated by random interactions with other stars in their
neighborhood.
In our OpenLab team project, we wanted to show what the environment around a SMBH looks like, with thousands of stars directly orbiting the SMBH. We also wanted to
show what happens when one of these stars comes too close to the black hole. However, we wanted to emphasize that while the neighborhood around a black hole can be
dangerous, the chances of a destructive outcome for any particular star is quite low.
To accomplish this, we combined movies generated using scientifically accurate models of the cluster of stars surrounding the black hole, with other movies produced using
hydrodynamical simulations that show the disruption of stars that wander too close. To emphasize the randomness of the process that brings any one star too close to the black
hole, we added the ability for users to interact with the cluster directly through the use of a Nintendo Wii gaming system. Users "pitched" stars towards the black hole at the
center of the cluster, and if their aim was good enough to place the star on a deeply-penetrating orbit, the star would be destroyed. This mechanism actually closely resembles
the actual process by which stars are placed on such orbits: they are "tossed" there by interactions with other stars.
What I learned through this process was the need to compromise between an accurate depiction of reality and the entertainment value of an exhibit. Changes needed to be
made to the physical system to make the exhibit more visually appealing, without sacrificing too much of its scientific accuracy. These modifications mostly were changes in
scale, both in the distances and in the times over which these interactions take place. Whereas the real system has stars that are one-millionth the size of the complete cluster, the
LCD projector we used was only capable of rendering an image with around 1,000 pixels per side. And while any individual star only has a small chance of being disrupted, the
chance that we specified in the game cannot be too small, otherwise the exhibit visitors can get frustrated with being unable to disrupt stars. To make sure that users of the
exhibit did not take the scales used in the demonstration too literally, we decided to include a monitor that was keyed to display factual information alongside the demonstration
itself. This permitted us to have more freedom in our choice of scales, without sacrificing the educational value of the exhibit.
Overall, the exhibit seemed to be successful: it attracted visitors to explore the dynamical environment around a SMBH, and to become more comfortable with the idea that
black holes are not as destructive as they are often portrayed to be. The key message that we wanted to convey was "encounters with SMBHs are rare, but when they occur the
results are spectacular." We also wanted to create an exhibit to show that the proper conditions for disrupting stars through their strong gravity are only realized for particular
initial conditions (set by the visitors through the Wii controller). Judging by the exuberance and frustration of visitors when they were/were not successful at disrupting a star, it
seems we communicated that difficult-to-understand message in this unique, interactive way.
In its value to me as a researcher, the project allowed me to visualize the cluster of stars that surround a SMBH in a completely unique and appealing way, especially

considering that usual representations of such systems are through obscure mathematical formulations. The tools I developed to generate the movies for this exhibit will remain
useful for talks I give in the future, as I now have a very visually appealing way to share my data and results.
PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: OpenLab Community Project, Blue Trail
By leveraging the larger communities around her via art/science initiatives, Professor Parker found she could build support in art and science research on campus that also
connected faculty and students directly with the public. Currently, OpenLab supports a limited number of affiliate art and science research projects led by faculty, post docs, and
graduate students who bring their own funding and resource support (managing these collaborations has fallen to Parker, her Mechatronics research cohort, and her interns).
The most elaborate of the current projects is the research initiative entitled Blue Trail, founded by Lisa Zimmerman of 7Story, a non-profit engaged in public place-making. The
project is curated by Laura Cassidy, Ph.D. student in Modern Thought and Literature at Stanford University, and directed by Parker with support from UCSC marine scientists.
Blue Trail is a new STEAM initiative that combines art, tech and ocean science for public exhibition. By expanding to collaborate with other institutions, public and private,
international and national, we aim to build bridges for disseminating knowledge to the public and vise versa. These bridges will act as information highways between silos on
our own campus, between researchers on other campuses, between professional artists and scientists, between ocean activists and curators, between business associates and
public officials, all to create whole-systems thinking that is inclusive of civic engagement for problem solving the issues of our day, such as the health and well-being of our
oceans, and other challenges to the environment we live in and depend on.
STEAM Research Perspective 3. OpenLab collaborator and curator Laura Cassidy Rogers, Ph.D. student in Modern Thought and Literature, Stanford University
Of the myriad ways to link art with science, my research explores how experimental media and theory in visual art, design, and technology impact environmental thought.
Stanford's interdisciplinary graduate program in Modern Thought and Literature (MTL) has supported scholarship at this intersection of theory and practice since its inception in
1971. More recently, under the direction of Ursula Heise, MTL began to recruit graduate students, such as me, with varying interests in eco-critical research as a means to
address complex environmental issues like climate change, water, energy, pollution, biodiversity, and social justice. Upon Heise's departure for a new faculty position at UCLA,
we have reorganized ourselves under the banner of the Environmental Humanities Project (established by Heise in 2007).
As well-documented by research, methods for educating and engaging the public about environmental issues are insufficient. Ecocritical research in environmental
humanities is of vital importance to achieving a sustainable future at local and global scales. In particular, bridging art with science, or culture with nature, spurs innovative
thinking and problem-solving for ecosystems that are diminishing in health and stability. To this end, I am determined to align my academic research with curatorial projects,
working directly with artists and scientists. Some of them are experimenting with new directions in science communication while others challenge the assumptions and
conventions of science. Curating is collaborative, hands-on, and place-based, providing an outlet for research while also inviting input from academic colleagues and the public.
In August 2012, I began work with OpenLab, curating a project on ocean sustainability called Blue Trail. Using a two-tiered strategy of offering formal invitations to artists
and scientists, and an open-call Design Jam Competition, Blue Trail has assembled a robust cross-institutional network of individuals ”" artists, designers, techies, scientists, and
volunteers ”" who are passionate about responding locally to the global challenge of sustaining the world's oceans. Specifically, it seeks to form a temporary "trail" of 10
interactive installations along the San Francisco waterfront in September 2013.
Over the course of the coming year, I will work with all these individuals to form teams and develop proposals for installations that combine art, design, technology, and
marine science. These installations will examine topics ranging from the accumulation of plastic marine debris and other byproducts of the global economy such as pesticides
and ocean acidification; resource depletion and food systems including agriculture and aquaculture as they affect the oceans; and, variations on marine biodiversity ranging from
species extinction to species migration and the ecological effects of sea level rise caused by global warming.
In the first stage of the project, we received 30 sketch proposals from individuals primarily in the San Francisco Bay Area, with a handful of submissions from the Eastern
Seaboard (Boston and New York City) and one from an artist based in Madrid who connected to Blue Trail while in residence at the Montalvo Arts Center near San Jose. Our
next step is to gather a jury of interdisciplinary leaders to help select 10-15 of the sketch proposals to revise as final proposals that address specific sites along the San Francisco
waterfront.
Ultimately, Blue Trail is a project about connectivity. If successful, it will form a series of temporary, interactive installations to engage the public in ocean sustainability. It
will capture their attention in the moment of interaction ”" whether physically walking along the San Francisco Bay or virtually surfing Blue Trail on the worldwide web ”" and
it will sustain that attention, moving from engagement to awareness to action. We are working collaboratively to experiment with tools that allow people to navigate our blue
planet, with the water cycling from the mountains to the sea, situating themselves as agents in dynamic earth systems as they unfold. However, given the steep fundraising
challenge to realize Blue Trail in its full capacity ”" it is a non-profit with pro bono staff and volunteers ”" we are uncertain about the exact outcome in September 2013.
Already, though, Blue Trail has succeeded to inspire and innovate for ocean sustainability by establishing a cross-institutional network and gathering a cross-disciplinary set of
proposals.
Experimentation is needed to boost civic engagement in a sustainable future. Rather than telling people what to do, Blue Trail installations will ask them, what would you
do? Integrating art with marine science will both deepen and expand the potential for innovative possible solutions to arise, as we work within and across disciplines, and with
the public, to achieve a sustainable future.
SUGGESTED ACTIONS ”" Given the initial success of these projects:
1. That National Academies, Administrators at Educational Institutions, and Funders prioritize support for Art/Science centers like OpenLab, as interest and demand by faculty
and students across campus is increasing and shows enormous potential both for new discoveries and significantly improved public outreach.
2. That Universities provide larger permanent spaces on campus to foster STEAM learning opportunities through project-based initiatives that are developed and supported.
3. That Universities and Funders support creation of Art and Science Studio Research Associate positions to manage facilities and support STEAM research projects
4. That Universities and Funders support increased administrative and outreach support for art/science collaborations to manage the demand for participation and public
engagement.
5. That these same groups develop professional ways to support cross-disciplinary research, which is currently verbally encouraged but not supported; faculty and graduate
students can be penalized if they step too far out of their research foci. This needs to reworked to support research that includes hybrid practices, co-teaching, and opportunities
for migrating and sharing resources with arts and sciences majors that are inclusive, to create meaningful intersections between all the other disciplines on campus.
6. That Funders prioritize grants for STEAM case studies to better understand, define, and assess the collaborations of artists and scientists, and that permit arts-based
researchers to be PI's alongside their science counterparts.
7. That Artists, Scientists, Designers, Scholars, Engineers, and their Professional Associations, as well as Universities, Industry, and Funders develop guidelines to value and
prioritize collaborative research as crucial to future innovations.
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FRAGMENTS /EXAMPLES ON SCIENCE / ART / COLLABORATIONS AND THE LOCAL / SOCIAL / PERSONAL CONTEXT
Coordinator: Miklós Peternák
Semantic Proposal
Renewal of existing structures and classification: the structure and scientific classification of the academy goes back worldwide mainly to the XVII-XIX centuries, with some
artistic roots. Due to the swift development and proliferation of scientific disciplines the scientific component of these bodies became ever stronger, while art almost disappeared.
There were several attempts to (re)integrate art into these societies, but without success. Either it was only symbolic or, as recently in Hungary, it led to a creation of a certain
"Art Academy" as a representational body ”" with no discernible sense. Academies should revise their existing division systems overall, and create a new division, not for art in
general, but specifically for experimental art and artistic research.
Funding
Applied scientific research can turn to any number of sophisticated funding bodies and resources. Artistic research has no established and publicly accessible funding structures.

In recent decades several universities have established doctoral schools in the arts offering the PhD/DLA degree. The experiences and effects of these schools could probably
provide guidance regarding why and how to create permanent funding for experimental art and artistic research.
Institutions
The first half of the 1990s was a time of new media institutions, with several innovative types of interdisciplinary media center established worldwide. During the last ten years
these institutions, using diverse survival strategies, have transformed themselves either towards sizable "industries" of festival- and exhibition-making, or became small-scale
NGOs and sometimes disappeared from lack of resources. In any case the innovative, creative character of the initial period was lost or survives only at the applied, profitoriented level. All the same, contemporary technical developments in all fields allow for a certain reestablishment of such centers, most effectively as a joint institute of
universities or other institutions of higher education.
Education
With the computer a new type of literacy arose. This fact is not reflected in education systems (or insufficiently so).
Survey
International, comparative, transdisciplinary research is called for, to explore the production and results of experimental art practices over the last 100 years, as well as the rapid
and radical changes in technology from the invention of the first technical image — photography — and the first telecommunications tool, the telegraph.
Fueling the Innovation Economy: Increasing K-12 Student STEM Engagement, Learning, and Career Interest through Integrating Manda
Fueling the Innovation Economy:
Increasing K-12 Student STEM Engagement, Learning, and Career Interest through Integrating Mandated Content with the Arts and Creative Thinking Skills
SUGGESTED ACTIONS
Suggested Action #1: K-12 Policy Changes
Stakeholders: Education policymakers (national and state legislative bodies, state and regional education agencies)
The Need: Classroom curriculum and mandated tests don't address vital innovation thinking skills needed for national and global economic success.
The Opportunity: Become a primary catalyst that fuels the national and global economies while increasing student content engagement and learning.
Suggested Actions: Enact policies that place equal emphasis on innovation thinking skills and content learning. Promote and fund the cross-disciplinary integration of arts and
design thinking skills, mandated science, math, and language arts standards, and problem-based learning with global outreach to partner with students in other nations. This can
be accomplished through teacher education, workshops, grants, research, and the development of a national K-12 Innovation Thinking Center. This Center would direct,
promote, and assess the delivery of these skills.
Suggested Action #2: K-12 Curriculum Changes
Stakeholders: State education agencies and school districts
The Need: K-12 curriculum does not include vital innovation thinking skills.
The Opportunity: Develop and evaluate K-12 curriculum that provides the next generation of innovation thinkers.
Suggested Actions: Design curriculum that promotes innovation thinking skills while delivering mandated content. Important components of this curriculum are: knowledge
transfer among all fine arts and core disciplines, problem-finding /problem-solving, collaboration, persistence, learning from failure, arts thinking, thinking flexibly, inventing,
tinkering, and emotional engagement. Engage experts in these fields to assist in the curriculum development. Research and evaluate the most effective strategies as they are
developed.
Suggested Action #3: Research
Stakeholders: Federal and state agencies, private funders
The Need: There is a great lack of quality research documenting the impact of arts and innovation thinking skills on science and math engagement, learning, and pipeline
attitudes. There are proof-of-concepts models that need to be explored, scaled, and evaluated to determine effectiveness.
Opportunity:
Suggested Actions: Provide funding to comprehensively evaluate proof-of-concept and best practices models to determine the most effective arts/science strategies that promote
innovation thinking, in addition to STEM engagement and learning. There should be additional funding for further development of assessments of these skills within the
mandated testing cycles.
Suggested Action #4: Funding for Innovation Thinking in K-12
Stakeholders: Governmental and private funders
The Need: Innovation thinking skills in the US are on the decline, affecting business and the US economy. There are funding opportunities for innovative approaches, but there
is a need for funding that directly addresses delivering innovation thinking skills within the public K-12 mandated curriculum.
The Opportunity: Become the driver behind the innovation thinking surge in K-12 education.
Suggested Actions: Work individually and in partnerships to provide funding and incentives to increase innovation thinking skills in K-12 students. This includes funding for:
curriculum development and evaluation, program development that partners formal and informal education, business, and higher education, and strong assessments.
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BACKGROUND
Since 2004, Advent GX has been researching and developing approaches to spur economic growth and job creation in America's rural regions. Advent GX identified gaps,
studied best practices and evaluated tools for their potential application to rural settings. By providing access to relevant tools and using approaches that foster innovation and
spur entrepreneurship and small business enterprise, Advent GX seeks to remove barriers and set communities on a path to prosperity.
Relevance of tools is fundamental. Too often well-meaning rural leaders attempt to employ methods that have proven effective in urban settings. Vastly different local dynamics,

engagement and funding levels mean many conventional tools are out of reach and inapplicable. By modifying proven systems to the rural situation, facilitating creative
collaborations, and allowing both local vision and market dynamics to drive strategy formation and implementation, Advent GX is moving beyond traditional rural development
strategies and realizing success in assisting rural communities to achieve sustainable growth.
Toward this end, in 2011 Advent GX established the Innovation Underground in Historic Downtown Bryan, TX. A privately owned business incubator, the Innovation
Underground is a place for entrepreneurs to grow businesses. Advent GX deliberately located the incubator in the heart of downtown. The Innovation Underground leverages
cultural and heritage assets ”" including coffee shops, galleries, churches, restaurants ”" that are a natural draw to the area. Well promoted and supported, these assets become an
even greater draw and can form the foundation for a cultural hub which in turn attracts more traditional and tourism business to the area. The result is economic growth and
enhanced quality of life.
APPROACH
Advent GX uses a multi-disciplinary approach to support the development of businesses through the Innovation Underground.
Community-Based Entrepreneurship
Location within the heart of the community is essential. So too is a deliberate focus on serving the needs of both entrepreneurs seeking to start a business and freelancers in
search of a quiet place to work. Serving both populations creates an ecosystem whereby freelancers feed off start-ups' need for affordable services. Start-ups have access to
affordable services, low rent, shared meeting facilities and Advent GX's version of entrepreneurial support systems. Unlike traditional business incubators and small business
innovation centers, Advent GX advocates for a more aggressive and experimental brand of start-up employing the following approaches.
Experimental Economics: Using experimental methods to evaluate theoretical predictions of economic behavior, Advent GX encourages entrepreneurs to give their ideas a
chance. Rather than expend large amounts of money on complex business plans that are often irrelevant before they are complete, we encourage entrepreneurs to instead invest
in prototype products with which they can test markets and product features.
Behavioral Economics: Understanding the effects of social, cognitive and emotional factors on the economic decisions of individuals and institutions is fundamental to business
planning and modeling. Advent GX tools support rapid evaluation of market prices and returns, and serves to support wise allocation of resources through the business and
product development process.
Financial Engineering & Business Analytics: This cross-disciplinary field relies on computational intelligence, mathematical finance, numerical methods and computer
simulations to make trading, hedging and investment decisions, all the while managing risk. Advent GX provides this support to start-ups to inform both financial models and
fundraising decisions.
To encourage sustainable businesses, Advent GX assesses opportunities based on three primary considerations:
” Economic considerations for financial viability
” Ecological considerations for environmental sustainability
” Social considerations for quality of life impacts
Support for Cultural and Heritage Tourism
Tourism development is often considered to offer the best potential for attracting outside investment and generating sales tax revenue in rural communities. Experiential
tourism”" including heritage, cultural, nature tourism, to name a few”"does in fact present a significant opportunity for rural places to expand the economic base and enhance
quality of life. But tourism is just a beginning.
The natural attractants that bring visitors to local downtowns also serve to improve the quality of life. Establishing unique shopping experiences, live music venues, quality
dining and the arts in a defined downtown district provides a venue for intellectual cultural engagement. The small setting and relatively low population creates a sense of
community. Soon the creative class of artists and performers are mingling with engineers, lawyers and other professionals seeking respite after a long day of work.
This experiential lifestyle—typically only available in urban settings—is a key attractant for innovators and entrepreneurs seeking the rural quality of life. The Innovation
Underground leverages the natural tourism attractants and provides a catalyst for entrepreneurial initiatives.
OUTCOMES
Advent GX set out to achieve break-even financial status of the Innovation Underground within its first year of operations. Though still in the development phases, the physical
incubation offices at the Innovation Underground are fully occupied and Advent GX achieved break-even operations by month six. In addition to supporting a wide range of
start-up activities, the Innovation Underground is home to a number of independent freelance professionals who work in the Creative Space, a co-working space for creative
professionals. Start-up members of the Innovation Underground include:
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”

Rock the Republic
Kootzin Apps
Imani-Tumani-Upendo
Blazing Forge Games
Beautiful Abilities
SEAD Gallery
Texas A&M Statistical Services
Maroon Weekly
Hog Abatement Management Systems
Grand Stafford Theater
TripleStat
Sideshow Creative

In addition to start-up activities, Advent GX is facilitating the development of community development projects that will add to the financial sustainability of the Innovation
Underground and, once established, serve as ready models for replication in other communities. These initiatives include:
” DUFi (Distributed Urban Farming Initiative)
” SEAD Gallery (exploring collaborations in Science, Engineering, Art and Design)
” SEAD Academy (a conceptual education initiative focused on K-12)
LESSONS LEARNED
Through the first year of operations and several years of research prior to the opening of the incubator, Advent GX documented best practices and lessons learned. These
findings inform suggested actions for further action that will follow in the next section.
Location Matters: The old adage ”" location, location, location ”" is true and perhaps even more so for communities seeking to spur entrepreneurial activity. Innovators want to
be where the action is. Most communities place business incubators in the cheapest possible real estate or in the middle of the fledgling business park where opportunities for
inspiration and collaboration are, with only a few exceptions, scarce.
Follow the Passionate and Purpose Driven. Ignore the rest. Every successful initiative, be it a business, a charity event or the next disruptive technology, is championed by an
individual willing to give life and limb for his or her great idea. Agility and an opportunistic mindset enable companies to follow the passionate to success, whether inside their
own company or in the greater community.
Establish a compelling mission. The Innovation Underground supports start-up companies but the mission is community and economic development through heritage
preservation. By choosing a 100-year-old building as its home, the Innovation Underground is supporting heritage preservation. This is compelling to local community thus
fostering local engagement and adds to the sustainability of the project as a whole.
Engage, challenge and empower youth. Advent GX was able to accomplish a great deal in a short period of time and with a limited investment in large part because Advent GX
makes interns a central part of company operations. By reaching out to student organizations and hiring both college and high school aged self-learners, Advent GX acquires

affordable talent, gains insight into current and future trends and contributes to the development of a well-skilled workforce.
Reach out to and engage university leaders: Advent GX places high priority on providing support to the academic community. By reaching out to university leaders, supporting
academic programs as lecturers, offering private sector perspectives and seeking opportunities for collaboration, Advent GX created a bridge between the campus and local
communities. Resources and expertise are shared and innovation results.
Offer unique and meaningful programming: Advent GX launched the first in what will become a series of intimate lectures and recitals at the Innovation Underground with the
goal of compelling intellectually motivated innovators to come together socially. Bringing together entrepreneurs, academics and community leaders sparks new ideas that
become the catalysts for innovation. Local economic development is the result.
Provide access to technical resources and expertise: Entrepreneurs seeking to generate new business models and capitalize on emerging technologies need access to technical
resources. The opportunity to learn the latest tools and experiment with new products is key to market penetration.
Embrace partnerships and collaboration: Leveraging resources, expertise and networks is central to the success of the Innovation Underground. Partnerships with academia,
industry, government and non-profits must be formed with attention to the value each party will gain. SEAD Gallery, for example, provides a presence in downtown Bryan for
the local arts council, gives a physical presence to and demonstrates the potential of the Network for Science, Engineering, Art and Design and provides an enhanced
experienced and source of revenue to contribute to economic viability of the Innovation Underground.
Private sector operations: Advent GX is a private company operating a business incubator. As in any private business, decisions are based on survival and long-term
sustainability. By privatizing incubation, the Advent GX approach eliminates decision making based on political whim and provides start-ups the freedom to take risks and learn
from failures without the threat of those failures being politicized. Additionally, the company's flat organization, focus on providing support as needed (avoiding one-size-fits-all
services), and leaderships' inherent understanding of the entrepreneurial condition makes the operation viable from a practical perspective.
SUGGESTED ACTIONS
Suggested Action #1: Employ independent private sector company to direct and manage business incubation efforts.
Stakeholder(s): Local Governments, Economic Development Organizations, Economic Development Administration
Obstacle/Opportunity Addressed: Maximize entrepreneurship at the local level. Avoid injecting politics into start-up landscape.
Suggested Action #2: Fund faculty in residence to work alongside entrepreneurs in rural business incubators like the Innovation Underground.
Stakeholder: National Science Foundation, Economic Development Administration, Academia, Economic Development Organizations
Obstacle/Opportunity Addressed: Overcome barriers to meaningful academic engagement in the local community. Take advantage of opportunities for applied research; foster
interdisciplinary collaboration.
Suggested Action #3: Fund the expansion of the Innovation Underground model to rural communities, creating a growing network of small businesses supporting rural
innovation and economic vitality.
Stakeholder: Kauffman Foundation, Economic Development Administration
Obstacle/Opportunity Addressed: Overcome financial barriers to establishing Innovation Underground locations in rural communities that are most in need of entrepreneurial
support and yet lacking resources to seed initiatives. Employ proven systems in use by Advent GX and build a supportive network of start-ups, all benefiting from private sector
expertise.
Suggested Action #4: Establish Collaboration Lab at the Innovation Underground showcasing the latest technology tools and making them available for innovators seeking to
build new skill sets and engage technology in the marketplace.
Stakeholders: Private industry; manufacturers of disruptive technologies, new software, developer kits, etc.
Obstacle/Opportunity Addressed: Overcome financial barriers that limit start-ups' access to new technology; provide a showcase opportunity for manufacturers who will also
gain advocates/sales people in the process. Membership in the Innovation Underground network takes on a new level of value.
Suggested Action #5: Establish an exchange program to bring urban artists and entrepreneurs to rural communities and facilitate international cultural exchange.
Stakeholders: National Endowment for the Arts, Economic Development Administration, Department of State
Obstacle/Opportunity Addressed: Cultural exchange has long been recognized as an effective means to foster understanding and promote economic activity. By bringing
international and urban artists and entrepreneurs to rural communities, the rural community will gain access to expertise and cultural resources that are otherwise out of reach.
The exchange will develop networks for symposiums and events in unique locations, such as historic venues, creating intellectually engaging experiences and resulting in
economic vitality.
Suggested Action #6: Establish an apprenticeship program at the Innovation Underground that funds high school student workers who provide technical design and development
support to start-up companies under the direction of a qualified professional.
Stakeholders: Department of Labor, National Science Foundation, Private Industry
Obstacle/Opportunity Addressed: High school vocational programs are often effective but lack the resources to provide students with access to the latest technology tools;
likewise, project work is approached as homework and thus lacks the intensity and rigor of real work products. Still, many high school students have both the aptitude and the
interest in working with technology tools. In rural communities in particular, there is a lack of qualified technical workforce. An apprenticeship program at the Innovation
Underground will contribute the development of well trained workforce while creating advocates for technology among students. Furthermore, student labor will provide
affordable services to Innovation Underground start-up companies.
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Like Leonardo da Vinci and Galileo Galilei, modern-day innovators in science and engineering are usually artists and craftsmen as well. There are practical reasons that this is
so, for theirs is the task of converting ethereal ideas and provisional theories into the material objects and machines that do work in the real world. Understanding the many ways
in which arts and crafts make possible innovation in sciences and engineering will enable society to develop the full potential of students in those fields.
Arts and crafts teach skills of relevance to STEM education outcomes:
K-12 curricula in most school systems focus on mathematical and verbal skills, but the ability to succeed in science and engineering requires a broader range of skills that can
be, and often are, taught through arts and crafts. Arts- and crafts-trainable skills that have proven to enhance science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) success
in K-12 classrooms include the following "thinking tools":
1) observing (Checkovich & Sterling, 2001; Stein, et al., 2001);
2) imaging and visualization (Ferguson, 1977; Ferguson, 1992; Root-Bernstein, 1989; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 2005; RootBernstein, et al. 2008);
3) abstracting (Root-Bernstein, 1991; Bennedsen & Caspersen, 2008);
4) pattern recognition and pattern invention (Silvia, 1977; Burton, 1982; Hopkins, 1984; Pasnak, et al., 1987; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999; Harvard, 2008);
5) analogizing (Glynn, 1991; Treagust, et al., 1992; Harrison & Treagust, 1993, 1994; Thiele & Treagust, 1994; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999; Coll, et al., 2005);
6) dimensional thinking (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999; Dodick & Orion, 2003; Steiff, et al., 2005; Kastens & Ishikawa, 2006);
7) modeling (Welden, 1999; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999; Gilbert, et al., 2000; Ewing, et al., 2003; Steiff, Bateman &Uttal, 2005; Musante, 2006; Starfield & Salter,
2010);
8) body or kinesthetic thinking (Druyan, 1997; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 2005; Robson, 2011);
9) manual dexterity (Wilson, 1982; Root-Bernstein, 1989);
10) familiarity with tools (Taylor, 1963; Root-Bernstein, et al., 1995; Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013);
11) transforming data into visual or graphical forms (Wilson, 1972; Root-Bernstein, 1989; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999);
12) converting theories into mechanical procedures (Wilson, 1972; Root-Bernstein, 1989; Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999);
14) and understanding data and experiments kinesthetically and empathetically (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999; Dow, et al., 2007; Riess, et al., 2012; Chan, et al.,
2012).
STEM professionals utilize the full range of these skills but textbooks fall short:
Our (unpublished) data on 235 mid-career scientists and engineers reveal widespread use of all the thinking tools listed above. They utilize imaging and visualization as often as
logic, and rely on modeling, patterning, observing or analogizing as well as abstracting, playing, empathizing, kinesthetic thinking, manipulative skills, and other explicitly
"artistic" and "craftsman-like" forms of thinking.
Despite actual science practice, we have additional unpublished data showing that science textbooks above the 8th grade level tend to teach only four of the above thinking skills
besides logic: observing, analogizing, modeling, and patterning. Imaging and visualizing, abstracting, dimensional thinking, kinesthetic and empathetic thinking, as well as the
ability to transform data or convert ideas into material procedures, go virtually untrained in science class.
STEM professionals acknowledge the arts and crafts for critical skill development:
In ongoing studies we have found that many scientists and engineers are explicitly aware that they developed critical skills through their arts and crafts training (LaMore, et al.,
2012; Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013). More than 80% of these scientists and engineers affirm, in fact, that arts and crafts education should be required as part of STEM education
(LaMore, et al., 2012; Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013).
Indeed, the full range of thinking tools are best learned through arts and crafts experiences, whether these experiences are integrated into science instruction or not. Furthermore,
there are specific associations between skill and art form, e.g., abstracting with abstract visual art; empathizing and playacting with theater arts; modeling with crafts and
sculpture; crafts with manipulative skills, etc. (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999). Given the importance of abstracting, empathizing, modeling and more to STEM
professionals, arts and crafts can provide STEM students valuable training in the skills, knowledge and methods they will require to succeed.
Arts and crafts experience is highly correlated with STEM Success:
In our ongoing studies of scientists and engineers we have found that significant arts and crafts experience is highly correlated with professional success in science and
engineering as measured by outcomes such as major prizes and honors, patents, or the founding of new high tech companies (Root-Bernstein, et al., 1995; Root-Bernstein &
Root-Bernstein, 2004; Root-Bernstein, et al., 2008; Lamore, et al., 2012; Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013).
One of the most notable results of our research is that no particular art or craft confers advantage over any other: dance, music, drama, painting, sculpting, printmaking,
photography, making and composing music, metal- and woodwork are all correlated with increased probability of success. The operant factor is not the type of art or craft, but
the early introduction to arts and crafts in elementary and middle school years followed by persistent practice of that art or craft into adulthood.
We have also found that while exposure to arts and crafts can occur in a school setting, formal education is not a requirement for the observed correlation to success: arts and
crafts classes in school are often supplemented or replaced by private lessons, informal mentoring at home or in community centers, or even by self-teaching. Again, the key
element is not how an art or craft is learned, but how long it is pursued. Skill and knowledge transfer to science and technology arenas is, in short, most likely to occur as a result
of arts and crafts mastery.
Current arts exposure K-16 is inadequate to STEM needs:
Given that most states within the U.S. and most countries around the world marginalize arts and crafts education, providing students with no more than an hour of such
education per week and with no more than one or two arts or crafts throughout their entire schooling, our findings have clear policy implications for a wide range of parties
(LaMore, et al., 2012; Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013). Students interested in pursuing a science or engineering career must recognized that their formal K-12 schooling is unlikely
to prepare them adequately in the range of skills they will need to reach the top of their field.
STEM students, their parents, and those providing STEM education opportunities need to understand the inadequacies of standard STEM education. Arts and crafts are
necessary supplements to the standard K-12 STEM curriculum. Educators and those setting educational policy must recognize that there is a robust literature linking success in
science and engineering to skills such as observing, imaging and visualizing, abstracting, analogizing, empathizing, and modeling that are developed by arts and crafts training
(reviewed above). Arts and crafts are not, therefore dispensable frills that can be eliminated from curricula whenever budgets need to be cut, but essential elements of science
and engineering education.
Finally, legislators need to understand the practical value that lies in the skills taught through arts and crafts so that they are willing to provide robust funding not only for formal
K-12 arts and crafts curricula, but also for community centers, after-school programs associated with arts and crafts centers, museum- and concert hall-based educational
programs, and other forms of informal arts and crafts education.
We therefore make the following suggested actions:
1) All stakeholders, including legislators, school boards, educators, parents and students, should be informed of the value of arts/crafts to STEM education.
The scientific and technological value of arts and crafts education must be made evident through educational initiatives directed at the voting public, legislatures, school boards,
educators, schools of education, parents and students. Each of these stakeholders requires a different type of information delivered in an appropriate medium and formulation
(PBS special; editorials; white papers; curriculum revisions; etc.)
2) An organization should be established to lobby for arts/crafts in STEM education.
An organization that can act as a lobbyist for the scientific and technological value of arts and crafts can educate and influence legislators, school boards, etc. This organization

must produce clear position statements embodied in appropriate educational literature and supported by adequate research.
The following specific points must be made in order to influence stakeholders and harness the innovative potential of arts and crafts for transforming science and technology:
3) Arts and crafts education must begin early and progress well beyond introductory levels if it is to promote STEM learning.
The best correlate we have of positive impact on science and engineering innovation in later life is an early introduction to arts and crafts. Those people who do not receive early
and intensive arts and crafts education are very unlikely to take up an art or craft later in life (LaMore, et al, 2012; Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013). Moreover, those people who
transfer their arts and crafts skills to science and engineering problem-solving are not those with a smattering of instruction, but those who have advanced in an art or craft over
many years.
4) Arts and crafts education must be continuous and sustained from childhood through maturity if it is to have an impact STEM achievement.
Our data show that individuals with sustained participation in arts and crafts with some degree of mastery are much more likely to become innovative scientists and engineers
than those who participate in an art or craft for only a few years, presumably at introductory levels (LaMore, et al., 2012; Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013).
5) Arts and crafts education must be widely available and easily accessible across the socio-economic board if it is to open STEM training and practice to historically
disadvantaged groups such as women and minorities (Lownds, et al., 2010).
Our data (Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013) and that of Catterall (2010) suggest that arts-and-crafts training levels the playing field for individuals from low socio-economic
backgrounds, making them much more likely to succeed in science and engineering professions and to return the investment society makes in them by inventing patents and
founding new companies.
6) Arts and crafts education designed to promote STEM education must be supported not only in schools but also through community programs, formal and informal mentoring,
arts-related business initiatives and the out-reach programs of museums, symphonies and other public arts institutions.
Our data show that arts and crafts education occurs as frequently outside of school systems as in them and therefore must be viewed as a synergistic system. Such a system of
mutually supportive organizations can provide exposure to a variety of arts in a variety of venues as well as access to training, materials, exhibition and performance spaces at
near-professional levels for those sustaining avocational arts interests and practice (Root-Bernstein, et al., 2013). Everyone from business people to arts and crafts entrepreneurs
and independent music and performance teachers have a stake in this system.
7) Arts and crafts must be placed on a par with language skills, mathematics and sciences in school and university curricula because the arts train equally important skills and
convey equally important knowledge (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999 and references provided above).
Everyone desiring to improve our student's capacity for creativity and innovation is a stakeholder in this change.
8) Arts and crafts teachers must be granted the same status as language, mathematics and science teachers, and equivalent amounts of time in the school day to work with their
students (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999).
Teachers are the main stakeholders in this suggested action. Without this change in the system, the changes in the curriculum necessary to promote arts-assisted STEM
innovations cannot be implemented.
In order to achieve the last six goals listed above, arts and crafts education should emphasize elements of creative education often ignored by other disciplines (Root-Bernstein &
Root-Bernstein, 1999) including, but not limited to the following:
9) Arts and crafts education should emphasize the universal processes of invention in addition to the acquisition of specific disciplinary knowledge (Root-Bernstein & RootBernstein, 1999).
Creative thinking partakes of both domain general and domain specific processes involving, respectively, generative and compositional stages of thought and action (Sternberg,
et al., 2004).
10) Arts and crafts education should emphasize the intuitive and imaginative skills necessary to foster invention.
The current education system tends to confuse the means by which we communicate (languages, mathematics, pictures, sounds, movements) with the ways in which we think
and create. Creative thinking actually begins for people in all disciplines with pre-verbal sensations, emotions, visions, body feelings and tensions that are explored and exploited
by artists and craftspeople of all sorts (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999). We must teach our students how to use these emotions, feelings and sensations if we wish to
nurture their creative capacities.
11) Arts and crafts education should be integrated into the general curriculum by using a common descriptive language for creative and innovative processes.
The 13 "tools for thinking" as described by Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein (1999) provide a basic vocabulary that can be used by students, teachers and parents in an
integrated and mutually reinforcing manner.
12) Arts and crafts education, while developing necessary disciplinary skills and knowledge, should emphasize the trans-disciplinary nature of those skills and knowledge in
order to promote skill and knowledge transfer to science and engineering practices (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999).
It is a well-established pedagogical principle that knowledge transfer is promoted by teaching students that their knowledge CAN be transferred. Observing, for instance, can be
taught in an art or dance class and explicitly transferred for use in a biology class. Patterning can be developed in a painting or music class and applied in a math class. In this
way arts and crafts education can be integrated into existing educational curricula, improving them and making them more efficient (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999).
13) Arts and crafts education should focus on the experiences of individuals and institutions notably bridging disciplines as exemplars of the trans-disciplinary nature of
innovation (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999).
Providing explicit examples of how polymathic individuals such as Leonardo da Vinci have managed skill and knowledge transfer is likely to be particularly effective.
Finally, new forms of research need to be funded and undertaken in order to provide the data-driven arguments necessary to convince legislators, school boards, educators and
parents that arts education will boost STEM skills and knowledge:
14) Further research is necessary to establish that the hands-on practice of arts and crafts improves STEM education outcomes such as improved standardized test scores,
graduation rates, enrollment in STEM majors in college, etc.
The National Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts, as well as private philanthropic foundations, should be encouraged to fund such research.
15) Further research is necessary to establish that the value of arts and crafts for STEM education resides in the development and exercise of tools for thinking that encompass
observing, imaging, abstracting, patterning, analogizing, empathizing, modeling, playing, dimensional thinking, etc. (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999).
While some studies exist in some STEM subjects for select age groups for each of these thinking tools, the generality of the findings has not been established across all STEM
subjects or age groups, nor has the impact of training in more than one thinking tool at a time been investigated. Once again, the National Science Foundation and the National
Endowment for the Arts, as well as private philanthropic foundations, should be encouraged to fund such research.
16) Finally, there appears to be no information about the arts and crafts experiences of legislators, school board members, or education faculty, yet this information is necessary
if we are to address effectively the prejudices these groups currently have against arts and crafts in education.
The National Endowment for the Arts and private foundations supporting arts education should be encouraged to establish research programs in this area. Informed outreach to
these groups in ways that address their particular concerns may prove critical to the effective promotion of arts and crafts education, not only for the sake of the arts, but for the

sake of science, technology, engineering and math—and the future of our society.
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Introduction
"Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts," Albert Einstein wisely noted. He could have been describing the subtle relationship
between the intangible and tangible things that count in making any creative collaboration a success.
Commonsense tells us there are human factors, or intangible things (character, personality, "personal chemistry," ambition, inspired sense of purpose, knowledge, imagination,
curiosity, teamwork) that really count toward achieving the desirable tangible things of a great collaboration (outstanding outcomes with measurable results).
In exceptional creative collaborations, it's easy to spot some wholesome habits of mind and behaviors that help enhance our understanding of one another: an openness to learn;
a willingness to question what one knows or aims to know; everyday curiosity, wonder and creativity; a sensitivity to other people's views, visions and approaches to innovation;
and, equally important, the essential commitment to work together in creating, sharing, and applying new knowledge to achieve a goal - one they've all chosen to pursue as
gung-ho collaborators. None of these obvious things are obvious.
Creative collaborations work best when individuals share more than a common vision: they also share their mutual respect, trust and values (Buckman, 2004). The individuals
engaged in these collaborations tend to constantly search for connections and common ground to cohere the complementary perspectives and practices we commonly associate
with the arts and sciences. This ongoing connection making helps a collaboration continually flow like a Springtime mountain stream. Never mind whether it works as efficiently
as the Six Sigma big business management strategy that Motorola implemented in the mid-1980s and that Jack Welch, the former CEO of General Electric, popularized in the
mid-1990s (Tennant, 2001), the point is:
To flow! (Csíkszentmihályi, 1990)
Collaborations Can Either Elevate Or Flatten Creativity
Today, collaborations of all kinds and scales power innovation in every field and industry. The most adventurous and complex ones combine a wealth of tools, techniques and
innovative methods of creative inquiry, visualization and communication that draw from the intertwine histories of art-science-technology. Many integrate these resources as a
form of "ArtScience" practice, uniting the aesthetic sensibilities and intellectual skills, which encompasses everything from engineering, mathematics, technology, business, and
other fields of applied human knowledge (Siler, 2011)
ArtScience collaborations aim to transcend common practices of compartmentalizing knowledge. They tend to catalyze innovations grown from cross-pollinating the processes
and products of one field with another. Case in point: the pioneering work in Nanochemistry of Geoffrey Alan Ozin and his international team of innovative, entrepreneurial
nanoscientists and nanotechnologists. Their groundbreaking work over four decades includes the ingenious chemical synthesis of complex objects whose structure, property,
function, and utility were inspired by Nature. Their novel creations not only mimic biological matter and mechanisms, they do so at the nanoscale
(Ozin et al, 2009), where "size really matters" in remarkable ways.
Diagram of Scale Relations (Ozin, 2009)
In unprecedented ways, these nanoscientists have studied what Nature makes and what we can make of Nature. In the process, they're re-creating Nature to the benefit of
humankind, while contributing to the invention of a sustainable future. This work entails generating and developing practical innovations that help improve the state of the
world. It's a big feat that's, paradoxically, built on precise manipulations of atomic matter configured into miniscule machines of sorts.
The collaborative endeavor spotlighted in this paper offers one example of two lifelong practitioners in the ArtScience process (Siler, 1990) who have come together to help
realize innovations in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology that can meet our urgent global challenges (Ozin et al., 2009). These two fields of human knowledge are transforming
today's world, as they manipulate matter on an atomic and molecular scale, producing the tiniest human-made functional structures and systems ever conceived. These systems
are designed to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of everything from solar cells to fuel cells to computer technology to batteries to bioengineering systems with
nanomaterials that fight cancers.
And that's just a cursory list of the field-at-a-glance. An expanded list would include a wide array of industries from A to Z involving Nanotechnology, such as: Automobile
industries; Aviation and Aeronautics industries; Building Supplies and Construction Systems; Chemical Engineering, Computer Engineering systems, Diagnostics, Electronics,
Environment & Ecology Technologies (Air, Water, Waste Management, Hazardous Waste, Recycling systems, Renewable Energies); Food Processing systems; Materials
Manufacturing; Medicine and Pharmaceuticals; Military Applications for Defense Technology; Safety Engineering and Security systems, to name some.
Overcoming Conceptual Obstacles To Rise Above Roadblocks
It's been challenging planning how to best present our ArtNano Innovations not as Art for Art's sake, or Science for Science's sake, or Art for Science's sake and vice versa. But
rather, ArtScience for Civil Society's sake, so to speak. That's the steepest challenge: presenting this artwork to general and specific audiences in such a manner that it conveys
how this exploding field of scientific and technological innovations is growing in dizzyingly rapid ways.
When we consider the changing "tastes and appetite" of our audiences for either the arts or sciences, or both, things get seriously complicated. I caught myself virtually weighing
and balancing the ratio of artistic and scientific contents of our proposed exhibition. I'd shoot these sorts of open-ended questions to Geoff and trust he'd have a wiser response
than I had:

Initially, I was concerned that audiences would be overwhelmed by the abundant scientific literature on this subject; it's pretty intimidating. It felt like the technically dense
science was a conceptual "barrier to entry" for general audiences, bogging down people's spontaneous experience of the fine art. I had these dreadful flashes of Geoff and I being
chased by a lynch mob of art critics-at-large and "hanged" for reaching too high-and-wide in our ambitions.
I anxiously thought: Maybe we should just zero-in on one tiny, but compelling, detail of Nanoscience that I could artistically translate well in various mediums. At least, for
starters.
One forecaster of high-technology markets, Lawrence Gasman, who wrote in his blog NanoTechWeb.org, expressed a similar sentiment: "Samuel Johnson once noted that the
prospect of hanging "concentrates the mind wonderfully." Assuming Johnson was correct, writing a book on nanotechnology must be the next best thing to a good hanging.
That's my experience anyway" (http://nanotechweb.org/cws/article/articles/22889).
Personally speaking, the biggest roadblock to our collaboration has been logistical rather than intellectual or informational. Finding the time to fully focus on a plethora of

challenges that interest me has been far more challenging than envisioning Nano-solutions to urgent global/local challenges. Naturally, Geoffrey's account of his experiences
differs from mine, as he's amassed so much wisdom from working internationally with his community of colleagues.
Perhaps, the most difficult issue we're grappling with is journeying into this new frontier of knowledge with no funds, no timeframe and no team other than us two co-founders
of ArtNano Innovations. Fortunately, even though we started cutting our own path to discovery with these obstacles, none have curbed our enthusiasm for this project! And that
reality bears a message of optimism worth heralding. It demonstrates that even when collaborators aren't following a carefully defined goal with a picture-perfect path to
accomplishing it—even when they don't have all the means or time to do it—their collaboration can still triumph. We need only look toward the adventuresome work of the
visionary composer Philip Glass and the theatrical producer and director Robert Wilson whose production of their 1976 experimental opera "Einstein on the Beach" defied all
the odds of success.
What does this avant-garde performance art have in common with ArtNano Innovations? Everything. That is, if you believe in this universal view: "Everything is connected."
And I do,
as does Geoffrey. I try to embody this worldview in my art, just as he does in his science.
Our ArtScience collaboration interprets how Nanoscience draws insights and inspirations from Nature. It investigates how Nature connects everything it creates on all scales:
from the smallest structures in the universe to the largest imaginable to the human brain and creativity (Siler, 2012), which enables us all to see, discover, understand and wonder
about these natural connections that "link the small and large, the local and global" (Ozin, 2012).
The artworks featured in the ArtNano Innovations intimate why and how there is no limit to the potential applications of these advanced technological innovations and the
endless creative collaborations it will take to realize them aided by the arts. This project highlights the many ways in which the arts help enable the realization and responsible
applications of these innovations.
Determining How To Present Real/Virtual ArtNano Innovations
Before collaborating with Geoffrey Ozin, my spectrum of exemplary, modern ArtScience collaborations was "limited." It only included everything from the creation of
unprecedented technological innovations (The MIT Radiation Laboratory, 1991) to breakthrough filmmaking at DisneyPixar (Bennis & Biederman, 1997), from 3-D
cinematography and computer-simulations populated by synthetic actors such as those in James Cameron's visionary film Avatar (Corliss, 2012) to sensational international
SkyArt Events conceived and composed by the pioneer environmental artist Otto Piene (Glibota, 2011)—not to mention a few thousand other brilliant examples that can easily
humble any innovator's ego and accomplishments!
This assortment of examples bears evidence of one overarching pattern of creativity that fits these two interrelated terms and practices: transdisciplinary thinking and integrative
thinking. Essentially, these best practices of creative & critical thinking underlie the ArtScience process of connection-making, discovery, invention and innovation (Siler, 2011;
Root-Bernstein et al, 2011).
"One of the hallmarks of nanoscience is its interdisciplinary nature—its practice requires chemists, physicists, materials scientists, engineers and biologists to work together in
close-knit teams," write Geoffrey Ozin, Andre Arsenault and Ludovico Cademartiri, co-authors of Nanochemistry:
A Chemical Approach to Nanomaterials. (2009). "Communication and collaboration between disciplines will enable these teams to tackle the most challenging scientific
problems, those that are most pressing in the successful exploitation of nanotechnology." Note that Nanotechnology is currently "touted as the engine of that will drive the next
industrial revolution." That's no hyperbole.
Highlights of Our Learnings
The following notes serve to point out some inspiring moments of peak awareness when two collaborators transcended their individual differences to create a synthesis of
sensibilities, information and vision. By "accentuating the positive" points—recalling the beautiful tune by Bing Crosby, "Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate the Positive" which is the "key to
happiness"—I mean to contrast these notes with the many negative experiences collaborators may have when any one of the Five Challenges are not addressed. Or, they're
conveniently overlooked.
Geoffrey recently summed up his excitement for our collaboration by saying he sees "Science transformed into art." Which is inspiring. Complementing his perspective, I see
Art transforming science. And when they flow together, they create ArtScience transformations that reveal, in the words of Leonardo da Vinci, "the science of art and art of
science."
Building on this reference to the Italian Renaissance: The Italian word "chiaroscuro" evokes the complementary interactions Geoffrey and I experience collaborating. As we
move from light to dark (from the known to the unknown) and from dark to light, we envision how our ArtNano Innovations could be presented as a variety of aesthetic
experiences; each experience could emphasize one way we can re-create Nature to invent a sustainable future.
Early on in our collaboration, Geoffrey related his ideas for a new Periodic Table of Nanomaterials that he had invented, its novel 3D form fascinated me. It was unlike any
periodic system I'd ever seen when exploring the many variations of Dimitri Mendeleev's Periodic Table of chemical elements. Geoff envisions creating an infinity of
nanomaterials by combining four basic building elements: nanocrystals, nanowires, nanotubes, and nanosheets, as shown here:
.
Geoff wondered why I was pushing him so hard to fully render a 2D picture or 3D model of what his periodic table might look like. He was envisioning something as unique as
Watson-Crick-Franklin's DNA model revealing the four "building blocks of life," and I was simply curious to see what he had in mind. It was the only way I could grasp what he
was seeing in his mind's eye. That clarifying visualization he created in response to this persistent inquiry helped me begin to understand the nanoconcepts and principles, and
the complexities of endlessly combining the basic building blocks of nanomaterials.
Just as important as believing in the creative potential of your collaborators is seeing an openness to new ideas. Indeed, an open mind can open minds and expand them almost
instantaneously. Conversely, a closed-mind can have the reverse effect. In fact, nothing flattens the joy of creative inquiry in the arts and sciences than working with closedminds. I've seen collaborations that seemed on the surface buoyant until they sailed into an unexpected squall only to capsize and never recover. When I later did a sort of
forensic analysis on what sunk the collaboration, one or more of the collaborators had closed their minds and stopped adventuring.
Five Challenges of Human Communication That Impact Collaborations
This initial list of challenges is offered as a Reality Check. Without addressing these basic challenges, individuals, teams, groups, and organizations will likely encounter
countless obstacles and roadblocks. Of course, serendipity and wild dumb luck supersede everything earmarked here!
Even though these observations and comments focus on the challenges we've faced in developing our ArtNano Innovations project, they can be generalized to other
collaborative enterprises involving all forms and functions of innovation. By and large, the real success hinges on continually improving human communication by fostering
understanding:
1. Understanding the collaborator's aspirations and expectations for the project.
Like many spontaneous collaborations, this one just leaped into our lives and rapidly grew—in a self-organizing process—into this relatively unstructured and freewheeling

idea-generation fest. And there's a positive life lesson in that, too: It's not always possible to "plan the work and work the plan," to echo that anonymous, idealized directive in
business strategic planning.
Our collaboration occurred without any initial planning. In fact, it grew from a series of informal conversations and Skype chats over a period of a few months, sparked by a
most unusual awards ceremony at the University of Tartu, in Estonia, organized by the World Cultural Council (http://www.consejoculturalmundial.org).
Before attending this magical event, neither Geoffrey nor I had intended to experiment in merging our professional concentrations. That simply happened. Naturally.
Organically. Effortlessly. This intention started to crystallize over breakfast, following an impromptu interview the evening before with Marju Unt, Director of Estonian
Euromanagement Institute, and some of her colleagues who were scoping out a program on Art & Science (http://vimeo.com/32380137). We realized we share this mutual
passion for advancing innovations that can benefit humankind by posing solutions to our global challenges. Where Geoffrey aspires to actualize the "NanoAdvantage" (Ozin et
al., 2009), I aspire to create or develop new art-science-technological innovations to this end.
2. Understanding the collaborators' sense of what is possible or not in the area of concentration depends on the knowledge base of the collaborators.
When collaborators from diverse fields first come together to work on a project, there are some basic questions to entertain in an informal way that can help them quickly assess
one's depth of knowledge and imagination. Given that I was a beginner student of Nanoscience, I had roughly forty years of knowledge to catch up on asap, before I could pose
any original, thought-provoking question that was meaningful to my mentor.
Of course, the thrill of learning doesn't get any better than having one of the brilliant pioneers in the field of Nanochemistry teach you using his co-authored textbooks that detail
his team's empirical research. This one-on-one guidance certainly sustained my enthusiasm, as I learned the key nanoconcepts that concern, in the parlance of Ozin and his
colleagues, the "Materials Staircase" (Synthesis, Structure, Property, Function, Utility) leading to-and-from the "Nanomaterials Staircase" (Size, Shape, Surface, Defects, SelfAssembly, Nanotech).
Without laboring to learn the basics, I would not have been able to glean Geoffrey's challenges. Nor would I be able to offer any insightful questions that we could explore
together.
3. Understanding your shared goal
From the beginning, Geoffrey's goal was to use the arts to help communicate his inspired vision of what he and his colleagues refer to as the "NanoAdvantage." By utilizing
various arts-based mediums, including traditional fine arts, new media, art installations and performance art, Ozin aims to engage specific and general audiences worldwide in
his thought-provoking public presentations that highlight the evolution and growth of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology. We plan to make a selection of his lectures on the
NanoWorld and the NanoAdvantage available.
"One can experience the NanoAdvantage for example over the entire platform of material energy systems, where they may be engineered for solar cells, fuel cells, batteries,
supercapacitors, thermoelectrics, piezoelectrics; and where the enhanced performance relative to their macroscopic counterparts always goes to one-and-the-same 'heart of the
matter,' the NanoAdvantage" (Ozin, 2011 & 2012).
My goal was to help Geoff accomplish his goal with the aid of the arts. Beyond that, I wanted to experiment with the various nanomaterials in my artworks—in particular, the
photonic structural colors (Ozin et al., 2009). I love experimenting with new materials as it often yields many "aesthetic accidents" and discoveries. Moreover, I wanted to work
my deepest passion for human neuroscience into our project, because that was most important to me. Actually, it's the hallmark of my artwork and the center of my research for
decades: connecting everything human-made to the hidden work of our minds and the brains that shape our creations.
It's important to me that our audiences do not have to immediately understand the science to embrace the art. That deeper understanding and appreciation comes naturally, as
viewers learn to seek-and-see in the art the scientific concepts embedded in it. Here, science isn't explained or illustrated. Instead, it's experienced and interpreted as myriad
forms of art. Anyone with an open-mind and curiosity can grasp the beauty of wonder and wonder of beauty expressed in the nature-inspired ArtNano innovations. Anyone can
experience seeing these artworks beyond categories, and experiment with their countless everyday applications for enriching our lives.
4. Understanding what the Work of Art and Work of Science mean to you.
One process of innovation and creative inquiry I've been experimenting with since the mid-1970s involves playing with various interpretations of formal works of "Art" and
works of "Science" that were characterized as such, I would either add scientific information to the artwork, or subtract information from the sciencework. The net effect was
always aesthetically startling and refreshing! The art became science, and the science became art.
Some 36 years later, I find I'm still absorbed by that fundamental transformation of information (data, knowledge, ideas, concepts, events, etc.). It delights me to see how central
this transformation is to the phenomena we call "aesthetic experience," in which all sorts of natural ambiguities arise that can't be explained away or described with words and
numbers alone. As the mind gropes to grasp what it's experiencing, there are so many "simple pleasures" to enjoy. More often than not, these experiences inspire us to dream and
imagine endless possibilities.
In my practice of art making, anything goes because imagination goes with everything! Art is not only what you make, it's what you make of it, too. That same truth holds for
those who are open to experiencing science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in this open-minded manner. When we allow our imagination to experience things
without categories, compartments, and limits, we're able to discover how Art, or A.r.t., encompasses All representations of thought. It's the sum of human knowledge, endeavors
and experiences. It embodies everything that human beings can and do connect with, as we link Art to the whole of Life-Reality-Nature.
ArtNano Innovations invites viewers to experience those unpredictable, "aesthetic accidents" that underscore most original discoveries. Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, the 1937 Noble
Prize-winner in Physiology or Medicine, once noted: "A discovery is said to be an accident meeting a prepared mind." The art here aims to prepare our minds for that
unexpected encounter with discovery.
As I discussed with Geoffrey at the outset, I wasn't interested in making a show-and-tell style Science Fair out of our creations. We agreed to create unique "aesthetic
experiences" that may not resemble the explicit scientific visualizations we're familiar with. Moreover, the art aims to integrate the compartmentalized worlds of Nanoscience
and Neuroscience, among other areas of physical sciences It explores the possibilities of a unified field of knowledge that is quint-essential to human development and the
advancement of science-technology-engineering-mathematics and civil society.
Many of my artworks consider unique perspectives on Nanoscientific challenges as seen in the broader context of human/nature relations. They evoke these natural linkages
between the Nano-Neuro-World of interrelated forms and processes (Siler, 1990). ArtNano Innovations recognizes the connections between Neuroscience and Nanoscience,
highlighting the hidden handiwork of the human brain that is often left out of our big picture interpretations of Nature. Expressed another way: The art embodies nature-inspired
ideas, concepts, hypotheses and theories on the creative work of nature and the human imagination that ties everything together in new and purposeful ways.
5. Understanding the different "learning curves" of the collaborators.
There's always a learning curve in any collaboration, which affects the speed of development and realization of the project. Regardless of how knowledgeable, wise, intuitive, or
experienced a collaborator is, it takes some time to learn new concepts and process their implications, and then act on this knowledge intelligently with strategic and tactical
plans. I would extend this observation to our audiences, as well. This remains a huge obstacle to any casual viewer's appreciation of these ArtScience productions: grasping the

"artistic" dimensions of science, and the "scientific" dimensions of art. Also, there are plenty of curves in the way we try to grasp things by surmising what they look-and-feel
like or mean, judging from our limited interactions with them.
I found it was time well spent mulling over the core concepts and principles rendered in Geoffrey's textbooks, just as he delved into learning about my exploratory artwork. It
took me awhile for this counterintuitive reality to really sink in: "There are no new nanomaterials. Rather, they are just reconstructed forms of known materials [from the
Periodic Table of Elements], which can be sculpted at the nanoscale," as Geoff has written. "All the atomic compositions and atomic arrangements of the materials are known.
But it is their physical size and shape and accessible surface properties plus their self-assembly into purposeful higher tier 'panomaterials' with structural features formed over
multiple length scales, from nanometers to millimeters to centimeters to meters and beyond that creates, for example, the NanoAdvantage as intimated by this work of ArtNano
Innovations" (Ozin, 2011).
Summary
We all have our own questions that we'd like to answer because they engage us in personally meaningful ways. I'm sure the questions that absorbed me are not necessarily the
same ones that Geoff dwells on professionally and has challenged his research team to respond to in great detail. For instance, I cannot explain why I'm interested in exploring
these kinds of basic questions:
What natural and/or artificial forces make all nanomaterials self-organize? Is there one general or overarching pattern for self-organizing nanowires? Is that pattern of growth
similar to what may be observed in nanocrystals, nanotubes and nanosheets, as well?
Are there archetypal patterns to the growth of all nanomaterials?
Do all nanomaterials self-organize the same way, whether they're crystals, wires, tubes or sheets?
Do different types of nanowires self-organize at different rates of growth.
By contrast, Geoffrey and his colleagues are currently tackling these big issues:
How do abiological chemically powered nanomotors work?
What is the origin of motion in these particular nanomotors?
How do we fully represent nanoscale hydrodynamics theory?
How do the size, shape and surface of a nanomotor, solvent viscosity and temperature, control the velocity and ultimate speed limit?
How do we control the direction of nanomotors: chemotaxy, magnetic, electric, optical fields or other means?
How do we get nanomachines to work purposeful and reliably?
What jobs (e.g., cargo pickup, delivery and drop off) do we want nanovehicles to carry out?
What tasks, such as seek and destroy tumors, environmental sensing, medical diagnostics, pollution control do we want them to perform?
What is next - perfect size and shape and surface to get perfect control of nano locomotion?
How can we use a non-toxic fuel, water, to power nanomotors?
What are the mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of swarming, or collective motions and cooperative interactions?
How does swarming occur? Like bacteria swarms and related biological systems? Are they communicating through chemical signals vis-a-vis concentration gradients?
As Geoffrey re-draws my attention to his challenges, he knows me well enough now to know that I just don't want to be a science "visualizer" of physical phenomena—infusing
fresh perspectives in mostly illustrative scientific visualizations of Nanotechnology. I aspire to go much deeper into this subject matter and actually contribute to the design and
development of Nanotechnology. Naturally, this aspiration requires me to rigorously study these innovations, in order to understand their design principles and general
dynamics:
Finally, if it were possible to create "perfect" human communication and understanding, anyone could understand everyone at any given time. Every human being would possess
the capability of grasping the ideas, insights, knowledge, and experiences of our fellow human beings by virtue of some neuropsychological "black box" translator/
communicator: a nanotech tool designed to help anyone make sense of anything (data, information, knowledge, concepts, theories, etc.). I'm sure the visionary SerbianAmerican inventor Nikola Tesla, who dreamed of operationalizing telepathy, envisioned the possibilities of such infinitely versatile and practical tools. Fortunately, Tesla wasn't
the only futurist innovator thinking of a technological solution to helping human beings understand one another better and communicate perfectly. Google's language translator
is getting mighty smart and sophisticated about this too, as advancements in Internet inference and search engines leverage the semantic engines that make sense of seemingly
random "unstructured data on the World Wide Web" (http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/redp3937.html)
Clearly, we don't live in anything close to an ideal world of human communication. If we did, I'm inclined to believe it would be considerably more harmonious. Simply,
everyone would be a lifelong learner. And creative learning would be as easy as breathing, which we're hardly aware of it until we stop to appreciate it in a flash of higher
awareness.
Working with Geoff Ozin is as close to having an ingenious translator of all things art into science and all things science into art as I've experienced in only the rarest of
occasions. This inspiring collaboration points to ways we can transfer our key learnings into some intuitive tech tools that can leverage the best of our collective thinking on
innovation. As Geoffrey and I learned, it's important to reflect on upbeat scenarios of a better world in which we realize human/nature's potential, as we cautiously reason: If
Nature can do it, humans can, too; if it exists, it can be synthesized.
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Complexity Art: A Pattern of Transdisciplinary Emergent Properties
Complexity Art: A Pattern of Transdisciplinary Emergent Properties
Coordinator: Myriam Solar
Overview
In the search for a strategic alliance between art, science, technology and nature are facing a new domain of research and contemporary practice in which art ceases to exist as a
copy of nature or inspiration of scientific principles to work as does the natural organic world. Since this essential principle that seeks to build structures for dynamic interaction
and collaborative systems, the art of complexity can become an important field of transdisciplinary research, able to bridge between disciplines that explore the frontiers of
knowledge, which together with a re-conceptualization of the artistic discipline itself push their limits in the direction of objects and common problems. This perspective raises
an historic opportunity to build foundations and develop a partnership based on a new conception of the research in which disciplines can work in broader contexts with models
and methods that transcend them in front of open worlds of emerging fields.
In this challenge, and in response to the call of SEAD in its interest to know the lessons learned from the prehistory of the pioneers in working with science, it is pertinent to
sketch work pioneer of the Author by her findings, innovations, aesthetic creations and potential applications in fields of technology, of knowledge, aesthetics and culture.
The paper includes, therefore, a brief introduction to her creative practice focused on the systemic nature of art in interaction with basic sciences, emerging fields and
technologies; at the same time which underlines their role at work with the culture of research, the education of society, science and technologies. This framework proposes a
model of art of the complexity of emergent properties built on the basis of the interaction at the frontiers of knowledge, which implies a reformulation of the art, its foundations
and methodology. The proposal brings with it a new thought capable of identifying problems and support mechanisms that allow to give a step forward for achieving results. In
this regard, advances the idea of a common space for emerging areas between disciplines and is set a provisional table of them around which artists and scientists could develop
clouds of joint creativity and find the necessary sources of inspiration for subsequent programmes. At this point, and given that current developments are scattered, are little
known and emerging, the Author suggests a set of actions aimed at global strategies that woul have that taken into account in the elaboration and implementation of specific
programmes which would allow in successive phases promote a fruitful transdisciplinary collaborative work with sciences and technologies.

The art of complexity, creativity and research
The art of complexity works away from the balance - just making it the nature and the universe - through dynamic processes of complex interaction including probabilistic and
irreversible changes in time. Its creations are organisms to a new level of complexity that contain systemic creativity or ability to combine elements that will grow and develop
in an environment open to its own evolution.
In this way, the art of complexity can provide to art, that this has not so far as I know: an own experimental practice on a complex, multiple, material object which are derived
from theoretical concepts own and shared with the disciplines of interaction; what it must allow systematizing the object and find areas of common interest for transdisciplinary
collaboration with sciences and technologies.
With the advance of time, both art and thinking about the investigation have been changing towards new ways of conceptualizing and opportunities which, however, in the early
days, was clearly unfeasible due to the weight of tradition that ran by opposing paths, the cultural gap and knowledge existing within the discipline itself and outside it.
I shall discuss, therefore, first-person on research in the complexity art - because it is my own field of work - dealt with solo and experimentally. Towards 1987, when I started
without known theoretical references, neither staff nor supporting institution I discovered an unknown world for art expanded towards other fields linked to science and
technology. The road was replete with difficulties and problems by what the task made me somewhat chaotic and painful to not having a transdisciplinary frame provide me
explorations and will help me to understand what was happening in my study-laboratory. It can be said that the initial findings I were placing in a corpus of large-scale further
than the search for beauty in art, which led me to try to develop a program of systematization of the sources linked to fluids, the element water, technological devices, natural and
not human languages, geology and their potential applications.
For a long period of time I documented experimental sources and identified the emerging fields of character transdisciplinary with which the complexity art appeared to be
related. The materiality of artistic representations and experimental sources of dynamic nature that I had discovered had no known history. Da Vinci was the only prior precedent
on fluid I could find relating to my main subject: water, and although their findings had little to do with mine, however, I served as a guide and above all gave me the confidence
to know that was on the right track. Then I found to Perrin, Mandelbroth, Prigogine and many others who helped me to investigate further, while I was learning from their
disciplines and enlarged my own thinking and universe of research into all possible scientific fields that the sources seemed to have relationship. I compared their descriptions
and observations with my own findings and constructed a theoretical scaffolding linked to fractal geometry (1), the strange chemistry of water, artificial intelligence, biology,
quantum physics (2), geology and animal studies.

Figure 1

Figure 2

1.Green Dragoon, natural fractal created by self-similarity, aggregation and percolatión on the water, Zolar© Science & Math-Next Big Idea, NM(2011) and 2.Multiple Structure
and Networks, natural and digital fractal, Zolar©.
Figure 3

Figure 4

3.Strange Attractor, natural fractal object in movement result of the simultaneous order and the chaos on the water, Zolar©, Science & Math-Next Big Idea, NM(2011) and 4.
Supramolecular Pavilion, DVD collection of superstructures of molecular nature, self-assembly and clusters, sets of double interaction with fixation,entropy, cooperative effects,
construction of parallel blocks, species or structures fixed with bond, rings or cycles of oval geometry corresponding to biological systems and great superstructures with host
and guests, Zolar©, Chemical Reactions, Central Booking Gallery, N.Y.(2010).
In these first fifteen years of working with emerging fields I realized finally that I was in front of a new domain in the field of the Sciences of complexity; the Art of Complexity

and the Aesthetics of Complexity, so I called it in 2000 (3), consisting of conceiving a new physical reality: of the organic form from dynamical systems in art and its potential
future.
The challenge and fascination that came to exert on me that reality led me to discover something that is shown in figures 1 ”" 4 like self-organization processes, the formation of
structures and networks, principles of form design and project of organism, autonomous universes of natural and artificial organisms in open systems, general dynamics of
natural structures in living systems and primary organizations, the geometric essence of physical and chemical chaos, colour, volume and organic form, the morphological
elements of natural fractal language, Natural Fractals in art (4) and cellular systems, the 4th dimension in the complexity art, multiple geometries, quantum States, the
intelligence of the complex dynamics and its potential application to technological devices.
From these major challenges I went to the aesthetics of complexity and biodiversity where my concern focused on the development of techniques able to present each new
artistic category founded by me and each artwork containing such complex objects without that the viewer would be disturbed by their scientific or technological nature.
This explosion of knowledge led me, finally, to conceive of various possible scenarios where show the aesthetics-scientific findings which would hurl its potential research in
education, in the new languages of the literature of a third culture (5), the new aesthetics of biodiversity and complexity art. This was how I conceived in the field of
contemporary art, the creation and implementation of the international curatorial programme Complex Projects composed of a transdisciplinary avant-garde art space focused on
the complex intersections of complexity art, an international discussion table in which connected transdisciplinary concepts and realities seeking to create a state of favourable
opinion on new developments, articles about aspects of my research in art magazines and the web-Museum Biofractal e-Museum on this discipline. The latter, a project in standby, advanced for the time and the place, had to necessarily failing against the existing gap and lack of support. Open to the scientific community, the project was conceived as a
global, artistic-scientific and educational webMuseum to learn how to build and investigate, driving the thinking of creativity of the natural world, the Arts, Sciences and
Technologies.
Complexity Art: transdisciplinary Pattern and emerging areas
In the first decades of the new century, the precarious situation in collaborative research, orphanhood of scientific artists, the gap and lagoons on discipline - as in latitude you are
- it have not changed radically, despite the resources available and to the progress of knowledge in the transdisciplinary direction.
This state of affairs brings with it a scientific artistic stagnation that affects the attempt to bypass a transdisciplinary collaboration, while actions by changing things continue
being matter isolated without recognition or support of the scientific and cultural community, which delays or hinders any progress that should be undertaken from a new
creative practice.
At this point it seems clear that transdisciplinary dialogue requires previous steps by the actors involved, who have noted the key aspects that lead to rethinking of new scenarios,
opportunities and approaches towards potential future of exchange between disciplines.
In what art refers, these steps should correspond to a reconceptualization of the artistic discipline itself, its rationale and methodology where arises the new nature of the art
object, develop a theoretical body capable of realizing the reality of the new languages, revise its procedures and multidisciplinary approach is changed to the transdisciplinary.
It would be a real aesthetic and epistemological turn in the conception of the arts that cease to be static to become dynamic and complex in a universe of processes, organisms,
interactions, multiple, mutable, virtual, polysemic and indeterminate forms in spacetime. On this axis Guide could begin to think about incorporating the languages of
complexity to the traditional scheme of the arts, and jointly articulate an inclusive model of practices, methods and experimental research in those emerging areas susceptible of
collaborative transdisciplinary development.
The resulting model should be open to the evolution of the growing organized complexity of objects in nature, dealing with science, technology and the arts alike. In this
dynamic, the changes correspond to the nature of the creative processes that move the vital centers of artistic practice into what is alive and evolving, while they draw a future of
research on a common basis that is similar to the creation of objects of knowledge, whether scientific or aesthetic.
This pattern is found in the art [and aesthetics] complexity capable of addressing objects as physical phenomenon integrated to other systems away from the balance and nonlinear evolutionary process. In the new art model it ceases to exist as a copy of nature and inspiration of scientific principles or technique application to the sciences to work as
does the natural organic world and, therefore, science. Since this essential principle can think in collaborative science and technology bridge, to treat common objects for
scientific purposes in a case and aesthetic in the other, or both at the same time. It tries to find a rich path that explore frontiers from experimental practice where art assisted by
science, technology, engineering or design and / or science assisted by art cease to be of aggregates or complements one another to perform a job with new interaction strategies,
since both art and science involved in a common search in their understanding of the world.
The potential of the new front requires, therefore, a new thought capable of identifying problems and support mechanisms for the development of intersections in the emergency
of new. To which artists and scientists should know fields susceptible of an eventual collaboration through a specific agenda for action that will allow sketch a transdisciplinary
picture of objects of research in common areas.
From the complexity art we can configure a provisional table of emerging areas around a new common space derived from the processes of exchange between disciplines. To
this emerging space, complex art can bring its own theoretical conception and experimental procedures - intuitive at times, others simple invention, dynamic visualization,
cognitive interaction, multilevel comparative strategies, non-programmed experiments and improvisation against random and chaos and the scientific method itself - as applied
to objects of research could provide advantages in a process of transdisciplinary Exchange, by providing sources of inspiration for or solutions to problems that have been
unsolved.
As an example of collaborative initiative in the complexity art, and the mode of the STEM fields (6) a lack of an acronym that describes it, emerging areas that promise a job for
transdisciplinary can be grouped around: mathematics, chemistry, biology, artificial intelligence, quantum physics and new fields by defining that they point geology, semiotics,
and ethology, among others.
The new transdisciplinary common space could explore from these new fields, where the prospects of complex arts are potentially high to begin a fruitful and creative
collaboration. Initially to make this happen would have to define domains, roles of the actors involved, pilot programs, autorship and copyright as well as procedures for
participation in projects in order to maintain an active virtual network where artists and scientists could bring new ideas, activities of approach that will help build provisionally
that transdisciplinary common space collaboration between artists and scientists.
Suggested actions
1.- Problem: Reformulating the artistic discipline and reconceptualizing the role of the Arts in the 21st for a third culture that doesn't exist yet where are integrated art, science
and technology.
1.1 Action: Designate an academic transdisciplinary Committee responsible redefine discipline artistic in the field of the Sciences of complexity as art and aesthetic complexity,
developing the nature of the object, its theoretical principles and its methodology as well as curricular programs for upper grades that include introductions to the history of
science, philosophy of science, the scientific method, principles of the Sciences of complexity, frontiers scientific domains,etc.
1.2 Shakeholder: educational institutions, educators, academies, artist - scientific.
2.- Problem: The current dispersion of knowledge that scientists artists have generated in its approach to transdisciplinary, and, in particular, in the field of the art of complexity,
must meet somehow in a virtual centre as the basis for the advances of new initiatives.
2.1 Action: Designate a Virtual Committee which is responsible of reconstructing the prehistory of transdisciplinary labour made by scientists and artists, and especially in the
art of complexity, through a specific agenda that incorporates emerging domains, lines of research, profiles of researchers artists with a view to the creation of a Centre of
Transdisciplinary Research that should unite efforts, projects and activities in the new direction.
2.2 Shakeholder: New organization as a global platform Sead or Virtual Global network or agency of new creation consisting of science educators, scientists, and artists.
3.- Problem: Stress discipline between science and the arts generates mistrust and lack of acceptance of artistic work by the Community scientific or vice - versa, generally based
on a mutual ignorance of such work where new thinking is how to bridge new strategies of interaction between the complex art and emerging fields with the sciences.

3.1 Action: Create a virtual database as well as a permanent virtual curatorial space of diffusion on the explorations of borders in the transdisciplinary artistic practice
corresponding to emerging fields.
3.3 Shakeholder: New organization as a Sead global platform or Virtual Global network, or agency new creation integrated by educators, scientists, research centres and artists
scientists in emerging areas, websites on the Internet.
4.- Problem: Characterize and define the new common transdisciplinary space emerging fields and their leaders to connect with scientific experts and centres of research in these
fields, identifying opportunities for the development of transdisciplinary collaborations.
4.1 Action: Creation of a global digital record that incorporates emerging fields, names, lines of research, calls for collaboration centres specialized or scientific, funds for
projects, obtaining information from databases created with the objective of bringing together the best talent among artists and scientists in new domains.
4.2 Shakeholder: New organization as a global platform Sead or Virtual Global network or agency of new creation where the members, educators, scientists, centres of scientific
research and artists can incorporate their work, opportunities for collaboration, new ideas, activities, etc.
5.- Problem: How to stimulate not sporadically developing transdisciplinary collaboration in established and emerging areas from art.
5.1 Action: Create support funds that stimulate collaboration continuously and projects opened in emerging areas.
5.2 Shakeholder: Foundations, government agencies, universities, research centres.
6.- Problem: How to deal with the aspects critical to the advancement of the collaboration transdisciplinary art such as methods and tools work in dynamical systems, human-not
human interaction, viewing and recording.
6.1 Action: Create pilot projects focused on new methodologies, development of forms of visualization and visual record.
6.2 Shakeholder: Universities, Center for transdisciplinary research of new creation, scientific artists.
7.- Problem: The creation of new avenues and its maintenance need of institutional and financial supports that do not yet exist as the new platform of point 2.
7.1 Action: Provide the necessary institutional and financial support focused on new organization networks.
7.2 Shakeholder: Foundations, science academies, research centers.
8.- Problem: How to create opportunities for collaborative transdisciplinary development oriented to the creation of new products.
8.1 Action: Maintain a record of seeking opportunities in emerging fields for industrial purposes.
8.2 Shakeholder: Industry, engineers and philanthropy.
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Gender and STEM: no shift required
Gender and STEM: no shift required
Deborah Tatar
Overview
In the past thirty years, several waves of opportunity have come successively closer to realizing Papert's vision of a world in which children can self-actualize as owners and
creators of technology. Each wave, starting with Logo, has had strengths and limitations and while some have had considerable reach (FIRST Lego League, for example), none
have as of yet become fixtures of childhood. Now, part of the opportunity that comes with a switch from a STEM to a SEAD perspective is the chance to build foundations for
female---and more widespread male---participation in computing on a wide, humane platform in which the outside world is involving, inviting and discovering rather than
persuading, cajoling and selling. In particular, recent tools associated with the Maker or DIY ("Do It Yourself") movement have the potential to increase embodied, craftoriented, performance-focused behavior. Girls (and a range of boys) can now create inexpensive personalized objects that cause them to rub elbows with technology and
technological thinking without having to first (or ever) label themselves as one of "them," the kind of person that actually likes technology. They can tinker, both with creations
and identity. They can develop skills that will help them no matter what they go on to do, and their relationship to those skills can change over time. The crucial opportunity,
ironically, lies in the relative unimportance of the technology in defining the students' projects.
The Sewable Computing Opportunity

Although tools such as Leah Buechley's sewable electronic components ([4];http://web.media.mit.edu/~leah/) are new, the opportunities they present resonate with older
successes. They have social and technological properties that have been to some extent lost with the rise of internet-based computing. Additionally, the world of young people
has traditionally included legitimate peripheral participation in activities that could be pursued in a more sophisticated fashion by adults. We are interested in children's
relationships to sewable computing, but these activities are compelling for adults in a way that Logo, for example, never was and was never thought to be [13].
Sewable electronic components consist of a familiar selection of sensors, actuators, and power components that can be sewn like buttons, snaps, or trim using conductive thread
(https://www.sparkfun.com/categories/135). LED lights, buzzers, buttons, toggle switches, light and motion sensors, batteries and the board are all equipped with eyelets
(grommets) that serve the double function of allowing them to be attached to material and act as elements in a circuit.
Sewable computing is only one aspect of the larger Maker or DIY movement. But sewable electronic components are particularly exciting when we think about women, when
we think about digital divide issues, and when we think about STEM careers.
Women and Sewable Computing
A number of factors make sewable computing a likely venue for becoming fixtures of childhood. The activities can themselves be social, just as knitting and quilting are often
social acts. With even modest mastery, outcomes can be a personal expression on the part of the maker. They can be worn. Most importantly, they can be given. Gift giving is a
foundation of civilization. Gifts do not have to attain perfection or win competitions to be valuable.
Sewable computing activity can spread easily. After attending a 2-hour sewable electronics workshop, I organized a novel 1-hour sewable computing activity for 95 local 7th
grade girls during Virginia Tech's 15th Annual Women in Computing Day. Scaffolded by Computer Science volunteers, the girls sewed a simple circuit with a battery, buttonswitch and LED onto felt bangles, which were then further decorated with beads and embroidery thread. There were audible sighs of disappointment when the end of the
activity was announced. We had to pry the groups out of the room (even with the materials to continue at home). The activity involved a great deal of volunteer effort, but less
than $12/student in materials.

Figure 1: 7th Grade girls and Virginia Tech students use sewable electronics at the Association for Women in Computing's 15th Annual Women in Computing Day, April 2012.
Pragmatic Access
Sewable electronic components permit many levels of participation in handicraft. The thresholds, in particular, are very low. While some adult encouragement and guidance is
required, the initial level is more comparable to that required for lanyard-making, knitting or embroidery than most interactions with electronics. The physical dexterity to sew
with large needles and thick thread is in most cases attained by early elementary age.
Projects of moderate complexity can be funded with the kind of money "tweens" earn babysitting: LEDs, switches, and buttons are $1-$2; the conductive thread is about
$.26/yard; a battery case is about $5. A project can involve parallel and series circuits and remain under $20 including the cost of an inexpensive garment. A consideration is
that, while the individual components are light in weight, the decorated garment has to be sturdy enough so that it will not stretch too much. Stretching depends on both material
and weave. The lightest weight--and least expensive--t-shirts are poor candidates. But the components are washable.
Participation may be possible through informal mechanisms including after-school clubs, libraries, Boys and Girl's Clubs, Girl Scouts, camps, community centers, homes, and
through more formal academic middle or high school classes, such as vocational training, art or computer science.
All this is good. However, taken as a whole, cost becomes more difficult. At $22, the actual computer boards are expensive. And projects can become quite expensive indeed if
the electronics are very elaborate or if the cost of the decorated item (shirt, scarf, jacket) is high. Furthermore, programming the boards requires access to a computer. However,
projects do not require ownership, just access. Finished products stand alone.
Tying Sewable Electronics to STEM
Sewable components provide a practical, general, inexpensive opportunity for engagement with a wide range of creative activities, easily and comfortably organized, with low
monetary or knowledge thresholds for participation and high potential for deep-seated widespread involvement. The creative opportunity can be situated within a wide range of
extant formal and informal settings.
But there is also STEM learning potential. Even the simplest sewable computing project has systematic elements. The simplest projects still must involve sewing a circuit. As
long as students are sewing circuits, they are engaging with an intrinsic, embodied connection to the physics of electricity and electronics. Circuitry, resistance, power, and
signal degradation all come with the territory. Solving problems is a core scientific activity.
One focused STEM opportunity is to encourage girls to pursue computer science, a field that is markedly lower in female and minority participation than most. There are two
aspects to this: 1) create learning pathways 2) do not mess it up.
Create Learning Pathways
At a certain point, we hope the students' imaginations will become too complex to accomplish their projects simply by sewing. They will want to use the computer. In this
scenario, their first encounters with the programming interface will be driven by their image of what they would like to accomplish. The drives---gift giving, adornment,
curiosity, self-expression, sociality---to create particular special items will motivate learning and exploration.
One challenge is to make those first encounters intriguing in the way of Logo: no threshold, no ceiling. Right now, several computer interfaces work with sewable computing
components. One lovely interface builds on a Scratch approach to teaching children to program, using visual building blocks ([2], Fig. 2). However, even more focused
environments are needed that explicitly scaffold movement from physical representations to digital ones and then scaffold movement into more sophisticated programming
efforts. The issues here are not only teaching how the computer operates, but awakening the question of why. Why are some important elements (LED's) represented in the
program, but others (conductive thread) not?
Figure 2: Scratch-like interface to Arduino programming, developed by ModKit [2].
B. Don't Mess It Up
The potential exists and is exciting. But the opportunity can easily be lost or preserved only for the most privileged. There are three primary ways to curtail it with the best of
intentions: over-meddling, over-marketing, and over-measuring.
i. over-meddling
Over-meddling is putting undue focus on the novel elements in the situation, on what we believe that we are changing, and insufficient emphasis on the relationship between old
and new elements that allows the new to succeed. For example, suppose that we want to create sewable computing clubs for women. The temptation is to focus on
understanding the sewable computing components and related activities. But the transformative success of the endeavor rests every bit as much on creating or finding the
settings and understanding how they work with our new activities.
From a personal perspective, the steps to take to encourage women's participation can seem very simple and direct, "show them what it is". Yet, unhappily, the history of direct
efforts to create positive social change is strewn with disappointment.

The great social psychologist Kurt Lewin, and his students left us with two ground rules that we would be wise to remember [8, 9].
The first is that the situation that you go into has its own strengths. It is far easier to undermine the strengths of the current situation than it is to build comparably strong new
ones. Thus, all the resources that were poured into the Cambridge-Somerville experiment failed to compensate for the ways that those resources undermined the role of local
groups and churches in providing support [8, p. 189]. It is for this reason that the mantra that we today in public discourse that the public school system in America today "could
not be worse" is so very destructive. It is a light claim to make that shows a frightening lack of imagination and ignorance of history. To become a fixture of childhood, sewable
computing must be pursued in small, locally sensible steps.
A second key concept is that certain highly influential components of a social system (called channel factors) may appear insignificant from the outside. This concept is
embodied in the power of the turtle at the bottom of the stack in Dr. Suess' Yertle the Turtle, or canonized in the idea of the pebble that diverts the stream. In my own work
with the large-scale investigation of a highly successful mathematics intervention that involved technology [14], a curriculum that featured soccer examples was a big hit with
the white and Hispanic populations of Texas. But, forewarned, we knew that urban African-American children would need a different context. Getting the examples right was
not a sufficient condition for success, but it was a necessary one.
One opportunity with sewable components is best explained by contrast. FIRST Lego League builds on the pre-existing popularity and familiarity of Legos and a certain way of
engaging with Legos practiced primarily by young boys. The movement into the institutional structure of a league depends on the congruence of that kind of play and the
movement of children at a certain age from free play into rule-bound, team-oriented activities that often involve competition and reward. This works well. There are lots of
benefits to participation and many girls like it too.
But there are also many people and communities who do not like to participate in such structured, team-based, goal-oriented activities and who reject overt competition. I have
sometimes written about acompetitive activities, such as jump-roping [16]. Jump roping can be pursued in a competitive way or a non-competitive way. But the difference is in
the player not the game. Very often, and with good reason, some men and many women prefer to show their competence in the form of helping behavior. CompuGirls ([15],
http://sst.clas.asu.edu/about/compugirls) builds on the particular strength of this value in Native American communities.
Rather than (or in addition to) giving people external rewards, we need to create or find the sewable computing equivalent of this situation. Busy hands, individual projects and
talk can be very fulfilling without the need for a permanent institutional superstructure. Rather than aggrandizing the team or the institution, gift-giving is about the thought and
the relationship. Adornment is about pleasure.
The hope would be that, if we can refrain from over-meddling by building on existing structures or creating ones with emotional resonance, we can use human sociality to
educate a wide enough range of people to allow sewable computing to become a fixture of childhood.

ii. over-marketing
"One lie undoes a thousand truths"---East African Proverb
We start from the idea that we would like more women to engage in STEM fields. Why? Some reasons have to do with the women themselves. It seems to modern American
society wrong or unfair if women do not participate in equal numbers in elite vocations. Other reasons have to do with a perception of the benefits of involving women in STEM
activities. For example, NCWIT promotes on its brochures research showing that mixed-gender teams work better than single-gender teams. The idea is that women should be
involved in computing because they are needed.
Notice that, in a brute force way, the desire to involve women equally stems from the belief that girls are essentially the same as boys, while the desire to persuade them that they
are needed entails the idea that women are somehow essentially different, that a women's perspective is a special contribution. So what are women, and why are they wanted?
This is very confusing, even if one considers women as a coherent group. It is even more confusing if one considers the range of women and girls, their hopes, dreams, and
prospects. It is yet more confusing when one considers the range of high-school, college and work-place environments that they might encounter. The situation is confusing.
Over marketing describes a complex of persuasive behaviors that can be seen as producing a desired outcome. We want women to go into STEM fields, and so we try to
persuade them using the tools at hand. This is deeply problematic for two reasons. First, programs based on simple persuasive tactics are vulnerable to several kinds of deceit
and, second, such programs may engage in practices that undermine existing interest.
The epistemic basis for work on persuasion is the question of how people end up doing things that they would not otherwise want to do (for example, Asch's classic line length
study [1], the Milgram's shock experiment [11] and the Stanford Prison Experiment [17]). These concerns overlapped with and migrated into the sales and advertising techniques
that surround us, nicely summarized in Cialdini [5].
But pursuing gender and ethnic diversity in STEM fields is not the same project as persuading people to buy a car. We must ask ourselves whether we care about the sheep or
the shearing. We know that we can get people to do things that make them deeply unhappy. I like to presume that, fundamentally, we don't want to do that. A better plan is to
find or develop precisely those women or minorities that could be genuinely engaged with STEM fields, and that might not otherwise consider STEM fields. For one thing, there
is no particular reason to believe that the women that might succumb to an offer made with the right persuasive overlay will be the women that most likely to prosper in STEM
fields.
We should learn from one of the most successful educational enterprises of all: the enterprise whereby middle class (white) toddlers learn to love reading by being read to. The
child appreciates the ball-of-wax in which s/he is held, talked with, and entertained with world knowledge and pictures. They learn that we value reading (and lots of other
things) because it is what we do with them. Unless some other problem intervenes (dyslexia, for example), the child that has been read to walks into school ready to learn to
read.
Part of the significance of DIY movement is that it is interesting enough for us to do, and for us to do with them, without reference to the future we hope for. Furthermore, the
truth of the child's experience with sewable components does not put us in the position of over reaching. When we seek to persuade, we are liable to offer too much, substituting
extrinsic motivation for more powerful and enduring intrinsic motivation [8]. And sometimes in our efforts to persuade, we lie. We lead women to believe that they will be
valued and treated well in situations that are not set up to value them. We are tempted to deny that STEM fields are difficult. But they can be quite difficult intellectually,
emotionally, and pragmatically. At their best, the work is absorbing and challenging, just as medicine and many other worthwhile endeavors. Difficulty, seen through this
perspective, may even be a selling point for people who are inclined to love an area.
The most reliable way to avoid over-marketing is to focus not on persuasion but on voluntary involvement and pleasure. Papert's vision of the child as bricoleur, or tinkerer, in
the domain of computing is one of the child finding order and playing with it [13]. Systematicity and patterning have pleasures and attractions for many people outside their
formal treatment in mathematics and science. Although, eventually, all computer scientists have to learn system properties, understand formal languages and engage in top-down
thinking, their discovery of top-down thinking may arise from bottom-up, embodied exploration.
iii. Over measuring
Over measuring is utilizing the forms of quantitative experimentation and inferential statistics without a sufficiently firm grasp of the phenomena and circumstances being
measured. We provide limited resources to support the promotion of STEM careers, and even more limited resources to support arts or crafts. Naturally, funders want to know
whether their investments are worthwhile. So too do the researchers who are spending their lives in well-meant endeavors. But the simple question, "can we create fun,

nurturing environments for girls in which they are exposed to electronics and computer science?", is self-evident. Of course we can, with enough money and good will. The
harder questions---whether providing such circumstances and whether particulars of such circumstances lead more women to choose STEM careers---are part of complex
epidemiological problems. We know something about indicators, but all sewable computing or any program can really do is invite participation, not determine it. And these
issues do not really need measurement, just documentation.
When thinking about particular questions, such as whether women exposed to sewable computation will go into Computer Science, it is important to remember the scale of
change involved; we would have a lot of female computer science majors at Virginia Tech if .1% of the graduating seniors from public schools in Virginia enrolled in the
program, as opposed to the .016% that actually do. To detect this scale of change against noise is, at best, extraordinarily difficult and expensive. To compare the goodness of
one program against the goodness of another is impossible.
Unhappily, we can mess up the project of sewable computing by over measuring. The demand to measure is not neutral. The terms of the measurement become the terms of
concern in describing the situation, especially in poor or needy circumstances. They push researchers and practitioners towards over meddling and over marketing. They may
encourage adults to push girls too quickly or too hard towards the technology, turning that into a power struggle rather than an invitation.
In all cases, we must think, as a society, about what is most important to us and how we intend to get there. Perhaps less emphasis on measurement would risk some waste.
However, it might also allow a more sophisticated descriptive phenomenology to arise and contribute to participation by the neediest young women.
Suggested Actions
Goal: To promote sewable computing knowledge and practices in a way that will allow them to become fixtures of childhood, and thereby to lay the groundwork for increased
mastery of STEM skills and increased participation in electrical engineering and computer science professions for women.
Approach: Pursue a variety of deliberately distributed activities that support widespread local ownership of sufficient knowledge and development of local taste cultures and
communities.
Stakeholders: Funders interested in increased involvement by women in STEM careers. These include NSF, CSTA, CRA-W, ISTE, and NCWIT. Google and Microsoft have
been known to fund education work with a CS focus. The High-Low Tech lab at MIT, which derives an income from the sale of sewable computing items, may also have an
interest.
Roadblocks:
i. accessing the people who might become part of an enduring community.
ii. helping implementers refrain from seeing the "real" purposes of sewable computing activities as teaching STEM.
iii. developing and deploying sufficiently simple, fine-tuned computing environments and materials.
New Opportunities:
1) Provide seed money for many small sewable computing efforts, housed in a variety of public and private spaces. Think of this as loosely analogous to micro-financing.
Training and materials will be made available to individuals or small groups with passion and local knowledge. They will not pay back the money, but instead undertake to pass
along their learning to the communities they strengthen and create. Gather low-stakes, phenomenological reports.
2) Training through cascading, small, inexpensive workshops. One starting place would be workshops attached to conferences that highly trained people will already be
attending, such as AERA, sigCSE, IDC and the Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computing.
3) Create even simpler computing environments, more focused on the electronic underpinnings, for the transition into computing.
4) Create and build upon existing simple resources that teach about electronics and problem solving in electronics (such as resistance, capacitance, properties of the thread).
Leah Beuchley's group has a number of tutorials (http://hlt.media.mit.edu/?p=1283). These are, however, oriented towards a lovely but specific taste culture, and a relatively
high capacity to learn through written instruction.
5) Create one or more simple inexpensive, low-production value magazines for students to publish the projects, modeled on the Lego magazine and possibly partner with
Beuchley's group at MIT or Scholastic. Content will consist of new technological items, pictures of kids with their creations, plans for designs and computer programs. (Maker
magazine serves an older, richer, up-market population; Lilypond (http://lilypond.media.mit.edu/) is more polished and assumes a high degree of internet connectivity. )
6) In all of the endeavors, the first effort should be to support existing local taste cultures. Latina girls in Texas do not necessarily care about the same kinds of projects as New
YoRicans.
II) Goal: develop a better phenomenology of how women enter into STEM careers, especially computer science. Utilize epidemiological as well as qualitative modeling.
Conduct longitudinal research on the development of interest in STEM careers.
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Introduction
Because IP in cross-disciplinary collaborations is an unstable factor that is interwoven into the participants' shifting contexts, disciplinary knowledge, and professional
relationships, it can be of significant consequence. Such collaborations take place not only between a wide range of disciplines (the focus here is on science, engineering, arts,
and design, with attention given to comparison and contrast with amateur and professional statuses), but also in many different situations and in a variety of structures, including
academic frameworks, designated cultural programs, organizations that facilitate residencies within industry, and self-organized projects.1 Some collaborators may have multiple
roles and affiliations tied to policies that could dictate that other parties---employers or sponsors---have a stake in IP that might emerge from independently initiated
collaborations.
Along these lines, in addition to complex contexts, this white paper notes that the wide variety of collaborators' general knowledge of IP, especially in relation to crossdisciplinary collaborations, can also be an unstable factor within these frequently experimental arrangements; this factor is influenced by collaborators' understanding of the
ways in which IP is approached and regarded in their primary fields. However, in some cases, interviewees (also referred to here anonymously as "informants") had only very
general ideas about and a vague interest in IP, even in their primary field, which could make potential fundamental decisions difficult to resolve if they arose. More glaringly, one
scientist involved in a successful cross-disciplinary collaboration disarmingly stated, "I have to confess that I had never given a thought to intellectual property concerns in my
collaboration" (pers. comm.), underscoring that IP rights do not necessarily have to be exercised (Merges 2011, 84--86) and highlighting the two case studies in this white paper
that show they need not be an obstacle if approached reasonably.
However, the sources of IP conflict are also an unstable factor; two case studies in this white paper reveal obstacles and issues emanating from nonprimary collaborators. Based
on interviews, there also appears to be a particularly loose sense of IP in relation to publicity, news, and sharing, with potential exposure and recognition tending to encourage
some to give over material for reproduction with little consideration of terms, while more care is taken in terms of IP in other contexts.
This white paper also highlights the kinds of innovations that arise from these collaborations, and thus touches upon the perception of participants' credibility,2 imagination,
persuasion, and trust as based to some degree on values, both in their professional roles and as expressed in their intellectual properties.

Owing to the perceived sensitive nature of discussing IP obstacles within cross-disciplinary collaborations, some informants chose to remain anonymous in order not to disturb
ongoing personal and professional relationships, among other reasons. Protecting anonymity required omitting some descriptions of the projects under discussion, which also
masked some relevant information and concerns. One informant pointedly said that he had not shared everything, and many others we approached declined to participate
altogether. While in some cases this was owing to scheduling conflicts, it could also be a significant finding for a white paper aimed at finding IP obstacles and opportunities in
cross-disciplinary collaborations, because it serves as a reminder that IP concerns are frequently both confidential and ongoing, and further suggests a potential long-term effect
for future considerations---that those who have negative experiences in cross-disciplinary collaborations might not pursue them again.
It certainly suggests the need for more study, though we strongly suspect that the benefit of disclosing confidential information is less obvious than the benefit of protecting
reputations and personal and professional relationships. Nevertheless, we have been able to include a number of bold disclosures, firsthand accounts, and evidence of productive
outcomes.
In spite of scant non-Western examples and few comparisons and contrasts in the larger realm of international law and economics, we might urge consideration of an assertive
exploratory curriculum that centralizes IP to inspire creativity (see Japan Patent Office, Asia-Pacific Industrial Property Center, and Japan Institute of Invention and Innovation
2008). While this is intriguing approach, it could potentially raise questions about a balanced or neutral presentation of IP. An instruction guide in the US that is narrowly
focused on ethics and references interdisciplinary collaboration might offer a point of contrast (Online Ethics Center for Engineering 2006).
This white paper is not intended to offer legal solutions to specific problems. Instead, it highlights primarily four case studies and notes areas in which there are obstacles and
opportunities in relation to IP in cross-disciplinary collaborations.
Background
The specific topic of IP issues arising from collaborations across the disciplines of science, engineering,
arts, and design takes place against the backdrop of a larger discussion of IP as the conception of intangible properties. It is a both a focal point of concern about how IP
functions in societies and a balancing act between rewarding creators and serving the public interest, set within a system of actions that are ever-changing. Four case studies are
included here because there are numerous points of view published on the general topic of IP and a dearth of publications on the specific topic of IP in cross-disciplinary
collaborations, and the case studies reveal specific subjective contextually based obstacles and opportunities. It is of interest that two of the collaborations are characterized as
residencies (see note 1). While this small sample is by no means representative, it touches on key IP issues and reveals the various weights placed on IP in different contexts,
while revealing a variety of knowledge and experiences.3
Case Studies: Cross-Disciplinary Collaborations and Intellectual Property
Case studies and interviews with participants in cross-disciplinary collaborations revealed both common concerns and unique situations in relation to IP, tracing a variety of
situations in which IP was not always an impediment but was nevertheless a consistent, active consideration.

Case Study 1
A designer who collaborated with scientists in a relatively independent way in examining biological forms reported no unusual IP issues arising in the collaboration, despite
having had neither formal discussion nor any agreement on IP in advance of the cross-disciplinary collaboration, and despite the fact that an invention emerged from the
collaboration that attained provisional patent status, triggering a collaborating scientist's employer's IP policy, which contained a right of first refusal clause; the importance for
one collaborator to maintain first-authorship credit in science publications; and the different potential goals for their discoveries and invention the collaborators ultimately began
to develop. The informant said he did not view these scenarios or key points as conflicts, but rather as "decisions to be made together,"4 and that the relationship was based on
"trust" and mutual support, adding, "It is all about relationships" (pers. comm.). When asked if he thought an initial written contract would have served a purpose, he answered,
"A contract would have killed experimentation." He added, "At the beginning stages, a contract would have been confining and insidious" (pers. comm.).
Why were trust and experimentation in cross-disciplinary collaboration important for these collaborators to foster? These were some of the key elements that our informant
viewed as enabling the work to thrive as "a successful collaboration that approached a common problem that could only be solved with tools---instruments and methodology--from different disciplines" (pers. comm.). Velonaki et al. (2008, 12) have identified trust as among the characteristics that are essential to successful cross-disciplinary
collaborations. Important contextual factors in this collaboration could include long-standing relationships among the parties, relatively equal amounts of control over the work,
and very little external oversight. Further, existing mutual interest and appreciation for an aspect of the collaborators' nonprimary disciplines is frequently cited as an important
element in positive cross-disciplinary collaborations (Weinberg 2011, 265--66; Blackwell and Jefferies 2006, 262). The presence or cultivation of these kinds of conditions could
help avoid a variety of obstacles, including IP concerns. In this case, the anonymous collaborators in the study are actively supporting one another's future goals with their
discoveries, even though their directions have diverged.
Case Study 2
In contrast to the previous case, an anonymous artist who had developed software and hardware for creative visual and sonic biofeedback systems sought and secured a
residency as part of a cross-disciplinary collaboration with a medical doctor for the use of his technology in a clinical setting within the context of a children's hospital, This
brought him into an institutional environment with many employees and patients, no deeply established personal or professional relationships, complex policies and unclear
boundaries, and greater oversight, which were contrary to his creative practice of less-controlled experimentation and a more public idea of exhibition. He immediately faced
many obstacles related to IP, artistic research methodology, and old-fashioned bureaucracy and workplace politics that were nevertheless unique to his status as an artist
collaborating with a medical doctor, who was one among many other employees of sometimes competing authority and in a context of freewheeling policing of activity and
varied interest in identifying and enforcing policies.
During the residency's first stages, a senior staff member in charge of biomedical engineering who was not a participant in the cross-disciplinary collaboration visited an
interactive exhibition of the technology in a public area of the hospital that was used by the collaborators as a form of research to observe participants' responses to prototype
designs and their abilities to influence the displays they were developing for biofeedback. Owing to his concern that the artist was using noncertified biomedical sensing
technology, the staffer immediately took action to suspend the residency. According to the artist, "He made a complaint to the Research Committee and requested that we cease
our research until we had obtained a clinical trial number, and provided evidence that our heart rate sensing technology was registered with the TGA [Therapeutic Goods
Administration]" (pers. comm.). During a formal meeting with the artist and the staff from the Research Office to address the senior staff member's concerns, the staff member
expressed surprise that the device was wireless and thus posed little or no risk. Drawing on historic stereotypes about limits on artisanal and scientific abilities (Jackson 2003),
which Mandel calls for partly remedying by "establishing a new substantive standard for determining joint creatorship status in both patent and copyright law" (2010), the artist
reported that the senior staff member also seemed surprised that he had engineered the wireless sensor system himself, remarking that such a design had potential IP value and
offering to assist with the
collaborative research. The artist denied the request; the hardware issues were already resolved, and as he pointed out, collaborative research at the hospital was not focused on
developing biomedical engineering but on the use of biofeedback in clinical settings.
The senior staff member's attempt to put the artist into a more formalized framework within the hospital brought with it cumbersome challenges that indirectly led to an IP
concern without sensitivity to the artist's knowledge---or lack thereof---of this context. The formal review identified a requirement that the artist must obtain public liability and
professional indemnity insurance that was not available under his insurance policy through an art workers' organization. The costly new policy would exceed the project's
budget, further delaying the residency. The collaborators' solution was to create a casual, part-time position at the hospital with the title of senior research manager, which would
provide the required insurance coverage for the cross-disciplinary research and an hourly wage. However, one potential problem with becoming an employee of the hospital was
a policy that any IP generated by hospital employees as part of their work there was by default the property of the hospital. To this end, as part of the job acceptance contract, the
artist filed a declaration of IP in a disclosure of invention document to protect his existing IP and related discoveries while he used it in the collaborative research with the
doctor.5 This case demonstrates how complex IP concerns can rapidly become, and provides an example in which the need to address it within the larger context of the crossdisciplinary collaboration is critical in removing obstacles in order to focus on the opportunities.
Case Study 3
A cross-disciplinary collaboration that presented few IP obstacles---in part because of institutional motivations that subtly encouraged collaboration---between the artist
Guillaume Le Moine and the Leti Institute, a research and technology branch of the French CEA specializing in nanotechnologies and their applications, came about through a
relationship between Le Moine and an acquaintance, a PhD student, who introduced him to the Leti Institute's team of scientists (Le Moine, pers. comm.). The cross-disciplinary
collaboration appeared to be unusually informal and spontaneous in an otherwise highly formalized institution, but this ease reflected an existing institutional interest in
promoting the relationship between science and art.6 Prior to and after the collaboration there were no written agreements for any IP rights that might emerge from the
collaboration: the only condition was a verbal agreement to acknowledge the Leti Institute and the CEA each time the artwork was shown, mentioned, or reproduced (Le Moine,
pers. comm; Denis Renaud, expert in process integration, Leti Institute, pers. comm.).
The Leti Institute employed an electron beam used for alternative lithography to cut out and build microelectronic components, and Le Moine was interested in using this
existing technique to execute a work of art. His artwork entitled Another World (2008) consists of a single sentence written at the nanolevel on a silicon disc and set in a circular
metal frame (Le Moine 2012). The sentence, which is invisible to the naked eye but legible under a microscope, conveys the idea of distance through perception and scale, as
follows: "Another world is possible, it's here." This would theoretically have been easy to accomplish, because the scientist collaborators had already used the technology to
define shapes at the nanoscale, but the artist challenged them by requesting that the sentence be written in a specific style and font. Le Moine has stated, "It was important that
the font was in some ways equivalent to the one used for tags on real street walls, carrying this 'rebellion' dimension and relating to handwriting" (Le Moine, pers. comm.).
While the scientists already knew how to use a PDF file with a design model to program the ray of electrons and produce all kinds of simple shapes, to realize Le Moine's art
they had to carefully adapt the data to manage a precise transformation of the font at the nanoscale and make sure the sentence remained legible, built with well-shaped letters.
Although the Leti Institute does not presently see an application for specialized fonts in any further scientific pursuits (Renaud, pers. comm.)---which may still be an open
question, as organizations potentially begin to see unique tags at the nanoscale as a valuable marker---it did foresee the value in the potential publicity that the project might
generate, because part of its mission involves technology transfer, making increased visibility of the enterprise especially important (Le Moine, pers. comm.; Renaud, pers.
comm.). While the collaboration appeared to be viewed not so much through a lens of IP as through the prism of cultural contribution, as a way to bring the Leti Institute's
endeavors to a larger public that could include potential industry partners and entrepreneurs (Renaud, pers. comm.), the arrangement nevertheless took the contractual form of a
verbal agreement to credit the Leti Institute and the CEA's contribution to the work as a collaboration. This short-term cross-disciplinary collaborative opportunity presented
itself by way of established relationships and an institutional awareness of the value of working with artists. A work was realized and specific IP and authorship concerns were
addressed informally through mutual trust and respect among the collaborators.
Case Study 4
Different approaches to acknowledging authorship and credit can converge in relation to cross-disciplinary collaborations and cause conflicts in ways that may challenge
participants' values and introduce stipulations that potentially limit creativity. The artist Daniela de Paulis collaborated with the sound specialist Jan van Muijlwijk, whose

primary role in the collaboration was as a part of CAMRAS,7 an amateur radio group that is organized as a foundation and had restored the Dwingeloo radio telescope, which is
owned by ASTRON, the Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy. Paulis proposed that together they find a way of using a historic radio communication technology called
"Earth-Moon-Earth" (EME), commonly known as "moon bounce" (which CAMRAS was already using for a non-visual purpose) to send visual images to the moon and back to
the earth. The EME technology was originally developed by the United States military after World War II as a way to relay communications signals by literally bouncing signals
from the earth off the face of the moon and back to the earth. Van Muijlwijk's concept for moon-bouncing an image was to utilize SSTV (slow-scan television) software, which
is commonly used by radio amateurs to share images, to transmit and reconfigure images. Once they succeeded in doing so, the entire process was named "Visual Moonbounce."
Because the technology involved already existed, it is not easy to discern the innovation, but as Van Muijlwijk explains, "Moon-bouncing SSTV is unique," adding, "We
[CAMRAS] were the first radio amateurs who succeeded in moonbouncing a picture," and "that's only because there was not a dish big enough [previously] to create the
necessary signal strength" (pers. comm.), demonstrating the significance of CAMRAS's restoration of the Dwingeloo dish and emphasizing the result (Paulis 2012).
As is customary with the group of radio amateurs, the images that were moon-bounced were shared among themselves. They could also request to have their own images moonbounced by sending them via email to Van Muijlwijk (Van Muijlwijk, pers. comm.). Early into the collaboration, Paulis noticed that images that had been moon-bounced were
appearing---presumably via the Internet---without mentioning authorship credits for her and CAMRAS. Paulis has stated that "a fellow radio amateur from the U.S." had begun
using images and assigning authorship to himself with no additional credit to her and CAMRAS (pers. comm.).8 While CAMRAS uses a variety of informal ways of
consistently crediting works within the group (Van Muijlwijk, pers. comm.),9 Paulis was apparently used to more formal crediting practices, presumably based on her experience
in the art world. Van Muijlwijk was not very familiar with formal crediting and the concept of IP was new in the relatively open culture of radio amateurs (Van Muijlwijk, pers.
comm.), in which sharing is frequently part of participation. However, he recognized that there was no evidence of the informal credits used by radio amateurs (Van Muijlwijk,
pers. comm.). This caused the collaborators to come together to arrive at a solution.10 Blending the role of artist with her collaborators' roles, Paulis reported that at the time she
had also become part of CAMRAS (pers. comm.). This created an odd doubling effect of authorship by causing Paulis to be both independently credited by name and also
implicitly credited as part of CAMRAS, resulting in her occupying an unusual position of both first and second author, which can have different values aligned with the level of
contribution, with alphabetical order being a minority structure in a general study (Marui, Bonjak, Jeroni 2011).
After failing to reach a friendly agreement with the radio amateur who was not crediting images that were moon-bounced, Paulis and Van Muijlwijk sought legal counsel and
agreed to formalize credits; the discussions took place on the "CAMRAS board level" with Paulis and Van Muijlwijk (Van Muijlwijk, pers. comm.). According to Paulis, "The
credits issue was solved amongst Jan, ASTRON and I, most CAMRAS members don't know much about it" (pers. comm.).11 She added, "We drafted a paper as a group,
including myself---the artist---and the radio amateurs, where we agreed on several points. . . . Images moonbounced at the Dwingeloo radio telescope for an external party would
need to be accompanied by the credits for both CAMRAS and the artist. Should the party refuse or ignore this request, no other images can be moonbounced for him/her" (pers.
comm.). According to Van Muijlwijk, the specific credit terms apply to everyone (pers. comm.), not simply external parties. The credit requirement also applied to parties
"requesting research material concerning Visual Moonbounce" (Paulis, pers. comm.), which is a common practice for reproducing material but atypical for solely personal
research purposes in some fields. The agreement required that it be signed and returned (Paulis, pers. comm.). The promulgation of a formal credit policy for moon-bounced
images among ASTRON, CAMRAS, Paulis, and radio amateurs is distinct in that it exists parallel to the ongoing informal established norms in crediting among the radio
amateur network, and could be viewed as an expression of one aspect of the collaboration that brings both potential gains and losses.12
The cross-disciplinary collaborative work, the concern for formal credit by the artist, and the disappointment in a fellow radio amateur converged to raise interesting questions
about the acknowledgement of authorship, which has ramifications in terms of IP rights. The radio amateur who used the images without credit broke the informal rule, ignored
the new policy, and can no longer have access to the process. The solution raises the question of whether or not the newly forged crediting policies embody emerging norms of
self-policing (Oliar and Sprigman 2011) within a group or reveal a more inflexible approach that unreasonably obstructs access to scientific equipment. In this case, providing
credit for access to an otherwise unprotected process becomes a significant representative concern in terms of IP in cross-disciplinary collaborations, because there is said to be
only one facility capable of producing images that are moon-bounced. At present it creates a kind of monopoly by allowing only those who agree with crediting others with
assignment of authorship for a process that is a combination of common technologies with restored historic equipment.13 It also raises questions about the interests of creators
and authors and public interests (Wyszomirski 2000, 4--6). In addition, it impedes the ability of those who "refuse or ignore" the credits to experiment with images that are
moon-bounced, impairs their ability to further develop results that could lead to new forms of creative expression, and places burdens on those researching the subject.14
Summary
In this white paper, the case studies and interviews with cross-disciplinary collaborators in science, engineering, arts, and design demonstrate that many participants possess an
uneven awareness and knowledge of IP rights and their implications. In this regard, educational materials on IP should be comprehensive and balanced. This white paper also
shows that professional and personal relationships both across and within professional disciplines can increase opportunities for cross-disciplinary collaborations. In addition,
trust, respect, mutual support, and goals that benefit each collaborator are conditions that can encourage positive outcomes and can help to ameliorate IP concerns if they arise. In
highly regulated conditions that lack clear values or strategies about cultivating cross-disciplinary collaboration, coherent discernible linkage to IP should be established so that
opportunities for collaborations that could otherwise be mutually beneficial to the participants and to the public interest are not missed or bungled. Further, sensitivity to different
values and approaches to acknowledging authorship and credit and their implications in relation to cross-disciplinary collaborations are important considerations for avoiding
obstacles and embracing learning and opportunities without limiting creativity. Since even independent cross-disciplinary collaborations take place in some kind of context,
collaborators should be alert to threats and obstacles from nonprimary collaborators who might interfere with IP.
Lastly, this white paper acknowledges a paradox in making the suggestions below that are broadly about increasing knowledge and awareness of IP in a world seemingly
oversaturated with IP considerations, where rights are being selectively exercised and enforced, and taking into account the fact that in some contexts established IP restrictions
can potentially lock up creative works and limit access to scientific instruments, leading to the negative effect of impeding contributions, experimentation, and research. A
statement by the Smithsonian Institute's Office of Policy and Analysis, in the context of a report on interdisciplinary collaborations that is supplemented with a section that looks
beyond traditional academic models, could be considered representative of an institutional view of this paradox: there is a challenge to find "innovative ways to exploit open
source principles and at the same time minimize the risk of loss of intellectual property" (2010, C-7).
Suggested Actions
1. Obstacle: Uneven knowledge of IP rights among students, educators, professionals, and participants in cross-disciplinary collaborations in science, engineering, arts, and
design.
Suggested Actions: We suggest that organizations that develop and assess educational programs, including accreditation bodies, take steps to encourage a more comprehensive
approach to IP that takes into account the varying standards and practices of science, engineering, arts, and design.
We also suggest that international organizations and governments that provide educational materials about IP carefully consider the variety of goals of specific learners and the
diverse concerns they might have through balanced presentations of the lawful protections of IP rights, the integration of broad and inclusive points of reference in relation to IP,
and the neutral use of the subject of IP as an educational tool.
A further suggestion is the development of online resources that include a free tutorial on IP rights, perhaps modeled on the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Office of
Extramural Research's Protecting Human Research Participants Course, which draws on historic and contemporary case studies to teach about risks in human-subject research
and how to avoid them and offers a certification at the end as proof of completion. The proposed course would teach about IP and how it relates to a wide range of pursuits in a
variety of traditional and emerging contexts, including cross-disciplinary collaborations in science, engineering, arts, and design.
2. Obstacle: The general lack of professional and personal relationships across professional disciplines limits opportunities to initiate and participate in cross-disciplinary

collaborations, relegating factors like IP concerns to a lower priority, which could trigger flashpoints of conflict when collaborations do take place.
Suggested Actions: Since personal relationships and mutual trust play an important role in successful collaborations, we suggest that scientists, engineers, artists, and designers
increase opportunities for interactions between disciplines, and that individuals who are interested in cross-disciplinary collaborations make a concerted effort to enlarge and
diversify their professional and personal networks to support their goals and begin to address specific issues such as IP concerns.
3. Obstacles: Just as artists and designers might not very often consider working with scientists or engineers, scientists and engineers can sometimes overlook opportunities for
working with artists and designers. Science-based organizations can be unprepared to adequately accommodate such collaborations; when they are initiated, there can be both
unnecessary conflicts related to misconceptions of artistic research methodology on the organizations' side and a lack of understanding of regulations, privacy, safety, and formal
scientific protocols on the artists and designers' side.
Suggested Actions: We suggest that science-based organizations promote awareness of the potential benefits of working with artists and designers in cross-disciplinary
collaborations. To support this, we suggest the development of human resources protocols that can help ensure success. These would include enhancing clarity regarding the
sometimes intertwined issues of IP, health and indemnity insurance, public-relations benefits, and implementation of cross-disciplinary training for all collaborators to encourage
mutual understanding, respect, and successful outcomes. Likewise, artists and designers would be wise to consider their abilities to accommodate scientists and engineers, and
what form that would take in practical terms and in relation to IP considerations, particularly with regard to ensuring that scientists and engineers are consistently and properly
credited for their contributions and taking into account how the circumstances of these collaborations impact authorship credit and rewards.
4. Obstacles: A conflict between protection and encouragement of developing IP can arise as a result of increased awareness of academic honesty in text-based learning, which
can lead to a failure to adequately cover technology, audio and visual subject matter, and other forms of expression. A too-narrow focus can mislead learners and restrict
knowledge acquisition. A broader approach can create unexpected relationships and heighten distinctions between plagiarism, inspiration, fair use, authorship, and inventorship
in IP and in relation to rights and responsibilities among students, educators, and participants in collaborations in science, engineering, arts, and design.
Suggested Actions: We suggest that those who are developing IP policies in government, private-sector, and university contexts identify and integrate linkages that make it
possible for science, engineering, arts, and design to be more closely aligned, so as to avoid conflict and exploit opportunities. This would help initiate conversations across
disciplines, stimulate a cross-pollination of ideas, necessarily establish cross-disciplinary relationships, and begin to reveal commonalities and unique expertise while
establishing more credibility and respect across disciplines.
We further suggest that local and international governmental copyright and patent agencies more actively coordinate and develop materials on a range of topics and users' needs
that overlap with citation conventions, taking into account not only aspects of IP rights and academic honesty, but also proper credits, acknowledgements, and fair use.
5. Obstacle: Different approaches to acknowledging authorship and credit can converge in relation to cross-disciplinary collaborations and cause conflicts in ways that may
challenge values and introduce stipulations that potentially limit creativity.
Suggested Action: We suggest that scientists, engineers, artists, and designers enter into cross-disciplinary collaborations with an expectation of unique differences, and develop
strategies to keep the focus on the collaboration and the learning experience. Participants should be sensitive to contexts and existing cultures, with special care when being
primarily accommodated in a cross-disciplinary collaboration. Further, participants in cross-disciplinary collaborations of amateur practitioners with professional scientists,
engineers, artists, and designers would be wise not only to share their IP experiences and practices, but also to be perceptive about the impact of doing so, in order not to
inadvertently impose their conventions without a clear understanding of their influence and impact on their collaborators' culture. From another perspective, in a crossdisciplinary environment that has prescribed IP conventions, artists and scientists should be able to adapt to circumstances, while also being generous in sharing their own
experiences. Cross-disciplinary collaboration calls for flexibility, trust, and respect for the wide range of practices used in acknowledging authorship and credit, along with
openness and receptivity to the challenges they might pose to an individual's values.
Notes
1. For a list of primary organizers and programs, see Arts Active (2012). For a general overview and a focus on two specific programs, see Kemp (2011). For in-depth analysis
of the Arts and Science Research Fellowships Scheme program, which is organized by the Interdisciplinary Arts Department of the United Kingdom Arts & Humanities
Research Board and Arts Council England, in relation to IP, see Leach (2012). For an independent cross-disciplinary collaboration between a technical specialist and n55, an art
collective (n55 2012), see Kronick, who articulates a vivid argument for his engineering processes, adding "new meanings" and highlighting his use of open source code as
"eschewing copyright norms" and making "a statement against the legal concept of intellectual property" (2010, 7, 10).
2. For a comprehensive examination of collaboration that highlights greater credibility as a motivation in interdisciplinary collaboration, see Maiensche (1993). This text also
thoughtfully explores authorship, credit concerns, and layers of contribution in collaborations.
3. For a useful general glossary of IP-related terms, see Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (2012); for spirited perspectives on common questions about copyright, especially in an
academic context, see Newman (2007).
4. Mitchell, Inouye, and Blumenthal (2003, 101) record that IP agreements were developed for a collaborative work by an artist and a scientist that established co-ownership;
however, the authors provide little detail about them.
5. This case study is to some extent paraphrased, based on electronic communication with the informant.
6. CEA and the Leti Institute are partners in the Atelier Art Sciences (L'Atelier Arts-Sciences-CEA); this formal undertaking most likely helped create institutional norms that
enabled enough openness for the Leti Institute's team to work on art projects, such as Le Moine's, despite his not being involved in their formal program.
7. For more information on the organization, see C. A. Muller Radio Astronomy Station.
8. It remains unclear to the present authors whether the images used by the radio amateur from the U.S. that were not credited were his own creations that were moon-bounced
for him, images created by the collaborators that were moon-bounced and shared with him, or both.
9. Van Muijlwijk gives examples of CAMRAS's crediting norms: "Let's say I use certain free software to process radio signals and I get some nice results. When I talk about that
I always mention the maker of that software. And if something is written down and published I do the same. It's more or less second nature. In amateur radio everyone does that"
(Van Muijlwijk, pers. comm.).
10. Regardless of one's point of view about the IP or credit result, the varying goals of the collaborators, and points of self-interest exhibited among the collaborators, it might be
significant to those studying cross-disciplinary collaboration in general to know that the conflict itself and its resolution were reported to have brought the primary collaborators
closer together and helped solidify their relationships and create deeper bonds (Paulis, pers. comm.).
11. Asked about his observations of the response of those in CAMRAS who were strictly amateurs (no professional or science backgrounds), Van Muijlwijk said, "It was not a
CAMRAS-wide discussion. Of course some people heard about it and were most of the time rather astonished that we ran into those problems. . . . Most people who heard about
it could not understand (like Daniela and me) why [the radio amateur] was not willing to credit Daniela" (pers. comm.). Further exploration of the relationship between a
professional artist and radio amateurs raises questions of authority in relation to crediting within cross-disciplinary collaborations and the perception of the designation
"professional" and "amateur." Asked about the converging values and acts of the collaboration, the formal credits, and the lack of informal credit by the radio amateur, Van
Muijlwijk said it was "difficult" to speculate about it, offering: "We radio amateurs would have noticed [the lack of credits] but maybe a bit later. . . . Daniela, being a
professional artist, is more aware of things that can go wrong, so she was the first to notice" (pers. comm.).
12. Van Muijlwijk added, "I had that sense of getting less free by enforcing the crediting. That was not a nice feeling. Very opposite to what amateur radio feels like" (pers.
comm.).
13. Van Muijlwijk has made a representative statement about the innovation and the credit issue: "Your image was altered by 'our' process, so when publishing the end product it
would be polite to mention how the alteration came about" (pers. comm.). Here, he more emphatically emphasizes the innovation as collaborative, appears unambiguous about
publishing, and highlights the process that would only come about through cross-disciplinary collaboration, potentially giving the technological process a bit more weight than
he does in other statements in which the artist's idea seems primary. This seems consistent with a trace of modesty and a hint of wonderment in relation to collaborating with an

artist. Viewing the situation through the prism of politeness rather than in the legal and academic language of authorship and IP rights seems to underscore the desired social
dynamics and values among the radio amateurs.
14. When asked if there is discussion about the contrast between the free culture of amateur radio and the monopoly that ASTRON, CAMRAS, Paulis, and the radio amateurs
have on the Dwingeloo dish to moon-bounce or not to moon-bounce images, Van Muijlwijk said, "No, not much discussion about that, that I am aware of. But we must realize
we are just at the beginning of this. The first ever try to moonbounce pictures in Dwingeloo was in 2009" (pers. comm.).
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Context.
E-agriculture defines an emerging field in which information and communication technologies (ICT) are applied to the improvement of agriculture and rural livelihoods. The
term was introduced as one of the key areas of application of ICTs in the Plan of Action of the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), celebrated in Geneva 2003. In
that document, the aims of e-agriculture were to apply ICTs to the dynamic dissemination of accessible, up-to-date information on agriculture, particularly in rural areas, and to
use these technologies as instruments to increase food production, both in quantity and quality (WSIS, 2003).
Mobile communication technologies are presently the main focus of e-agriculture. In Africa, where most of the development projects for agriculture are concentrated, internet
usage is still low, reaching about 13,5% of the population; yet it has grown 2'357% over the last ten years, almost five times more than the rest of the world (Internet World Stats,
2011). However, more than a third part of the population in Africa are mobile phone owners, and this rate is growing fast (International Telecommunications Union, 2010).
According to their farmer-centered research, Furuholt and Matotay (Furuholt, Matotay, 2011) identify five key areas in which mobile technologies become useful: 1. Accessing
timely information, 2. Making markets more efficient and transparent, 3. Providing advance warning of weather and other risks, 4. Accessing complementary services, such as
mobile banking, and 5. Aiding in general communication and coordination.
In our research, we aim to reveal and provide an alternative to the underlying values of most e-agriculture projects in Africa, which tend to regard farmers as mere clients of
expert-generated information. We have argued that the unidirectional communication designed into these projects may effectively devalue the traditional knowledge held by
farmers, in favor of purely techno-scientific solutions1. Moreover, our research recognizes the calls made by a number of scientists, who have recognized the necessity of
integrating traditional knowledge into the design of local strategies for development and adaptation to complex challenges such as climate change (Jones et al., 2005).
Description of the project.
Sauti ya wakulima2, "The voice of the farmers" in Swahili, is an e-agriculture project which directly addresses the socio-agricultural context of rural communities in Tanzania.
The project was started in January 2011, when we traveled to Tanzania to conduct a series of interviews with farmers living near the town of Bagamoyo, with the purpose of
engaging them in the creation of an online, collaborative knowledge base about the effects of climate change, using smartphones as tools for observation and a web page to
gather the recorded images and sounds. Accompanied by Dr. Flora Ismail from the Botany department of the University of Dar es Salaam, and Mr. Hamza S. Suleyman, the
local extension officer, we held a meeting with a group of farmers that regularly gather at the Chambezi agricultural field station in the Bagamoyo District. At this meeting, the
project and its goals were explained to the farmers. Despite the fact that none of them had accessed the internet before, they had all heard of it largely through the younger

members of their communities. They quickly understood that the images and sounds uploaded from the smartphones would not only be visible to them, but to anyone who
visited the project's web page. After deliberating, the farmers voted unanimously in favor of taking part.
We established the project's dynamics together with the farmers, and carried out the first training session on how to use the smartphone and the project's web page. A group of
five men and five women chosen by the community would take turns to share the two available smartphones, by exchanging them on a weekly basis. Whenever a farmer's turn to
use the phone arrived, he or she would have the task of using it to contribute content to the knowledge base. These contents consist of units, which we call messages, comprised
of a picture, a voice recording and an optional keyword. A special application running on the smartphones makes it easy to capture the multimedia elements. It also integrates
geographical information into the message (if available), allows the addition of one or more keywords and sends all the elements to a web server, bundled together as an email
message. By using pictures and voice recordings, farmers can portray a wide variety of objects, situations and persons, and complement visual evidence with their own spoken
narrations.
Farmers not only got together to exchange the phones but also to see and discuss the pictures and voice recordings that the group had uploaded during the week. There, they
accessed the project's web page using a laptop computer with a mobile broadband connection. As of this writing, the farmers in Chambezi were continuing to use the
smartphones to publish content. After 21 months, Sauti ya wakulima now runs in a semi-autonomous fashion, and is partially supported by the local government in Bagamoyo.
Outcomes.
In our analysis of the contents published by the farmers, we confirmed that the farmers used the smartphones mostly to interview other people. In these interviews, fragments of
knowledge and even manifestations of creativity (such as the invention of a shelling machine or experimentation with intercropping) were revealed. The phones were also used
to provide visual evidence of problems such as pests, plant diseases or the scarcity of water, and to advertise products or services. The diversity of topics addressed by the
farmers reveals the extent to which the farmers appropriated both the communications tools and the originally proposed goals of the research. Appropriation can be considered
as indicator for usefulness and meeting the needs of the targeted community as it can deeply affect the politics of their daily lives. In a context where communication
technologies play an active role in development, it can be seen as a starting point for community empowerment (Bar, Pisani and Weber, 2007).
The farmers found that documenting their practices and problems through interviews could lead to the creation of a shared, audiovisual knowledge base, which they could use
for various purposes including learning, consulting of farming practices, promotion of farming inputs and even extending their social networks. Farmers also saw the project's
potential for reporting problems, such as pests or construction of wells, to the extension officers and/or government officials in order to get timely assistance. The Agricultural
Office in Bagamoyo found this application to be particularly relevant. According to an official report, one of the greatest weaknesses in the local agricultural infrastructure is the
lack of sufficient extension officers. Currently, there is a ratio of 1 extension officer per 1,145 farmers, almost half of the ideal ratio, established by the office at 1:600
(Bagamoyo District Council, 2011). In response to this expressed interest, the local government in Bagamoyo has agreed to financially support the project, by providing funds to
cover the expenses generated by the usage of smartphones. Additionally, the local government has provided a number of grants to the farmers who participate in Sauti ya
wakulima, encouraging them to document farmers' shows and agricultural fairs in Bagamoyo and other villages.
Suggested actions and lessons learned.
These actions are aimed at planners, designers, researchers and on-the-ground personnel involved in the development of e-agriculture projects.
1. Consider farmers as generators of knowledge. The design of most e-agriculture projects currently being developed does not encourage the integration of local farmer-held
knowledge into a larger body of agricultural knowledge. This may affect farmers in a negative way by eroding their own systems of knowledge and traditional social structures.
Agriculture is a complex field that requires much more than technical expertise. Thus, e-agriculture initiatives can be made more effective by embracing holistic values that also
include social elements and traditional knowledge.
2. Fully exploit the interactive capacity of mobile media. Most e-agriculture initiatives do not contemplate a multi-directional model of communication, in which every node of
the network can be both a consumer and producer of information. Generally, expert information is made accessible to farmers who, only in some cases, are allowed to get replies
for specific questions. However, mobile networked communications media have the potential to break this hierarchical mode of transmission, and engage all involved parties in
more equal terms.
3. Deploy highly experimental and innovative e-agriculture projects as small-scale initiatives. One of the key concerns in e-agriculture is the usage of so-called "realistic"
technologies, meaning that high-end platforms such as smartphones or data networks should be avoided, because they are not available to the majority of farmers. Despite the
fact that robust and reliable digital networks are still largely missing in Tanzania and other countries, and that the cost of devices and data connections can be prohibitive for
most farmers, projects such as Sauti ya wakulima aim to explore new possibilities through the innovative and experimental usage of these relatively sophisticated tools. In
contrast with other e-agriculture projects, which seek to impact large numbers of people, Sauti ya wakulima has engaged a small group of very focused farmers willing to test
new communications technologies.
4. Encourage the appropriation of media tools and scientific research goals. As we have argued, the appropriation of communications media by a community can lead to its
empowerment. Therefore, farmers should be encouraged to not only become users of mobile networks, but also to reshape their usage to best suit their needs. This effort requires
adequate training and the design of platforms which embrace open-source values. As a parallel action, we suggest that research projects be designed in ways which allow
farmers to lead their goals and share their outcomes together with scientists.
5. Technical difficulties.
We encountered a number of technical problems. On two different occasions, we had to replace a phone which had stopped working because of extreme weather and
environmental conditions. The phone cameras do not focus on macro level and so details of insects and fungus were lost. However, the most important limitations of Sauti ya
wakulima are achieving a stable financial sustainability and devising a scheme to scale up the project in order to involve other groups of farmers.
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Vitamin A: a modest proposal to introduce trace amounts of contemporary art into research by preparing students in art, design, engineering, and science for collaborative
creative work, with the intention of saving Earth
Abstract
Meeting global challenges such as climate change requires cultural, "human-factor" innovation as well as technological invention [1]. Integrating our knowledge resources in
order to respond to the full scope of the challenges may increase the lifespan of our culture and the tenure of life on Earth. Rather than advocating for a defined form of
knowledge integration, this paper proposes extending the basic toolkit of creative practitioners so that they can select and adapt the forms of knowledge integration to suit their
problems. The intent is to reduce the conceptual barriers between domains. In particular, contemporary art's emphasis on critique, paradox, and poetic thinking has made it an
uneasy fit for educational systems rooted in a rational, modernist world view [2]. These qualities, however, may facilitate the paradigm-shifting imaginative leaps required by
our most difficult problems. We propose mapping the field of collaborative research and introducing students to a schema that interrelates their creative areas and introductory
experience with cross-disciplinary collaboration. A flexible coursework structure, designed to partially fill a "hole" in our educational system, is suggested, as research shows
that currently most collaborations arise through chance and personal relationships [3]. While these factors will continue to be important in forming collaborations, we recall
Louis Pasteur's famous saying that "chance favors the prepared mind." Furthermore, as standard organizational forms, such as school departments, academic conferences, and
even white papers, exert subtle influences channeling thought along familiar paths, to develop and disseminate the map and coursework guidelines we suggest conceiving as an
art event a cross-disciplinary symposium [4]. In this spirit of formal innovation, we stretch slightly an accepted form of knowledge transmission—the white paper—augmenting
the straightforward narrative with a chorus of quotes embodying voices from different domains of knowledge (and a bit of humor in our title).
Introduction
"”knowledge has to be organized so that it can be taught, and it has to be reduced to information so it can be organized...this leads you to assume that organization is an inherent
property of the knowledge itself, and that disorder and chaos are simply irrelevant forces that threaten it from the outside. In fact it's exactly the opposite. Order is simply a thin,
perilous condition we try to impose on the basic reality of chaos..."
— writer William Gaddis , from the introduction to his novel J.R.,
Dalkey Archive Press Edition, Champaign, 1971/2012, p. 20
What does Gaddis mean by the "thin, perilous condition" of the order we impose on knowledge, and what does this have to do with training for collaborative research? The
sense of his statement may be illuminated by reflecting on this list of 12th century liberal arts: "grammar, rhetoric, dialectic, arithmetic, astronomy, music, and geometry;" [5] it
outlines a different knowledge universe than the one with which we are familiar. It seems certain that scholars in 3012 will find our disciplines, our recipe for ordering
knowledge, as redolent of our century as the list is of the 12th.
As we propose core course elements for preparing artists, designers, engineers, and scientists for collaborative research, the first point is to emphasize that categories of
knowledge such as "fine art", "graphic design," "astrophysics", or "mechanical engineering" are themselves the collaborative creative productions of our society. And as human
creations, they are not immutable but are, excitingly, subject to change and development. In our historical moment, digital tools are enabling and driving new forms of research.
The students who respond to the opportunity to think beyond the research traditions of their discipline—and we intend this work for advanced students, who, being grounded in
the methods of their field, can share them with others—have the opportunity to contribute to this restructuring of knowledge.
The collaborative turn
"Researchers, like most ordinary people, tend to identify with their ingroup and ignore or even look down on neighboring disciplines. Yet most relevant topics we study today do
not respect the historically grown disciplinary borders, and to make progress one must look beyond one's own narrow point of view."
— psychologist Gerd Gigerenzer, Director at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development
from Gut Feelings: The Intelligence of the Unconscious, Viking, New York, 2007, p. 77
What we refer to as the "collaborative turn" can be tracked through developments in the English language. According to the 2011 Random House Dictionary, the word
"interdisciplinary" first came into use during World War II, between 1935 and 1940, as a way to identify the mixing of knowledge disciplines and professions. Inter- has been
joined by trans- and cross- disciplinary subjects and together they have spawned a welter of pursuits that didn't exist in 1940: anthrozoology, astrobiology, bioinformatics,
cognitive linguistics, computational chemistry, evolutionary literary theory, medical cybernetics, neuroaesthetics... in the sciences, the list of recombinant disciplines continues to
grow.
Within fine art, hybrid media are now the norm. Considering that nearly three-quarters of the artists in one of the world's major international art exhibitions, the Venice
Biennale, draw on multiple disciplines including performance, film, and writing, "pure" painting and sculpture could be considered minority disciplines [6]. And within art
scholarship, "world art studies," a global and multidisciplinary approach to visual art that draws upon anthropology, archaeology, evolutionary biology, psychology, and other
fields in addition to art history, is emerging. [7]
The first rumblings of these changes roughly coincide with the development of cybernetics, information theory, and other sources of today's digital technologies in the decade
following World War II. The onslaught of "big data" that has ensued has increased the need for sophisticated visualization in science, raised new philosophical issues for society
and therefore for artists, and given creative people in all fields powerful new tools. In this atmosphere of intellectual and societal change, it is not surprising that questions —
research agendas, artistic inquiries, engineering problems, or design programs — that require information and methods from more than one arena are both more frequent and
more important.
Some research suggests that while interdisciplinary collaboration is more challenging than working in homogeneous groups, when interdisciplinary groups are successful they
produce greater innovation. The general knowledge and skills necessary for successful cross-disciplinary collaboration are therefore of increasing importance in all creative
fields. The second foundational element is to present a cultural overview relating the study of collaboration to contemporary conditions and the currents of change in all
knowledge fields.
Creativity and the relationship between domains
"Boundaries are the locus of the production of new knowledge. They are where the unexpected can be expected, where innovative and unorthodox solutions are found, where
serendipity is likely, and where old ideas find new life."
— computer scientist Gerhard Fischer,
from "Social Creativity: Turning Barriers into Opportunities for Collaborative Design," http://l3d.cs.colorado.edu/~gerhard/papers/pd04-final-submit.pdf [Accessed 10.25.12]
"Our job is to create language to speak to each other with respect."
— innovator Rich Gold, quoted in
"Truth, Beauty, Freedom, and Money," a report by Michael Naimark for Leonardo Journal, p. 8

Some time in the 1990s, Rich Gold, who was a primary researcher on ubiquitous computing at Xerox PARC and the manager of the PARC artist-in-residence program (PAIR),
created this diagram comparing the creative fields of art, design, engineering, and science, as they are practiced in Western culture.

Gold's ideas were informed by his leadership experience in one of the most famously innovative interdisciplinary research centers of the twentieth century; thus they are a good
starting point for considering education for collaborative creativity. But as discussed in the introduction, the organization of our cultural knowledge into categories is not fixed.
When Gold formulated his matrix, he stereotyped the key ideas in the interests of clarity.* Decades later, each of the four sectors has been influenced by the "postmodern" or
"post-colonial" ideas that developed in tandem with digital culture. Gold's pithy summaries now allude to the past rather than the future. Thus we offer an updated version of his
matrix.

Gold identified "self-expression" as the core of "Art"; contemporary artists may or may not incorporate "self-expression" in their practice. They operate within a greatly
expanded field of material production which incorporates actions, digital games, lens-based media, and installation in addition to painting, printmaking, and sculpture.
Conceptually, following the practice of artists such as Marcel Duchamp, artists aim to produce experiences and objects that stimulate emotion and thought, what evolutionary
biologist Ellen Dissayanake would call "making special" [8].
In "Science," Gold gave the key idea as "universal truth." While the search for verifiable, repeatable results that hold true for our known world is still the heart of science,
there is also a greater awareness of the limits of empiricism. The minds reasoning from data are human and the history of science offers many cautionary tales of scientific
investigations distorted by cultural blind spots [10]. Therefore, we have used language that emphasizes exploration, rather than authority, for the matrix.
If one keeps in mind that the boundaries between "Art" and "Design" have blurred considerably since the time of Gold's matrix [9], his formulations for "Design" and
"Engineering" are still close to the mark. But we have more articulated theories describing our use of the information embedded in our environment through design. (Here, we
are thinking of the work of cognitive scientist Edwin Hutchins [10] and anthropologist Lucy Suchman [12], among others.) And the domain of engineering has been enlivened
by "hacking," the "reverse engineering" or unraveling and reworking of commercialized technologies in order to use them for other purposes than those for which they were
originally intended. "Hacking" thereby questions values and social structures that are generally taken for granted, bringing a philosophical edge to engineering [13]. So Gold's
"Design" and "Engineering" tags have been reworded to convey a greater sense of agency, with more emphasis on the creative contributions of designers and engineers.
In addition to changes within creative domains, the understanding of what it takes to be "creative" in any domain has shifted. The modernist model of creative "genius" in
which innovation is attributed to the creative insight of one individual has yielded to a model of exceptional accomplishment in which individual ability is a necessary but
insufficient condition of achievement, always modified by social and historical conditions [14].
Indeed, the importance of historical conditions has been suggested by the difficulty of recreating successful collaborations such as Xerox Parc, the organization of which Gold
was a part. One such effort, Interval Research, was generously funded by entrepreneur Paul Allen in hope of mimicking Xerox Parc's success in generating the "technology that
will be important in the future." The desired innovations failed to materialize, despite the number of brilliant individuals and the collaborative opportunities involved, and after
seven years the pure research program was discontinued. [15]
While all four of our creative sectors value invention, it is rare for their educational tracks to include a study of creativity per se. Thus the third point in our guidelines is to
offer participants an understanding of creative practice that relates their domains, acknowledging key points of similarity and difference, and considering the multi-dimensional
factors involved in creative success.
The Gold Matrix demonstrates the potential of visual diagrams to quickly communicate such interrelationships. Since Gold's time, the science of science has yielded detailed
visualizations of interconnected themes and thinkers within science, such as those described in Katy Börner's Atlas of Science: Visualizing What We Know (MIT Press, 2010).
Our scientific authors wondered how collaborating with an artist might contribute to research, although they could easily see the value of an artist/designer in disseminating
scientific work to the public. A map of cross-disciplinary, collaborative research would be a powerful tool to quickly demonstrate the potential of such investigations.
Unlearning and flexible role-playing
"...you are always going to be accused of being superficial, of reinventing the wheel, of never knowing enough about any one discipline...that would be true if you had to know
everything about a discipline to understand how it worked -- and I don't think that is."
— Anonymous research collaborator and research subject, quoted in Lisa R. Lattuca, Creating Interdisciplinarity: Interdisciplinary Research and Teaching among College and
University Faculty, Vanderbilt University Press, Nashville, 2001, p. 124
"Unlearning" may be as valuable to a creative group as learning. Given that general cultural knowledge will necessarily lag behind the most advanced research and creative

production, and that to some degree artists, designers, engineers, and scientists are a "general public" to each other's fields, students may hold ideas regarding each others'
domains that are not completely current. (For example, a scientist might think of art in terms of traditional media.) Students may also have ideas about their own discipline or
decision-making based in past practices ("engineering is not a creative activity"), ("an artist should not be influenced by others"). "Unlearning" ideas that limit creative
exchange is a continuing process, but the fourth guideline is intended to set that process in motion: Stimulate awareness of the models of "good science", "good art," "good
design" and "good engineering" participants have in play through discussion of their aspirations (their values) and exemplars (best practices).
Even when collaborators have congruent interests and abilities, as might be the case for a new media artist and a computer scientist, in respect to the total knowledge of the
group (even a "group" of two), each collaborator will be expert in some areas and amateur in others. These "knowledge gaps" create opportunities for fresh questions and
insights but also require negotiation of leadership. In what we will call "instrumental" collaborations, where one type of knowledge is programmatically at the service of another
(an artist illustrating a scientific finding, a scientist programming for an artist's project, a designer making slides for an engineer's presentation, an engineer creating material
specifications for a designer's product), creative leadership is effectively determined by the end goal.
Difficult problems that require an innovative approach, however, benefit from an improvisatory decision-making structure in which leadership roles shift according to the
evolving needs of the research. [16] A fluid exchange of collaborators between leading and supporting roles may be necessary to make the most effective use of the group's
skills. Thus the fifth guideline: Build students' repertoire of decision-making models by presenting varied historical examples of cross-disciplinary collaboration.
The discussion of models might range from the structured, large-scale professional collaboratories of a space mission as described by Benjamin Shaw [17] or the equally
large-scale participatory and improvisatory performances organized by the art and programming group Blast Theory [18], to a small-scale partnership such as that between
physicist James Crutchfield and sound artist David Dunn, which has produced both scientific papers [19] and performances. It might include long-lived collaborations such as
Ant Farm [20], or project-based collaborations such as engaged in by the Raqs Media Collective, a group of three filmmakers who collaborate regularly with people from other
professions [21]. It might include partnerships that are both professional and personal, such as that of physicist James Gimzewski and artist Victoria Vesna [22] and agonist**
relationships such as emerged in a group of rocketry pioneers, between Frank Malina and Jack Parsons. (The tenor of their work together was described by M.G. Lord: "The
converse styes of Malina and Parsons were as essential to their motor as fuel and oxidizer. Yet they often led to conflict.") [23] Collaborators might work together in person or
through commercial communication tools such as Skype or with specialized tools such as the software developed by Julien Phalip, Ernest A. Edmonds, and David Jean to
support remote collaboration in film scoring. [24]
We go into some detail with the examples above to demonstrate that there is no one recipe for structuring "hot groups," as organizational psychologist Harold Leavitt termed
particularly energized and inventive collaborations [25]. While business and management literature (Leavitt was professor in the business school at Stanford University and a
pioneer in the study of organizational behavior) includes many valuable studies of collaborative practice, popularizations of that literature often tender formulaic interpretations
that may be part of the material students need to question or "unlearn."*** "Brainstorming," for example, is a group process that has entered into popular awareness as a route to
creative ideas, despite research showing that generating ideas individually, before working on them with a group, is more productive [26].
From theory to practice
The difference between theory and practice is greater in practice than in theory.
— Anonymous, quoted by artist Simon Penny
http://simonpenny.net/wisdom/index.html
As the guidelines turn from theory to practice, the hubris of the attempt to compress such a complex study into seven points looms. Framing guidelines so fundamental that they
can be applied across different time scales, and so potent that they might assist deep innovation, is the work of dreamers. Yet dreaming is consistent with our call to consider
aspects of human experience that resist logic and measurement in tandem with the aspects that are amenable to reason. Acknowledging that the experience of collaboration that
is possible in a workshop setting will be brief compared to the experience of a semester-long course, which is a small slice of the time that may be required to incubate a fruitful
idea in the "real" world of research, we forge ahead to our sixth guideline: Define project groups and give participants an active experience of working together, at whatever
scale circumstances allow.
Defining research questions and goals
"The formulation of a problem is often more essential than its solution... To raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old questions from a new angle, requires creative
imagination and marks real advance in science."
— Albert Einstein & Leopold Infeld, from The Evolution of Physics, 1938, p. 92
"Gaps in our understanding (shared or individual), are continually revealed to us through the process of collective sustained enquiry. Once those gaps are identified, the creativity
comes in trying to provide whatever artefacts we can find; relationships, metaphors, processes, functions, images and so on, in an attempt to fill them. This is done together, and
often for each other."
— Jane Prophet and Mark d'Inverno, from "Creative conflict in interdisciplinary collaboration: interpretation, scale and emergence," http://www.academia.edu/193448/e
[Accessed 10.26.12]
At the point of defining research questions, the most extreme differences between domains emerge. Artists typically address questions that have multiple and unstable "answers;"
scientists typically define questions so that a stable answer is possible. Designers and engineers are often asked to begin work on a question that has already been defined. As
articulated by artist Jane Prophet and computer scientist Mark d'Inverno in the quote above, from a paper on the work of their interdisciplinary stem cell research group, the
discussion required to frame a problem together is a key part of the research process.
For our guidelines we assume that the degree of freedom project groups have in identifying problems is subject to instructors' judgment of the participants' skills and the
particular educational situation; in a course for undergraduates beginning with suggested questions might be most effective while a workshop for postgraduates might at this
point concentrate on developing questions together. We emphasize that while time may limit the experience to framing research questions or allow pursuing a research plan, the
key educational component here is the experience of approaching a problem together. In situations that allow extended investigation, the variety of goals to which one group
might aspire is shown by this list of outcomes from Prophet and d'Inverno's group: 1) sole and co-authored papers in peer-reviewed medical journals, mathematical modelling
journals, simulation journals, art journals and interdisciplinary journal 2) a mathematical model of the new paradigm 3) a dynamical simulation of the mathematical model 4)
art installations exploring the nature of scientific representation 5) innovative interactive devices and systems: namely 3D illustrations of cells and their behaviour generated
using Alife techniques 6) detailed documentation of all the processes involved in this project [27]
Assessment and the role of failure in success
"...we are introducing engineers to some unfamiliar behaviors: creative problem-solving using intuition, guesswork and a cheerful tolerance of failure."
— S. Shankar Sastry, Dean of the College of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley
"Innovation by Design," BerkeleyENGINEER, University of California, Fall 2012 Vol. 2, p. 1
It will come as no surprise that the seventh and final guideline calls for reflecting and crystallising the experiences of the group in a form that participants may usefully recall as
they go on about their careers. However, the form that we suggest is particular to the goal of building group creative process: Ask participants to articulate in verbal or visual
form the failures and successes of their work together by the standards of other group members, as they understand them, and exchange with the group regarding their
conclusions. Given the cultural tendency to emphasize experiences defined as "success" over experiences defined as "failure," leaders may need to model giving respectful
attention to "failure" and "gaps in understanding," which as Prophet and d'Inverno so beautifully express in the passage quoted above, hold the potential to inform better
questions.

Suggested actions
The paper began with a proposal for flexible coursework guidelines, intended to seed knowledge of methods and models of cross-disciplinary collaboration in the creative
communities of art, design, engineering, and science. In preparing the guidelines, the authors identified the additional need for a "map" that could be used to efficiently alert
researchers to the potentials of cross-disciplinary collaboration, organizing the history of such knowledge co-production. The guidelines and map are intended as tools to
enhance communication and stimulate vision, making it easier for researchers to jump over the obstacle of disciplinary "silos."
1. We suggest that a consortium of universities and art schools sponsor a year-long collaborative research project joining researchers knowledgeable in the "science of science"
with scholars of art, science, and technology, and information designers, to undertake the scholarly and visual mapping of the themes and paradigms of collaborative art, science,
and technology work over the past twenty years. (cf the "Map of Scientific Paradigms," Kevin W. Boyack and Richard Klavans, SciTech Strategies, Inc., from the "Atlas of
Science," Visualizing What We Know, Katy Borner, MIT Press, 2010. This map is accessible online at: http://scimaps.org/maps/map/map_of_scientific_pa_55/).
2. We suggest that the consortium present the resulting research and visual map professionally, targeting a cross-disciplinary academic audience by supporting the presentation
of papers at the widest possible array of conferences, with the goal of reaching professional meetings in all four areas of creative research (art, design, engineering, and science).
3. We suggest that the consortium present the resulting research and visual map publicly, targeting widely-read science and art publications and sophisticated general interest
publications with images and analysis written for an informed general public.
4. We suggest that a cross-disciplinary symposium, co-sponsored by institutions recognized to be leaders in each of the four areas of creative research, be organized with
sessions patterned on the content guidelines set out in this paper. The proposed symposium is envisioned not as business-as-usual, but as a meeting with a degree of "art"
(surprises and challenges) in the form of the meeting. In critical theory terms, the meeting would be conceptualized as a "text" synthesizing research that is also in and of itself, a
form of creative work and not simply a "report" on work that has already taken place. The overt goal of of the meeting would be to test and develop the guidelines and address
the field mapping research; while the subtext would be to create meaningful, exploratory cross-disciplinary encounters.
* When space allowed, as in his posthumously published book The Plenitude: Creativity, Innovation, and Making Stuff (2007), Gold demonstrated the nuanced understanding
of each domain he had developed as a contributor to all four areas.
** Here we use "agonist" in the sense developed by political theorist Chantal Mouffe. As scholar Nathaniel Tkacz writes in a gloss on Mouffe's work, "Whereas antagonisms can
quickly spiral into violent conflict, agonistic relations involve a mutual respect for "the other", the recognition of and tolerance toward difference, and a perceived legitimacy in
processes of mediation."
http://journals.culture-communication.unimelb.edu.au/platform/resources/includes/vol2_2/PlatformVol2Issue2_Tkacz.pdf
*** We acknowledge the irony of criticizing an approach as "formulaic" in a paper that is structured as a set of guidelines. We trust that our properly skeptical readers will take
this proposal in an exploratory spirit.
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Appendix: Summary of Coursework Guidelines
1. Communicate that categories of knowledge such as "fine art", "graphic design," "astrophysics", or "mechanical engineering" are themselves the collaborative creative
productions of our society.
2. Convey a cultural overview that relates students' study of collaboration to contemporary conditions and the currents of change in all knowledge fields.
3. Offer participants an understanding of creative practice that relates their domains, acknowledging key points of similarity and difference, and considering the multidimensional factors involved in creative success.
4. Stimulate awareness of the models of "good science", "good art," "good design" and "good engineering" participants have in play through discussion of their aspirations (their
values) and exemplars (best practices).
5. Build students' repertoire of decision-making models by presenting varied historical examples of cross-disciplinary collaboration.
6. Define project groups and give participants an active experience of working together, at whatever scale circumstances allow.
7. Ask participants to articulate in verbal or visual form the failures and successes of their work together by the standards of other group members, as they understand them, and
exchange with the group regarding their conclusions.
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Background
The history of Art & Technology practice in Taiwan can be traced back to the late 1970s when the first 'Laser Promotion Association' meeting was held in 1977. The aim of the
event was to introduce laser art to Taiwan. It was a small, specialized field limited to research and development projects with no public outcome. At that time there were no
cultural institutions, which would support the exhibition of such art. In 1988 the Taiwan Museum of Art (now National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts) was inaugurated. One of
its early exhibitions was 'High Technology Art' featuring Kinetic Art, Video Art, Laser Art, Computer Graphics and Cyber Art.
In 1990, upon returning from her studies in Japan, one of the most influential Taiwanese cyber artists, Peisuei Lee, staged the exhibition "Computer Art". In 1992 she published a
book also titled Computer Art; a compendium of Peisuei Lee and Yoichiro Kawaguchi's computer artwork "Fractal". Through these seminal projects "computer art" was asserted
as a legitimate term marking the emergence of the new media art form in Taiwan. Today, the broadly accepted term (in Chinese translation), which describes art and technology
practices is: digital art, although Art & Technology and new media art are also used.
Academia
In the 1980s and 1990s there were no Art & Technology or computer art courses offered within the Fine Arts programs of universities. Around 1990 subjects such as Video Art,
Installation Art and Multimedia Art were introduced but mainly focusing on video production and object installation. The early 1990s marks the emergence of the first wave of
Taiwanese digital artists who, after having had opportunities to study abroad, returned to Taiwan with new ideas and methodologies that brought together art and digital
technology. Many of these artists became university professors introducing new media art theory and practice at a tertiary level. The early courses in Computer Art were
introduced within the various Schools of Design and Multimedia, with primary focus being on animation and computer games design, with some academics making individual
efforts to broaden the curricular into digital art.
Since, three key Art & Technology programs that have been established at Taiwanese universities. In 1992 the Center for Art and Technology was founded at the Taipei National
University of the Arts (TNUA). It is the first university research center solely dedicated to exploring the potential and innovative aspects of digital art. The center has three
laboratories: Tangible Interface Lab; Trans-Sonic Lab, and Trans-disciplinary Media Lab.
In 2001, TNUA founded its Graduate School of Art and Technology, which was transformed in 2010 into a Department of New Media Art offering undergraduate courses in
new media art theory and practice. Some of the most renowned established and emerging Taiwanese artists are graduates of this program.

The National Taiwan University of Art (NTUA) hosts the Digital Art Lab, established in 2001 as part of its Department of Multimedia and Animation Arts. The program
comprises of research courses, exhibitions, seminars and international exchanges through which students are encouraged to push the boundaries of Art & Technology research.
Through the application of digital moving image production and postproduction technoques, interactive installations and digital performances, new experimental and crossdisciplinary works are developed. The Graduate School offers digital art courses both in theory and practice. The students of both of TNUA and NTUA have become the
backbone of the activities of Taiwan's digital art society.
In 2001 Chun-Tung University established a PhD program with its research focusing on digital art theory and practice. In 2006 the interdisciplinary group 'TransArt' was
founded by senior academics from the Institute of Applied Arts, Institute of Music and Institute of Architectures. The group run a 'New Media Experimental Practice' course
offering students the opportunity to work on tarns-disciplinary performance projects. The idea was to not only encourage the creation of such works, but also to allow students to
take part in a process of particiantion, and in doing so learn through observation and exprimentation.
Art & Science research
The Graduate School of Art and Technology at TNUA is the first academic program dedicated to technology art. With an engineering background, its inaugural director Xiaoniu
Suchu Hsu (also director, Center of Art and Technology 2005-2009) became the first engineer-academic to cross into the humanities through the introduction of technologydriven art research and practice. This enabled the school to bid for funding from the National Science Council, with most of the projects in the program being in the field of
Future/Digital Museum, Digital Archive, Innovation Technology Development in Digital Life, and Creative Space. The pioneering program comprised of studies in engineering,
technology art, and animation, according students the opportunity to gain conceptual and practical skills in both engineering and art. Students completing the course had to learn
mechanical engineering, software programming and interaction design as part of their arts curricular. Even so, there was no science or technology research facility involved.
Taiwan's Chun-Tung University focuses on the development of science and engineering. One of the digital art pioneers at the university has been Tien-Chun Cheng, who
consistently has tried to encourage collaborations between the Arts and the College of Electrical and Computer Engineering but never succeeded.
In Taiwan, it is a popularly held view that significant qualifications are those leading to better business opportunities or entry into civil service. To prepare for university entrance
exams high school students need to focus on subjects such as Math, Physics and English. The pressure to do well at such subjects—in order to be accepted into competitive
university degrees—has had a negative effect on students' general interest in the arts.
Because the value of an engineering or science degrees is held in a higher regard than the arts, Art and Science remain in two separate domains with no tangible crossovers, be it
at an academic or art practice level. The practice of Art & Science collaboration is not understood in Taiwan. Generally artists and engineers follow traditional lines of
delineation between the two disciplines. Any team attempting to develop Art & Science projects will have no guidance as to how to harness the knowledge practitioners from
each discipline bring into the mix, and true collaboration will not be realized. The outcome of such collaborations remains to be art-driven, which means that the engineers' skills
are regarded as being subservient to the artistic process, and science or technology collaborators are not credited as legitimate co-creators of art projects.
Museums and Galleries
Some of the milestones in the development of the Art & Technology field of contemporary art practice in Taiwan include the 2004 exhibition 'NAVIGATOR: Digital Art in the
Making', realized under the auspice of the Cultural and Creative Industries Development Plan's, Digital Art Promotion Program of the Council for Cultural Affairs, Executive
Yuan of Taiwan (now Ministry of Culture). The exhibition introduced trends in Western digital art, showcasing the integration of digital technology and art. International artist
included Art+Com (Germany), Blast Theory (UK), Ross Cooper (UK), Jussi Ängeslevä (Finland), Jodi (Netherlands+ Belgium/Spain), Josh On (Netherlands/USA), Golan
Levin (USA), Rafael Lozano-Hemmer (Mexico/Canada), Christian Möller (Germany/USA), Christa Sommerer; Laurent Mignonneau (Austria), amongst others. The artists also
participated in public forums in order to share their professional experiences and insights.
In 2006 the 'Digital Art Festival Taipei' was established. It is an annual event featuring international and Taiwanese digital artists; comprising of an international exhibition,
awards in Digital Art, Digital Art Performance, Digital Art Criticism and K.T. Creativity (student competition), digital art workshop, artist-in-residence exhibition, and an
animation program. The focus of the program is on trans-disciplinary Art & Technology practices. The Digital Art Festival is managed by the Digital Art Foundation, which
since 2006 also oversees the activities of the Digital Art Center. The Centre's mission is to nurture the development of emerging Taiwanese artists, and harness cross-platform
and cross-regional cooperation.
In 2011 TNUA hosted 'Transjourney, Future Media Festival', which is envisioned to become an annual, large-scale event showcasing local achievements in integrating art and
technology. It is sponsor by the Ministry of Education under its 'University Teaching Excellence Program'. More than 40 digital artists and groups, from Taiwan and abroad,
participated in the first iteration. Its three themes are: present exemplary Taiwanese art projects in interactive art, cybrog sculpture, digital performance, sound art and video art;
showcase pioneering international artists such as Nam June Paik and Herman Kolgen, and also display the research achievements of the Center of Art and Technology.
Championed by a handful of private gallery owners, new media art was introduced at the 2009 and 2010 Art Taipei art fairs through a series of specially curated exhibitions; and
at the Art Taipei Art Market Forum through presentations by international guest speakers discussing Asian New Media Art and trends considering the sector. Currently there is a
small number of pioneering private galleries working hard to introduce video and digital media art to private collectors. Compared to trade in contemporary visual art, the
private and corporate collecting of digital art, including video art, in Taiwan is in its early stages of development.
Public Funding
The 2004 'NAVIGATOR: Digital Art in the Making' not only stimulated local discussions on digital art within academic and creative circles, but it also captured the attention of
senior politicians and policy makers within the highest levels of government. Today the Ministry of Culture and the National Culture and Arts Foundation provide grants for the
creation and dissemination of Taiwanese Art & Technology projects. The 'Techno Art Creation Project' funding scheme of The National Culture and Arts Foundation was
available between 2005-2007. A grant of 500,000 NTD was awarded on a competitive basis. A total of 18 projects were produced, which subsequently were toured around
Taiwan.
The 'Techno Art Creation Project' was the first of its kind grant in Taiwan that provided artists with substantial support to create ambitious, large scale digital media artworks.
Most of the artists who participated in the scheme continue to be active practitioners in Taiwan. Since 2010 until now, The Ministry of Culture of Taiwan also provided new
work development grants for digital art and digital performance art. Under the 'Government Cultural Policy' the main objective of this funding has been to promote the
development and appreciation of digital art while supporting distinct Taiwanese digital art practices. A total of 34 trans-disciplinary performance projects have been produced as
a result.
In a further attempt to stimulate the development of the sector, since 2010 the Digital Performing Arts Festival is staged as annual event organized by The Ministry of Culture of
Taiwan. This year audiences had the opportunity to experience to a wide variety of digital work by local and international performing groups.
Future Directions and Suggested Action
There is now a third generation of Taiwan artists working with digital media. They are becoming increasingly sophisticated as well as diverse in their approach to Art &
Technology practices. However, if the energy and innovation of Taiwan's media art practitioners is to be sustained, a consolidated cultural policy at government level needs to be

developed and implemented. The current policy ecology of the art industry in Taiwan is not sufficient to support the digital arts move into the mainstream of contemporary
culture. It is a chaotic environment with occasional outbursts of energy and big project outcomes visible to the public at various museums and venues.
Even though there are grants from different government departments and private foundations digital art is not consistently supported and the digital arts sector is not seen to be
operating as an industry that should attract greater investment for further development. As of 2009 the Taiwanese government is focusing on the Cultural and Creative Industries
as an area of economic development, with most of the investment going into manufacturing and design, and cultural recreation and tourism.
In the preface of the 'Transjourney, Future Media Festival' exhibition catalogue, the ministers from the Ministry of Education, Council for Cultural Affairs and National Science
Council jointly state that the development of the Taiwanese Culture and Creative Industry is of a primary policy agenda. The integration of Art and Technology is seen as one of
the drivers that can elevate Taiwan's economic development.
Museums do not proactively commission, exhibit, collect and provide public forums that encourage the appreciation and display of Taiwanese digital art. Most of the influential
Taiwanese Fine Art curators overseeing museum programs maintain a skeptical view of digital art. Museums rarely engage expert curators who have the depth and breath of
knowledge required to develop critical exhibitions and thematic discourse on a diverse range of new media art topics, and who can develop education programs for different
sections of the public. There is also no sufficient curatorial understanding of the technological aspects concerning the installation and presentation of digital art. Media art
exhibitions remain more as one-off showcase events than an on-going commitment on behalf of the Museum industry to introduce digital art to the public. At the tertiary level,
increasingly digital art is becoming intertwined with design, which impoverishes the art industry as pure research and pure art-practice become subservient to commercial
outcomes.
For the Taiwanese digital arts to become established as a legitimate contributor to contemporary culture the above, and other, issues are to be addressed through peer review,
policy development, and the establishment of cohesive linkages between artists, academic institutions, research centres, private galleries, museums and civil services. These
local challenges are not dissimilar to other parts of the world where this field of art practice is developing.
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ABSTRACT
National policy makers, economic stake-holders, and learning advocacy professionals recognize the critical importance for young minds to develop as scientifically grounded,
yet cognitively flexible. Creativity, the mind's ability to link previously unconnected and often disparate concepts into a useful idea, is now recognized as inherently linked to
interdisciplinary situational learning. The challenge for the arts and sciences is to reevaluate their inter-relationship and to explore collaborative new methods in investigative
learning. The generation of new knowledge grounded in interdisciplinary concepts and methods is what will generate a co-created future led by scientists and artists. To achieve
this goal, both the arts and sciences must reconsider traditional processes and methodologies that lead to curriculum-in-isolation. Disciplinary driven, yet artificial, barriers that
unnecessarily prevent children from experiencing the potent and rich environment found within multi-modal and interdisciplinary learning must be challenged.
The next step in 21st Century learning is found at the intersection of arts and sciences. Whereas the science community seeks more ways to engage young students, the arts have
often been able to easily engage students, yet without substantive inquiry. Finding a new model is the key. One example of a fully integrated interdisciplinary curriculum is
UBEATS, a seamless science and music curriculum that utilize both science and music to provide creative problem solving activities and concept building. Using a BioMusic
framework, both teachers and students benefit from interdisciplinary study.
Unfortunately, gaining ground in the elementary schools for such a curriculum has been relatively slow. Specific issues include but are not limited to: lack of contact time with
students, resistance to teacher-to-teacher collaboration, and misinterpretation of in-service efforts. However, positive views of interdisciplinary, multimodal and inquiry-based
learning must be cultivated simultaneously from the ground up and top down within the educational system. Overall, responding to pre-service teacher needs, receiving
administrative and university support, and receiving funding are the current challenges to genuine interdisciplinary, multimodal curriculum.
National policy makers, economic stake-holders, and learning advocacy professionals recognize the critical importance for young minds to develop as scientifically grounded,
yet cognitively flexible. The challenge for the arts and sciences is to reevaluate their inter-relationship and to explore collaboratively new ways of understanding the world. As
schools address the broader meaning of literacy in the 21st Century, skills of problem solving and scientific-inquiry are being examined. The time is ripe for artists and scientists
to lead the way in exploring interdisciplinary concepts and methodologies. Grappling with a new paradigm of knowledge creation also challenges us to rethink traditional
disciplinary relationships.
Current disciplinary driven barriers unnecessarily prevent and isolate young learning minds (children) from experiencing the potentially rich environment found within multimodal and interdisciplinary learning. This is a challenge for researchers, educators, and policy makers. Infusing experiential inquiry-based learning within both the sciences and
the arts is essential to the future of education. Using new ways of thinking about teaching and learning, we must generate meaningful and stimulating learning environments that
enable young minds to generate cognitive flexibility, grow creatively, and to make connections about the world.
It has become more apparent than ever that the intersection of the arts and sciences provides fertile ground for 21st Century learning. Whereas science educators seek more
ways to engage young minds through active participation in the arts, how to innovate such collaboration in effective, yet creative ways, has remained elusive. Concurrently, the
arts, arguably the center of creativity and innovation, have often engaged participation without substantive understanding of inquiry. Finding a new model is the key. The
Universal BioMusic Education Achievement Tier in Science (UBEATS) offers a specific model for the future in arts integration. UBEATS (see appendix A) was developed as a
science and music curriculum package for elementary education in grades 2 and 5. The project was conceived to provide elementary classroom teachers with creative problem
solving activities and concept building science and music lessons. Innovative modules were coordinated for upper and lower elementary grades, carefully aligned with both
national and state science and music standards. The richness of the curriculum design is a model for collaborative work crossing disciplinary barriers to connect teachers to
experts and virtual advisors from the fields of science and music. Such a model can lead the way for a new paradigm of interdisciplinarity in the classroom.
Two consecutive UBEATS Summer Institutes were held to launch and test the curriculum utilizing both classroom teachers and students in grades 2 through 5. Hosting a
summer program provided classroom teachers with experiential opportunities with the curriculum, and allowed them to work side by side with students in the learning process.
The culminating UBEATS curriculum project combines the subjects of music and science fluidly and the design allows users to encourage student-driven original thinking while
simultaneously scaffolding new knowledge. Scientific skills are not sacrificed to do musical activities and musical skills are not diminished at the expense of scientific
knowledge construction. The pilot summer programs allowed those involved the opportunity to observe the ways in which elementary children were responsive to the
curriculum. Monitoring the effort of elementary-aged children and teachers as they studied side by side gave further depth to the project, as having teachers learning beside their
elementary students created a co-learning model for teaching.
The emphasis on the ways in which music and science naturally intersect allowed students to raise relevant and practical questions and in turn created a focus on dynamic
problem-solving activities, eliminating fragmented and disconnected learning. Students are able to approach given tasks with a focus on broader literacy skills of problem
solving and scientific-inquiry. For example, throughout the week of camp, environmental sound artist Philip Blackburn set up musical environmental soundscapes for the
children to experience, and assisted them in investigating, researching, and creating their own music using similar methods while experiencing natural science concepts.
Students investigated ways in which the natural world is musical through science-processing skills, building on the experiential nature of music and science. The lessons led
them to become immersed in sound and the students were then able to articulate the principles of science in the world around them, all the while finding musical artistry through
these same principles. The students carried the lessons from the classroom setting out into the field, behaving with curiosity as scientists, and formulated new ideas about their
world.

Issues with Implementation and Suggestions for the Future
There is no doubt in our minds that the UBEATS curriculum model is a powerful example for the future of science and music teaching and learning. We must note that although
the UBEATS curriculum has become available online during the past three years, teachers have not flocked to use the curriculum. Those teachers involved in the original camps
and others who have gradually become aware of the availability of the curriculum, have been enthusiastic in adapting lessons for their own classrooms and the feedback positive.
Downloads continue from the website on a weekly basis. We are left to ponder the following after two summers of work ”" why is such a dynamic science/music integrated
curriculum, complete with virtual mentors and materials ready to use, not spreading like wildfire in our elementary schools? How do we create a tipping point for its use?
Indeed, issues reported incidentally to, during, or following implementation in classrooms appear to us as fairly consistent. First, elementary teachers express common concerns
about lack of student contact time and the pressures of testing and school reform. The immediacy of these problems overtakes the support many teachers express for
interdisciplinary approaches; therefore, it still isn't moving into the classroom. There is also what we might refer to as fatigue or exhaustion of the teaching profession. Teachers
may want to be enthusiastic about new ideas, but as they are conscious of the politics of reform efforts and any packaged curriculum or in-service becomes 'one more demand'
on their time in an already time-constrained school day. It may be a lack of time and energy, but it may also be a lack of money. Scientific inquiry and hands-on learning
requires materials. In an economic era where many teachers may not have money for classroom supplies, spending out of their own pockets for specific curricular lessons is also
problematic. More than one teacher informed us they altered the UBEATS curriculum and shortened lessons based on the materials they could afford to purchase, in combination
with the limits of time in the classroom. Compounding the lack of funds, time, and energy, there are also fewer curriculum directors or administrative help available to teachers
to find solutions to the problem of monies or time for specialized classroom activities.
There are also specific perspectives that keep classroom and music elementary teachers apart. Classroom teachers frequently have little time to interact with their 'specials'
counterparts. Any time their classroom has moved into music, art, or dance classes, the classroom teacher has preparations to manage. Perhaps more importantly, classroom
teachers indicated they were insecure with the language of music itself and felt incapable of interacting with the elements of music within their lessons. Indeed, it remains that
one cannot begin to integrate the arts unless you speak the language of the art itself. Efforts were made to conceptualize and assist the teachers in the weeklong UBEATS
seminars, but some teachers remained unconvinced they could do so on their own, without music teacher assistance.
As musicians ourselves, we must acknowledge what we find as the musician/artist perspective of interdisciplinary programs. Interdisciplinary studies easily generate
apprehension for current reformation due to the historically wearisome efforts to marginalize or otherwise 'do away with the arts,' and specifically music. Having suffered
through countless budget cutbacks, personnel scares and other 'attacks' on music, musicians and teachers of music are repelled by the notion that their discipline should require
outside influences or integration with subjects such as science to exist within the public schools. Though many Arts educators are savvy enough to advocate their subject area as
a way by which to know the world, they also recognize that there are specific ways in which musical knowledge might be diminished in attempts at integration.
Beyond that fear, integration of music has generally consisted of limited activities, such as playing Mozart during quiet periods or singing songs about the life cycle of frogs.
With a poor record of classroom teacher attempts to integrate with a depth of musical literacy it is understandable that music educators would shudder to see anyone suggest
another integration project using music. They need to be convinced that collaboration will strengthen musical objectives and enrich the learning process, not diminish musical
learning. Music teachers, twice burned, have a right to be sensitive to the issues of integration. Without knowledgeable administrators, those in charge of hiring may
misinterpret collaborative efforts as a way to teach music solely through other subject areas, eliminating the need for music educators, and removing music education completely
from the elementary day (Veblen & Elliott, 2000).
UBEATS was presented as a team-taught curriculum, with the music teacher teaching alongside a classroom teacher. A collaboration of minds from both musicians and
scientists and those who consider themselves both will not happen without a paradigm shift within elementary education. Effective collaborations take time. And the need for
time doubles us back to one of the first issues for our teachers: a concern for time to actually arrange collaborations, plan for deep, thoughtful integration of the subjects, and to
execute such plans.
Previously, we alluded to attitudes and understanding of integration extending to the ways in which pre-service teachers learn to teach. Modeling is the most powerful way to
influence young teachers. That said it is difficult to model interdisciplinary collaborative teaching at the university level. The structure of many colleges and universities do not
support or reward interdisciplinary studies. University professors suffer from some of the same problems that elementary teachers face, if not for slightly different reasons. For
example, those of us who teach the 'special' areas, such as the arts, outside of the school of education frequently must advocate for integration within the confines of a onesemester class in which we also must introduce skills of one specific art. Research has indicated that overall, arts courses such as these do not encourage artistic language in
integrated activities in pre-service teachers. Only if pre-service teachers have had positive artistic experiences in the public schools before arriving at the university does the
experience in such courses become significant (Hash, 2010). In the current climate of education cuts to K-12 arts, this does not bode well for future artistic integration in the
elementary classroom.
Without a collaborative environment at the university level, it is an uphill battle to introduce an honest integrated and collaborative program. Modeling examples are left to the
semester of student teaching for pre-service teachers. Mentor teachers need to model integrated, inquiry-based, multimodal instruction for the student teacher in the classroom
setting. Teacher modeling won't happen until administrators encourage and support curricular programs such as UBEATS. The stalemate of who will lead the change in the
cycle of classroom practice is thus perpetuated.
Addressing Change into Action
As we have stated, the resistance to a powerful, revitalized multi-modal, inquiry-based curriculum is complex and deep. The problem is not as simple as developing the
curriculum itself ”" the complexity must be attacked at several different levels and at the same time. As seen in our own research and across the literature, challenges include 1)
Addressing pre-service teacher education (allowing for modeling and broad changes at the university and college level, sustained through student teaching), 2) Offering inservice training for teachers and more vitally for administrators (those who control purse strings, scheduling of students, etc.), 3) Developing a research base on multi-modal,
inquiry-based learning, and 4) Political (combatting the stalemate in educational funding tied to testing). These broad challenges may be approached through such vehicles as the
Network for Science, Engineering, Art, and Design (SEAD) network, allowing cross-pollination to occur across a variety of disciplines and various stakeholders in order to raise
awareness and spur local and regional change.
Pre-service Teacher Training
Pre-service teacher training must allow the next generation of teachers opportunities to begin to examine what interdisciplinary studies truly are and what that might mean for
their practice. There is much for them to learn and we are short on time as it is. For example, how does one go about creating meaningful integrated experiences for a future
classroom when one is not an expert in every field? Preparing teachers for a non-traditional approach must include such topics as collaborative teaching, assessment and
curriculum design, teaching to topics, issues, places, and problems rather than using one textbook or focusing on skill-based learning alone (Campbell & Henning, 2010). This
will necessitate more detailed work at the university and college level to alter current teaching practices, and create an environment within the School of Education that leads
change rather than reacting to it.
In-service Training for Teachers and Administrators
In-service training, such as UBEATS summer camp, must also become a foundational center of the University landscape. Finances aside, greater efforts need to be made to
reach out to schools and bring collaborative, integrative discussions to the schools. Teaching through using a model curriculum may be the first step. Having the opportunity to
present a tangible program and lay out the support, time, and financial needs first to administrators may help smooth the road for the teachers. However, this should not appear
as a mandate for teachers. Working side-by-side then with the teachers who are initially interested in the new program, we hope to connect the process with our pre-service
teachers. Pre-service teachers might assist in modeling lessons in in-service settings, involving music and elementary classrooms as part of our university training experience.
Develop a Deep Research Base on Multi-modal, Inquiry-based Learning
One of the other issues we see is that the research base has yet to form a criterion-based measure for interdisciplinary studies. One might argue that isn't needed. However, we
need to understand how children learn best using research methods focused on a child perspective, not an adult perspective. Uncovering how children benefit from learning
through integrative, multimodal, inquiry-based models of instruction are necessary, though difficult. Research to date has not given us ammunition in this age of accountability
concerned with illuminating gains in test scores. Though important case studies are being done, such as those through Drew Charter School, Exploratorium, Rhode Island
School of Design Foundation Studies, Blue School, and Ximedica, there is much work to be done (http://stemtosteam.org). The perplexing dilemma is surviving a political
climate that values criterion-based measures alone as an indicator of learning. The curious mind is at stake. Finding some way to quantify the strength of inquiry-based
learning, or provide evidence that approaches toward teaching and learning must change for the economic and political health of our country, is paramount today.
What we should be looking for are the points at which teaching and learning in interdisciplinary work involving the arts and the political pressures teachers are facing are at
odds. Furthermore some research indicates effective schools are populated by teachers who provide integrated instruction, blending workplace readiness skills into subject
areas, and throughout the curriculum whenever possible (Stoll & Fink, 1996). Critics of interdisciplinary studies voice that the depth of subject matter and sequencing of

important skills are somehow shortchanged in order to find ways to combine two subject areas (Ellis & Fouts, 2001; Sowell, 1995). The research base should be expanded to
include well-designed studies to examine the ways in which integration is most effective in both short and long term benefits for children.
Political Issues tied to Education Funding
Universities find themselves fighting for survival at the time when public schools need their help the most. We must be politically active and vigilant about funding for our
schools. It is a little thing to think about all science and music UBEATS projects costing one classroom a total of $350, but that is a huge amount to ask teachers to spend out of
their own pockets. However, finding the right time to hit hard for funding to provide easily accessible interdisciplinary, multimodal curricula in all schools remains elusive in the
current economic climate.
Challenges and Suggested Actions
Envisioning the learning environment as genuinely interdisciplinary with a multimodal curriculum, providing true situational learning means eschewing teacher-dominant
connections. The arts, and in particular the science of BioMusic, can greatly enhance and reinforce student-driven knowledge while simultaneously enhancing the mind toward
natural creativity, intuition substantiated with knowledge, and lead education in a much desired direction, in spite of challenges.
Challenge 1: Pre-service teacher education does not include interdisciplinary examples of multi-modal curriculum with learner dominant connections. (Stakeholders: University
administrators, university faculty)
Suggested Action: Programs must be promoted at the university level to encourage tenure and promotion guidelines to encourage collaborative cross-curricular partnerships.
Administrators must be willing to make promotion and tenure guidelines include such cross-curricular partnerships to encourage educators across the university to collaborate.
In turn, the artists, designers, humanities, scientists and educators at this level can be encouraged and rewarded for efforts to design new ways of addressing interdisciplinary
studies.
Challenge Two: In-service training is sporadic at best and leaves teachers to implement new ideas without help. (Stakeholders: K-12 Administrators and school teachers)
Suggested Action: In-service training for teachers generally starts at an administrative level, as school administrators are frequently in charge of both in-service workshops. As
such, administrators are in need of in-service workshops to focus on their role in selecting pedagogical ideas that might encourage change within their school's classrooms. Inservice efforts must begin with the administration at the same time as teachers and continue as a partnership effort to effect change. In-service connections to the university
should be forged as per challenge one.
Challenge Three: Without a paradigm shift, collaborative teaching for integrated multi-modal inquiry-based learning is lost. (Stakeholders: University faculty, K-12
administrators and faculty, Pre-service teachers.)
Suggested Action: Schools of Education and Arts Educators must support the suggested actions of the first two challenges by modeling collaborative teaching, encouraging
collaborative teaching, and assisting in finding the ways collaborative teaching can exist within the brick and mortar of the public schools with administration. A dialogue
between administrators, teachers, and higher education specialists needs to begin on rethinking the silo mentality as it has seeped into the public school system.
Challenge Four: Research on multi-modal inquiry-based learning is limited. (Stakeholders: University Researchers, Educational Researchers, Foundations and Government
Agencies)
Suggested Broad Action: Foundations and Government Agencies need to invest in research to inform the ways in which creativity and cognitive flexibility can be defined and
investigated through multimodal inquiry-based curriculum in real time with children in a classroom. Financial support for research speaking to long-range effects of
interdisciplinary instruction and collaborative teaching is needed. We need brain research and educational research to collaborate on how to promote effective educational
reform for the sciences and arts. In-service connections must be forged to research, and shared with practitioners and political stakeholders in challenges two and four.
Challenge Five: Political stalemates and punitive measures that tie educational funding to testing limit the ways in which needed reform measures can take place. (Stakeholders:
Researchers across interested parties, Government and Educational Foundation/Agencies)
Suggested Action: Create a collaborative forum to allow collaboration of researchers in brain science, SEAD, STEM, and other educational outlets to share ideas and create a
lobbying unit for educational change. This is tied directly back to the first three challenges. We have to address all these areas from every level at the same time to find the
tipping point for change.
Appendix A
UBEATS acknowledgements
UBEATS, a project by UNC-Greensboro (UNCG), North Carolina State University (NCSU), and the National Science foundation, was developed as a curriculum package for
elementary education in grades 2 and 5. Under the leadership of Patricia Gray and David Teachout from UNCG, and Sarah Carrier and Eric Wiebe from NCSU, two teams of
in-service science and music teachers (Ms. Christen Blanton, Carmen Eby, Debra Hall, Crystal Patillo, and Cathy Scott) created the curriculum included online at
http://performingarts.uncg.edu/music-research-institute/research-areas/biomusic/ubeats.
Virtual Mentors on the UBEATS project include Roger Payne (whale songs) Ocean Alliance; Steve Nowicki (bird songs) Duke University; Don Hodges (music/brain)
University of North Carolina Greensboro; and Doug Quin (bioacoustics) Syracuse University; and Tecumseh Fitch (animal communication), University of Vienna.
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A STUDY OF ART/ SCIENCE COLLABORATION IN CHINA AND HONG KONG
Coordinator: Annie Wan
Scientific inventions of Ancient China are immensely important to our global culture and everyday life, while traditional artworks (paintings and sculptures) possess a long
history in China. In this time of economic boom in China, science finally meets arts in various ways, such as usage of fireworks and gunpowder in Cai Guo Qiang's works,
interactive art by Feng Mengbo, etc. This paper describes the historical background of Chinese art/ science collaboration. In addition, it outlines the current development of art/
science collaboration in China, analyzes differences and similarities between practices in China and that in Western countries. It also investigates their definitions of
technologically-assisted art and potential problems in art/ science collaboration. Lastly, it foresees how to extend the boundaries of current art/ science collaboration practice,
suggests both possible conceptual and technological developments to artists/ engineers and academia.
SUGGESTED ACTIONS
For Educators and Academic Administrators
1. Support collaborations among scientists, artists, designers and also experts from the industries. More and more art/ science and media arts labs were established in recent 5

to 10 years, they are mostly linked with famous and traditional universities such as Tsinghua University and Beijing University in China. These labs focus on technologies such
as augmented reality, high-end 3D animation, wearable technologies, etc. However, projects and artworks they developed are mainly based on technologies invented by western
countries/ adopted by many artists before. As a 'world factory', China has a lot of industries, ranged from heavy industry to nanomaterial manufacturing. Artist Feng Mengbo's
Eye Chart is a great example of this kind. He collaborated with Founder Electronics Co., Ltd. and created 2 new chinese fonts. As a consequence, universities are encouraged to
work with industries and work as inventors of new technologies.
2. Allocating resources not only researches on technological development but also contextual and cultural development of technologies anticipated. Most of the labs focus on
usage of new media technologies and development of courses that offer training on animations, virtual reality, such as Department of Digital Art and Design in Beijing
University. While most of the arts/ science labs are developing new media projects, no other organizations is investigating cultural impacts of their projects and its contextual
background. Hence, data, either quantitative or qualitative of these arts/ science projects should be analyzed. These researches may focus on issues of their cultural impacts, such
as how these technologies affects modes of living especially in Chinese societies, etc.
3. Work with the government funded organizations and other universities. China Art Science and Technology Institute (CASTI) is a government funded organization and it is a
hub for arts/ science technological researches. Universities in China organize conferences, exhibitions and invite international artists all over the world since 1990s. But they
barely work among universities or collaborate with government organizations. Universities should work with the government organizations, such as CASTI as well as other
universities. Work/ interested areas of some labs in universities are overlapped, they concern about technological usages on art. Collaboration among these labs will eventually
create true transdisciplinary studies of arts, design, humanities and sciences, enhance diversity in research and education.
For Government Agencies and Other Funders
4. Scholarships and financial aid schemes for undergraduate students, graduate students, artists and scientists to study aboard.
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Abstract
Education is built on the foundations of peer reviewed knowledge, first formalised in the Royal Society many years ago, so networking is nothing new. What is new is the
facility for networking across the internet. It is now so much easier to 'explore tools, information, resources and points of view from other disciplines that can elucidate and even
answer problems'.
This provides opportunities and challenges for the curriculum. Institutions, through their courses, and students and staff through their networked learning and research, are all
trying to find ways to reconcile core curriculum values and standards with these rich, serendipitous, and sometimes centrifugal, forces, which are becoming core to the dynamics
of the new global political economy (1).
We have identified a number of new types of open, and in principle trans-disciplinary curricula: massive open online courses (MOOCs), interactive spaces (MEDIATE), transdisciplinary installations (The Brain) ”" as well as resonances with much earlier curricula innovations, in Montessori education.
We propose new methodologies and approaches that may help us to describe, evaluate, manage and design these new dynamic curricula, based on recently published research, in
Footprints of Emergence (2). To do justice to these dynamic changes, we developed a new learning topography ”" a 3D graphics 'footprint' template which acknowledges and
integrates open or emergent learning as well as prescribed learning (or core knowledge). The framework is applied to a range of learning events.
1. Introduction
Curricula that include science, engineering, art and design can be rich, stimulating and creative. They can also be frustrating and discordant ”" both in the design process and in
implementation. These unique opportunities and challenges are consequences of working across not just different disciplines, but often different cultures. In other words, not
just different ways of thinking or writing, but different ways of being ”" being part of social, intellectual and professional communities. It is from this perspective that we will
explore the issues in this White Paper, which could be titled Learning (and working) across Cultures.
There are many ways to approach learning across cultures. This paper explores the particular role that emergent learning can play in developing new ways to design and
implement learning across cultures, based on our recent research into emergent learning, and the affordances of social media. Emergent learning is in principle adaptive,
ordered-and-yet-unpredictable, and flourishes in curricula that are themselves emergent. A more formal definition is:
Emergent learning is likely to occur when many self-organising agents interact frequently and openly, with considerable degrees of freedom, but within specific constraints; no
individual can see the whole picture; and agents and system co-evolve (3).
The key to designing for emergent learning is to define negative constraints, not positive outcomes ”" which turns traditional curriculum design on its head. And if you want an
example of emergence, Twitter is almost a caricature, although how much people actually learn in Twitter is moot. It could be argued of course that the negative constraints of
Twitter, and their governance, are still in the process of being established.
There are two contributions that this paper can make to SEAD: on the one hand, a practical framework for describing, designing, and managing emergent learning in general;
and on the other hand, some specific examples of how this can be applied to SEAD and related contexts. We gain rich insights from emergent learning, but it is always somewhat
creative, surprising and unpredictable; hindsight does not necessarily produce foresight. Consequently, emergent learning does not produce best practice, but rather, interesting
and thought provoking practice.
This will lead to a somewhat different and innovative set of 'suggested actions', to contribute to the task of developing SEAD curricula, and to contribute to the development of
the notion of the curriculum itself, which might usefully accommodate more emergent teaching and learning, and even some emergent curricula, for 'learning across cultures'.
2. Current State of Practice
It is ironic that the management of education has become more closed while learning has become more open, particularly over the past 10-20 years. The curriculum has become
more instrumental, predictive, standardized and micro-managed, in the belief that this supports employability and learning. Meanwhile, people have embraced open, interactive,
participatory, collaborative and innovative networks for living and learning.
There is some progress, however. Increasingly, a range of people and institutions are convening and curating open forums - both online, in MOOCs, JAMs, Online forums, not
to mention blogs, twitter clouds, and wikis, as well as face-2-face (f-2-f), in un-conferences, and exhibitions and interactive installations that are curated across traditional
disciplines. Both online and f-2-f events constrain or enhance participation in their own ways: online events can easily be opened up to global participation in ways that f-2-f
events cannot match, and f-2-f events can provide an immediacy and richness that online events cannot emulate. These distinctions are, of course, becoming increasingly
blurred, as the internet becomes just an ordinary part of people's lives.
MOOCs ”" (Massive, globally Open - and generally free - Online Courses) in particular are growing apace, and diversifying in size (ranging from a hundred to many thousands
of participants), in facilitation (ranging from active facilitation and moderation to aggregation, to machine managed), in pedagogy (from connnectivist and constructivist, to

behaviourist or instructivist) and in content (from open to proprietary, with an emphasis on open,, or at least creative commons resources).
But they all rely on peer collaboration across a range of social media, and active, self-organised participants. And MOOCs seem to have split, already, into cMOOCs - with more
emphasis on constructivist teaching and learning- and xMOOCs ”" with more emphasis on behaviourism and numbers - of 'raw' enrolments rather than retention, and throughput
rather than accreditation, (4). There are also, now, what might be called mMOOCs ”" 'machine MOOCs' which could be seen as DIY-book clubs with self-organised study
groups. Formal assessment and accreditation is often an optional add-on, though it is unlikely to be free ”" if anything, it is likely to be the revenue generating tail that finances
the 'free' course ”" which has to be financed somehow. This opens up the curriculum, in principle, to flexible and open access on the one hand, but also to a potential undertow of
marketization and commodification of teaching and faculty on the other. It does at least allow the student to opt for either an informal, free, 'certificate of attendance' ”" or for
certified, formal assessment ”" at a cost. But the age-old adage "there's no such thing as a free lunch" should always be kept in mind.
3. The Potential
Working across disciplines can lead to creative and innovative solutions to problems ”" particularly intractable ones. This has potential value for society and for the
participants. It also has potential value for specific disciplines, by enhancing creative approaches within those disciplines ”" whether arts or sciences.
However, we need to keep in mind that this requires a willingness to work across not only epistemologies, but also social, disciplinary and institutional cultures. For example,
the physical sciences, in which things are expected to behave predictably, are a different culture compared to the social and biological sciences, in which organisms and people
are self-organised, and consequently behave adaptively, somewhat unpredictably and, in the case of fine arts and performance arts, are required to be creative and innovative.
In addition, learning across cultures requires you to work across different types of texts and media ”" from the formalised, reified written texts typical of the sciences, to
potentially more open, flexible and metaphorical texts - typical of the arts and humanities. These different perspectives have implications for people's social and professional
practice and identity, as well as for their commitments to their social and professional cultures. The key question is not "what do you want to learn when you grow up?" but
rather "what do you want to be?" And the answer is generally not expected to be "both".
One of the ways to work across these different perspectives and cultures is to convene open courses, networks, or discussions which encourage emergent learning, and to find
topics (for instance: water, energy, habitat, learning, the brain, micro-credit, HIV-AIDS) which can attract contributions from a range of disciplines and perspectives. Such
events can be open to ideas, disciplines and perspectives, as well as to diverse experiences, ages, cultures, and languages.
4. Describing Emergent Learning
In our research we identified a range of examples of emergent learning, and developed a new framework to capture and map out 25 relevant factors, as well as the dynamics of
change in these factors over the course of a learning event. This framework, Footprints of Emergence, takes the form of a 3D typography or landscape - see (2) for details. It is
based on complex adaptive systems theory ”" see (3) for the details. Below, in "Figure 12", is an example of the way CCK08 (the Connectivism and Connective Knowledge
course in 2008, the first global MOOC) was described using the Footprints of Emergence, as it changed from the initial design phase across over 4 subsequent phases.

Figure 1. The design and four subsequent phases of CCK08.
From: Footprints of Emergence (2)
The footprints describe, and map out, the dynamics of learning across a learning event (such as CCK08, above). They map out the way learning has been designed, delivered,
and responded to across a topography ”" a landscape of learning. This landscape includes prescribed learning (predictable, tightly specified outcomes) at the centre, and
emergent learning across the 'top' or 'ridge' and towards the edge of 'chaos' (in complexity theory terms) This can be seen more clearly in cross section, in Figure 2, below.

Figure 2. The topography of learning.
From: Footprints of Emergence (2)
The intention, here, is not to promote emergent learning, per se, as better or worse than prescribed learning, but rather to map out the dynamics of the way prescribed and
emergent learning actually takes place in a learning event, to see whether that is appropriate or 'fit' for a specific context. In the Footprints of Emergence paper there are several
examples of how the balance between emergent and prescribed learning is, or is not achieved, in different ways, for very different learning events.
5. Designing Emergent Curricula
The key to designing emergent learning and emergent curricula is to define negative constraints, not positive outcomes. The first step is to decide what degree of emergence is
appropriate for a particular context.
If we take the example of CCK08, the convenors mapped out (explicitly or tacitly) the degree of constraint, or lack of it, of their four factors: connectivity, autonomy, openness
and diversity. As participant-researchers, working with our research respondents, we found that we needed to tease out and elaborate those 4 factors into, eventually, 25 factors.
What we would describe as the de facto (design) constraints, at five points in the event, are mapped out in the five footprints, above.
These 25 factors are 'scored' (on a relational, continuous scale, not a discrete scale). A high score indicates very little constraint, and places the factor 'near the edge of chaos'
(and the footprint). A very high score indicates no constraints at all, which places the factor 'over the edge', potentially into complete disorder. A low score places the factor
towards the centre, and right at the centre the constraints are extensive enough for the outcomes to be prescribed as positive, i.e. with no flexibility or room for emergence at all.
In this way the footprints can be used to design curricula that have varying degrees of emergence and prescription. The footprints can be used retrospectively, to describe the
implicit (or tacit) design as it was operationalized, and experienced, at that time by a particular group of stakeholders (researchers, participants, convenors, teachers, etc.) Many
educational events respond and adapt to their unfolding context in some measure, in which case the dynamics of the (implicit) design will change, and a series of footprints will
need to be drawn (see Figure 1).
The design parameters vary from emergent - towards the edge (defined by negative constraint) to prescriptive - towards the centre (defined effectively by so many negative
constraints that it makes more sense to define them as narrowly-specified positive outcomes). Within the design process, and within the management of a course, this 'tipping
point' always needs to kept in mind.
The same applies to learners, or participants. They may need to be guided, or invited, to explore learning in more or less adventurous and creative ways, depending not only on
the aims and purpose of the curriculum and the course, but often more importantly on the participants themselves ”" their degree of comfort, fear, confidence, experience, and
their intentions and aims for their learning too.
6. Suggested Actions
Introduction
There must be many ways to approach SEAD curricula. One way to do so is to explore the affordances of self-organized, emergent learning, within the global interaction and
collaboration that the internet and its increasingly intuitive and ubiquitous interfaces makes possible.

Emergent learning is self-organizing, distributed, networked and collaborative, open and adaptive, and although it is not predictable, it is still organized. In fact, without some
constraints, emergence unravels over the edge of chaos into disorder (5).
Emergent learning provides a unique set of creative opportunities - and limitations -within which SEAD curricula can be designed and developed. It does not offer
predictability, or compliance with prescribed outcomes; these should be explored within other frameworks. It needs to be integrated into a learning landscape that includes
emergent and prescribed learning, in which the emergent learning needs to be designed by 'negative constraint', not positive outcomes, turning conventional curriculum design
(temporarily) on its head.
Action 1: Develop, and Communicate the Value of, SEAD Curricula
Barrier: SEAD curricula include disciplines which are creative and innovative, as well as insights and which are applied across cultures and disciplines. However, in the UK in
particular, the Higher Education sector has demanded more predictability and more micro-management. So there are few opportunities to develop and use innovative SEAD
curricula.
Target: First and foremost: practitioners, designers and participants in SEAD learning. They have the most at stake. Secondarily, administrators and policy makers.
Solution: Tools for Designing and Describing SEAD Curricula
Suggested Actions: Identify and develop frameworks and graphic formats and tools for designing, describing and communicating the value of SEAD curricula. Many of these
will include emergent learning. The 'Footprints of Emergence' is one framework and 'toolset' which has specifically been developed with emergent learning in mind. It should
be tested on a wider scale, and developed further. Others need to be explored too.
”
Action 2: Theoretical Frameworks for SEAD Curricula
Barrier: SEAD curricula, by definition, do not operate within disciplinary boundaries, which means they often lack the academic recognition and intellectual legitimacy of
individual disciplines, built up over the years.
Target: Researchers, teachers, policy makers.
Solution: Identify, develop and disseminate relevant theoretical frameworks
Suggested Actions: There are many types of SEAD curricula, which possibly draw on as many types of theoretical frameworks for their design and practice.
These need to developed, made more explicit, and applied and disseminated to underpin the recognition and legitimacy of SEAD curricula, as well as to inform better design,
practice and evaluation.
” The theory of emergence, is one such framework. It has arisen out of the specific need to understand current developments in in emergent learning, and to inform design for
emergence in practice. It is based on an established body of research in Complex Adaptive Systems Theory (CAST), which already informs practice and research on
Communities of Practice, connectivism, and networked learning. (5, 6).
” The theory of affordances is related framework. It has arisen out of the work on perception, action and interaction, in ecological psychology, based on the earlier work of J.J.
Gibson (7). It deals with the way in which people create new ways of thinking and doing things, in interaction with their environment as a whole, which often includes work
across disciplines.
” The theory of synaesthesia and embodied learning. The work of Ramachandran on synaesthesia and cross-modality is key to understanding embodied learning, and the use
of metaphor and multimedia in open and cross-disciplinary learning ( 8).
”
Action 3: Develop a Knowledge Bank of Exemplars of Emergent Curricula and Courses
Barrier: Educational policy makers and administrators have little tolerance for cross-disciplinary study, whereas an a small but increasing number of academics and SEAD
practitioners are enthusiastically working with their colleagues and professional practitioners in emergent learning. Particularly because emergent learning is not aimed at
producing predictability and 'best practice', but rather unpredictable, 'interesting and inspiring practice', and emergent curriculum design is based on defining negative constraints
rather than positive outcomes, there is a lack of understanding, or appreciation for the value of, emergent learning. There often isn't a common framework for dialogue, let alone
a working relationship.
Target: Faculty and collaborating practitioners, administrators and managers, policy makers.
Solution: A Knowledge Bank and Community of Practice, based on Exemplars of Emergent Learning Practice
Suggested Actions: Create a knowledge bank of exemplars of interesting and inspiring emergent learning and curricula, using a practitioner- and designer-generated, tagsonomy
of for courses and events that contribute to the development and design of emergent SEAD curricula. Appendix 2 lists and describes several such exemplars. Further research
is needed to systematically identify, describe, and tag more emergent practice. The current explosion of interest, and creation of new courses in MOOC of one kind or another
would be a good place to start.
Conclusion
SEAD curricula are both a challenge and an opportunity. There are substantial opportunities for SEAD initiatives to build on recent research and practice in emergent learning,
in terms of a theoretical framework, a design and research tool (Footprints of Emergence), and in terms of several exemplars of interesting and potentially inspiring practice.
Based on this, a number of actions are suggested, including using and further developing the theoretical framework and the descriptive and design tools, and creating a
knowledge base within a Community of Practice on emergent curricula and learning in the SEAD domain.
”
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Appendices
1. Frameworks for Emergent SEAD Curriculum Design
2. Exemplars of Emergent Design and Practice ”
Appendix 1: Frameworks for Emergent SEAD Curriculum Design
1. Innovation across 'cultures'
In broad terms, learning and/or innovation may result from interactions between ideas and practice from different disciplines or cultures, which may resonate with (or challenge)
each other, when brought together.
There is no hard and fast boundary between ideas and practice. Nevertheless, we can distinguish different ways in which such resonance takes place: within an exchange of
ideas, or practice, or both.
Ideas - Ideas
For example, the idea of self-organised adaptation and innovation. There are aspects of self-organized adaptation and innovation in social, psychological, biological, and
physical systems that may resonate between disciplines, within the overall notion of emergence, and/or evolution, across all these different perspectives and intellectual
'cultures'. This cross-pollination may result in learning and innovation.
Practice ”" Practice
For example, the way images are captured and created, in fine art in radiography. There are aspects of a particular practice which are common across different disciplines (like
capturing images) which may resonate at the level of practice. This may involve resonance and inspiration from one technique and discipline to another (9).
New Affordances
This kind of resonance or borrowing might result in quite new ways of doing things; exploring and establishing new affordances in one practice, based on an example of a
related practice in another.
Ideas ”" Practice ”" Ideas.
Within an individual or a team's work and learning, the interaction between ideas and practice is likely to be a regular feature, repeated iteratively within the process of
adaptation, development and innovation. This may occur within a single discipline, but it may equally occur across disciplines.
The development of the theory of affordances for learning, for instance, featured centrally, over two and a half years, in the Affordances for Learning project team, which
explored the theory of affordances using insights from evolution, biological ecology, media theory, learning theory, and evolutionary psychology. These insights were used on an
iterative basis, together with expertise in interactive media design, in the development of practical tools to create open, emergent affordances for professional reflective practice
in a new 'nested narratives' methodology. This was written up in a methodology paper, a theoretical paper on affordances for learning, and a project report for the funders (10).
The theoretical paper in turn served as an input into a seminar on Affordances, Political Violence and Terrorism, and has subsequently been rewritten, and published as a chapter
on Affordances and the new political ecology, in a book on Terrorism and Affordance (1). This chapter, in turn, has recently been used in a publication on Enterprise Resource
Planning, in business information systems.

”
Appendix 2: Exemplars of Emergent Design and Practice
Emergent learning, because it is based on self-organized actors, is paradoxically unpredictable yet organized. There must be some organization, as without any constraint at all,
emergence is likely to tip over the edge of chaos into total disorder. So how is it possible to design for emergence? The answer is surprisingly simple: by negative constraint,
rather than positive outcomes.
When you design for emergence you turn the curriculum process on its head. As far as possible, you specify what is NOT going to happen, rather than what IS going to happen
(which is the traditional way of designing a curriculum).
This is evident in several layers of the MEDIATE project, somewhat differently within the curating of The Brain exhibition, and in the Montessori classroom. Emergence is also
present to a varying extent in CCK08 (11, 12), and the Entrepreneur courses and Teacher Training courses, all of which are described in the Footprints of Emergence Paper.
2.1 MEDIATE
The details of what happened with in the MEDIATE project itself can be found in the Footprints of Emergence paper (2). This section will deal with related events, and with
emergent learning in the MEDIATE development team, which included people from across the SEAD spectrum: artists, designers, computer engineers and scientists, and

psychologists. It was based on the initiative of a design team at the University of Portsmouth (including sound artists, architects and a psychologist), who had some experience
in developing interactive systems utilizing artificial intelligence, specifically to train fire chiefs in a simulated emergency scenario.
In MEDIATE, they were interested to develop an interface that addressed all the senses in a responsive environment, and could grow intelligently in dialogue with the user. This
cross-disciplinary team then sought out collaboration from Europe, which was a condition of the research funding institution (the European Union). This itself was a somewhat
emergent outcome, as the project struggled to find support in both Arts and Science camps, both contesting ownership. The two international design teams were approached on
the basis on their expertise and/or previous successful collaboration with the team at Portsmouth.
The sound design team at the Hogeschool vor de Kuensten in Utrecht, Holland, was responsible for designing the 'intelligence', in other words the pattern detection software
adapted especially for recognizing repetitive behaviour in MEDIATE. This software was based on a previous project, the Signature Analyser, designed to detect idiosyncracies in
human jazz saxophone players. The visual design team at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona was based on the partnership between Narcis and Roc Pares, two brothers
who collaborate regularly as artist and programmer, to create innovative interface designs.
The brief of the project was initially based on a commonly agreed diagnosis of autism and its symptoms (informed by the psychology team), for example: sensory hyper- and
hypo-sensitivies, lack of communication, repetitive behaviour, and avoidance of novelty. The vision of this interactive space was that this could be a safe place for a child with
autism and low verbal skills to interact, explore, communicate and be creative ”" something that is normally seen as a deficit in people on the autistic spectrum. The brief
developed as the project progressed, as a tacit understanding of the interactive space, and how it was going to be created.
A project on this scale and this complexity in research aims and technical accomplishment had never been done before. The space was effectively developed by an iterative
series of developments ”" ideas and practices ”" which increasingly defined the 'open' outcomes of the project, and the MEDIATE space, by increasingly agreeing on the nature
”" and limitations ”" of the negative constraints that would define the open, unpredictable outcomes within the interactive space. Emergent design values centred, unusually, on
openness and uncertainty, and sought to define minimal, but necessary, constrains ”" from the 'outside' as it were. It was an evolutionary approach in the sense that both the
structure (of the event), and the agency (of the participants) are expected to adapt, change and co-evolve.
In the case of the MEDIATE space, it was not only interactive, but was programmed (literally) to respond adaptively and unpredictably (within constraints) ”" as a kind of proxy
'mind' to respond to the participants behavior, and establish a kind of dialogue (13, 14).
This also applied to the project team ”" because the teams were in different locations around Europe, face-to-face meetings were limited and costly. Although all members spoke
English very well, there were often misunderstandings that could only be articulated and resolved in these meetings, so project development was a lot more efficient at those
times.
However, it was important that there was a shared design rationale when members were working away in their local teams. Many discussions focused on the ethics and potential
dangers of producing a responsive environment for vulnerable children, and in the end it seemed there was a very strong shared vision of what was not going to happen. In fact
this vision was so strong that one member of the consortium could not continue with the collaboration, as they were arguing very strongly for the sort of things the rest of the
team had decided they definitely did not want to aim for. So the learning of the team, seen as a collective individual, was also managed (tacitly) by iteratively clarifying the
negative constraints within the emergent development of the project.
The participants who entered the interactive MEDIATE 'room' were not expected to behave in any particular way, or to carry out, or develop, particular kinds of responses.
Crucially, it was hoped that the space would be engaging and open enough for them to "take charge" of what they did ”" to develop agency, which they did ”" in develop their
own, very different responses, which surprised nearly everyone concerned. If there was a positively defined outcome, it was this ”" the participants did develop agency, and a
strong sense of self-in-engagement with the world around them ”" but, crucially, without having to comply with any specified 'content'. They were, predominantly, children on
the Autistic Spectrum.
The emergence ”" the continued interaction, adaptation and co-evolution between the participants' agency and the structure of their immediate environment ”" continued after
and outside of the participants' engagement with the MEDIATE space, particularly in the case of 'Mr. Purple', a child who had honed in on the colour purple in the interactive
space. His family and carers, after discussion with him, painted his bedroom purple, and he slept through the night for the first time in many years.
The participants' learning was impressively emergent, as well as being positive in terms of their own development, but it was the development team's learning which is the real
exemplar of learning across the SEAD spectrum ”" albeit in more of a 'project' than a conventional 'course'. There is of course plenty of room for the application of the
MEDIATE team's experience to more conventional project-based, research-based and problem-based learning, all of which are well established in higher education.
2.2 The Brain
The Brain ”" Mind as Matter exhibition at the Wellcome Collection in London in 2012 is the most visited installation there to date (15). It received a total of 105,033 visitors
during its run. Art historian Marius Kwint, a senior lecturer in Visual Culture at the University of Portsmouth guest curated this exhibition, which featured over 150 artefacts
including real brains, artworks, manuscripts, artefacts, videos and photography ”" both commissioned and found.
According to the press release, the exhibition sought to "to explore what humans have done to brains in the name of medical intervention, scientific enquiry, cultural meaning
and technological change” 'Brains' asks not what brains do to us, but what we have done to brains, focusing on the bodily presence of the organ rather than investigating the
neuroscience of the mind." (16)
Working with the Head of Public Programmes at the Wellcome Collection, the brief, similar to MEDIATE, could be seen to be very much centred on what was to be avoided
(negative constraint). In this case, both parties were very clear that they wanted to avoid visual clichés and ephemera, such as the ubiquitous brain scan images in contemporary
visual culture. The viscerality and materiality of the brain, the brain as an embodied organ rather than emphasis on the workings of the brain was to be at the centre of interest
(also utilizing to full extent the Wellcome Trust's human tissue licence and collection).
Kwint reports that his job as curator was very much to weave these elements into a narrative which could have potential for emotional content / communication / impact.
This is not the first project on this subject matter for Kwint, as he was also involved in an exhibition around the dendritic (branching) form in nature and culture, called
Einfach Komplex (Simply Complex) at the Design Museum in Zurich in 2005.
Based on this, he developed a sense for the medium of exhibition as a form of embodied communication with very particular affordances. This medium allows the curation of
content in a way that is experienced and digested in a very different way than web page content would be, for example. Not only is it a designed space involving full body
interaction, it also presents information in a certain sequence or patterns. However, Kwint says they were very concerned to avoiding a didactic exhibition in a scientific sense,
and not to teach brain functions in a classical way, but rather to offer an open narrative which could be explored by visitors on their own terms ”" in a way, as self-organising
agents.
This can only be described as a resounding success, as the figures and other evidence show ”" with the appeal ranging from school children to veteran neuroscience experts, reconnecting with their passion and interest in what motivated them to go into the field in the first place.
The engagement with the 'mind as matter' merged different kinds of embodied learning ”" across science, biology, art, and intellectual and emotional responses. In terms of
SEAD curricula, it is an inspiring example of how the choice of a particular, and in many ways unusual choice of the mode of interaction ”" in this case primarily 'embodied' (in
a multitude of different ways) rather than intellectual or conventionally scientific - can be used to engage an audience whose identities were drawn from a range of very different
roles, within a vast range of social, scientific and artistic disciplines, and 'cultures'.

2.3 The Montessori Classroom
The Montessori classroom arose out of practical, scientific innovation. Montessori, at heart a mathematician, and the first woman doctor to qualify in Italy, initially took on the
task of teaching 'mentally disabled' children. The approach that she adopted in her design and development of the Montessori 'materials' (embodied proxies of an open
curriculum), as well as in the learning materials themselves was, implicitly, a SEAD-type curriculum. Both her research and development, and the children's engagement with
the materials includes was based on a scientifically rigorous, design informed, aesthetically sensitive, emergent learning framework, integrating insight and content from
mathematics, biology, and medicine, psychology, linguistics/semiotics, the humanities, aesthetics and what we have recently come to recognize as the cross-modality of
synaesthesia and embodied learning.
For all that, she consistently maintained that "there is no such thing as the Montessori method", just "follow the child". However, to follow rather than to lead turns the whole
notion of education (from the Latin, educare, to lead forth), and traditional curriculum design on its head.
The core of her method was to scientifically and rigorously observe each child, each day, against the whole range of knowledge about child development at the time (which
required her to be something of a poly-math), and then to design, engineer and produce aesthetically pleasing materials, appropriate for a range of 'sensitive periods' for child
development, for the children to work with, based on their own internal motivation ”" effectively their own self-organised and self-managed learning, albeit in a deeply intuitive
rather than an intellectually scaffolded manner.
This was evidence- and research- based observation, design, construction, and practice, within an intuitive-aesthetics. It was based on her observation that children (including
her initial, 'mentally defective', charges) really want to learn ”" they have almost unlimited internal motivation for learning, if you are capable of designing and providing them
with the materials they need to work with.
This resonates with the MEDIATE exemplar, as in both cases the learning in the design team, or collaborative group (Montessori worked with Piaget, amongst others) as well
the learning of the participants in the actual learning environment, happened across 'cultures' including most if not all of the SEAD disciplines.
In all three of these exemplars learning is grounded, substantially, in embodied learning, often with little or no instruction, and certainly with remarkably little linguistic or
intellectual scaffolding. This is not to say that emergent learning is in any way confined to embodied learning, but it does point to interesting alternative affordances for
learning, and complementary modes of interaction. Embodied learning, in turn can be seen as grounded in cross-modality and what can be called 'synaesthetic scaffolding' (17).
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Abstract
Can SEAD collaborations contribute to the production of scientific knowledge? In this paper, we describe how such ends could hypothetically be achieved through experiencing
the Krebs cycle as a multi-sensory spectacle, henceforth referred to as the Dance of Life. We propose the Dance of Life as a transdisciplinary experiment in the form of a
machine-mediated embodied learning experience which will generate a high order integration of basic scientific information through the rhythmic visual and sonic
intensification of memory. The critical test of this proposed experiment's value is whether this learning experience might advance biochemistry? Thus beyond the Dance of Life's
intended function as an innovative pedagogical device, the experience must in the end prove useful in furthering scientific knowledge. If not, it will have failed to have achieved
its transdisciplinary purpose and to have met the challenge of whether the arts can demonstrably contribute to the advancement of science.
Introduction
The purpose of this SEAD collaboration proposal is twofold: to support science education and to potentially advance research in biochemistry (and similar fields). Can we make
the integrated complexity of the most iconic process in biochemistry, the Krebs or Tricarboxylic Acid (TCA) Cycle, more accessible to the general public and support science
education in the process? This cycle is the primary metabolic pathway for the production of biological energy in cellular respiration (Eswaron 2005, Nelson 2008, Prebble 2002).
[1] While the specifics of the process (the names and structures of the molecules and the molecular and atomic reactions at each step) require a basic knowledge of upper level
high school chemistry and biology, this project intends to invert the learning process. Through visual, sonic, and embodied means, we propose the Dance of Life to foster an
aesthetic and intellectual appreciation of the dynamics of the whole Krebs Cycle and its constituent parts through experiential means regardless of the learner's level of scientific
literacy.
We hypothesize that the experience may allow future scientists to better imagine molecular structures in complex cyclical and directional processes, resulting in insights into the
study of chemical systems that might not have come about otherwise. The success or failure of the proposed experiment would be based on testing one specific outcome: Could
high school and college science students more easily understand the Krebs cycle through the internalization of the Dance of Life's sonic and visual cues initiated through
physical motion? If the Dance of Life did achieve this goal, the machine would serve as a cognitive extension device, being an embodied learning tool. If not, the experiment
would have failed the test of transdisciplinarity and amounted merely to a creative interdisciplinary exercise.
Transdisciplinarity is fundamentally different from interdisciplinarity (Zilberg 2011). Transdisciplinary research requires that each of the disciplines in the collaboration
contribute in and of themselves and not merely to a synthesis. As a trans-disciplinary project, the Dance of Life must advance science education and ultimately science or it is
not, by definition, a SEAD collaboration. Without advancing science, the experiment would simply recapitulate the primary problem in the decade long SCIART project in the
UK (Glinkowski and Bamford 2009, Ione 2010). Thus in the context of taking up the challenge provided by the NSF Beyond Productivity report (Mitchell, Inouye and
Blumenthal, 2003) and the importance of the arts to education (Marjee 1995, Tyler, Levitin and Likova 2008), we emphasize that such science-art collaborations are not
contributing significantly to science. They have merely resulted in art projects inspired by science. As these NSF SEAD White Papers are meant to identify constraints,
roadblocks, and opportunities, in this emerging SEAD collaboration we explain our design to overcome obstacles and meet the challenge of how the arts can hypothetically be
productive for science as opposed to the sciences for the arts, as for instance in the case of evolutionary theory for art history (see Bork 2008) in contrast to literary criticism for
science (Clarke and Rossini 2011, Roof 2007, Zilberg 2009, 2012). So can scientists dance? (Bohannon 2008)
Musical Biochemistry, Visualization and Memory

Scientific visualization, visual music, musical biochemistry and digital visualizations of chemical processes are not new (Johnson 2012, Kostis and Cohen 2012, Long 2001,
Miller 1983, Simmons 2002, Syelingwerf 2005). [2] Over time, especially throughout the last decade, such approaches are becoming increasingly effective and refined, even
popular (Bohannon 2008, Cai et al 2006, Dunn and Clack 1999, Garcia-Ruiz and Guitterrez-Pullido 2006, Hiroshi and Yoshima 2006, Jensen and Rasay 2001, Miller 1983,
Mody 2005, Shi, Cai and Chan 2007 and Takahashi and Miller 2007). These musical and animated approaches satisfy a need for finding more effective ways to communicate
complex scientific information than traditionally achieved through lectures, text books and rote memorization. In the UK, the field of molecular music was pioneered in the
1990's by the NESTA award winning biochemist Linda Long and the first interactive exhibit of protein music was installed at Explore at-Bristol in 2002 (Simmons 2002) and
ran successfully for a 10 year period. And as Long contributes here, musical biochemistry allows the student to overcome the overwhelming sense of alienation that scientific
jargon tends to produce for so many of them: "Music is a universal language which speaks both to our conscious and unconscious and is hence a perfect medium to
communicate complex scientific principles in an intuitive and accessible way."
In the US, this pedagogical movement towards more visual and musical approaches to biochemistry was also well illustrated over a decade ago with the USDE/NSF funded
North Dakota State University Virtual Cell Animation Project through sound, video and text, 3D downloads, and visual navigation tools designed to accompany the third edition
of Lehninger's Principles of Biochemistry (Nelson and Cox 2000, also see Nelson 2008). In this context, a 21st century generation of image-based technologically-assisted
learning has emerged. At the same time, a plethora of attempts by both professional and amateur attempts at putting the Krebs cycle to music has found its way onto Youtube,
the current leaders in these US based experiments being in classes at the Khan Academy and Oregon State University. This diverse activity highlights the potential for this
particular SEAD collaboration to make meaningful contributions to a developing field and help science students conceptualize simple and complex molecules, enzymes, protons,
and electrons in motion during biochemical processes.
Discussed in more detail in the next section, we imagine the musical translation of glycolysis as the opening phrase to repeated as the chorus at every completion of a cycle. The
main body of the repeating composition would represent each step of the Krebs cycle itself, including the generation of ATP, NADH and FADH2 and all other inputs and
outputs. The Electron Transport System (ETS) would provide for an elaboration in the music representing hydrogen ion transfer.[3] With each cycle of single molecules of
glucose breaking down, the composition would alter such that it signified in volume and modulation the exact amounts of ATP (energy) consumed and generated. At this point in
musical biochemistry, while musicians and scientists have already used scientific data to create musical compositions, Dr. Long's technique of translating 3D protein structure to
music remains unique in its ability to accurately depict the twists and turns of a protein's secondary structure by way of corresponding musical patterns. It is hence well placed to
act as an auditory tool to actively engage students with the protein structures of all the enzymes involved in catalyzing the Krebs cycle.
Beyond the musical experience, could this experiment significantly advance imaginative scientific capacity and stimulate the subconscious mind. If so would this result in
scientific insights that might not have occurred otherwise? Recall that our current understanding of the Periodic Table, the double helix, and the benzene ring all grew from the
subconscious dreams of scientists (Strathern 2000). As regards memory and learning, as Long notes and as is expanded upon in the Appendix, the human mind is biologically
wired in a way which predisposes the success of this hypothetical experiment. "Our brains have evolved to recognize auditory patterns and so intuitively we are able to discern
and remember repeating musical themes. Protein molecules themselves are made up of repeating structural units (sheets, turns, helices). and so their accurate translation into
musical notes create uniquely recognizable and memorable musical note patterns." Hence beyond the musical representation of the transformation of the glucose molecule in the
Krebs cycle, if Long's molecular music was used to "visualize" 3D molecular structure of the Krebs cycle enzymes, the goal to aid memory by simplifying connection to
complex data while making the "invisible visible" could be achieved for this part of the exhibit in particular.
The Machine and the Dance
The space of the gallery itself, designed as a single cell, will mainly be taken up by an open-ended transparent 3D mitochondria within which the cyclical dance occurs. Each of
the eight steps in the Krebs cycle, including two for glycolysis (simplified from nine), will be depicted on plexi-glass pressure plates covering the museum floor. The ETS will be
depicted around the walls as illuminated energy cascades. A pillar of light depicting ATP production would emerge from the center of the mitochondria and reach up to the
gallery's roof. As one jumps up and down on a plate or from one plate in the cycle to another, the accompanying molecule's name and 2D molecular structure will be lit up in
the plexi-glass plate.
Each step is sonically projected and musically indexed such that the musical score reads as an analog to the chemical process. As the participating learner lands on a plate, the
name of the molecule can be voiced, musically expressed, or even silenced to focus on purely visual learning, depending on the preference of the learner participating. Each
molecule will have an associated and variable chord structure, and would ideally also be made visible in 3D and in rotational motion. The transformation processes will be
musically experienced and visualized with the learner generating and actively engaging in the experience through physical action. As the individual jumps or dances from plate
to plate, moving around and around the cycle, they will actively acquire scientific knowledge through an embodied multi-sensory learning experience. Each dimension (visual,
sonic, and physical) poses particular artistic and technical challenges.
All the necessary technology is available and has been used in similar ways, such as interactive dance machines in gaming arcades and the Pavagen foot fall energy harvesting
system showcased at the 2012 Olympic Games (www.pavegen.com). In addition, all of the enzymes catalyzing the Krebs cycle reactions can currently be translated to music
using Dr. Linda Long's Molecular Music technique. For instance, Long also notes for this application that it would be feasible to place touchscreen molecular models of the
enzymes catalyzing the reactions between the relevant plates. By touching these screens while moving from one plate to the other, additional music could be generated that
accurately reflects the shape of the specific enzyme required for that chemical reaction. Additional tracks could then be added by the user (or others as they joined the exhibit) to
contextualize the "protein melody" and create a much more orchestral form of music than that produced by the simple eight step cycle itself and the nine steps for the glycolysis
chorus. This additional musical richness and the expanded participation it encourages would make the experience even more emotionally engaging, so fulfilling the criteria of
relatedness in self-determination theory as considered further below.
The machine will be programmable for different musical style options depending on the preferences of the participant, with the goal of engaging diverse audiences. Upon
entering the machine, participating learners will be prompted to choose their desired musical style so that they can emotionally connect to the experience in their own way.
Regardless of style, the music will become progressively livelier as the participating learner picks up speed. The rhythm will intensify and the volume will increase in relation to
the theoretical energy produced by the number of cycles danced. The experience will be both artistically and musically powerful. The music and the machine would naturally
climax at an inbuilt maximum synergistic potential when the machine is mastered and a unique rhythm established. As a site-specific performance artwork as well as a
pedagogical experiment for science education, the Dance of Life will be tested in different international contexts. Including pre- and post-testing of the potential learning
outcomes it will ideally be tested in art museums and science centers linked into local school and university science curriculums.
Viewers watching from outside or from above would indirectly gain the same knowledge through the visual and sonic dimensions. When no participants are using the learning
apparatus, it will operate in auto-pilot, switching randomly from style to style and at varying speeds. The machine will be programmed to generate a continual aesthetic
experience for museum visitors who prefer not to directly physically engage the experiment. The exact molecular and mathematical factors will be accurate at every step as well
as cumulative and ideally synergistic. The complete experience will be aesthetically compelling. The machine will provide a spectacle, a visual and sonic experience of the
overall reaction, the production of energy in the phosphorylation of ADP to produce ATP, and the mechanism of the ETS cascades. These offer powerful opportunities for the
dynamic representation of atoms, molecules, and energy in motion, with color and music far in excess of what has been attempted so far for the Krebs cycle or in other embodied
learning experiments in art education (Kuper, Zilberg and Bales 2000).
Towards Collaboration: Self Determination Theory
One intended consequence of this SEAD proposal was to draw in collaborators towards eventually creating and testing the proposed learning machine as a cognitive extension
device. Depending on the collaborators, very different SEAD components will need to be addressed. At this point, the most progress has been made conceptually at the
pedagogical as well as musical and choreographic level and the least in terms of engineering and design. One example of the potential value of such collaboration was supplied
by Kathryn Trenshaw, a graduate research assistant in the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her
contribution was to introduce the relevance of self-determination theory (SDT) and how it can be used to enhance the model and expand its potential applications as a learning
device in science and engineering contexts. Two other scientists have contributed. Dr. Linda Long's contributions are integrated throughout this paper including in the section on
molecular music appendix where suggestions by Dr. Helen-Nicole Kostis.of NASA Science Visualization Studio are also included, Dr. Kostis making particular note of
extending the following discussion by Trenshaw. Dr. Kitto due to illness was unable to contribute his long standing thinking on synergistic properties of reactions in the Krebs
cycle. Nevertheless, as this is merely a hypothetical paper towards a pedagogical experiment, it is hoped that the availability of this SEAD NSF White Paper will stimulate
scientists to follow suit in due course.
As Trenshaw brings it to this collaboration, SDT identifies three important aspects of motivation: autonomy, competence, and relatedness (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Autonomy refers

to a person's ability to make their own choices, competence refers to a person's feeling that they have mastered the skills necessary to succeed, and relatedness refers to a
person's sense of community. The theory has a particular applicability in terms of learning in education and edutainment, specifically as it has proven pedagogical effectiveness
in virtual environments and video games (Przybylski et al, 2012). The focus of this proposal is on embodied learning in which the physical senses are used as cognitive
extension devices for learning through embodied means. The notion of the machine has evolved from that larger context, originally formulated as a board game called Biozopoly
in the earlier days of Edutainment, then as a computer game, and finally here as a proposed engineered embodied experience.
SDT can be drawn upon to strategically design a learning apparatus that people of all backgrounds, abilities, and educational experiences will be motivated to use. For instance,
autonomy can be supported by providing several options for how to interact with the learning apparatus. Different paths could be made available to move around the apparatus
that lead to the same learning outcome (achieving the highest possible competence in understanding the Krebs cycle). There should be a sense of choice and ownership of the
learning such that participating learners could dance it backward or forward two steps at a time while learning the cycle at their own speed and in their own way. Developing
competence will therefore be implicit in the design.
And as Trenshaw emphasizes, participants will be made aware that they need not be a scientist to interact with the machine. They only need to use their body as an instrument of
learning and everything will naturally follow. Consciously or unconsciously, the internalization of knowledge will take place as a natural consequence of the motion and the
combined physical, visual, and sonic experience. Relatedness presents a motivational learning opportunity if adding participants improves the experience. For example,
increasing the number of screens that display information or playing new parts of a musical composition in the background as new participants joined the experience.
Lastly, with such adaptability, flexibility, and extendibility in mind, Trenshaw notes that it would be possible to design an even more complex apparatus that could be easily
changed from one concept to another. For instance, one could program the experience for something as simple as learning multiplication and division, the Periodic Table, the
cycle of water in the environment or the Calvin cycle and other circular chemical reactions including cyclic and non-cyclic chemiosmosis. Switching a DVD or swapping out a
hard drive could provide a new program which would reconfigure the pressure plates and the associated configurations of words, images, and music. Collaboration thus offers
the power of vastly expanded potentials and contexts for the experimental machine (Brickwood 2007, Ione 2002, Zilberg 2008). [4]
Conclusion
The transdisciplinary opportunity presented by the Dance of Life is designed to induce a complex, physically heightened, subjective, and aesthetic perception of an iconic cycle
in biochemistry. Ultimately it could contribute to science by stimulating an increased cognitive sophistication amongst future scientists in terms of how they conceptualize the
bioenergetics of molecular processes (Prebble and Weber 2008). With an internalized sense of the dynamic dialectical whole, complexity, and homeostasis (Levins and Lewontin
1985), the horizon for science education and research practice can potentially be expanded in new dimensions. In that future-oriented context (Woese 2004), this hypothetical
experiment is designed to entice future students into science, assuming it could be engineered as a highly compelling creative experience. The experiment's pedagogical purpose
is to enhance in advance the learner's capacity to conceptualize the structural and energetic dynamics of the molecular transformations and processes involved in this and
consequently other cyclical or non-cyclical directional chemical processes.
In "Cycles", a pod-cast Edge presentation (Dennett n.d), Daniel Dennett, a philosopher at the Center for Cognitive Studies at Tufts, notes that "the key process in evolution is
cyclical repetition" and that in employing this process, the Krebs cycle provides an essential resource for the cell. As he puts it, the system is a "flexible and rapidly tunable
device" which serves as a molecular transistor, "a micro-miniaturized engine", an "eight-stroke chemical reaction that turns fuel ”" into energy . . . ." With that engineering
metaphor in mind, coupled with the musical dimension, consider Shi, Cai, and Chan's goal with their electronic music for biomolecules (2007). Their hope was to
simultaneously unveil the mysteries of nature and motivate students to learn biology while paying special attention to using rhythms and tunes that are meaningful to teenagers
and experimenting with non-Western musical instruments and forms (also see Cyranoski 2005).
To conclude then, in this experiment in embodied learning, the participant will experience the Krebs cycle as a multi-sensory spectacle and hence intensify the holistic
knowledge of the processes involved. The machine and the experience must contribute to scientific knowledge. It has to be able to do more than simply foster an expanded
dialectical sense of biochemistry and molecular biology. It will have to generate productive scientific insight that can be proven through future experimentation. The single
criterion for assessing its ultimate success or failure is therefore clear. Can art contribute to science? That remains the penultimate SEAD challenge and opportunity.
Suggested Actions
Suggested Action #1: SEAD Priorities
Barrier: Relevance to science is a major SEAD challenge. Few if any demonstrated cases exist which prove that Art-Science projects, extended now as SEAD projects, have or
can contribute to the advancement of science.
Target: SEAD professionals, government funding agencies, university and science museum administrators, creative industry professionals
Solution: Prove the value to science of SEAD and XSEAD initiatives
Suggested Action: A nationally funded SEAD collaboration that advances science. In order to convince the scientific community of the potential value of the arts and the
humanities to the sciences, proof of the supposition is required. This common argument for the importance of inter-disciplinary education has to be demonstrable. If so future
funding and university based programs are far more likely to eventuate as valid institutional and national research priorities.
Suggested Action #2: SEAD Grants
Barrier: Securing funding for SEAD collaborations designed to test whether art can contribute to science can be difficult. Without funding, experimental SEAD projects cannot
attract the necessary collaborators who have the skills and the resources available. Only with sufficient funding can the potential usefulness of engineering, the visual arts and
design, the humanities in general, and dance and music in a transdisciplinary project be investigated.
Target: NSF, NEA, NEH, and NASA grant managers
Solution: SEAD grants
Suggested Action: Securing a large scale SEAD, XSEAD. STEM, or STEAM grant for open competition based awards would allow individual SEAD projects that have the
potential to investigate the potential value of art to science. If the fact is established that there is no potential for the arts to contribute to science at the theoretical and
experimental level, then the traditional argument must be made clearer that the real value of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary education is of a more general educational
purpose.
Notes
1. For information on and diagrams of the Krebs cycle see https://www.facebook.com/pages/Krebs-Cycle/47987249244). For highly accessible brief explanations and effective
illustrations, see Aryulina et. al. Biology for Senior High School Grade XII (2012:44-47).
2. See The Molecular Music Website at www.molecularmusic.com for music samples and further information on how the music sequences are generated. For additional
information about Molecular Music, see Appendix 1.
3. For simple information on and diagrams of the Electron Transport System, Chemiosmosis and Oxidative Phosphorylation see Molecular and Cell Biology for Dummies
(Kratz 2009:171-175). Also see ATP Synthase Gradient: The Movie at www.vcell.ndsu.nodak.edu/animations/atpgradients/movie-flash.htm. For bio-visualization (bio-viz) and
science-vizualization (Sci-viz), see the Osmos game at www.hemispheregames.com/osmos/ and Atlas in Silico at www.atlasinsilico.net/collaboration.html
4. The "Listen to Your Body" exhibit is a further example of how scientists, artists, engineers and software developers in the business sector collaborated successfully. "Listen
to Your Body", the molecular music touchscreen exhibit at Explore at-Bristol Science Centre. This successful science exhibit ran between 2001 and 2010 and invited children of
all ages to explore the protein hormones in their bodies by way of an interactive touchscreen exhibit. Children of all ages accessed accurate 3D models of proteins and then heard
how these models sounded when translated to music. They were then able to personalize their experience by adding and taking away backing tracks so that they could
contextualize the "protein melody" into a piece of music that they emotionally related to. In addition, there was textual information about the role of the proteins that they were
listening to, so providing a popular trans-disciplinary learning tool. Although not formerly assessed, the exhibit possessed many of the elements important for self-determination
theory as detailed here by Kathryn Trenshaw.
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Appendix: Molecular Music, Discussion, Suggestions
Molecular Music
Molecular Music TM involves the translation of the 3-dimensional positions of a protein's amino acids into note sequences. X-ray crystallography data (describing the 3dimensional positions of the amino acids in a protein molecule) is filtered and then mapped onto musical parameters such as pitch and amplitude. Data may be filtered to
emphasize either small scale changes or large scale changes, so generating note sequences that describe protein structure on many different levels. In this way, characteristic
patterns in protein structure such as helixes (heard as arpeggios) and beta-sheets (heard as a succession of similar notes) emerge as recognizable musical note patterns from the
3-dimensional structural data. The musically pleasing quality of such generated note sequences is incidental, although not surprising given that it is the repetitive patterns in
music that we find most pleasing and memorable. There is no subjective "musical labeling" of amino acids in order to produce musical tunes and the accurate translation means
that small differences in molecular structure can be distinguished by their tunes (Long L "Tuneful Proteins" New Scientist 2001:53, September 8, www.molecularmusic.com)
Proteins are 3-dimensional biological molecules that are conventionally described as having four levels of structure. Note sequences which reflect these differing levels of detail
can be generated, and layering of such note sequences produced from a single protein produce protein-specific musical compositions. You could say that these compositions are
"multi-dimensional" as they are describing many levels of a protein's 3-dimensional structure at the same time. This method of musical translation of 3-dimensional protein
structure generates note sequences that sonically describe the visual features of the protein's structure. This means that rather than simply looking at a protein and seeing
structural features, you can hear them. Such note sequences may act as an auditory aid in perceiving and visualizing protein structure. Humans' have a keen ear for musical
patterns and this method of translating structural data into musical form facilitates the recognition of those patterns. This is a different way of looking at protein structures which

are normally represented by complex visual models or data sets. Because it is more accessible, it opens up the area of molecular biology to a larger range of people who perhaps
would not have access to it, for example in the case of children and the visually impaired.(Explore at-bristol exhibit www.molecularmusic.com; The Biochemist 2002,24(6):40.
Consider for instance, the importance of this for science as noted in the The Harrow Technology Report Haunting Melodies (2001 at www.theharrowgroup.com). There the
report reads: "Dr. Long has come up with a way to map the intricate whorls and swirls of these "patterns of life" into a medium that is rich enough, and symbolic enough, to
allow people to intuitively grasp and differentiate between the complex instructions that define how living things are put together. . . . ."Is this important?. . . I suggest it is very
important indeed . . . . Because as we continue to develop enormously complex data sets in many fields, our ability to understand, and to make sense of this overpopulation of
data, demands innovative new ways of looking at (or listening to) them. For example, if you play several of the sample music clips ”. [referring to music derived from protein
structures found on the molecularmusic web-site www.molecularmusic.com].you can easily tell the difference between them. But if you were shown the 3D models of the
proteins, would it be so simple?" Simply put then, if Dr. Long's approach to molecular music can be so effective for thinking about complex structures such as proteins imagine
how it could advance our appreciation of molecular transformation as relatively simple as the linked step-wise and cyclical reactions in glycoloysis, the Krebs cycle and the
Electron Transport System.
Discussion: Internalizing and Externalizing
In a cross cultural study of time, The Dance of Life, by Edward T. Hall (1983: 165), he refers to and advances John Dewey's discussion in Art and Life (1934/1980) that the tie
which connects art and science is a shared interest in rhythm. The importance of rhythm in the context of atomic or molecular time has not be substantially considered in
biochemistry or developmental and molecular biology (see Newman 2007). Hall's discussion of the dimensions of creativity (internal versus external) is most relevant to our
proposed learning machine. Hall writes: "The difference between creating inside oneself and creating outside by means of an extension is basic and crucial" (ibid.:140). For Hall,
an extension is an "externalized manifestation of human drives, needs, and knowledge," for instance the telephone extending the voice, computers extending memory and the
arithmetic mind (pp. 130). In the case of this proposed learning machine, it physically and conceptually extends the internal process of memorization. As Hall adds, while some
people are more effective at working out conceptual problems in their heads, others have to externalize the operation and this is a much slower process (ibid.:139). For those
students, the Dance of Life could be particularly helpful.
Hall introduces two directly relevant issues for this machine and learning the Krebs cycle: peoples' abilities to internalize and externalize concepts and peoples' abilities to
distinguish between sequential and discrete units (1983:140). As he notes, "The artist or scientist who sees a complex form all at once will have fewer problems externalizing or
translating into symbols than the individual who has to tease his product into bits and pieces, externalizing something without form from his unconscious which he then
assembles outside his body on paper, canvas, clay or a dance floor" (ibid.). Hall adds an additional point of relevance to the potential value of this experience in his observation
that some individuals are able to span time more effectively, that is, to think into the future. Such individuals are able to hear where a musical composition is going, as Hall states
"they experience what is going on in the present as a portion of a unified entity that is played out in a sequential manner (ibid.:139). They are therefore more easily able to
visualize, commit to memory, and conceptually manipulate the sequential steps involved in complex cyclical and non-cyclical biochemical reactions.
In The Dance of Life experience, the participant would enter into a sublime zone of wonder relating to the inner workings of the mitochondria. An artist such as Dale Chihuly
could likely achieve the required effect, as for example with the blown glass ceiling exhibit in the Indianapolis Children's Museum. And a musician such as Lori Anderson
would likely be able to assist in the direction of the musical materials because of her iconic piece "Big Science" and her appointment as a NASA artist. In Indonesia, artists,
musicians, and directors such as Nia Dinata, Jay Subyakto, and Ananda Sukarlan have similar world class capacities. Whatever artistic collaboration eventuates, students will
find their rhythm through the power of image, color, and music, all of which will have to be carefully designed, composed and integrated for synesthetic effect and signaling
precise molecular transformations.
Engaging all their senses, repeating, going backwards and forwards as needed, or even skipping steps, slowing down or speeding up, going around and around, will help learners
automatically internalize their own inter-connected sense of the complexity of molecular transformations that take place in the Krebs cycle. In his discussion of the organization
of energies through rhythm and repetition (1980:62-186) John Dewey draws on Coleridge's thoughts on the imagination and refers a synthetic aesthetic experience: "the welding
together of all elements . . . . into a new and completely unified experience" (ibid.:267) which we propose as the overall artistic goal of our experiment
The simultaneously internalized and externalized rhythmic multi-sensory experience involves a different mode of learning science than currently is practiced. The experience
will differ in terms of the cognitive process and the traditional psychology, hierarchy, and structure of learning. Fusing biochemistry and molecular biology, it will bring together
different brain and body functions, creating a unique learning synergy. This would allow individuals to draw upon their innate cognitive strengths, whether they are more
analytic or synthetic. Novel scientific insights might result because learners will be able to more imaginatively engage molecular structures and transformations in motion, both
as individual steps in the cycle and as part of the full cycle. In this fusion of the objective and the subjective, the internal and the external, conscious and unconscious
connections will form. The sequential steps, the inputs and the outputs, the rhythmic integration of this knowledge, will ideally ignite a passion for science through
communicating the sheer wonder of how it progressively renders the invisible visible, the formerly untranslatable translatable. There is potential here for a love affair between
art and science with nearly unlimited reproductive potential.
It remains then to conclude by turning to Punt (2012) and Malina (2012) on science and the sublime. Punt points out that in the process of externalism, "materials and objects are
always implicated in our cognitive architecture rather than being simply outputs of our internal cognitive processes. There, in the scientific quest to makes the un-observable
observable, "[T]hinking through objects rather than thinking about objects becomes the description of the cognitive process." In the same context, Malina, highlights science art
projects which are succeeding at generating a sense of the sublime while contributing to science, such as musical compositions based on scientific data, multi-modal
representations of hydrogen atoms through visualization and sonification, and immersive fly through scientific experiences with sensual and emotional power. Here we find
evolving arts-sciences practices. This proposed SEAD collaboration (as a cognitive extension device) intends to engineer a space for stimulating the relation between memory
and attention. The experiment would connect the conscious and subconscious mind through an aesthetic learning experience linking the objective and the subjective in a creative
dynamic.
With an internalized sense of the dynamic dialectical whole, complexity, and homeostasis (Levins and Lewontin 1985), the horizon for science education and research practice
can potentially be expanded in new dimensions. New questions may surface about synergistic rhythms, oscillatory molecular dynamics, and the evolutionary molecular
transformations involved from prokaryote to eukaryote with the emergence of the mitochondria (Woese 1998). Towards unchartered territory then, the goal of The Dance of Life
is to establish a dynamic template within the conscious and unconscious mind, ideally resulting in a sublime art-science experience (Hoffman and Whyte 2011, Malina 2012,
Punt 2012, Sarrukai 2012).
Suggestions from Helen-Nicole Kostis, Science Vizualization Lab, NASA
Dr. Kostis, in her review of this paper, made a number of suggestions as follows. They are mainly posed as questions and ideas for expanding the potentials the machine and
experience appears to offer. Again, as with the collaboration with Dr. Linda Long and Kathryn Trenshaw, the hypothetical experimental learning machine seems to be capable of
generating substantial potential synergy for teaching and learning science.
1. How would the installation work with multiple participants? How can The Dance of Life machine take advantage of this? What will change in the environment (except
visuals and sound)? How can this affect the process of the machine? How can this benefit the machine? For example: Can multiple processes be instantiated? Can this increase
the speed of the cycle? How can this be linked to benefit science?
2. What other forms can this project take considering that it could be a powerful installation and learning experience, in a science center? The question then becomes: how
many people will be able to experience it in a museum? While the numbers could be substantial, is it possible to create additional forms of this project? For example, what are
the potentials for mobile development, that is, the sort of game where users can either experience it alone or with other users? If that were possible, then the project would
become available to a huge audience.
3. It could also possible to build this project in a reverse manner and by basing the project more explicitly in Self Determination Theory. If that were the case, then it would
become a more complex and much larger project with even greater benefits. For instance, one could create a system/engine that could be programmed based on Self
Determination Theory that followed general rules. It could accept the following components in generic modes, namely visualization modules, sound components and
interactivity. Then one could use The Dance of Life to teach the Krebs cycle as an example of use in which rules, modules, components and interactivity could be refined in
detail on the system. For this type of project one would need at least 3-4 more examples, as suggested already perhaps for learning the Periodic Table and the Calvin cycle or
even multiplication and division. In this scenario, the proposed machine mediated embodied learning model would provide a system that can be significantly expanded and
which has potential in education far beyond bio-chemistry. That would interest other institutions or partners outside of science centers as they would be interested in its
development in terms of how they would benefit from it.
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SARC (Scientists/Artists Research Collaborations)
SARC (Scientists/Artists Research Collaborations)
SEAD White Paper
By Jack Ox and Richard Lowenberg
Disclaimer Note: The SARC Summer 2012 pilot initiative accomplished many intended objective
outcomes, garnered partners and served as the impetus for program next phase development.
There is currently no pragmatic reality to SARC's ongoing programmatic life and works, though.
This White Paper, therefore, lays out SARC resources, structural considerations and intentions.
At this point, SARC reality and creative potential is being dedicatedly developed, but uncertain.
It is from the grounded reality of SARC development that we will form some action points.
Introduction
Most of society, and even many of us who think about these issues, do not fully recognize or
understand the processes and potential of what we are calling SEAD; and in not understanding
we undermine this potential. The convergence of the arts with design, engineering, science,
education and many other human endeavors and social trends, is proliferating everywhere around
us. Creativity across and beyond self-limiting disciplines is a natural evolutionary tendency in
all of us, nurtured today by the opportune-rich emergence of greater social freedoms, openness
and democratization. This includes technological development, understood as part of our sensate
tuning-in to a wondrous information ecosystem, adding to our new real-life worldviews.
Creativity in this context is being driven by a perceived need to think different; to apply new,
complex yet holistic understandings to critically troubling issues facing our world and ourselves.
SEAD requires honest, open-mindedness. It should not fall into the trap of old way
categorizations, academic curricula and evaluative measurements, but should rather be
understood as a social movement; an evolutionary response to our mysterious humane journey.
SARC is a new initiative that intends to develop and set grounded examples for an eco-social
understanding of SEAD, aspiring to create and further highest level achievements and valued
benefits. We intend to frame SARC initiatives by asking some of the most important, difficult
questions of our time, and by telling inspiring stories, under the project code name "ECOS".
SARC has lofty ambitions, because we feel that it is necessary to work at appropriate scale and
effect. We are just getting started. We have no assurance of success. It will not be easy.
SARC Summer 2012
The Scientists/Artists Research Collaborations (SARC) initiative was piloted during Summer
2012 as a project of 516 ARTS, for ISEA2012 (International Symposium on Electronic Art)
www.isea2012.org, just held in Albuquerque, Los Alamos and Santa Fe in late September.
SARC Pilot Co-Directors:
" Jack Ox, Associate Research Professor, Music, UNM
" Richard Lowenberg, Art and Science Laboratory / SARC
SARC research institution partners to date are the Los Alamos and Sandia National Laboratories,
with the collaboration of University of New Mexico's Center for Advanced Research Computing
(CARC) and Santa Fe Institute.
SARC has been funded to date by Lockheed Martin/Sandia National Laboratories and the New
Mexico Consortium, with additional supporting company sponsors: Los Alamos National Bank,
CenturyLink/Qwest Communications and Qforma.
Five SARC artist collaborators were selected from over 75 applicants for the ISEA2012 Summer
pilot:
" Ruth West, UCSD Center for Research in Computing and the Arts (CRCA), San Diego.
" Francesca Samsel, working w/ visualization labs at UT El Paso and UT Austin, TX.
" William Ray Wilson, (Navajo) Institute of American Indian Arts, Santa Fe, NM.
" Adrianne Wortzel, New York City College of Technology, City University of New York.
" Todd Ingalls, Grad. Studies Chair, Arts, Media, Engineering School, ASU, Tempe, AZ.
SARC co-directors and artists initiated preliminary interactions and discussions on-site and
remotely during the Summer, with a July visit and follow-on communications with science
research teams at Los Alamos and Sandia National Labs, Santa Fe Institute and UNM. In this
first phase, the SARC artists and science research teams brought up shared interest and
experience in cross-disciplinary work with large data sets, complex eco-systems modeling and
applications, food and health issues, advanced visualization and sonification techniques,
cognition, memory and perception studies, and creative talents applied to critical social and
environmental understandings, decision-making processes and problem solving.

SARC did not contrive to immediately pair up an individual scientist with an artist; nor did it
simply expect pre-proposed projects to be the basis for collaboration. It instead intends that
groups of artists and scientists begin to communicate among each other, to meet in scheduled site
visits and begin to have in-depth discussions about the nature of art-science collaborations; about
the potential extents and limitations of what may reasonably be accomplished through initial
interactions; and about areas of joint research which may emerge, and may be considered for
ongoing collaboration and support. Rapport among individuals, funding, and researchers'
allocation of time were understood to be among essential collaborative determinants.
"I'm interested in developing new modes of inquiry that bridge art and science in order to go
beyond what we can already see and know through the training and technologies we possess.
Working across disciplines with researchers in the sciences, I can develop research with
hybrid outcomes that contribute new knowledge as well as public-facing experiences that
bring complex science to general audiences."
Ruth West, Strategist at the Center for Research in Computing and the Arts at the University
of California San Diego. SARC artist and advisor.
The SARC Summer pilot program resulted in the following outcomes, deliverables and ongoing
efforts, beginning with July artists and scientists meetings, interactions and presentations.
" Fri., July 6: SARC initiated its commitment to education and public outreach with a
special "3D-VIS" presentation, featuring the latest active 3D visualizations produced by
LANL and Sandia teams, as a special program of the Currents: Santa Fe International
New Media Festival.
" July 9 and July 11: SARC artists had arranged presentations/discussions with potentially
interested science researchers a Sandia Labs/CERL and at LANL. During July, artists
and guests given security passes, also toured the 'restricted' Vault behind the fence at
LANL, to see demonstrations of active 3D visualization facilities: the CAVE (La Cueva)
and the Powerwall, with presentations of nano-structures, asteroid impacts, explosion
dynamics and ribosome structures. Scheduled meetings with LANL researchers were
held in conferencing/workspaces provided at the New Mexico Consortium.
From September 15 through 25, SARC conducted three public panels/presentations and a
private, invitational Working Group meeting at Santa Fe Institute, in conjunction with
ISEA2012.
" Saturday, September 15, 1:00-5:00 p.m.: ISEA2012: "Art & Science: a presentation at the
Bradbury Museum in Los Alamos, a featured program of "The Next Big Idea", presented
and discussed the processes used by the artists and scientists during their collaborations.
" Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 17 and 18: Santa Fe Institute, SARC Working Group, with
20 invited (national) participants, discussed the future of SARC and Art/Science in
general, with a focus on pragmatic next-phase strategies. A major focus and actionagenda
item was curriculum for art/sci (STEAM) education, as well as funding options.
We were fortunate to be able to coordinate agendas with NEA and SEAD representatives.
In addition to SARC directors and artists, participants included: Laura Monroe, LANL;
David Rogers, Sandia Labs; Bill O'Brian, NEA; Deana Pennington, UT El Paso; Carol
LaFayette, TAMU and Roger Malina, UT Dallas; Andrea Polli, UNM; Thomas Caudell,
UNM; Jim Crutchfield, UC Davis; David Dunn; and Jennifer Dunne, SFI.
"Cross-disciplinary collaboration is essential to 21st century science, engineering, and
biomedicine, and is deeply integrated into the fabric of supercomputing at UNM. SARC will
continue CARC's tradition of collaboration at the nexus of art, science, and technology. We
believe that the greatest insights and advances will result from unexpected encounters among
creative researchers who are willing to take the leap and reach beyond the strict confines of
their fields."
Susan R. Atlas, Ph.D., Physicist, Director of the UNM Center for Advanced Research
Computing (CARC), and a theoretical scientist leading research groups in nano-science and
computational cancer biology.
" Thursday, September 20, 9:00-10:20 a.m.: ISEA2012: "SARC: Art & Science": artists
and science researchers' presentations at the Natural History Museum in Albuquerque.
" An exhibition of ISEA2012 Residency works (w/ SARC) opened at UNM School of
Architecture, on Sept. 19th. SARC information is on the ISEA2012 web site and in the
ISEA2012 catalogue and all publications.
" Tuesday, September 25, 1:30-3:30 p.m.: ISEA2012: "Art & Science: The SARC Process"
presentation at Santa Fe University of Art and Design, with participation of 25+ students
from New Mexico School for the Arts, and a class from Santa Fe Community College,
plus many US and international ISEA2012 participants attending Santa Fe Day events.
" Leonardo, an M.I.T. Press publication, will feature an editorial on SARC, and the NSF
funded SEAD (Science, Engineering, Art, Design) initiative will publish a 'white paper'
on the SARC program, including intended next phase efforts.
" The New Mexico Consortium prepared a SARC press release, and an article for Essence,
Los Alamos' monthly events paper, in coordination with the 2012 Next Big Idea Festival.
" Development of SARC higher education programs is currently in early stage discussions
with UNM, SFUAD, IAIA, UT Dallas, UC Davis, other university contacts and funders.
" A newly forming Advisory Group, currently includes Andrea Polli, Associate Professor
of Art and Ecology, at UNM; and Roger Malina, Professor, UT Dallas, and Executive
Editor of Leonardo Publications at M.I.T Press.
" There are currently two SARC web blog sites, one http://nmsarc.wordpress.com for
public information, and one for use by collaborating artists and scientists. SARC's
developing online presence will also serve to coordinate and communicate among the
newly established SARC Pool, an ever-extended pool of creative collaborators.
"A portion of my research is focused on developing and testing immersive virtual reality
interfaces to complex datasets and simulations. The use of virtual reality (VR) technology
provides an opportunity, for the first time in the history of computation, to immerse scientists,
with all of their naturally evolved human perception and reasoning, directly into multidimensional
multiodal representations of their software and data. I believe that many new
representations will blossom through the collaboration between art and science, allowing us to

reach many new levels of comprehension."
Thomas Preston Caudell, Ph.D., Prof., Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering, Dept. of
Computer Science and Dept. of Psychology, UNM (coined the term" 'Augmented Reality')
North Central New Mexico: Place-Based Assets, Needs and Opportunities
North Central New Mexico is home to a number of the nation's leading science and technology
research institutions and to a globally acclaimed arts community, within a rich multi-cultural and
bioregional "land of enchantment" setting. The region encompasses Taos, Espanola, Santa Fe,
Los Alamos, Rio Rancho and Albuquerque, plus many more rural and pueblo communities.
Santa Fe has a vital and diverse arts and cultural economy, designated as an official UNESCO
Creative City. Santa Fe Institute and the Center for Non-Linear Studies at Los Alamos
Laboratory, have made this the dynamic center of the 'complexity sciences' community. Santa
Fe is home to the National Center for Genomic Resources, as well as the Institute of American
Indian Arts, Santa Fe University of Art and Design and St. Johns University.
Los Alamos is currently taking big steps forward on "Next Big Ideas", to leverage its science and
technology research economy with a new cultural plan and initiatives to economically vitalize
that community, including a potential community-wide fiber-to-the-premises initiative.
Sandia National Laboratories is in Albuquerque, and Intel has major facilities in nearby Rio
Rancho. University of New Mexico, with main campus in Albuquerque, is the state's leading
research university, with satellite campuses In Los Alamos and Taos.
Beyond this north central region, the State of New Mexico has other rich arts, sciences and
technology resources, including the other two state research universities (NMSU in Las Cruces
and NM Tech. in Socorro), the Navajo Nation, the Large Array, and the NM Spaceport.
North Central New Mexico also lives with a responsibility to transform a number of 'wicked'
undermining eco-social problems. K-12 education attainment in New Mexico is near the bottom
of all state rankings; with the same true for broadband adoption. As is the case everywhere, this
region must better address long-term economy, healthcare, energy and water resource issues.
And, while our National Labs are major science centers, their nuclear weapons work presents
and represents among the greatest controversies and risks for the survival of life on this planet.
SARC is intended as a means to grow a more vibrant future for this region with its unique
resources, needs and opportunities. SARC intends to work in coordination with other regional
public and private sector planning, incubating and realizing efforts, so as to foster most broadly
benefiting impacts, investment strategies, creative visions and social outcomes.
SARC Next Phase: 2012-2014
While there are complexities and difficulties yet to be understood and addressed, a number of
encouraging opportunities have emerged in this first round of efforts to institute an arts/sciences
initiative in New Mexico. We therefore intend to now build upon this Summer's collaborative
start-up, on lessons learned and on determined best-practices, to become an ongoing initiative
emerging to have convergent benefits:
" For the sciences
" For the arts
" For education
" For society
For its ongoing life, SARC is now a program of the Santa Fe based Art and Science Laboratory
(ArtSciLab), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. ArtSciLab, founded in 2000 by composer David
Dunn and 'complexity' physicist Jim Crutchfield, with Woody and Steina Vasulka and others,
having set example for among the best in art/sci collaborations over many years, is an ideal fiscal
organization home for SARC, and other possible cross-sector programs. http://artscilab.com
As we now proceed to build upon this Summer's initiating efforts, to shape an organizational,
programs and budgetary agenda for the next two years, a number of intentions are emerging.
ArtSciLab/SARC aspires:
" To go beyond 'techne' to address more fundamental, all-encompassing ideas and issues.
" To focus on critical issues facing society, the sciences and the arts, in creation of projects.
" To partner to create 'great works' in the context of great challenges and opportunities.
" To demonstrate by example, collaborative processes, economic structuring and benefits.
" To provoke serious research, experimentation, play, trial and error, and elegant solutions.
" To take shared team approaches to research, learning, production and communication.
" To work with the SEAD community to add strength to our mutual advocacy and actions.
" To incorporate the cultural richness and indigenous knowledge in this geographic region.
" To advocate and set example for convergent arts/sciences for community eco-vitalization.
"Artists have a different skill set and training than scientists, and in particular, use their abilities
to present complex ideas in a way that can be understood. We all live in a visually
sophisticated society, and are familiar with visual language and metaphor, but these have not
fully made their way into the scientific enterprise. Our culture is aesthetically sophisticated.
Scientists share in this common culture, and we think that this collaboration of artists with
LANL scientists should lead to innovative presentation of scientific research of national
significance, and may lead the scientists to regard their work in ways not before considered."
Laura Monroe, Ph.D., Mathematician, LANL Production Visualization Project Leader in
DoE's Advanced Simulation and Computer program, and Team Leader of the Special Projects
Team in LANL's High Performance Computing division.
These underpinnings and intentions are helping us to shape a set of primary and peripheral
programs, limited or made real by budgets, that separately and in total demonstrate a complex,
dynamic and emergent 'ecosystems' approach to our convergent, hybrid practice: "ECOS".
ArtSciLab/SARC next-phase programs through 2014 are proposed:
" To strengthen existing arts, sciences, education and community institutional relationships.
" To develop an innovative economic support strategy for ArtSciLab's SARC initiatives.
" To host a series of (monthly) public seminars and workshops with artists and scientists.
" To establish and produce a 'new works' in the arts and sciences commissioning program.
" To organize an annual New Mexico (Los Alamos/Santa Fe) "Arts & Sciences Festival".
" To participate in networked arts/sciences interactions nationally and globally.
ArtSciLab/SARC is proposing an ambitious agenda for this New Mexico based co-laboratory.
We look forward to extending our efforts to include other SEAD practitioners and programs, and

to thereby add to our knowledge-based 'common pool assets'.
Obstacles, Opportunities and Suggested Actions
There are numerous obstacles, but also many yet untapped opportunities inherent to SEAD
efforts. Some are general to almost all involvements, while some are specific to the many
variations of SEAD collaborations, whether led by universities, corporations, government
agencies, foundations, research institutions or individuals. For instance, adequate and
appropriate funding or financing is a general problem, while issues such as security restrictions
are specific to SARC and its collaborations with the National Laboratories (LANL/Sandia).
Addressing the issues, obstacles, difficulties, opportunities and suggested actions requires
detailed assessment, specific to each potential players and sector (SEAD / SARC / artists and
designers / scientists and engineers / research institutions / companies / educational institutions /
funders and underwriters / communities and society / and other partners and participants).
ArtSciLab/SARC's efforts are informed by years of lessons learned, best-practice experiences,
humane insights and creative responses to the obstacles and opportunities of the moment.
Ultimately, it is experience and intent to achieve highest quality, intelligent, creative and
mutually benefiting outcomes of the process and the work that will make a necessary difference.
SARC intentions, experience and fundamental understandings include requirements for:
" Personal rapport and mutual respect among potential collaborators.
" Creative open-mindedness, with complementary skills and understandings.
" Valuation of processes and outcomes with benefits for SEAD partners and for society.
" Ability to undertake necessary long-term, collaborative, cross-disciplinary R&D.
" Innovative funding and investment strategies with: .gov, .mil, .com, .edu, .org and .art.
" Artful example-setting in all aspects of SEAD programs.
Following is a one page "Call to Arts", advocating for greater eco-social responsibility in the
arts, necessary for any meaningful work to result from SEAD initiatives. Similar one page
'calls' will be prepared for the sciences, for education and for society.
A Call to Arts
In this age, increasingly shaped by communications and technology, humanity is becoming acutely
sensitive to its frail security. The rationalism of science continues to accelerate the conflict between
global mind and local body. Energy and information are now our major exchangeable natural
resources. They constitute the primary foundation of the value system in a newly emerging
economic structure.
Within the broad framework of information theory, the arts are recognized for their communicative
effectiveness and transcendence. The processes of creativity, though elusive, have lead mankind
through historical mazes of uncertainty. In an information-based society, cultural development
may assume an economic value comparable to commercial development in industrialized society.
Having learned to recognize the complex ecological interdependence of living systems and the
environment, artists now have opportunities to produce models for a sustaining cultural ecology.
The arts, reflecting the state of today's larger political, economic and social systems, are in serious
trouble. Too many artists are playing it safe. The role of the arts in our society is increasingly
shaped by confused intellectualism; selfish vested-interest capitalism; and absent-minded,
fashionably crafted artificiality. At the same time, the rich diversity of wilderness and indigenous
cultures around the world, are increasingly being valued for their scarcity and novelty, while being
exterminated and replaced by the greed of progress and 'new world orders'.
There is a critical need and an all important opportunity for creative people, artists, to take
advantage of the great independence and freedom inherent in their calling, to take a more active
personal responsibility to be proponents of a true sense of ecology; a cultural ecology.
To call oneself 'artist', is either a grand conceit, or a bold decision to assume greater individual
creative freedom. That freedom ought to carry with it, a responsibility for honesty and
transformative intelligence. Artists, having chosen a freedom of aesthetic and intellectual vision
and pursuit, are often at odds or in conflict with prevailing social norms. This is precisely the
artist's value. The artist is in a way, the personification of society's means of checks and balances;
a sensate explorer seeking to be 'in tune'.
If we take the incentive of applying our creative talents towards an ecologically considered future,
we must be comprehensive. Society is in need of clear, intelligent, inspired under-standings and
visions, the nonmaterial assets that constitute the true wealth and aspirations of a culturally secure
community. As technological development shapes our concepts of the future, artists working with
new tools and processes need to weigh the eco-cultural worth of their endeavors, to not merely be
narrow-minded advocates of technological consumerism. As communications systems advance
into the 'photonic era', where will we find enlightenment?
Will artists, synaesthetic pathfinders, contemporary tricksters, lead the charge for a real Information
Revolution? Artists, as cultural agents, must make some difficult decisions, but have equally
exciting opportunities to set examples, create models, and express simple truths. Amid life's
complex compromises, creative idealism must be part of the equation. R. Lowenberg
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Until relatively recently science, engineering, art and design each had their own history.

Increasingly they are becoming to be understood as components in the broad sweep of the
production of knowledge for the good of humankind and the supporting environment. The most
convincing evidence of this is in the shift in concern for the immediate and medium-term to the
long-term sustainability of the earth as a nurturing environment e.g. approaches to climate change,
water resources, holistic science, the socio-political and economic, as a global problem. The
recognition of the interrelation and interdependence of hitherto discrete histories as important
calls for new modes of interaction that are more than opportunist, convenient or problem-driven.
This calls for more strategic approaches to transdisciplinarity as the organizing principle for
research collaboration.
Survey concerns
In the last couple of decades voiced discussion around the new topic of transdisciplinarity has led
to a growing awareness and application in the practice of more traditional interdisciplinary
frameworks. Spearheaded by Helga Nowotny (2008, 2006, 1997; Nowotny et al. 2003) and
Michael Gibbons et al. (1994) with a social science focus and by Basarab Niculescu (Camus and
Niculescu 1997, Freitas et al. 1994, Niculescu 2008, 2002) with a science and humanities focus,
the increasing literature on theoretical approaches and methodological reflections,1 shows
long and sustained engagement is evident in the theoretical physicist and philosopher
Basarab Nicolescu's work and networks (CIRET) of transdisciplinarity, which departed from
a scientific context bridging to Humanities concerns, with special interest in philosophicalreligious
perspectives. Building on seeding events (OECD colloquium Nice 1970; UNESCO
Colloquium of Venice 1986 leading to the Venice declaration), Nicolescu has spearheaded a
transdisciplinarity to be more than a fashionable turn and is strongly supported by concrete
actions and requirements in current research frameworks.
The need for transdisciplinary strategies arises in recent years from the increasingly recognised
complexity of contemporary problems, including the exponentially growing data- and information
load in segmented fields and formats, the demand for a more inclusive engagement with all
sectors and strata of society as well as a closer confrontation and need for integration of the
multiplicity of perceived conceptions and models of reality. This need for larger overviews and
shared engagements, so it has been argued, requires a robust foundation in disciplinary practices
and innovative approaches to collaboration and knowledge production and exchanges in
interdisciplinary frameworks. Therefore it can be stated that transdisciplinarity is by necessity
informed by the complementary extensions of those methods, views, models and conceptions that
the single disciplines in their canonical frameworks and specialisation, and their exchanges
among disciplines through interdisciplinary engagement, provide. By the same token, no
discipline is ever completely isolated and has to be understood always in relation to other
knowledge practices. With the broader awareness of the term transdisciplinarity, however, there
occurs a slack use of the term in the context of cross-disciplinary collaborations. It points to an
urgent need to seek clarity and to unravel some of the inherent confusions of the meaning and
value of transdisciplinarity of some of these interventions if the moment is not to be lost.
Some of the most frequent conflations that have led to misunderstandings in the current trend in
the usage of transdisciplinarity are:
* Common confusion of transdisciplinarity with cross- and multi-disciplinarity arising from a
generalized and unreconstructed use of the term, particularly as articulated with reference to
'global problems' and 'global thinking'.2
theoretical, discursive engagement with transdisciplinarity and in 1987 founded the
International Center for Transdisciplinary Research and Studies (CIRET). The social scientist
Helga Nowotny, president of the European Research Council, together with a team of
collaborators, a.o. Michael Gibbons, have been leading another core strand in the debate,
which emphasises the production of 'socially robust knowledge' and is particularly concerned
with the bridging between science and society geared toward a problem-oriented, applied
modality. Another strong vector in the debate is marked by the US-based Humanities scholar
Julie Thompson Klein (2010, 2001) who has been leading the debate around
interdisciplinarity, which provides a core foundation for many aspects that have been
informing the discussions around transdisciplinarity. Emerging smaller platforms include the
td-net in Switzerland (with a strong leaning on Nowotny's work), and the THESIS convention
in 2003 in Goettingen (Brand et al. 2003) to exchange experiences and approaches to
transdisciplinarity across the sciences and humanities.
One of the key problems addressed in the debates around disciplinarity has first of all been
the demarcation between multi-, inter- and transdisciplinarity. Multi-disciplinarity is
understood as an accumulative, juxtaposed multi-perspectival arrangement of disparate
* Exclusive application of transdisciplinarity to engagements with non-academic stakeholders as
a remedy for the disconnection between knowledge production and societal problems, whereby
the term 'discipline' loses its meaning and justification.3
* Transdisciplinary as mere 'gap-filler' between disciplinary activities and boundaries in order to
bridge communication gaps between the traditionally defined disciplines.4
* Misunderstanding of transdisciplinarity as shared fundament of inquiry, as 'common ground' to
facilitate knowledge exchange.5
In contrast to these rather loose and unreconstructed responses to transdisciplinarity, the more
robust and critical debate has been developed recently; we see this as crucial in order to ensure
that the opportunity of new approaches to knowledge acquisition and development are not
squandered. It can be summarised that at the very minimum, transdisciplinary research exceeds a
mere cooperation among disciplines identified as multi-disciplinarity (Newell 2000: 230) and
exceeds interdisciplinary research in that it leads to the transformation of the very identity of
disciplines by identifying new topics and concerns. Transdisciplinarity extends the scope,
methods and perspectives of existing disciplines whilst at the same time respecting and using the
existing disciplinary frameworks. Ideally, emerging new practices, methods, paradigms
consequently lead to a re-evaluation of disciplinary tools and concerns through interactive

reflection and knowledge exchange, which can lead to transformative long-term impact on the
disciplines that are brought together around a shared topic or concern. Although the
knowledge production results in an accumulative overview, there is, however, no
transformational interaction or cross-fertilisation between the disciplines which retain the
original identity of their elements and the existing structure of knowledge is not questioned.
(See for example Niculescu 2008: 2; Klein 2010: 17) Interdisciplinarity implies the transfer of
methods, skills, concepts or paradigms from one discipline to another, which can lead to longlasting
transformations of disciplinary frameworks. (See Niculescu 2008: 2; Thompson Klein
2010: 19) Thompson Klein (2010: 18) indicates the shift from multi- to interdisciplinarity
when "integration and interaction become proactive", referring to Lattuca's (2001: 81-3)
notion of "linking issues and questions that are not specific to individual disciplines".
$!As for example identified in the foreword to the Handbook of Transdisciplinary Research
(edited by Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2008) or in the profile of the TD Network for
Transdisciplinary Research in Switzerland (http://www.transdisciplinarity.ch/e/index.php),
wherein transdisciplinarity is identified as catalyst to open scientific knowledge to
sociological approaches, the broader public and societal concerns.
%!See the abstract for A Vision of Transdisciplinarity. Laying Foundations for a World
Knowledge Dialogue (edited by Frédéric Darbellay et al. 2008)
&!The initial coinage of transdisciplinarity, building on Jean Piaget (1972) and Andre
Lichnerowicz' contributions at the OECD conference, was conceived as a "common system
of axioms" that transcends disciplinary boundaries through an "overarching synthesis" as a
kind of universal interlanguage with view to the internal dynamics of science. (Thompson
Klein 2010: 24) Since then the debate has moved on and currently understands
transdisciplinarity as heterogeneous rather than homogenizing practice, which accepts and
respects plurality and diversity. This includes a similar critical view on so-called "holistic"
approaches that neglect heterogeneity.
development of disciplinary practice. In this way transdisciplinarity is a complementary practice
in addition to inter-, multi- and disciplinary practices.6 Without aiming at replacing any of the
existing disciplines, it rather draws significantly on their foundations and specialisms. It has been
frequently pointed out that most researchers engaged with transdisciplinarity move between
disciplinary, inter- and multi-disciplinary engagements and modalities. The window of
opportunity to define transdisciplinarity (or even transdisciplinarities) with precision is limited
and there is an immediate need for a mature understanding and synthesis of the existing
approaches that often substantially differ in their focus and sometimes even in their key aims and
methodological underpinnings.
Although heavily reliant on topic-led approaches, interdisciplinary research (understood
as integrative knowledge practice and exchange among two or more disciplines) has become an
established practice in academia and also in the strategic policies of the research councils'
national and international funding regimes. However, more sophisticated strategies are required in
order to facilitate and build future trajectories for world-class research in terms of scholarly
quality and also in term of their inclusivity of integral, ethically viable and creatively innovative
concerns that transcend cultural, economic, geographical and social boundaries.
Since 2010 the International Network for Transdisciplinary Research (INTR) led by
Transtechnology Research, Plymouth University, has brought together eminent researchers to
consider more precise and useable understandings of transdisciplinarity in response to the
urgency of high-grade collaborations led by immediate and burgeoning needs. It has proceeded
from an enquiry into the daily practices of research in the Arts, Humanities and Sciences by
experts who habitually reflect on their processes of knowledge production. The intention of INTR
is to develop a robust framework to think and practice transdisciplinarity in action (rather than as
a meta-theory), which departs from an integrative model of engagement that accommodates
difference, paradox and speculative research. Proceeding from this we take the view that a key
aim of transdisciplinarity is to facilitate emergent insight, knowledge and interaction that
could not have been foreseen or designed in anticipation of a specific outcome or solution to
a problem.
The model of transdisciplinarity proposed here takes a modest approach, in which the
emergence of a new or differently posed question, an unexpected facet of perspective or an
entirely new question completely independent of the inquiry in process, are valued in their own
right and not sidelined through the common problem-driven approaches that limit the inquiry
through the pressures on short-term, or immediately economically or materially viable, outcomes.
It calls for the development of theoretical, conceptual and practice-oriented approaches to
See also article 3 in The Charter of Transdisciplinarity (Freitas et al. 1994).
transdisciplinarity as both, a post-hoc analytical process for the qualitative synthesis of
collaborative research in interdisciplinary frameworks, and as methodological framework
to forge innovative approaches to research collaboration that is inquiry-driven and seeks to
identify new topics and concerns. In this way transdisciplinarity is sought to bridge disparate
areas of discourse and research topics not merely by transcending or transgressing disciplinary
boundaries around problem-driven inquiries, but by letting the inquiry in itself drive the methods,
tools and theoretical formation in order to stimulate the identification of new concerns, insights
and topics that emerge from this cross-fertilisation of rigorous and imaginative scholarly research.
An emphasis in this approach to transdisciplinarity lies on 'transformation' in the sense of
the transformative potential of transdisciplinarity: in the recursive reflective impact on
disciplinary practice, the dynamic interaction between researchers and objects of study that are
conceived as integrative processes rather than disparate entities, the consequential flatter model
that breaks down certain hierarchical power-structures of the dominant institutionalised
frameworks, as well as in the contingencies that dynamically shape the original research question
from which the inquiry departed. In this sense transdisciplinarity is not exclusively to be
understood as an aspiration to move outside disciplinary frameworks, but can just as well be
provoked by an involuntary confrontation with insights and concerns intruding into disciplinary

practices which stimulates, or in cases forces, the redefinition of their established scopes,
problems and methods. We are standing at the cusp of history with the possibility of taking
transdisciplinarity seriously and see it as an invitation to seize new opportunities to resolve
existing and immanent roadblocks.
Roadblocks:
Aside from imprecise use of the term, which contributes to a general skepticism, there are real
roadblocks to transdisciplinarity that need to be addressed. These are:
1) Roadblock: Inflexibility of mobility beyond and between institutional frameworks. The
increasing sentiment encouraging permeability between industry and universities has encouraged
interdisciplinarity but has paradoxically led to an increasingly conservative culture of provision
that more closely matches the existing (rather than future) employment market.
Opportunity: Amidst the virtues of disciplinarity it is now widely recognized that important and
contributory research topics and concerns have been obscured in the shadow of disciplinary silos.
This is evident in the number of hybrid research fields that have become necessary to form
coherent communities e.g. biochemistry, techno-science, astrophysics, computational
neuroscience, media-anthropology, visual culture, digital humanities, technology and culture,
philosophy of science, anthropology of mind, etc. Transdisciplinarity offers the opportunity to
maintain the virtues of the disciplines whilst exploring the shadows and avoiding the
establishment of new hybrid disciplines which repeat the dynamics of the silos.
Proposed Action: Universities should consider themselves less as bastions of established bodies
of knowledge and more as enablers with an emphasis on networks and collaborations and a locus
for criteria in relation to methodological practices.
Stakeholders: Universities, research funding councils, professional societies, academic
journals, publishers, philanthropic organisations, museums, archives, cultural industries,
cultural funding organizations.
2) Roadblock: National funding for university research recognizes the virtues of
transdisciplinarity/interdisciplinarity and multi-disciplinarity but still depends upon evaluation
processes that rely on established fiats of experts in disciplines not necessarily fluent in
approaches beyond their area of specialism.
Opportunity: The increasing focus on transparency and knowledge exchange as a consequence of
the naturalization of multi-disciplinary research (i.e. the google scholar, crowd-sourcing and
participatory archiving) is being met by equally radical approaches to publishing platforms. This
follows a trend in the Arts and Humanities to focus more on impact, which has had the effect of
closing the gap between the university and the public.
Proposed Action: If funding regimes wish to pay more than lip-service to transdisciplinarity they
will need to consider radical changes to their review processes in order to include equal weighting
for transdisciplinarity. For this they may need to consider the value of the network beyond its
immediate results and raise the threshold of risk in funding research.
Stakeholders: Research funding councils, professional societies, governments, philanthropic
organizations, cultural industries, cultural funding organizations.
3) Roadblock: Criteria for existing career and tenure tracks in research are informed by standards
and expectations established by professional societies. Individual career tracks in
transdisciplinarity are niche pathways in the social sciences and the arts and at best an excursion
from the mainstream in the sciences. The ambitions of the market with its short- to medium-term
risk are more comfortable with discrete disciplines with substantial long-term track-records of
research return. As to the funding structures of the cultural industries, cultural foundations and
ministries, bureaucracy or rigid organization of a museum or archive with its restricted review
processes often inhibit the acquisition and dissemination of new knowledge whilst at the same
time marginalizing the appraisal of 'old' knowledge.
Opportunity: Universities and archives are no longer unchallenged gateways to acquired
knowledge as a consequence they are reexamining their constituency and function. This provides
new opportunities/challenges for rethinking the role of the University (and the archives/museums)
in relation to permeable national boundaries, mass transport, electronic networks, linguistic
dominance of English, providing new opportunities/challenges for exchange and comprehension.
Proposed Action: There should be investment in research network developments that regard
transdisciplinarity as a pathway to new topics and concerns, liberating research questions
currently locked within high-grade research in traditional silos. Hybrid public/private speculative
funding of research and development should be encouraged.
Stakeholders: Universities, professional societies, academic journals, publishers,
philanthropic organizations, private sector investors, museums, archives, cultural industries,
cultural funding organizations, media industries.
4) Roadblock: There is a genuine and significant anxiety that transdisciplinarity (and even
interdisciplinarity) will necessarily lead to a loss of focus and a consequent lack of rigour and
authority. This roadblock is compounded by the inevitable difficulties of communications
between specialists and competitive funding.
Opportunity: There is an unprecedented structural change in the production, dissemination and
storage of knowledge brought about by a more democratic access to databases that need to be
negotiated. Interdisciplinarity, multi-disciplinarity has facilitated comparative methodologies
which have provided a framework for the management of large, disparate data-sets.
Transdisciplinarity offers a more systematized way of management, synthesis and evaluation of
knowledge.
Proposed Action: The full acknowledgement of transdisciplinarity's bottom-up spirit (both
popular and data driven) should be regarded as both a methodological and social intervention. It
gives voice to the intellectually disenfranchised who have a stake in the outcomes and as such
mirrors many of the issues that have reshaped the Humanities (especially History, Art-History
and Literature Studies) in the last three decades. Consequently it demands the vigilance and

positive commitment that have been applied elsewhere when oversight and occlusion have
become acknowledged.
Stakeholders: Universities, funding councils, professional societies, academic journals, publishers,
philanthropic organizations, cultural organizations and social policy makers
5) Roadblock: An increasing fashionable over-usage frequently blurs the distinctions between
multi-, inter- and transdisciplinarity and works at the disadvantage of, if not damaging to, those
who rigorously engage with the conceptualisation and application of a new set of practices across
disciplines that emerges from ongoing and current innovative research investigations.
Opportunity: In this regard Julie Thompson Klein (2010: 24-26) speaks of "trendlines" of
transdisciplinarity with approaches that in some cases are thinning out to rather loose applications.
There is now serious attention to the topic and high-grade research and initiatives (among others
Niculescu's CIRET, Nowotny et al., INTR).
Proposed Action: There should be investment in soliciting meta-approaches to transdisciplinarity
informed by grounded research in the Sciences, Humanities and Arts. Greater attention to dealing
with the issues exposed by transdiciplinarity (if not in the concept itself) should be explored
openly.
Stakeholders: Universities, funding councils, professional societies, philanthropic
organizations, cultural organizations and social policy makers, museums, archives, cultural
funding organizations.
6) Roadblocks: The requirements that transdisciplinarity places on a researcher can be as
demanding as, for example, extending the research period in order to acquire a new language or
competence. The necessary delays and deferments that this entails currently can be perceived to
make transdisciplinary research more expensive. As a consequence this loads the dice in favour of
the disciplinary status quo.
Opportunity: A significant change in first world demographics (longevity, distribution, mobility
and kinship) provides new opportunities/challenges for knowledge exchange, storage and transfer
as human capital. In particular the educational experience should include 'life-long learning'
which can accommodate significant intellectual growth and transformation.
Proposed Action: To learn from the contingencies and expediencies currently applied in dealing
with these problems and responses to new forms of funding and dissemination and research
practices in the Humanities (digital Humanities) and to see them as a mode of inquiry for example
to conceptualize the big data problem as one coextensive with work in the Humanities on
representation and archiving rather than as an exclusive domain of datasets.
Stakeholders: Universities, funding councils, professional societies, academic journals,
publishers, philanthropic organizations, cultural organizations and social policy makers,
museums, archives, cultural funding organizations, media and cultural industries.
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The objective of this paper is to develop the first schemes of a possible methodology based in the Theories of Collective Action to analyse and facilitate transdisciplinary dialog
and collaboration between science, engineering, art and design. Such theories are usually applied to understand different kinds of collective actions (for example, regarding
actions that appear in ecologist, feminist or pacifist movements, among others). We propose that these theories can also be pertinent to analyse, in a very structured way, the
interaction between the main dimensions, agents, resources, contexts and strategies of transdisciplinary action. Therefore we will use these theories to frame a method for
identifying the main elements that constitute this kind of action in general and in particular between art, science, design and engineering. This methodology could support action
coordination towards transdisciplinary collaboration addressed to different stakeholders taking as reference the distinctions between 3 kinds of collaboration, introduced by
Allen F. Repko (2012:20)1.
The hypothesis is that collective collaboration in transdisciplinary research environments can be understood as a form of collective action according to the following definition:
"Collective action is the result of a social action (or collective challenge) carried out by the set of formal and informal interactions established between (1) a plurality of
individuals, collectives and organized groups (who share, to a greater or lesser extent, a sense of belonging or collective identity among themselves) and (2) other social and
1 According to Repko (2012:20) "multidisciplinarity studies a topic from the perspective of several disciplines
at one time but makes no attempt to integrate their insights ["]. Interdisciplinarity studies a complex problem
["] by drawing on disciplinary insights (and sometimes stakeholder views) and integrating them ["].
Transdisciplinarity concerns that which is at once between the disciplines, across different disciplines, and
beyond all disciplines ["] and seeking to integrate disciplinary and stakeholder views ["]."
political actors with which they come into conflict. This conflict is triggered by the appropriation (of), participation (in), and transformation of relations of power to achieve
social goals, and above all, through the mobilization of certain sectors of society" (Tejerina, 2010:19). Repko's definition helps us to understand that despite the different forms
in which transdisciplinary collaboration has historically developed there has been a constant core around which different ways, objectives, motivations and concerns spun
towards its achievement. This core is the social need to deal with (1) topics, (2) complex problems or (3) knowledge about the world in a unified sense, that goes beyond the
capacity of each discipline and implies a collective endeavour materialized in actions. Therefore it is crucial to understand how these collective actions are shaped by means of
discussions, negotiation and re-negotiation processes according to specific historical and cultural circumstances. The development of a typology of different categories of
analysis to understand transdisciplinary collaboration actions can be crucial to fully support and ground such actions, making the most of possible resources and finding the right
institutional, educative and social framework for their development. Transdisciplinary action is a dependent variable in relation to a few key elements that are categorized in the
theory of collective action. The translation of these elements can serve to generate a specific action theory for collaboration between disciplines. These elements are:
(1) Why, where, when and in which way collective action happens (Theory of Collective Behaviour, Smelser, 1963). In the case of NSEAD action the same questions apply;
(2) The relationship between costs and benefits of collective action, that is to say, the dependence of collective action on available resources, group organization and
opportunities and on the strategic and political factors involved (Theory of Resource Mobilization, McCarthy and Zald, 1977;
Jenkins, 1983; Zald and McCarthy, 1987). In the case of NSEAD action the same is valid;
(3) Context interaction (Theory of Social Interaction, Turner and Killian, 1957), in the case of collective action, translates into the concept of NSEAD's context interaction;
(4) Political aspects (Theory of Structure of Political Opportunity, Kriesi, 1995; Tarrow, 1989, 1994; 1998), present in collective action, is also valid for NSEAD action.
(5) Collective sense and aims (Theory of Collective Identity, Melucci, 1995), as in collective actions, there is a blend of intentions, resources and limits. Collective actions imply
intentional decisions and interaction structures inside a system of opportunities and restrictions. There is a need
to build a sense of belonging to a collective, in relation to transdisciplinary action. The concept of "interaction structure", that is central in the case of a social movement, frames
the environment that "enables the existence of a series of interactions (Tilly), or the network
of informal interactions between a plurality of individuals, groups or organizations (Diani, 1992), or that a group acts in a continuous way (Turner and Killian, 1957)" (Tejerina,
2010:20). In the analysis of these interaction structures, all dimensions in which an action takes place, micro, mezzo
and macro, must be taken into consideration. In the case of transdisciplinary collaboration, the very researchers are those who produce face-to-face actions, negotiate strategies
within organizations, coordinate their own actions in relation to other institutions, dialogue with decision-makers, have
access to media and promote sensibilization actions to increase consciousness regarding this kind of collaboration. In our case, NSEAD can be an example of this thread of
actions across many spheres and scales of activity that recommend actions to be taken according to different levels of agency.
The concept of interaction structure can also be essential to analyse how transdisciplinary research and creative work, learning and knowledge transmission processes develop
(regarding agents, ways, tools and environments) because transdisciplinary agencies (researchers, managers,
decision-makers, funding institutions) interact in different degrees in all these spheres and scales. Therefore it is necessary to see how these interactions are produced and
coordinated (either in a positive or in a conflictive way) and the effect of these actions on improving the conditions of
transdisciplinary action and research across science, engineering, art and design. According to the theories of action (Tejerina) the most important interaction structures that
shape collective action happen in different spheres. Some happen in face-to-face situations particularly between peers inside each group or collective (Melucci, 1995; McAdam,
1982); some within each organization or institution (Klandermans, 1997; McCarthy and Zald, 1977); others emerge from the challenges that social actors (in our case, artists,
designers, engineers and scientists) pose to elite decision and policy-makers (McAdam, Tarrow, Tilly, 2001) and those that spread and impregnate society in an invisible way.
The processes of interaction that happen in each one of these structures and between themselves shape how successful action can be. Having the broad matrix of these structures
will improve our capacity to suggest the best actions to different stakeholders, especially to those in the position of making decisions; to identity and overcome obstacles and to
enhance opportunities for collaborative action across science, engineering, arts and design.
The method: Nature, type and scale of stakerholders and type of action The method is developed as a tridimensional matrix taking into consideration different kinds of actions,
crossed with different kinds of agents and their spheres of interaction between each other. The aim is to explore opportunities and obstacles to develop transdisciplinary
collaboration, analyse how it is emerging and plan future actions. Time will add a fourth dimension to the matrix. The method can contribute to improve the vision on how
transdisciplinary actions change knowledge production and how the aims, motivations, and interactions around transdisciplinary problems synchronize and find resonance (or
not) in an environment of limited resources and changing opportunities in which there are collaborators and opponents that need to dialog. In this sense each suggested action
must be related to the big picture but addressed to each different stakeholder in its own sphere of action (for example: artists, designers, engineers, scientists, educators, funding
agencies). We can differentiate between 4 kinds of stakeholders: individuals, communities, public institutions and private institutions.
Actions analysis should take into consideration basically two kinds of agents: sympathy and resistance agents. Sympathy agents are individuals, collectives and organized groups

that work to facilitate transdisciplinary dialog and collaboration around similar or equal objectives. Resistance
agents are other social and political actors with which they come into competence or conflict. In addition to 6 kinds of actions, the analysis takes into consideration 4 types of
stakeholders such as individual, communities (structured and formally organised, like professional
associations, and ad hoc interest alliances, linked to disciplinary fields) and public and private institutions (not linked to disciplines like banks for example), acting in 4 scales
(local L, regional R, national N and international I scales).
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There are associations that are difficult to classify in a definitive way. For such cases, it is necessary to add more specific criteria.
The actions that can be considered have been grouped into these 6 categories:
1) (AR) Actions for the increasing of resources (including advocating) These actions aim at getting more access to funding, human and technological resources to research and
collaboration across disciplinary borders.
2) (NA) Actions to support networking The aim of this kind of actions is to foster engagement, participation, formal and informal actions for exchanging knowledge and
networking actions. Resilience and solidarity actions for supporting networked projects (NSEAD can be a kind of big umbrella for different projects and institutions towards the
aim of fostering networked achievements).
3) (EA) Education actions to prepare researchers to manage transdisciplinary collaboration Education actions are aimed at preparing researchers to manage collaboration across
disciplines, develop a common language and deal with differences. In particular, it is necessary to solve questions around methodological and theoretical dominance of one
discipline on others and questions around theoretical and methodological integration and developing adequacy (Repko). As Repko said, multi-disciplinary approaches the 'home'
discipline usually imposes the preferred method and theory, transdisciplinary approaches do not give preference to any disciplinary method or theory and trans-disciplinary
approaches integrate all knowledge, disciplinary methods and stakeholder views on the basis of some overcharging theory.
4) (ARS) Actions to support research (for researchers) These actions involve listening and follow up, to maintain a system of tracking opinion from researchers in the network.
The purpose is to update the cartography of researchers on the network and their results of their collaborations, creating feedback between peers.
5) (DA) Diffusion, dissemination and sensitizing actions (to create visibility towards society and sensitizing different social groups) Sensitizing actions aim at increasing
awareness about transdisciplinary collaboration. They can be carried out in the form of dissemination actions (actions for increasing sensibility of different spheres regarding
transdisciplinary collaboration).
6) (AIS) Actions to create an interaction structure The interaction structure for transdisciplinary collaboration can be better realized within an institutional space from which all
kinds of actions can be coordinated. This space can take form as an Observatory for Networked Science, Engineering, Art and Design. The aim is to enable agents that support
transdisciplinary approaches to be in positions of power in decision-making processes. This can be achieved by complementing the network of SEAD (The Network for Science,
Engineering, Art and Design) with an International Observatory for NSEAD Knowledge, to fully protect transdisciplinary collaboration. SEAD Observatory for Networked
Science, Engineering, Art and Design should be able to plan, coordinate, implement and manage all aspects of transdisciplinary collaborations. The Observatory would be
supported by social network and social media platforms (transmedia approach), and coordinate the implementation of all kinds of actions (AR, NA, EA, ARS, DA). The
objectives of the SEAD Network Observatory can be:
(1) To situate NSEAD transdisciplinary collaboration in the main political objectives and institutional guideless of research at any level in order to accelerate the development of
sustainable, innovative and inclusive transdisciplinary knowledge in society;
(2) To foster, implement and look for funding to network knowledge and collaboration in the NSEAD transdisciplinary field. The NSEAD Observatory can be supported in a
network of observatories such as European NSEAD Observatory, National NSEAD Observatories. These
observatories can also be created at lower levels;
(3) To overcome hurdles in the development of an transdisciplinary knowledge Society;
(4) To foster interoperability of solutions across countries; to treat transdisciplinary Knowledge on global and local scales;
(5) To generate awareness in different stakeholders about the research and knowledge sector in order to mobilize the needed financial and human resources to carry out actions;
(6) Stimulation actions for transdisciplinary research: Promote annual research grants for researcher groups with the requirement of the participation of at least 2 fields
collaborating. Each action must be described in relation to the scale of the problem addressed, the opportunity that
it opens, the obstacles that can be found and the kind of stakeholders involved.
Opportunities and obstacles are identified according to different spheres of interaction: (1) on the scale of face-to-face interactions FFI (such as linguistic opportunities and
problems, crosscommunications misunderstandings, emotions and insights, etc.); (2) on the scale of
transdisciplinary power synergies, struggles and competitions such as those that belong to authority and power elites inside each discipline (interest groups IG); (3) on the scale
of institutional educational and research structures ""ERS- that are discipline-based and can be seen as structures for new opportunities or threatens to any kind of
transdisciplinary action; (4) on the scale of the social paradigm that is common in public political-administrative systems ""PPAS- of funding at different levels like national,
regional, European or international that are not adapted to transdisciplinary
action. For instance, it is considered appropriate that a scholar follows a unique lineal disciplinary path during her/his academic trajectory and any break in this lineal path needs
to be justified so that the carrier is considered adequate to academy, which reflects a Cartesian mode of thinking about academia and constitutes an obstacle for transdisciplinary
fluidity. The following chart translates the elements taken from Theory of Action to structure the actions suggested to improve transdisciplinary collaboration. Apart from these 4
spheres of interaction identified in this chart, we include activities to be carriedout within the interest groups NSEAD and NSEAD Observatory (to be created). Both are interest
groups that can house different interaction spheres and therefore they appear at a different level.
Table of suggested actions
[FIGURES]
Conclusions
The aim of this white paper is to offer a tridimensional stakeholder-centred matrix in which 6 kinds of transdisciplinary actions are situated according to 4 stakeholders' scales
articulated around 4 spheres of interaction in order to explore opportunities and obstacles of each action.
The matrix opens the possibility to classify transdisciplinary action in a grid of 96 possible situations that can be useful for analysing how transdisciplinary action is being
achieved and to plan the future action that needs to be developed by each stakeholder within the scope of their aims,
possibilities and responsibilities to produce a qualitative change in transdisciplinary practices.
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